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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the shifting politics of remaking the urban experience in post-colonial Cairo,

through investigating the account of remaking an old historical district, namely, Bulaq Abul Ela. It

examines the extent to which planning approaches and ambitions to improve the quality of the built

environment have achieved their objectives and attended to people's changing needs. To achieve this

aim, critical analysis of the chronological development of the remaking process, planning institutions

and legislation in Egypt has been undertaken in the context of three re-planning schemes for Bulaq,

drafted between 1966 and 2005. Understanding spatial quality, in this context, indicates an

intersection between two realms: spatial settings and social needs, which both influence the process

of space reproduction in Cairo.

The schemes are investigated on two levels; first, there is a careful study of the planning

institution's ambitions for improving Bulaq's spatial qualities; second, there is critical analysis of how

such visions were imposed on the schemes, and how this affected their credibility in terms of

improving the district. Through each scheme, the district's conditions, approved re-planning actions,

proposed physical attributes and land uses will be discussed and analyzed. The study is based on

detailed accounts of original reports, meetings, decrees, correspondents' archives, interviews and

fieldwork that took place between 2008 and 2009, and has relied on original documents from various

planning institutions, and local newspapers in Egypt.

The investigated schemes revealed a consistent clarity of the planning institution's visions towards

remaking old districts, but alongside this, there is evidence of a lack of coherent processes in planning

and of implementing these visions. Not only was there an apparent conflict between the planning

institution's underlying objectives towards re-planning Bulaq, and people's needs, but within the

planning institution itself there was a lack of reliability and consistency in performing its role, in which

respect it was impeded by the absence of an effective legislative framework to guide planning

practices in Egypt. The study revealed that Bulaq's spatial qualities are grounded in the historical

authenticity of the district. its physical attributes, and the vibrant mix of activities and land usage

practised in Bulaq's urban spaces. Thus, investigating Bulaq re-planning schemes has allowed the

research to find new meanings, images, stories, and places to replace the increasingly undesirable

authentic fabric of the district. Against this background, continuous dialogue for participation, shared

commitments, and flexible planning approaches, have emerged as necessary and, indeed, the only

tools through which improvement of the built environment and creation of a successful remaking

project may be achieved.
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IMPORTANT NOTES

Notes on Arabic Transliterations and Translation

When quoting, citing or otherwise using Arabic materials, one must strike a balance between

transparency and simplicity. Therefore, well-known names will be spelt as they appear in

English-language and secondary resources, for example, Nasser not Abd el-Naser. The same

principle will be also applied to Cairo places names, for example Bulaq Abul Ela IBulaq rather

than Boulq Abu el Ela or Boulac. Some names are transliterated as their owners do when

writing in English.

As this thesis is widely Cairo focused, Arabic names and words will be transliterated in a way

to reflect the Cairene colloquial pronunciation in the text, for example, manatek mutahalka, or

the pronunciation of the 'ka' sound which will be a hamza in Arabic.

Arabic terminologies and names are shown in italic format the first time they appear in the text,

and a translation will follow. Also, the thesis will provide the Arabic translation of none

commonly translated phrases in the secondary literature, such as the Muhafzah instead of the

governorate, or Hay rather than the municipal unit.

Other notes

All pictures, drawings and diagrams included in this thesis are the researcher's work unless

otherwise specified in relevant locations

All interviewees are coded based on the coding systems attached in Appendix A. The

standard code used in this thesis is [Ax.n.yy], where Ax refers the resident code in the

attached list of interviews; n refers to the number of the interview; and yy the year when the

interview took place. Intellectuals inclusive of scholars, planners and officials have similar

system, but A is replaced with I (intellectuals).



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION



Bulaq Abul Ela.
Left Map: the district of Bulaq Abul Ela in Cairo.
Right Image: Nile City Towers, newly constructed in the riverfront zone of Bulaq in 2004.
This building is directly attached to un-cleared sections of the district.
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1.1. Introduction: Remaking Places on Scope

'There is now a concentratedattemptto re-engineerthe
experience of cities, one which is on a par with the
constructionof Haussmann'sboulevards-but happeningin
manycitiesaroundtheworld".

Remaking places is a practice that emerged out of the need to incorporate particular

political, economic and socio-cultural conditions in providing improved living environments

for citizens". By definition, it occurs in existing parts of the built environments, where the

remaking context, in planning terms, mostly involves reshaping, urban renewal, and urban

redevelopment operations. It is perceived as a tool that contributes to the city's future

demands through either reconstruction or clearance. This approach appears to have had a

significant effect on different regions, wherein large areas of urban districts have been

demolished in order to create a new public face of the city3. Mona Abaza described this

process as 'the aggressive reshaping of the cityscepe" whereby the creation of new

physical boundaries tends to widen the gap between the rich and the poor, the new and the

old, the public and the private.

In the debate on modern urban planning, Steven Marshall has argued that 'the issue of

planning is not just about the built environment, but relates to wider issues of political

economy: the preference for more or less state intervention in industry, education, health,

and any other sector's. From this point of view, remaking becomes an urban planning and

design practice involved in managing the spatial and functional structures of areas in relation

to the society. While historical remaking attempts focused on improving the visual and

physical attributes in inner sections of cities, recent attempts had broadened their scope to

include further problems of housing and infrastructure implications, mostly when previous

outcomes had proved inadequate. In particular, unsuccessful outcomes were recorded when

the authorities had failed to learn the lessons of the past, and adopted top-down strategies

which proved to show an unsuccessfully remaking agenda.

In the context of Cairo, global processes of transformation have made a visible impact on

the urban environment and its built forms. Modernizing the city has led to the rapid growth of

business districts and luxury residential zones in its various parts, leaving its core areas in a

, Amin, A. and Thrift, N. (2002) Cities: Reimagining the Urban. Cambridge: Polity. p. 56.
2 Bohl, C. (2002) Place Making: developing town centers, main streets, and urban vii/ages.Washington D.C.
3 Gavin, A. (2004) Renewal of Central Beirut: The BCD Master Plan and the Shaping of Architectural Form. In:
Architecture Re-introduced: New Projects in Societies in Change. Jamal Abed (ed). Geneva: The Aga Khan
Award for Architecture. Hamouche, M. (2004) The Changing Morphology of the Gulf Cities in the Age of
Globalization: the case of Bahrain. Habitat Intematlonal. 28:4. 521 - 540.

4 Abaza, M. (2006) Egyptlanlzing the American Dream: Nasr City's Shopping Malis, Public Order, and Privatized
Military. In 0 Singerman and P Amar (ads.) Cairo Cosmopolitan: Politics, Culture, and Urban Space in the New
Globalized Middle East. Cairo: American University in Cairo Press. p. 193 - 220.

5 Marshall, S. (2009) Cities Design and Evolution. Routledge. p. 8.
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world of neglect. This has coincided with the state's" tendency of improving the city as a

policy process for allocation of alternative land uses and embarkation on improvements that

support its ambitious visions; a reform activity for managing and controlling the quality of the

built environment. For this reason, Cairo, as a mega city7, became a reasonable exemplar

for exploring the substantial impacts of such policies based on local responses to global

problems such as pollution, inadequate infrastructure, housing problems, increase in

poverty, and the accelerating physical decline. Indeed, these problems have been

aggravated in Cairo by its radical shift towards globalizationB
, to complete an ambitious

'project of modernity', where planning practices have became its elementary products
9
.This

modernity originally emerged in Europe 10 and was subsequently imposed on Middle Eastern

cities 11, with Europe providing the established model. For example, in examining Delhi's

'indigenous modernity', Hosagrahar claims that in non-western cities, modernity was

associated with colonialism. It was therefore an external imposition, not a native enterprise

emerging from existing structures". She wrote that:

'The definition of modemity was based on differences: to be modem was to be not
traditional ... for those who regard the forms of Europe's modernity to be the only ones
that are valid; all others were transitory, incomplete, inadequate or traditional,13.

In addition, remaking acts in Cairo mostly regarded clearance of entire areas as the only

effective strategy to get rid of the symptoms of inherent aging and deterioration problems,

with renovation attempts no longer considered effectual. Some researchers such as Lisa

Findley have discussed the idea of imposing new uses to existing spaces as a useful tool for

creating new ideologies, imaginaries, and power relations in these contexts 14.Others argue

that such planning approaches are positive and somehow essential instruments for

generating new urban economies and heritage as 'competitive places' for economic

prosperity15. Trends towards theming the city's urban experience are, therefore, evident
16

.

8The 'state'willbe definedto Integratethe president,thecabinetandpublicsectorbodiesrepresentedinministries
and publicsectorfirmswhichdominatedEgypt'sdevelopmentfromthe 19608.

7 ThisterminologyIs baSed onMikeDaviSclassHication.seeDavis,M. (2006)Planet of slums. London.Verso.
• Yousry,M. (ed) (1998). CBlroasaWorldCity:TheImpactof CBlro'sOrientationTowardsGlobalization.In:
Globalization and the world of large clt/es. UnitedNationsUniversityPress.p. 27.
oHabermas, J. (1983) Modernity: An unfinished project. TheAntl·Aesthetlc,BayPress,Batsford.p. 5- 15.
10Appadural, A. (1996) Modemlty at Large: Cultural D/menslons of Globallzat/on. Universityof MinnesotaPress.
Berman,M. (1988) All That Is Solid Melts Into A/r: The Experience of Modemity. NewYork: Penguin.King,A.
(1995) The Timesand Spacesof Modernity:or Who NeedsPostmodemlsm?In: Featherstone,M. (ed) Global
Modsmmes. SAGE.

11 SeeMitchel,T. (1991) ColonisIng Egypt. TheUniversityof CBllfornlaPress.;Mitchell,T. (2002)Rule of Experts:
Egypt, Techno-politics, Modemlty. The Universityof CBllfomiaPress.;Elsheshtawy,Y. (2004)Planning Middle
Eastem Cmes:An Urban Kaleidoscope In a Globalizing World. London.Routledge.;Elsheshtawy,Y. (2008)The
EvolvIng Arab City: Tradition, modemlty & urban development. London.Routledge.;Owen. A. (2004)State,
Power and Politics In the MakIng of the Modem Middle East. Routledge.;Marcus,A. (2000)The M/ddle East on
the eve of modemlty: Aleppo In the eighteenth century. NewYork.ColombiaUniversityPress.;Kusno,A. (2000)
Behind the postcolonIal: architectures, urban speee and political cultures In Indonesia. Routledge.;lsenstadt,S.
and, Rizvi K. (2008) Modsmlsm and the MlckJle East: Architecture and Politics in the Twentieth Century.
UniversityofWashingtonPress.

:: ~c::.~~r, J. (2005) Indlgsnous modemltles: negotiating architecture and urbanism. Routledge.NewYork.

14Findley,L. (2005)BuildIng Change: Architecture, Politics and Cultural Agency. London.Routledge.p. 5.
15Aminand Thrift,Cities, p.56.
18Gottcliener,M. (1997) The themlng of America: dreams, visions and commercial spaces. Boulder.Colo: Oxford
WesMewPress. ' ,
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Hannigan explains that the rise of the 'urban entertainment' industry in the post-industrial city

incorporates restructuring particular qualities of urban imaginaries, where complete sites and

neighbourhoods are re-made according to strategic re-planning visions of development

completely 'blind to its context', and which apparently furthered the city's destruction 17.

Moreover, recent visions of remaking have tended to develop certain areas in isolation

from adjacent contexts physically, socially and economically, resulting in a divided

environment. Such division creates what has been called a 'city of illusion': that disregards

problems of homelessness and unemployment while simultaneously transforming sites into

'promotional spaces'", In the Netherlands, for example, reduction of spatial isolation, greater

urban integration, human scale, size, and variety were among the many reasons for the

success of planning attempts to promote the urban context 19. However, while social

problems certainly contribute to decline, we cannot deny that re-planning attempts

sometimes fail to rise to the task of making attractive living spaces for the people. In this

regard, planners bear the weight the responsibility of understanding the actual causes of

deterioration and then proposing solutions. While these proposals may involve drafting wider

streets, taller buildings, and new land uses, they are rarely successful in addressing the

actual causes of decline.

Planning practices in Cairo are nowhere more clearly apparent than in Bulaq Abul Ela

district: the prominent and strategic Cairene waterfront zone with long-term problems of

deterioration, neglect and problematic planning conditions. Consideration of the extensive

planning attempts, legislation and structure reveals the fundamental concepts, visions and

strategies that have underpinned the improvement policies in Egyptian planning for most of

the twentieth century and the first decade of the twenty first century. For a long time, this has

been part of a strategic long-term planning vision to transform the traditional fabric of Bulaq

into a luxury district, with the high-rise buildings of a truly modern Central Business District

(CBD). Such intentions required the controversial demolition and replacement of many areas

for replacing old areas with physical and visual forms for new perceptions of space and

time20•

In the context of this thesis, remaking tends to be described as change to the built

environment aimed at improving the already built-up spaces. However, it appears that there

is no simple solution or prescriptive strategy for creating more liveable and desirable

neighbourhoods, or, within such complex (and sometimes confrontational) contexts, a simple

straightforward process of taking decisions about refilling a site. Rather, a process of

investigation, analysis and study of existing problems, their roots and local powers is

required before any possible implementation of remedial action to rectify the problems of the

17 Hannigan, J. (1998) Fantasy City: Pleasure and Profit in the Postmodem Metropolis. London. Routledge.
18 Boyer, C. (1993) The city of illusion: New York's public places. In Knox, P. (ad) The Restless Urban Landscape.
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall. p. 111 - 126.

19 Gruis, V. etal (2005) Sustainable neighbourhood transformation. lOS Press. p. 9.
20 Zukin, S. (1991) Landscapes of Power: From Detroit to Disney World. Los Angeles. Calif.: University of California
Press.
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physical and spatial built environment. This thesis will draw on the invisible memories of

places, their rooted problems, activities, and associative identities. In addition, it will build a

body of evidence on the detailed accounts of planning approaches, legislation and planning

institutions that have left their mark on the projects of remaking Bulaq urban spaces that has

been going on continuously since the early twentieth century. Since the early days of the

planning of modern Cairo, remaking the city's old districts has been both central and a

corner stone in the state's perspective of its capital. The practice of attempting to re-produce

the city's squares, buildings, parks, streets and waterfronts to create more liveable, active,

and vibrant spaces, was, to a large extent, beyond our field of knowledge, but is now, more

than ever, an area of vital concern.

1.2. Research Background

Historical and traditional old districts in Cairo have played a crucial role in shaping the urban

core of Islamic Cairo, which served to characterize its principal identity through its traditional

urban patterns. Historical districts of Cairo, as emerges from its name, are also places where

memories of the past could be found, in districts such as al-Sayyda zainab, al- Hussein, and
Bulaq Abul Ela. Such areas have grown and been transformed over the centuries, and so

have their urban patterns. Mostly, historical and sociological studies have described these

districts as discrete entities, characterized by their clear physical boundaries and narrow and

tight hawari (sing. harah)21which constituted the primary urban units of Islamic Cair022.Old

districts are today typified by poor lower class population and mixed activities which have

been dominant features since the mid twentieth centu~3. In these districts, it is common to

see a hara or a shari I street (PI. shawar'/) named in accordance with a certain type of local

activity, such as hare' al-Nahaseen (coppersmiths), or Shari al-Sukkariyyah (sugar-traders)

in al-Gammaliyyah in Old Cairo. The shawar'i are dominated by a compact glued tissue of

houses, buildings of two or three storeys, which are busy with noisy commercial and light

industrial activities, causing commercial traffic day and night.

Since the 1960s, the national shortage of adequate job opportunities and unbalanced

distribution of development projects has led to an increase in the migration of the rural

population into the city in search of a better life. The population increase and lack of housing

regulations have been crucial in the proliferation of decline, particularly in old districts, which

later led to some of its sections being characterized as collectively mana'ek mutahalk~4, or

deteriorated areas. According to the UN-HABITAT report published in 2006, this situation

21 The Hara Is a narrow zigzag alleyway (mostly dead ends) that has fonned the basic urban unit of the medieval
city since Its foundation back In 969 AD.

22 Abu-Lughod, J.L (1987) The IslamJc City: Historic myth, Islamic essence, and contemporary Relevance. The
International Journal of MIddle East Studies. (19). 155· 176.

23 Abada, G. (2004) Hetef'OflllMltY within Homogeneity: Fragmentation and the Pass/bIB Re-Coherence of
Traditional Urban FOIJ1IBIn cairo. GBER 4:1. 3 • 14.

NAn Arabic tlnn used to refer to deterioration In the built environment In undeveloped districts. This tenn has
become a synonym for slums In the private and popular language, and it carried negative Implications.
Government officials and the national press frequently distinguished these areas as 'black stains' and ascribed to
thaTI a set of social tribulations such as crime, drugs, and backward behaviour.
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arose within a context of neglect in the state provision for subsidised housing, in addition to

the high rates of real estate prices in other zones of the citls. Its urban and physical

conditions reflected high rates of informality, poverty, and urban decline26as 'unregulated

housing became the solution for millions in the Greater Cairo Region, especially residents of

old Cairo, migrants from rural areas, and newly married couples who were all trying to meet

a basic and essential need' 27 (Figure 1.1). However, they collectively compose a

characteristic element of the recent landscape through their unique physical organization

and spatial association with the city as a whole28(Figure 1.2).

Active conservation organizations reported in 1996 that thirty-four per cent of Egypt's

urban population were living in manatek mutahalka. Estimates that are more recent are

closer to sixty per cent of Greater Cairo's residents,29.These problems contributed further to

the deterioration of the spatial settings and urban appearance of structures in the old fabric,

especially the eastern sections of old Cairo30. In addition, the abject failure of the local

planning authority to provide the citizens with the sufficient resources needed to improve the

quality of their living spaces was evident as will be explained in the thesis. In this regard, the

planning authority in Cairo has acknowledged that a national program to end problems of

deterioration in the capital by 2025, is on the way, its target being to ensure the clearance of

the identified areas by this date.

Today, most of these districts have lost their authentic urban qualities and witnesed huge

changes in their spatial settings. It is possible that this change could be accepted as part of

our acknowlegment that urban environments are predictibly and naturally forced to chage in

accordance to certain needs. As such, the physical, social, and economical arrangements

serve to distinguish old districts from the outside world, whereas their spatial and social

settings are subject to rearrangement through state authorized acnons'". In old districts of

Cairo, when it comes to remaking such closed entities of physical and social structures, a

deep understanding of their genuine settings and their development is required. Notably,

each district has its own unique spaces of homogeneity and physical charactaristics which

26 UN- HABITAT Report (2006) State of the worlds cities- The Millennium Development Goals and Urban
Sustainability: 30 Years of Shaping the Habitat Agenda. HABITAT.

26 These parts are Old Cairo, Fustat, the Citadel, South and Northem-Eastem cemeteries, Historic Cairo and Bulaq
Abul Ela.

27 Ismail, S. (2006) Political life in Cairo's new Quarters: encountering the everyday state. Minneapolis. p.1.
28 Historic Cairo attracted numerous rehabilitation, preservation and restoration studies, proposals and projects
through govemmental bilateral and multilateral efforts. However, their success has been limited to the restoration
of individual monuments by various foreign missions, whilst, more comprehensive attempts, master plan schemes
or action plans, have had no implementation success to date. For example, the conservation of the old city of
Cairo project (UNESCO 1980) was the first study to address the specific needs of the historic core, but its
implementation was hampered by failure to create the main overseeing body, the Cairo Conservation Agency.
Also, the Arab Bureau generated two studies: in 1980 for revitalization of Fatimid Cairo and In 1984 for the
rehabilitation and upgrading of the Gamaliyya district, and neither was Implemented. In 1988, two projects were
approved by the GOPP/IAURIF for the rehabilitation of north Gamallyya, ai-Darb al-Asfar, however, they were
detailed urban planning studies, and they lacked funding resources.

29 Sabry, S. (2008) Lost In the slums: Social policy failure is deepening Inequality, particularly among Egypt's youth.
AI-Ahram Weekly. Cairo. Egypt. 893.

30 Examples include ai- Darb al- Ahmar. al- Gamalia, parts of Mlsr aI- Qadima and aI- Khallfa quarters. In addition to
historic villages such as Qalt Bey and al Tonsa which serve the vast historical cemetery areas in Egypt.

31 Abu-Lughod, The Islamic City.
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create a certain degree of integration with the public life, as well as a degree of integration

within its constituent physical settings.

Slum Areas on Desert Lands
Deteriorated Historic Core with the city

Figure 1.1 Map of Greater Cairo region.
The location of slums and deteriorated areas in Cairo.
Source: UN-Habitat 2003.
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Figure 1.2 The hara as a lived space in Bulaq Abul Ela.
They collectively compose a characteristic element of the recent landscape
through their unique physical organization and spatial association with the city as
a whole

Bulaq Abul Ela, remarkably, experienced a persistent preconception of deteriorated

urban spaces which had proved to be inappropriate in the contemporary discourse of urban

planning practices. The most commonly cited reasons for drafting new schemes were the

problems of physical decline, reflected in the negative visual appearance of unmaintained

historical monuments mixed in with old buildings, slums, and homeless people; the

insufficient and complex street network of the hawari and shawar'i; and the unbalanced land

uses. But the question now is whether it is possible or not to afford a realistic remaking

practice that assimilates all the uniqueness, solidity, and coherence found in such places,

despite their deteroration. It is believed that improving the urban and physical quality

requires planners to become connected with such specific contexts through their intellectual

perspectives and to consider the effects their intervention might have on the lives of many

people.

In 2007, Zaha Hadid Architects designed an iconic structure to be built on the east bank

of the Nile, called The Nile Tower project". The project included a hotel and apartment high-

rise to occupy a total area of 120000 m2 of the river frontage section located in the old

district of Bulaq.

'The new 70 storey tower was designed as a gracious volume that elegantly borders
the Nile River in the heart of Cairo. The main structural elements of the tower fin walls
are that they rotate gently over the full height of the tower generating a wide selection of
orientations for the hotel rooms and apartments, particularly at the upper floors. On the
east side, the tower is pulled out as a triangle on the lower floors to offer maximum

32 Seehttp://www.zaha-hadid.com/offices-and-towers/nile-tower.(Accessed22January2011).
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stability. These opposite extensions make the overall tower seemingly lean over towards
the Nile,33.

This statement discloses an important issue. It places great emphasis on the aspects of

appearance and view, which become problematic in a place like Bulaq. While the project has

been lauded in terms of its visual form and unique structure, at least in Cairo, it has become

apparent that the designs were based on inaccurate and general information about the

typical physical configuration of its context. In other words, it is entirely disconnected and

isolated from the local social and spatial context. Further corruption in the quality of the

urban fabric, as a result, comes under pressure from a hostile structure that undermines its

collective integrity. This neglect of the context allowed the architects greater freedom of

imagination to manipulate the reality of the situation in favour of an authentically motivated

design. While the association between the project and the context remained vague and

ambiguous, the designer's description failed to explain the fact that some of the proposed

views faced onto the district not the Nile, as if the project lacked a rear facade (Figure 1.3).

Such project, and others, appeared to be setting a future trend for displaying a 'liquid

modernity' in Bulaq, whereby remote powers of globalization are shaping the future of our

living spaces" (Figure 1.4).

There is no doubt that globalization and new strands of knowledge and IT will lead the

practice of planning and design to create images that suit its agenda. Looking at the Nile

Tower project, two lines of questioning are raised. The first line, targeted at the designers, is

to question what the outcomes would have been if the orientation and views of the project

had taken account of the local historical context within the locality. Perhaps if this aspect had

been considered, the project could have been designed to integrate with their locality in

terms of improving the urban quality of the district and responding to the real needs of the

poor people living in Bulaq. The second line of enquiry targets the local planning authority;

do these designs contribute to and positively integrate with the wider scope of remaking the

physical quality of urban space in Bulaq? Is this trend meant to become the overriding future

image in Bulaq; to attempt to make the district's appearance fit into the suit of a modern

high class quarter? There is no doubt that these projects have become separated from the

social and economic realities of the district, in supplying a percieved desire for luxury rather

than fulfilling a need.

33lbid.
34 Bauman, Z. (2000) Liquid Modernity. Cambridge: Polity Press. p.188.
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Figure 1.3 The high-rise Nile Tower project in Bulaq Abul Ela.

The location of the project in the river frontage zone of Bulaq, showing the existing Cairo Plaza. What is obvious
in the image is that there is minimal physical representation of the context of Bulaq, and an extremely wide street
on its rear side, which also takes no account of the real context.

Source: http://www.zaha-hadid.com/offices-and-towers/nile-tower.

Figure 1.4 The new complex of al-Diar Qatarl project.

This project is located in the same area next to the Nile towers project
and still (under construction).
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While my intention is to study the power of the desire to implement a modern discourse in

Cairo's urban places, the old district of Bulaq drew my attention since it was part of the city's

official remaking schemes. This was evident in the set objectives of the three master plans

introduced in this study. Evidently, the district inspired utopian modernist planners in the first

half of the twentieth century and later the post modernists, when Bulaq was part of the

creative destruction practised by the state in their policies to deal with the problems caused

by neglect and subsequent decline. In 1979, several haras of its old urban fabric had been

bulldozed and lUxury high-rise buildings and private investment projects had replaced other

zones. However, the urban conditions and planning settings in Bulaq have been extensively

criticized as a symbol of the state's failure to deal with the problems of the district, although,

other remaking projects have been implemented in several sections of the city with some

signs of success.

Whilst more projects like the Nile Tower are in the queue for implemetation, we need to

further our understanding about the feasiblity and real contribution of such attempts to the

urban quality in Bulaq and the spatial improvement of its built environment. How did the

planning authority preceive the vibrant living spaces of Bulaq's hawari in relationship to their

inhabitants; what are the driving forces behind the improvement tendency from one side,

how are these ambitions translated into replanning schemes, and what type of built

enviroment quality could best fit Bulaq? Over the centuries, Bulaq has developed very

gradually, but it has also deteriorated in a short period of time. What we see today in Bulaq

exemplifies a lack of understanding of the real dynamics of remaking for such an authentic

historical context and its people. It would have been insufficient to understand how the

above projects were approved for constructuion in Bulaq without investigating the type of

urban quality which the planning authority intended to impose on the district. Behind the

drafting of each re-planning scheme there were ambitions which evolved from the immediate

response to the political and economic conditions of the city. Each scheme represented a

shift in pOlitical ideology, a shift in planning trends, and a shift in the people's needs.

This research is not only targeted towards contemporary planners and urban designers in

Egypt and around the world, particularly those associated with remaking historical contexts

and old cities, but it is also targeted towards the higher authority involved in structuring the

planning system and design control in order to possibly provide them with a live example for

a positive understanding and utilization of space during remaking. Scholars and readers

would be interested in understanding the politics of remaking cities within the Middle Eastern

context, since this subject has barely been tackled in books or articles on this region, and

the thesis offers various documentational resources and the spatial analysis of old and

traditional districts of Cairo.

12



1.3. Research Problem

In Egypt, the early years of the 1990s witnessed a major focus on improving the urban

quality through large-scale projects. At that time, the planning authority made great strides in

implementing such projects, yet the outcomes have proven sometimes to be disappointing,

particularly when the quality of urban spaces has been compromised in the face of other

political or economic priorities. Apparently, behind these efforts are specialized teams of

professional planners, equipped to make effective, open-minded and tolerant decisions on

re-planning proposals. However, they were not always able to achieve the targeted and

favoured urban environment. On the other hand, there are great expectations from the

people's side that such attempts should restore a vibrant living environment that responds to

their everyday needs. This dichotomy places a serious responsibility upon members of the

planning authority and professional planners to ensure that remaking places, particularly, in

the old district, incorporates high standards of quality, which correspond to the social needs

in the first instance.

Not surprisingly, remaking in such a context as Cairo has tended to focus on the visual

appearance rather than considering the social prospects and changing needs of the era.

Exemplar cases from around the world have shown that re-planning schemes of the past

were successful in adopting meaningful remaking approaches, once the social structure and

the ethos of modernity had been addressed". Aspects of the success of such schemes

included promoting active and flexible usage or specific building forms normally related to

the natural context; or controlling the buildings' volume, scale, and height; and producing an

integrated plan where buildings and streets are assembled in harmony in a way that

responds to the main scope of planning and design. While some writing in the remaking

literature has tended to explain remaking practices through the designers', planners', and

people's perspectives of the project, there has been an overall failure to look in depth at how

such attempts may become controlled by other visions and ambitions. In general,

investigating these attempts in such a complex social and urban context facilitates

understanding of its mechanisms, driving forces and implications, as well as revealing the

importance of the planning practice as an active element in shaping the people's lives and

living environments. On the micro scale, this also contributes to our understanding of the

role of planning as a flexible and socially effective practice that bridges physical and social

circumstances, and responds to the natural context rather than subjects and visions that

could prevent its success.

Remaking the built environment has been comprehensively studied on two investigative

levels: as an agency of physical, social, and cultural change in our living urban contexts36, or

at the level of individual buildings in terms of studying the power of change and its cultural

35 For various examples see Parfect, M. and Power, G. (1997) Planning for Urban Quality: Urban Design In Towns
and Cities. Routledge.

36 Schneekloth, L. and Shibley, R. (1995) Placemaking: The Art and Practice of Building Communities. John Wiley
and Sons.
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implications37• Both approaches highlight the importance of enhancing the quality of the

relevant contexts, and therefore, there is a need to understand how remaking contributes to

a sustainable transformation in the built environment, and tends to improve the lived

experience. While remaking in Egypt constitutes a belief that an entire transformation of the

space must accrue, this belief shows a schism with the accepted ideology of remaking that

acknowledges its success as a process of restructuring the defects of the city to make a

complete and sufficient structure of its spaces". Therefore, this study tends to offer different

perspectives on improving the quality of Cairo's old spaces.

Hence, a critical understanding of the quality of an existing urban structure is essential to

achievement of a proper social and economic route to improving the quality of its lived

spaces. It is also important to establish a link between what is imagined and what has the

potential to become a reality, with reference to understanding the changing social needs of

communities and the relevant practical responses. This study responds to this need through

an investigation of accounts of remaking Bulaq Abul Ela, one of Cairo's historical and old

traditional districts, and through inclusive analysis of the spatial qualities addressed in the re-

planning schemes.

1.4. The Research Question and Aim

Therefore, the research question is

To what extent have the Bulaq Abul Ela planning schemes, drafted
between 1966 and 2005, for remaking the district, achieved their aim
to improve the local spatial qualities in a way that responds to the
actual changing needs of the people in their everyday activities?

Throughout the thesis, I argue that remaking the quality of the built environment, as a

practice, plays an effective role in shaping our future environments and living spaces:

spaces that are informed by the people's socio-spatial practice and daily activity. The aim of

this study is to investigate the accounts of remaking Bulaq's quality of urban spaces from the

mid twentieth century to recent times. At certain stages, it becomes obvious that no single

approach can adequately explain the complexity of the remaking process. For that reason, I

intend to situate the study within a group of ordered objectives to respond to the research

question. In addition, in order to achieve an in-depth understanding of the process of

remaking spaces within this particular context, I will gradually develop the discussion by

engaging in a constructive dialogue on two different levels, theoretical and practical.

- Conatruetlng a comprehenalve understanding of the Idea of remaking in Cairo
through explaining the historical development of planning practices in the general context

: FIncIey, BuiklJng Change.
Alexander, C. (1979) The tJmeIIIss way of building. Oxford University Press. p. 485.
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since the end of its medieval history, and understanding how the quality of its urban spaces

was perceived in terms of production and deterioration.

_ Investigating the theoretical ground behind the process of improving the quality of

the urban space. At this theoretical level, while drawing on previous literature that focused

on the modern perception of space, I intend to designate a point of convergence to utilize

the notion of spatial quality that influences the production and reproduction of space in

Cairo. By spatial quality, I indicate a region of space that lies at the intersection of two major

constructions: the physical attributes and use of space, and the social needs. Thus, I will use

this concept to investigate the shifting dynamics of the intertwined relationships between

both constructs of space.

- Analyzing the process of remaking through the political and socio-economic shifts

in Cairo, and the way they influenced the proposed spatial qualities. At the practical

level, I attempt to investigate the detailed narratives of Bulaq's remaking to reveal its active

story and intertwined dynamics, as this appears to be the most effective means of achieving

the aim of the thesis. The case study examines whether remaking derived from the intention

to improve a visual image, a physical space, or a practice. It also constructs chronological

narratives which pinpoint certain ideological shifts in practice, policies, and institutions in the

remaking of Cairo, and specifically in Bulaq. which correspond with an intense ambition to

improve the city's planning conditions

- Investigating the role of the planning institution and the relevant planning legislation

in achieving a successful remaking atmosphere in Egypt. This is achieved by

questioning the reliability of planning institutions in Egypt in managing and controlling tasks

of improving the built environment, and the effectiveness of the legislative and regulatory

laws and acts in supporting this task.

- Investigating quality and the practice of remaking through the local voices. This

requires an understanding of the people's views on what constitutes remaking the district's

spatial qualities. In addition, the planners' perceptions are crucial to determining the

challenges that face the remaking of Cairo at present.

Therefore, three planning schemes, drafted to improve Bulaq, will be investigated

through an in-depth explanation of the remaking process in terms of describing the physical

decline of Bulaq, the planning institution's reaction towards this decline, and step-by-step

analysis of the detailed accounts of the schemes' preparation and drafting. Investigating the

schemes' objectives and outcomes will explain how remaking was anticipated and produced,

and how planning ideologies have shaped the urban imaginary spaces' of the district. The

inside story of this process introduces ambitions and uncertainties of the regimes and

institutions which instigated this change. Thus. this study does not intend to provide a set of

planning and urban design guidelines nor it is about the vision of individual planners. but it is
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about a process of change: and about broader visions of development. It is essential to

explain how the planning institution and planning legislation influenced the production of

urban places during the different phases of the schemes.

1.5. Research Methodology

In the course of architectural research, it is important to differentiate between theoretical

research and its practical approaches. For instance, it is significant to distinguish between

the design process and its quality outcome on one side, and people's responses and

perceptions on the other. In this sense, theoretical research could be distinguished by

identifying its qualitative and practice-led strands 39. Interpretive-historical, qualitative,

correlational and logical argumentation are other primary approaches specifically connected

to architectural research".

While the thesis aims to investigate the active account of remaking Bulaq's quality of

urban space, it also intends to exploit analysis of physical evidence and human interactions

through in-depth interviews41• In this case, utilizing qualitative research methods could make

a significant contribution to the thesis objectives. Qualitative methods provide research with

wide flexibility to study particular cases in depth, and overcome others and handle them in a

pilot manner: they are informative in terms of explaining certain information extracted from

the available resources".

On the other hand, qualitative methods allow the utilization of data in a flexible way, which

then allows the researcher to fill in the unanswered gaps in questions during the

investigation; it helps to form a smooth account based on the logical ongoing information. It

is here then that the researcher's responsibility to construct a sensible overview of the

study's context: its rational logic, and its embedded aspects, begins. To that end, the current

investigation focuses on analyzing non-determined, non-measurable information, utilizing

the available materials and information resources43.This facilitates the generation of the

determined theory, but does not involve its evaluation44
•

It is also important to locate this study in its actual temporal and spatial setting. Although,

approaching the remaking of Bulaq through documentary accounts of the role of Egypt's

planning institutions has definitely been informative and supportive to the current study, it

has been also problematic. On one hand, it would be inaccurate to limit the study to a

narration of the institutions as the only actors, disregarding the political and social structures

38 Rendell. J. (2004) Architectural Research and DfscIplinar/ty. Architectural Research Quarterly (ARQ). 8:2. 141 -
147. p. 145.

010 Groat. L. and Wang. D. (2002) Architectural Research Methods. New York: Wiley Publishers.
41 Richardson. J. T. E. (1996) Introduction. In Richardson. J.T.E. (ad.) Handbook of Qualitative Research methods

for psychology and the socJalllC/encss. london: BPS Blackwell. p. 3 -10.
42 Silverman. D. (2006) Interpreting Qualitative Data: Methods for Analysing Talk, Text and Interaction. 31d Edition.
london: Sage Publications. p. 28.
431b1d.
44 Scheurman. J. (1983) Research and evaluation In the human services. london: Free Press. Collier Macmillan.
p.38.
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of the context, and it would be ineffective in achieving the study's objectives. In this sense,

Bulaq as a place would become an inappropriate focus of study since the institution's

policies and actions would not critically explain the process of improving the district. On the

other hand, integrating the planning schemes as the main core of the study has the support

of some of the reviewed literature, which emphasized planning and designing the city streets

and road networks as a critical aspect of planning practice and an important element of the

remaking process". Loukaitou-Sideris and Banerjee stated that:

'Wefeel that the largerorganizationof the spatialstructureof citieswas oftendefined
by critical street elements,and this approachwas very much a part of the synopticand
publictraditionof urbandesign,46.

The study also argues that the Egyptian state adopted a centralized planning system,

which claimed some success in the demolition of slums and associated creation of new

public realms of modernity under high costs of resistance". Selecting Bulaq Abul Ela as a

site for the study helps to deliver the message that the reproduction of urban spaces is not

just about creating new structures, but is also linked with other political visions, formed to

allow further security and efficient control in the city, although not in response to the actual

social and economic needs. Therefore, remaking Bulaq and similar old districts in Cairo

needs to be framed and understood within this context.

The study is based on fieldwork and regular visits to the district during the researcher's

visits to Cairo in 2008 and 200948
• Due to the sensitivity of gender interaction in Baladi areas

in Bulaq, a male research assistant supported me on my visits by conducting interviews with

male residents in Bulaq 49. Resources were divided into two main branches; first, the

historical resources implicated by the historical accounts of Bulaq, and second, the

contemporary conditions relevant to the study of the three schemes. There was also an

investigation of the related existing historical literature and accounts. In addition, archival

documents, traveller accounts, original maps, newspapers and press archival materials were

examined, and the historical and current actions for remaking Bulaq were analyzed through

several data sources:

45 Southworth, M. and Ben-Joseph, E. (2003) Streets and the Shaping of Towns and Cities. Island Press. Moughtln,
C. (2003) Urban Design: Street and Square. The Architectural Press.

46 Loukaitou-Sideris, A. and Banerjee, T. (1998) Urban design downtown: poetics and politics of form. Berkeley;
London, University of California Press. p. xxiv.

47 Ghannam. F. (2002) Remaking the Modem: Space, Relocation, and the Politics of Identity in a Global
Cairo.Berkeley. Calif.; London, University of California Press.

46 In 2008 and 2009, fieldwork was conducted in Cairo. Several governmental institutions were visited and
accessed. such as the National Archival Centre in Cairo and the Bulaq section at the Governorate of Cairo. I was
able to search out the drafted schemes, records of official minutes and original maps. Also, I conducted several
Interviews with planners in the GOPP who were directly involved In the preparation of the 2002 scheme. As part
of the fieldwork. I arranged several visits to Bulaq. To avoid any confusion with the people. I had to explain at the
beginning that I was a researcher, not a lawyer or governmental representative in order to achieve more flexibility
and openness in the interviews. I also interviewed official representatives of each Implemented Individual project
(Cairo Plaza, WTC .... ).

49 The baladi nature of the district required the researcher to ask a male assistant to commence the interview with a
couple of questions followed by the researcher's Intervention In the conversation. See Early (1993) who
conducted a social study In Bulaq, and Ghannam (2002) who conducted another study In al-Zawlya aI-Hamra
which is also a baladi district .
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1. Documents and Official Reports

-The Tanzim Department Documents located at the National Archival Centre in Cairo.

The NAC supported the study by supplying the general planning regulations and policies in

Cairo during the period from 1850-1945. The documents included annual reports issued

from the public works division, Prime Ministerial Decrees and archival press documents. In

addition, documents relating to the Tanzim Department and the Ministry of Public Works

during 1920-1930 were accessed and reviewed, as well as historical maps of Cairo and

detailed records of the physical structure of Bulaq. This type of material had the advantage

of establishing a chronological text of the historical transformation, specifically of the studied

context, and the broader domain of Cairo.

-The Planning Institution Archives: these included the Governorate, the GOPP and

the Archival Division of Bulaq Municipal Section. Access to documents of this institution

allowed the study to introduce the approved planning policies, decrees, and regulations,

starting from its establishment in 1973. This included access to the detailed schemes drafted

by a team of professional Egyptian planners in 1979 and 2002. In addition, documents of the

Bulaq archival section supported the study with full records of the implemented projects in

the district50, including records of minutes of municipal meetings, and approval actions.

2. Interviews

Stories and narratives of the Bulaqi people offer the study a unique account. Interviews

helped to extract unknown stories of the re-planning procedures and the people's everyday

struggle, which had been disrupted by private developers' and policymakers' actions. They

critically discussed their relations with the planning institution regarding their ownership of

the properties and compensation actions. The interviews had a non-structured format, which

allowed the respondents to express their personal views freely and offered more flexibility

and dialogic layout to both the researcher and respondent in exploring other areas of value

to the study, wherever appropriate (Political, social, economic ...). Although such dialogues

could result in bias from personal opinions and one-sided accounts, they have the

advantage of conveying a level of knowledge that cannot be gained from documents or

maps. The interviews were conducted in two groups:

-Planners and state officials from various planning institutions in Cairo. It was crucial to

understand their fundamentals and perceptions of the remaking, particularly in relation to

broader actions of implementing physical modemity in Cair051•

-Residents in Bulaq. who offered the study a realistic and true picture of the remaking

project, and its implementation. These interviews represented individual voices of the Bulaqi

people and their reactions in favour of and against the project, and their explanations of how

60 These projects are the CaIro Plaza. The World Trade Center Twin Towers. the Nile City Complex and the
International Coach project.

51 I need to mention that planners interviewed mainly focused on the 2005 scheme and to some extent the 1979
scha'ne. which was more a reflection of their memories and opinions.
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they are currently forced to negotiate with the developers to sell their lands and homes in

order to evacuate the district.

3. Local newspapers and press archives in Egypt were very informative, specifically on

the schemes' preparatory stages (such as al- Ahram, al-Akhbar, al-Masry al-Youm ..). In

addition. reference was made to novels and recorded television meetings with state officials

and planners. In general, there were difficulties in accessing data in all institutions,

especially where the documents related to an ongoing project under construction or an

uncompleted project. Problems of document loss and inability to locate them caused a

considerable waste of time and effort. In addition, documents were sometimes inaccessible

due to security matters, lack of transparency and frequent unwillingness to allow access to

archival sections or to search for the data.

1.6. Research Scope and Significance

The scope of this study encompasses the spatial ambitions and powers of the state policies

towards remaking and improving the spatial qualities of old districts in Cairo. It looks at the

overarching policies, institutions and attitudes involved in the remaking of Bulaq, their

problems and consequences; their strengths and weaknesses; and considers whether the

remaking objectives have been achieved or not. Thus, planning and design, as practices,

become the key players in responding to this investigation, and an understanding of the

impact of such powers on the city's physical builtscape is essential.

It is also important to explain how we can place this study within the literature of urban

planning and urbanism. The account of remaking Bulaq tends to be an investigation linking

multi disciplines and discourses under one subject. Thus, this research is concerned with

researching two main lines of investigation: remaking places as a practice and the context of

Cairo. The first focus of the study connects with urban planning and design. It is an

understanding of how the processes of drafting, approving and implementing the quality of

urban spaces in Bulaq in the planning schemes combined with ambitions, visions and

desires for making a particular image. The endeavour is to explain the remaking process

from a spatial perspective in terms of the implications for the reformed environment.

Exploring this scene is linked to literature related to understanding spatial transformations of

places, political economies, state policies and transitional shifts, which are employed as

appropriate areas to present ideological aspects of the remaking of old districts in Cairo. The

second focus of the study is concerned with the context of Cairo, and particularly, Bulaq

Abul Ela, as one of the oldest historical districts, as explained earlier. Notably, there is

extensive discussion of SOCiologicalwritings relevant to the context of Cairo and its old areas

that focus on understanding communities as symbolic constructions of a collective self-

identity, in which the built enviroment represents the idea of local identity, or what Giddens
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called: locale52
• In Cairo, much of this research is socially-based, such as Farha Ghannam's

Remaking the Modern; Diane Singerman's Avenues of Participation; Evelyn Early's Baladi

Women of Cairo; Heba EIKholy's Defiance and Compliance. While they mostly complement

Michel De Certeau's notion of Everyday Life (a term also utilized in this thesis), they neglect

to explain the spatial experiences and practices in the investigated contexts.

This research has two major concerns: first, the significance of the periods that witnessed

drafting of the three schemes in terms of Cairo's shift in ideology (Figure 1.5). Bulaq's

planning schemes were drafted during moments of 'paradigm shift' in planning practices and

represented profound transformations in the practice of planning and design53. Second,

exploration of the account of remaking Bulaq Abul Ela allows the development of a more

integrated account than has ever been attempted. It introduces a type of knowledge that was

meant to be concealed and unknown. The study is an initial attempt to write this account,

and seeks to link it, in particular, to the political and economic sources of the broader context

of Cairo. Thus, the significance of studying the remaking in Cairo lies in the ground-breaking,

detailed accounts of the planning process, the planners, and the people, particularly through

the consideration of its inhabitants and their daily activities and needs, which are the main

players behind failure or success.

While the thesis intends to deliver an inclusive interpretation and analysis of the story of

space in Cairo, urban spaces as physical contexts for remaking become central in this study.

The reviewed literature on international planning policies and practices had paid more

attention to the transformation of places as social or cultural pracuce", while less attention

was devoted to explanation of how such spaces were formed by high status actors and

powers in relation to planning other sites55• Geographers, planners, and architects have

delivered few accounts of tracing such phenomena. In addition, the context of Cairo had

lacked a critical case study discussion of this process as no such attempts had previously

been made. An in-depth chronological documentation of implementation will go some way

towards filling this gap in scholarship.

Previous literature on Cairo has explained how the development of urban places

corresponded to a reordering of global economies and social shifts, which required changes

in the city's physical builtscape and the disappearance of its old patterns56• Hisham Khairy

52 See Giddens, A. (1986) The constitution of society: Outline of the theory of stlUCturatlon. London: Polity Press.;
Cohen, A. (1998) The symbolic construction of community. London: Routledge.; Jenkins, R. (2004). Social
Identity. Second edition. Key Ideas Series. London. Routledge.

63 Kuhn T. S. (1970) The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Chicago: Chicago University Press.
64 Bourdleu, P. (1989) Social Space and Symbolic Power. Sociological Theory. 7:1.14-25. Columbia University:
Middle East Institute.; Lefebvre, H. (1991) The Production of Space. Oxford: Blackwell.; Ghannam, R8fTI8klngthe
Modem.

66 Massey, D. (1994) Space, Place and Gender. Cambridge, UK: Polity Pre.; Dovey, K. (2005) Fluid City:
Transforming Melboume's urban waterfront. Sydney. UNSW Press; Abingdon: Routledge.

iii Abu-Lughod, J. (1971) Cslro: 1001 yeatS of the city victorious. Princeton N.J., Princeton University Press. Most
research topics that addressed this Idea were limited to the nineteenth and early twentieth century and greater
focused on the planner's educations and architectural schools. See Asfour, K. (1993) The Domestication of
KnowIedQe: Cslro at the Tum of the Centuty. Muqsmas: Essays In Honor of OIeg Grabsr 10: 125 - 137, or
economic and poIltlcallnfluencas on planning practices causing this transformation. See Amaud, J. L. (1998) Le
Cslre: Mles en place d'une ville modem 1867·1907· des Interest du prince aux societies pr/vees, Sindbad Aetes
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examined the main political legislative forces and actions that had influenced the

construction of the built environment of urban centres in Cairo from 1952-1970, arguing that

planning practices had been greatly centralized by political institutions and state interests.

His study focused on presenting the sequence of regulations and laws in relation to

particular events, but it lacked an investigation of a specific scheme or grand project during

President Nasser's rule57• Khaled Adham studied placemaking in al-Sayyida Zeinab district,

another old district in Cairo, as a wider cultural critique of modernity, examining the cultural

politics of constructing modern spaces in Egypt. He argues that such spaces create physical

'borders or boundaries' between the transformed domains. However, this study focused on

cultural and social implications that affected the designer, his background and the intact

planning orocess'". In addition, Ashraf Salama's contribution discussed the contemporary

conditions of the Egyptian urbanism and architectural practice in Egypt. He argued that

recent developments were linked to the socioeconomic conditions of Cairo by presenting

examples of contemporary projects, representing various design positions that have played

a role in transforming the public face of Cairo. This study grasped the topic of place

remaking in Cairo; however, it was more concerned with issues related to the involvement of

architectural education and changing attitudes regarding the creation of legible environments

and identities59•

Previous research studies on Bulaq Abul Ela have discussed its social and cultural

conditions'". Nelly Hanna in 1983 introduced a comprehensive history of Bulaq during the

is" _17'hcenturies in her seminal work 'An Urban History of Bulaq'. She studied the urban

development and spatial patterns during the Mamluk and Ottoman regimes when most of

the buildings, which gave Bulaq its character, were constructed". Similarly, Concepcion

Anorve-Tschirgi in 2001, studied two well-known historical buildings, still standing in Bulaq:

Sinan Pasha and Mustafa Shurbagy Mirza mosques 62. Violate's study in 2001 draws

attention to the first town planning schemes drafted for Cairo during the 1920s. Bulaq's

colonial scheme was referred to in only two paragraphs; while she painted in her conclusion

to future intentions to develop the district. Bulaq's development was also outlined in Sahar

Imam's Study in 2001, which focused on tracing interaction among newly implemented

SUD. Alternatively, some discussed the architectural conditions and the making of Egyptian districts during the
colonial occupation. See Volait, M. (2005) Architectes et architectures de/'Egypte modeme (1830·1950): genese
et essor d'une expertise locale. Maisonneuve & Larose.; libert, R. (1981) Heliopolis, 1905-1922, Genese dime
ville. Marseille: Editions du CNRS.

57 Khairy, H. (2000) Political transfolTTlationsand the built environment: Cairo built environment between 1952·1970
on politics, regulations, institutions and the built environment. Unpublished PhD thesis, Department of
Architectural Engineering. Cairo University.

58 Adham. K. (1997) The Building Border: A HelTTleneuticalStudy in the Cultural Politics of Space In Egypt, The
59 case of e/·Houd e/·Marsoud Park in Cairo. Unpublished PhD Thesis. Texas A&M University, USA.

Salama, A. (2004) Contemporary Architecture in Egypt. In: Architecture Re-introduced: New Projects in Societies
in Change. Jamal Abed (ed). Geneva: The Aga Khan Award for Architecture.

60 Early, E. (1993) Baladi Women of Cairo: Playing with an egg and a stone, Boulder, Colo: Lynne Rienner.; Louca,
811-M. (1984) The culture of Bulaq as it is viewed by Its children. The American University of Cairo Press.

Hanna, N. (1983) An Urban History of Bulaq in the Mamluk and Ottoman Periods. The America University in
Cairo.

82 Anorve.Tschirgi, C. (2001) The Mosques of Sinan Pasha and Mustafa Shurbagy Mirza as
Reflect/on of Bulaq's Socia-Economic Realities. Unpublished master thesis. The American University in Cairo.
Egypt.
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projects and their existing traditional contexts, and suggested a method to trace this sort of

interaction between the building and its surroundings. However, Bulaq planning schemes

were not considered as part of this research; rather, it offered an approach to prevent new

investments in Bulaq from creating chaos among the existing urban patterns.

1.7. Research Structure

This thesis is divided into three major parts. Each part includes three chapters and covers a

particular area of the argument. Part one contains Chapters Two, Three and Four, which lay

down the context and methodology of the thesis. It analyzes the broader history of the urban

context of Cairo, and sets the methodological strategy for remaking the spatial qualities in

old districts of Cairo. Part two, in Chapters Five, Six, and Seven, investigates the account of

remaking Bulaq and the re-planning schemes drafted during 1966, 1978, and 2005. Part

three investigates the reliability and effectiveness of the planning institution and regulatory

framework in responding to the remaking process, in addition to the local people's voices.

Chapter Two: Remaking urban quality in Cairo: a historical perspective, introduces the

general context of Cairo and the making of the city. It traces the shift in its urban patterns

from medieval times to modernity through planning attempts from the nineteenth until the

mid twentieth century, raising the question of change in the city's structure under

colonization. It further, draws interconnections between the developments in urban planning

practices and the city's early signs of deterioration.

Chapter Three: Spatial quality and the remaking of urban experience, constructs the

analytical approach of the thesis, in which remaking is justified within the practice of

maintaining and improving the physical quality of spaces. The chapter adopts the notion of

spatial quality to inquire about planning as a spatial practice that responds to physical and

social everyday needs. In this context, the authoritative position of remaking is challenged to

create a practice of dialogue to achieve spatial quality in Cairene planning practices

Chapter Four: Redefining Bulaq Abul Ela, this chapter studies the specific context,

planning and architectural development and its urban history. It also explores the

significance of the historical attempt of remaking during the 1930s to this study. The account

of Bulaq's urban decline in the 20th century illustrates that the case of spatial quality in Bulaq

continues to form the context that represents the identity of the city, revealing the meaning of

disorder and fragmentation.

Chapter Five: Bulaq Abul Ela planning scheme of 1966, explained that the political

Instability and the call for establishing an economic development base in Egypt put the city's

planning improvements at the back of the line. It develops analysis of the spatial qualities

addressed in the scheme, which reveals that problems of industrialization led to the

formulation of radical and inconvenient solutions.
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Chapter Six: Bulaq Abul Ela planning scheme of 1978, explains how the location and

poor spatial qualities of Bulaq were perceived by the planning institution during a period of

shifting politics and economy and the call for re-building a modern capital. It explains how a

number of priority zones were approved, including Ishash al-Tourguman, which was the only

zone that had a detailed urban design scheme for its remaking. The chapter draws on the

shifting remaking visions which drove the planning institution to adopt new lines of spatial

qualities thoughts that neglected the real people's needs.

Chapter Seven: Remaking for the twenty first century: Bulaq Abul Ela scheme of 2005,

investigates contemporary remaking methods during the twenty first century and records the

shifts in re-planning approaches. The chapter explains that for the first time people became

involved in the remaking process during the stages of consultation and approval. The

investigation explains the residents' frustration with regard to the gap between the contents

of the plan and the city realities in terms of the poor people's needs.

Chapter Eight: Institutions of planning development in Cairo: their reliability and spatial

practices, discusses the planning institution's reliability in achieving good spatial quality and

its commitment to delivering visions and schemes to create liveable environments. I argued

that although crucial progress towards the establishment of an appropriate planning

institution in Egypt had been made, there was still a lack of full ideological understanding of

its effective role regarding remaking the city's spatial qualities. The chapter also explains

how the ongoing conflict of goals between its bureaucracy and the citizens' needs had never

ended.

Chapter Nine: The legislative framework for planning control of spatial quality,

investigates the idea of planning control in Egypt from the 19th century to the pre-liberation

period. The chapter goes on to analyze legislation that control the planning and remaking in

Cairo through the laws and regulations involved in improving the spatial settings, while

focusing on the temporal settings of each scheme. The argument is that the failure or

success to implement locally determined spatial quality in Bulaq is determined by the

stability, effective production, and implementation of planning legislation in Egypt.

Chapter Ten: Revealing quality in the Cairene context: the local voices: allows for a

deeper reading of the context of Bulaq through the voices of its local people and planners,

either involved or not involved in the remaking process. Investigating remaking through the

people's accounts reflects their understanding, acceptance and potential to contribute in this

project, if they were given the chance to participate. On the other hand, the planners' voices

were crucial in determining the nature of planning and remaking practices in Cairo today,

and the difficulties they face in working with such complicated contexts.

Chapter Eleven: Conclusion: The politics of remaking spatial quality, provides a summary

of the research, its findings and final conclusion. This chapter intends to tie up the loose

ends of Bulaq's remaking narrative by focusing on certain principles. It also explains how the
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outcomes of this research contribute to an improved understanding of the idea of remaking

urban spaces in Cairo through the practice and the profession of urban design.
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CHAPTER TWO

(RE) MAKING URBAN QUALITY IN CAIRO

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE



'To the east lay the native city, still essentially reindustrialized in
technology, social structure and way of life; to the west lay the 'colonial' city
with Its steam-powered techniques, its faster pace and wheeled traffic, and
its European identification. To the east lay the labyrinth street pattern of yet
unpaved Harat and Durub, although the gates had by then been
dismantled and two new thoroughfares pierced the shade; to the west were
broad straight streets of macadam flanked by wide walks and setbacks,
militantly croSSing one another at rigid right angles or converging here and
there in a round point or maydsn. The quarters of the eastern city were still
dependent upon itinerant water peddlers, although residents in the western
city had their water delivered through a convenient network of conduits
connected with the steam pumping station near the river. Eastern quarters
were plunged into darkness at nightfall, while gas lights illuminated the
thoroughfares to the west. Neither parks nor street trees relieved the sand
and mud tones of the medieval city; yet the city to the west was over-
elaborately adorned with French formal gardens, strips of decorative flower
beds or artificially-shaped trees'1.

1 Janet Abu-lughod describing the dual character of CaIro at the tum of the century. Abu-lughod, J. (1971) Cairo:
1001 yealS of the city victorious. Princeton. N.J. Princeton University Press. p.65.
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2.0. Cairo: The city

'The Arab conquest. while it did not interrupt the
geographic continuity, created a marked break in the
culturalcontinuity.ContemporaryCairostandspreeminently
as a Muslim City, bearing neither the physical nor the
cultural imprints of its Pharaonic and Greco-Roman
precursors".

Cairo is a city which faced significant radical transformation since its early years of

establishment. The history of the development of this city has always witnessed several

layers of urban development following a shift of power. One of these apparent layers was

during the second half of the nineteenth century. Janet Abu-Lughod unraveled how modern

Cairo has emerged and described how Muhammad 'Ali began the necessary ordering of the

city; the imposition of a new foreign elite after 1882, dominated politically by the British and

culturally by the French, and went on to discuss the development of the modern Cairo until

the 19605. By that time, the rapid urban growth of the city caused by the massive migration

from the countryside to Cairo had widely affected its urban fabric. Her conclusions reveal

that the city has long been crucial to the well-being of Egypt, but as long as it was under

powerful control, whether Muslim or Christian, its influence was at best only tolerated by the

masses of Egyptians in their everyday living experience".

While the current study intends to investigate the idea of remaking places in Cairo, it is

crucial to explain the developing physical structure of the city's urban environment which

would later require remaking. Therefore, introducing the general context of Cairo and its

urban areas: its emergence, urban morphology, and development through time and space is

essential. The spatial order of the city was established through the comprehensive

incorporation of its inhabitants' socia-cultural values and everyday activities which in return

characterized its distinctive spatial identity. The narrow streets of old districts of Cairo,

named the hawari, in particular, have been structured by patterns of their people's social

attitudes and daily practices which rendered those individual living spaces distinct from any

others. However, since the 19th century, these areas have been seen as problematic in

terms of their visual and physical representation, and over time, some have lost most of their

unique historical character due to physical deterioration.

The significance of studying the history of making and remaking the physical setting of

Cairo lies in two basic facts; first, the nineteenth century is considered to have witnessed a

critical paradigm shift in Cairo's urban history through the challenging of the position of the

superior medieval Islamic city by a competent urban planning form imported from Europe

during Muhammad 'Ali's rule from 1805 to 1848; Second, by the time of the departure of the

French in 1801 these urban areas were past their heyday and the hawari had become

2 Abu-Lughod,Cairo, p. 7.
3lbid.
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saturated. This period saw the imprinting of sudden and real changes on the city which can

be traced through to the present day, as will be further explained in this chapter.

This chapter discusses the idea of remaking as a historical process of planning practices

aimed at maintaining the quality of the urban environment. It investigates how Cairo's

geographic continuity has been structured, perceived and displayed during its critical

moments of shift. This chapter further explains the factors that contributed to the disruption

of this continuity over time and the deterioration of well planned areas whose spatial forms

came to be seen as inappropriate during later periods. Hence, I intend to construct an

understanding of the significance of political, economic and social factors in Cairo during

various moments of shift: which in turn brought about the degeneration of its physical urban

settings into congested living spaces. As it appears, factors such as colonization, political

dependence, and economic development have wrought a considerable impact on the

current image of the city.

2.1. The Making of a city

'Like anygreatcity, Cairo is a mosaicof sub cities,each
the product of a different social order, a different
technologicalera and a different economy.Cairo is thus
muchmorethana "newcity" addedto an "oldcity,4.

Cairo, the capital of Egypt, occupies a focal geographic bridge linking Africa and Asia, and it

is considered the largest city of three intersecting world regions: the Middle East, the

Mediterranean and Africa5
• It is the midpoint that accomplishes contact across borders, and

'produces new transitional concern, socia political mobilization and urban solutions's. The

Nile River intersects the country from south to north, and along its length of some 1,600 km

divides the city into the Western Desert: a broad plain punctuated by a chain of oases, which

accounts for about two thirds of the country land area, and the Eastern Desert, which rises

from the Nile in a plateau of sand. Almost 99% of the population lives within the Nile Valley

and delta, which constitutes less than 4% of Egypt's total area.

Cairo is considered as the inheritor of a civilization dating back more than 6,000 years.

The city evolved historically through a series of grand political projects. It is widely argued

4 Abu-Lughod, Cairo.
a See Ibn Manzur 1232-1311, 1956 CaIro: "..I'I.iII, a/-aahlra is the capital city of Egypt and has a metropolitan area
population of approximately 15.2 million people. While al-Qshlra is the official name of the city, in local speech It Is
typically called simply by the name of the country, Mlfr (In Arabic, >-), pronounced MlJfJrIn the local dialect. The
name sl-Qahlra means to defeat someone or something emphatically, with ultimate power, or the Victorious.
However, this word is, In Islam as in Arabic language, recognized as a holy adjective relating to God and not to be
used for human beings (the Holy Ouran). In brief, Egypt had been conquered by Muslim armies by 639AD when
Alexandria, on the Mediterranean Sea, surrendered. Egypt, then, changed from a Christian Byzantine province to
an Arab Muslim state. The culture and religion of the state changed gradually over a period of four centuries during
which Egyptians were mixed with Arabs and other minorities and leamed Arabic as their iocallanguage5. Therefore,
names and terms used In Cairo were mainly either Arabic or of Arabic derivation. In addition, some other foreign
terms were used.

• Singerman, D. and Amar, P. (2006) Cairo Cosmopolitan. The American University in Cairo Press.
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that Cairo is spatially divided into three realms': the first realm is Pre-modern Cairo, or the

Medieval-Islamic Cairo which developed between 969-1863, located in the eastern section

of Cairo. It consisted of four physical formations envisioned and initiated by great military-

political commanders. AI-Fustat was established in 641 AD, and then to the north east al

Askar was built, whilst a third settlement, named AI-Qataei, was built in 870, followed by AI

Qahira , or Cairo, established by the Fatimid Jawhar AI Sekilli, to the north east of these

three settlements in 969B• In 1187 these settlements were conjoined and walled by another

military commander, the Awubid Salah El-Din. It was at this point that Cairo assumed its

physical unity and functional integrity as a single city. Most of the physical and socio-cultural

developments occurred within the confines of this single entity, covering about five square

kilometers. For three centuries the city flourished under the Mamluks, losing its political

eminence with the Ottoman conquest of Egypt in 1517 and subsequently entering into a

state of decline which affected all walks of life. This part of Cairo is embodied by the

medieval sections, represented by the narrow and compact urban forms (Figure 2.1).

The second realm comprises modern 19th century Cairo, located in the western section of

the city in the downtown area and represented by the architecture of the classic Belle

Epoque style facades, its wide and paved planned streets and squares making this a dual

city 9. The third realm is the contemporary Cairo, dating from the 1952 revolution, which is

the Cairo of today, characterized by its struggle to combine the two other realms, but yet

making a tremendous effort to establish an authentic global identity comprised of images of

a fluid modernity (Figure 2.2). Abu Lughod divided contemporary Cairo into thirteen major

sub-cities based on population characteristics which affected the physical appearance of

their districts in terms of the physical condition of streets and houses, facilities and land

uses, and even dominant types of costumes, in ways that could have been reflections of

their cultural beliefs and attitudes 10.

7 Fahmi, W. S. (2008) Global Tourism and the Urban Poor's Right to the City: Spatial Contestation within Cairo's
Historical Districts. In: Burns, P. M. and Novelli, M. (eds.) Tourism development: growth, myths, and inequalities.
Oxfordshire, UK: CABI International. p.159.

8 See Zald, A. (1969) Cairo's Encyclopaedia in One Thousand Years. Cairo. p.12. also see Hanlon, D. (1996) The
Plan of AI Qahira. Journal of urban Design. 1:3.299 - 314. Many historians described the new urban pattem of AI
Qahifa as similar to the pattern of Tamgad city In Rome. It had the same concept of the main axis road in the heart
of the city leading to the main open space (like the roman forum). Don Hanlon argues that the formation of the city
emerged from a complex ritual which invoked mathematics and magic In equal measure He adds that, the Fatim/ds
reliance on symbolism was behind their intention to create a regular plan for the new city. It is highly probable that
the geometry and orientation of sl-Qahlra was an integral part of the complicated symbolism Invoked in the city's
foundation ritual.

9 Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p.116.
10 Ibid., p. 117.
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Figure 2.1 The earlier Capitals of Egypt (Source: Staffa, 1977).
Right above: Early master plan of Fatimid's al-Qahira (Source: Creswell, 1952).
Right Below: Old Cairo's Street Network in 1881 (Source: Creswell, 1952).

Figure 2.2 Cairo Map. 1984.
The map's focusing on the Medieval-Islamic Cairo to the east and modern Cairo to the west.
Source: Cairo Survey Department.
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2.2. The shift from Medieval to Modernity: Planning Cairo in the 19th Century

2.2.1. Prelude to modernity

In his account of Paris, published for the first time in 1834, Rifa'a al- Tahtawi expressed his

deep regret for the lack of any description of Cairo or its history in Arab literature 11. He

believed that Paris had achieved magnificent heights in the modem age in the fields of art,

industry and science. He offered a detailed and extremely admiring description of Paris's

planning and architecture, whilst drawing a correlation between Cairo and Paris on the

grounds that both cities overlooked rivers; however, he admitted that Paris was cleaner and

more fascinating than Cair012. Nevertheless, he accepted that any comparison made

between both cities could only be very limited 13. Although he was amazed by the wide

Parisian streets, he viewed Shari Shubra, in the east of Cairo, as similar, and claimed that

his detailed description offered the cultured Cairenes a sound general perspective of a

modern city which they could attempt to emulate.

Apparently, al-Tahtawi's writings were published thirty years after the French withdrawal

from Cairo. Dating back to the end of the ie" century, Cairo became the first Arab city to be

in direct contact with modern Europe when the city was invaded by the French between

1798 and 180314. At the time, the west was celebrating the age of great discoveries, the

renaissance and the reformation, while Cairo was suffering from backwardness and

isolation 15. Although the French presence was of short duration, it marked the beginning of

the westernization era in Cairo which had a profound effect on re-establishing the greatly

diminished linkage between Europe and the orient". However, whilst the French notably

impacted negatively on the physical quality of the city when they damaged some areas of its

Islamic sections such as al-Husayniyah and Bulaq, they also imposed some improvements

on the physical pattern of Cairo. One such took the form of the reorganization of Cairo's

administrative districts through the combination of the 53 existing Harat of Islamic Cairo into

eight aqsam (districts), each known as a thumn. For purely military purposes, they began to

make changes in the street patterns of the city and regularized some important streets to link

the different parts, since the European armies could not cope with the confusion and

11 Rifa'a al-Tahtawi was an Egyptian writer, teacher, translator, and renaissance intellectual. He was among the first
Egyptian scholars to write about Western cultures in an attempt to bring about reconciliation and an understanding
between Islamic and Christian civilizations.

12 AI.Tahtawi, R. (1849-1905-1934-1973) Takhlis al-Abriz fi Talkhis Paris, aw al-Diwan a/-Nafis bi iwan Paris. Cairo.
p. 68 - 72.

13 Ibid., p. 63, 69, 72. He was totally influenced by the urban and architectural scales, which were unfamiliar to him,
and by regular big window openings which allow the passage of ample light and air.

14 Raymond, A. (1993) Le Caire. Paris. Fayard.
15 The influences of the early stage of Europeanization came into sight through two channels: firstly, from the outside,
represented in European travelers and experts. During the first half of the 19th century, Europeans in Cairo
represented nothing but partners for Egyptians, particularly for the Egyptian upper class. Consequently, Muhammad
'Ali was inter.est~d in using Europeans, just as Europeans were interested in using them. Secondly, the early stage
of Europeanization was promoted by representatives of the Egyptian ruling class who were receptive to western
currents.

16 Stewart, D. (1999) Changing Cairo: the political economy of urban form. International Journal of Urban and
Regi~na~ Research. ~3:1. 103 - 127. The European generation became a model for a society tired of Turkish
exploitation, and looking forward to a better age based on concepts of justice and welfare. It was clear that the
European values were quickly accepted by the Cairene elites, who began incorporating them into the life in the city
and introducing new reforms.
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potential for ambushes in Cairo's maze-like system. For example, a new street spanning

from Bulaq to Islamic Cairo was opened. These streets became major thoroughfares of the

city, and are still active paths in the present circulation network of contemporary Cairo 17

After the withdrawal of the French troops from Cairo, Muhammad 'Ali was eventually

appointed the ruler of Egypt. Under his rule. a new era of open policy with Europe started in

Cairo. No less impressed by the power of Europe. he attempted to initiate a process of

empire building through introducing technology imported from the west. and particularly

France. for major institutional reform 18. Janet Abu-Lughod noted that when Muhammad 'Ali

came to power, the physical and economic problems of the city were at their worst after

three centuries of neglect19. On the level of urban problems she wrote that:

Within the city, streets confusion had degenerated into chaos. Not only were the
streets unpaved, upswept and unwatered. but they were also becoming increasingly
impassable. Many structures had ground level appendages which jutted out into the
narrow lanes; in addition, each tiny cubicle of a shop had its own massive stone bench
(Mastabah) extending out into the roadway in front.. .. The streets were so very narrow
that often only one donkey could proceed down them at a time .... The houses were as
unkempt as the public ways ..... Industry and trade, the economic bases of the city for
more than six centuries, had stagnated and declined, they were ill adapted, in addition,
to the needs of a modern age. Trade with Europe was minimal and knowledge of
western technological advances utterly lacking,2o.

However, during the first half of the 19th century, Edward Lane noted that Cairo, under

the rule of Muhammad 'Ali. 'has lost much of its Arabian aspects'". In 1808. Muhammad 'Ali

built Saray Shubra and opened a new street which is now known as Shari' Shubra, linking

the new Shubra district with Cairo22 (Figure 2.3). The implementation of the European model

did not yet take place on a large scale across the city, but was limited to modernizing the

infrastructure, using new construction equipment and certain elements of decoration

borrowed from the European style. The introduction of modern means of transportation was

of considerable importance in terms of the construction of new streets as well as the

widening and improvement of some lanes". The most decisive event regarding public works

was the foundation in 1847 of Maglis Tanzim Misr a/ Mahrusa (the protected or al-Mahrusa,

an authority in charge of planning the city of Cairo) which was responsible of the

t7 Abu-Lughod,Cairo, p. 84.
18 Ibrahim,S. (1985)Cairo: A SociologicalProfile.In: The expanding metropolis: Coping with the urban growth of
Cairo. Singapore:ConceptMediaLTD.

to Muhammad'Ali's modernizationproject offered leaders and nations the first lessons in attemptingsuccessful
nationaldevelopmentand potnts of weaknessand failurein transformingsocietiesfroma traditionalphase:where
thecommunityis in lesscontrastand lesscomplexin its economical,political,culturalanddemographicstructures,
andwith lowerdegreesof controlon their naturaland humanenvironment,into a modernone wherethe case is
totallytheopposite.

20 Abu-Lughod,Cairo, p. 86.
2t Lane,E.W. (1836)An account of the manners and customs of the modern Egyptians. Fifthedition.London:John
Murray.

22 Behrens-Abouseif,D. (1985)Azbakiwa and its Environs: From Azbak to Ismail (1476-1879). Cairo:IFAO.p. 81-19.
Muhammad'Ali builta bleachingfactory,an agriculturalschool,a schoolof veterinarysurgery.

23 At the beginningof the 19thcenturyonly one wagonexisted:that used by Muhammad'Ali. In 1840,the Pasha
importedabout30wagonsfromEurope,whichwereusedby his familyandsomeministers.SeeFredrickHenniker
(1823) Notes during a Visit to Egypt, Nubia, the Oasis, Mount Sinai and Jerusalem. London.;Clot Bey (1940)
Le'Egypte, Vol. II. p.456.;HarrietMartineau(1876)Eastern Ufe. Boston.p. 224.
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construction of new streets, broadening existing ones, adding street names and building

numbers". This system represented some sort of a Master Plan, and an attempt to give rise

to a coordinated modern Cair025
. However, these implementations constituted the

destruction of some monuments of Islamic Cairo which were seen as impeding traffic or

blocking new streets. A series of decrees were issued concerning various public works in

Cairo such as the completion of construction work that had been initiated by the French at

Shari' al-Muski, which was described at that time as a wide road linking al-Azbakiyah and

the Islamic section across a/-Muski Bridge26
•

Figure 2.3 Shari Shubra, constructed during the rule of Muhammad' Ali.
The Shari linked the new Shubra district with Cairo.
Source: Abu- Lughod. Cairo, p.89.

In 1847, a few projects proposed by Mag/is Tanzim a/-Mahrusa were executed". In order

to obtain construction materials needed for the building of the huge construction projects of

Muhammad 'Ali, a state decree was issued to demolish the deteriorating buildings, so as to

reuse the remains for building other structures. AI-Gaberti wrote that owners of dilapidated

houses were ordered to demolish and rebuild them. People thus suffered greatly, as the cost

24 Sami. A. (1928) Taqwim et-Nit. Vol. 2. Cairo. p. 210.; Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p. 96 - 106. A detailed overview of the
planning practices during this period is discussed in chapter eight.

25 Sami, Taqwim ai-Nil.
26 AI-Gaberti (1880) Aja'ib al-Athar fi al-Tarajim wa al-Akhbar. Cairo. Vol. (4). p. 549. He began to take action toward
developing and cleaning the streets and eliminating the mounds of debris around Cairo; He also ordered the closing
of all the slaughter houses within the City, the sweeping of the markets, and the installation of lanterns outside
shops.

27 Mubarak, A. (1888) al-Khitat al-Tawfiqiyyah al-jadidah /i-Misr al-Qahirah wa-muduniha wa-biladiha alqadimah wa-
al-shahirah : Khotat EI'Qahira we Shawari'iha we Dorubiha we Haratiha. The new Tawfiqia gives an account of
Egypt's cities, Cairo and its old and famous areas: An account of Cairo's streets, thoroughfares, and cut-de-sacs
Cairo, Oar al-Kutub wa-a/-Watha iq al-Qawmiyyah, Vol. (I). p. 214. Also al Tahtawi gave information about the
amelioration and improvements in the urban field, and antiquities preservation, See al-Tahtawi (1869) Manahig a/-
Albab, p. 467 - 527.
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of demolition and rebuilding was high28• The consequences of this measure are thought to

have been terrible: vast areas such as Birkat a/-Fit were reduced to ruins. This severe

violation, in addition to the French transgressions, resulted in more land being made

available to establish the future modern city. While Muhammad 'Ali was considered the

pioneer of making Modem Cairo, he was also seen as more successful in tearing down the

traditional (political, social, economic and architectural) structures than in building new ones

in their place29• There is no doubt that he transformed Egypt into something radically

different from what it had been at the beginning of his regime, and that this difference upset

irremediably the previous harmony between the city's reality and ideology.

2.2.2. The Dual city: making a vision

The second half of the 19th century in Cairo reflects an important initial stage in the

establishment of a dual image for Cairo, as the city community distinguished two different

social structures: the Egyptian and the European. At the end of Muhammad 'Ali's rule Cairo

accommodated less than 300,000 inhabitants30• Elsheshtawy wrote that the political aim of

modernizing Cairo was to 'reevaluate the monumental achievements of the past in relation

to the new masters of these old cltles'". In 1865, Khedive Ismail decided to transform Cairo

into a European city with a new plan drafted in 1869. Yet, this would not be possible without

a more centralized role for the Tanzim Department of the Ministry of Public Works, and the

western foreign experts who were pouring into the country, in addition to Egyptian graduates

from foreign institutions. Abu-Lughod states that:

'Ismail, inherited his father's drive and love of urban embellishments,and also
inherited Egypt at a momentwhen many events, some planned, others coincidental,
convergedto stimulatethe mostdynamicera of city buildingthat Cairo hadexperienced
in hundredsof years,32.

Ismail's attempts to transform Cairo from its political Islamic imperialist era were best

symbolized by the transfer of the political power from the citadel, the traditional government

house, to his new palace outside the traditional city boundaries33• Notably, the replacement

was intended to be a symbolic as much as a functional withdrawal, to mark the transition of

Egypt from a traditional medieval city to a modern one", The second influential attempt was

Ismail accepting the invitation of Napoleon III to participate in the Exposition Universel/e,

28 AI-Gabertl, Aja'ib a/·Athar, Vol. 1, p. 519·521.
28 Mubarak, al-Khltat al· Tawflq/wah.
30 Abu-Lughod, J. L. (1965) Tale of Two CIt_: the Origins of Modem Cairo. Comparative Studies in Society and
History. Vol. (7).429·457. Cambridge University Press.

31 Elsheshtawy, Y. (2000) Nineteenth Century Globalization: Transforming the Historic Center of Cairo. IASTE
WorIdng Paper Series: Preservation, Transfonnation and the Making of Place, Trani, Italy,Berkeley: University of
caJlfomia

32 Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p. 102.
33 Stewart, Changing Cairo.
34 Azadzoi, N. and W. Barwlse(1985) caJro: Towards Meeting the Challenges. In:Cairo: 1800-2000 Planning for the

CapItal City In The Context of Egypt's History and dtweIopment. The Aga Khan Award for Architecture.
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held in Paris during 186735. He was deeply impressed by the modern plans for Paris which

were reported in French journats" . Remarkably, Egypt's participation gave Ismail renewed

inspiration and motivation, a fact that can be surmised from the events which directly

followed (Figure 2.4 and 2.5).

'The solution to this problem was obvious. Cairo must be cleaned, polished, and
given at least a facade of respectability. There was no time to dig deep into the eastern
city. He was realistic enough to know that even with maximum effort this was too
ambitious a project. The facade of a new Cairo on the western edge of the city would

have to suffice'".

For this, Ismail assigned the head of Public Works and Egypt's public works minister, Ali

Pasha Mubara~, to draw up a master plan for the entire city in accordance with the style of

Paris39• Mubarak described in detail the ideas, projects, problems and ultimately the ideology

of the regime set out to move Egypt away from its Islamic past to a present that would be

compatible with and equal to the centres of civilization at the time: Paris, Rome and London,

which were also undergoing radical urban development projects. Also, Mubarak viewed the

irregularity of old forms as bad, and uniform straight lines as good; and in changing the

former to the latter, one whole system of city growth had to be replaced by another'".

Elsheshtawy explains that through the implementation of Mubarak's master plan for Cairo,

the city came to consist of two distinct physical communities, divided one from the other by

barriers much broader than the single street that marked their borders. The discontinuity

between Egypt's past and future, which appeared as a small crack in the early nineteenth

century, had widened into a gaping fissure. The city's physical duality was but a

manifestation of the cultural cleavage41 (Figure 2.6).

35 See Abu-Lughod, Tale of Two Cities. She states that Haussmann had been Prefet de la Seine for more than a
decade and a half, during which he had redesigned the Isle of Paris; he planned the peripheral zones, and
ruthlessly imposed formal parks and wide boulevards on the antiquated street plan, formal gardens, grand
department stores and covered shopping arcades, and a complex sewerage system: in a manner so associated
with his name that even today this method of planning Is referred to as "haussmanizing".

36 Ibid. Universal Exhibitions were considered influential means of transforming westem ideals to Cairo during the 19th

century and played a major political part in the modernization projects held by the khedives. Egypt was among the
countries that took up the Invitation to exhibit their achievements. According to Abu- Lughod, the Universal
Exposition was designed to display Paris's accomplishments to the world. Its Impact on European city planning of
the nineteenth century was as significant as It was unquestioned. It set the style and served as the model for
numerous countries for decades to come. It Is perhaps an indication of the new relationship of Egypt to Europe that
she, too, was so deeply affected by its Ideals.

37 Ibid. After his retum to Cairo, Ismail surveyed its depressing dinginess. He found little In his crumbling capital to
rival what he had seen in Paris. But rather than simply pull down old districts, as Haussmann did, Ismail decided to
build an entirely new city just west of the old one as land reclamation made It possible to build ever closer to the
Nile.

36 The Egyptian architect Ali Pasha Mubarak (1823-1895) was the first minister of Public Works In Egypt, and was one
of the most influential Egyptian reformers In the second half of the 19th century. He was educated In France (1844-
850) and led the Egyptian Ruler, Khedive Ismail's project to build European Cairo. He was also a close ally to the
Europeans, and the only Egyptian native Involved In the transformation project.

39 Mubarak, al-Khltat al- Tawfiqlwah.
40 Ibid.
41 Elsheshtawy, Nineteenth Century Globalization.
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Figure 2.4 Exposition Universel/e, Paris in 1889.
Exhibit from the Egyptian section of the exhibition.
Source: Mitchell, Colonizing Egypt, p. 3.

Figure 2.5 Shari Kamil, Azbakiyyah district in 1899.
Modern image of the newly planned. paved. and lit streets in western Cairo.
Source: Wright and Cartwright, Twentieth Century Impressions. p. 340.
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The planning of Shari Muhammad 'Ali, connecting al-Azbakiyah with the citadel, was a

significant project which included the design of two large squares surrounding the two

monuments: the Muhammad 'Ali maydan, or Sultan Hassan Palace, and the Salah a/-Din

maydan, formerly known as maydan a/-Rumay/a during the medieval period". These

changes were seen as a great improvement, in breaking away from the past and reflecting a

new aesthetic primarily influenced by European axpariencss'" (Figure 2.7). Mubarak who

drafted this plan notes that:

'... it [the Sultan Hassan Madrasa 1 became more pleasant as all the old houses
surrounding it were removed; and opening up the new street which connects it to al-
Azbakiyah; and the new Maydan which has trees and flowing water, known as
Muhammad 'Ali Maydan; and it will further be improved by the construction of the
Maydan on its west side. Thus both mosques will become separated from their
surroundings, and in this way their beauty will become apparent for onlookers from all
sides'".

He also explained in detail the planning procedures involved in opening Shari

Muhammad 'Ali, stating that:

'Since the street cut through most of the city and its direction was from the south-east
to the north-west, a change in the air [air direction) happened in most of the city's
quarters as a result of [the air1 passing through the streets and alleys. The
implementation of the drawings and street measurements began in the year 1290 (H)....
The properties and houses which needed to be re-possessed were decided on. After this
survey was passed on to the governorate a decision was made to buy these properties.
Some people sold and got their money and others decided not to get anything in return
and left their property. After this was done work began on the project. Originally the
design specified that the street width should be 20 meters, of which, 8 meters were
specified for the two pedestrian paths running parallel to the houses. The remaining was
for the passage of cars and animals, etc. Also, arcades were specified for the previously
mentioned pedestrian paths with housing on top. This would protect from the sun in the
summer and rain in the winter. Moreover, this regulation would attract merchants to rent
the stores under the arcades'".

42 A~quotedInAbu-~ughod:.Cairo, p. 112 - 113. Rhone, a Frencharchitect,describedthe streetas follows(in 1882):
LIke a shot, one fme day It [the Boulevard] took off from the garden of a/-Azbsklyya, without knowing where it was
going, and landed some two kilometers away, at a formidable angle from the Sultan Hassan Mosque, which It could
not avoid encountering.

43 Elshesht~wy,.Nineteenth Century Globalization. It Is alsoworth notingthat the openingof ShariMohamed Ali had
resulted In.Widespreaddestructionof the urban patternof IslamicCairo since the Shari cut through its complex
urba~fabne. For example,~not~er aeeo~ntsof this project, It was describedthat to maintain the linearityof the
Shan, manyhouseswere shcedInto, leaVingthe roomsopenwith no walls, renderingthe peoplehomeless.It was
notedthat in the aftermathof its implementationa miserableImageof the citywas recorded.

44 AliMubarakcited in Elsheshtawy,Nineteenth Century Globalization, p. 4.
45 Mubarak,al-Khitat a/-Tawfiqiyyah, p. 124.
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Figure 2.6 The dual city of Cairo, 1882.

The map shows two distinct patterns of streets: the linear and wide streets in the west section
of Cairo, Implemented during the is" century; and the congested and narrow hawari which
dominated the Islamic districts to the east.
Source: Le Caire, Itinerare de I'Orient, Egypt, Dresse par L. Thuillier, Paris Hachette, 1888.
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Figure 2.7 Cairo Map in 18805.
The map illustrates the new boulevard of Shari Muhammad 'Ali.
Source: The Giza survey Department.
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2.3. Planning in Cairo under British Colonization (1882-1952)

2.3.1. Colonial Planning Practices and Ideologies from Previous Colonies

The literature on colonial urbanism and architecture has significantly expanded over the last

decades, while research into Egypt remained limited during the 20th century. Studying the

significance of the built heritage of the colonial era in this region, however, can contribute to

a better understanding of urban quality in Egypt and the effects of modernization. Building

on early work approaching colonial urbanism from a variety of theoretical perspectives,

several scholars have discussed the role of political and economical powers in the

construction of urban planning in colonial cities, in addition to connections between colonial

policies and spatial transtormanon'", According to King, colonization referred to a process of

transforming traditional patterns of cities, and importing modern western ideals and

technologies to non-western countrtes". The term colonized city was often critiqued from a

modernist perspective in the sense that modern technologies of planning and architecture

were employed to build new societies and indoctrinate citizens within the spatial confines of

rationally planned towns". Activities such as town planning and the organization of urban

spaces were integrated into a process of distributing power and development to such

colonies".

Nihal Perera argues that colonial powers were not able to govern without integrating

colonized population into the ruling structures of power; however, transforming urban spaces

was deliberate in this regard50• Model neighborhoods within colonial cities were territorial

mechanisms of colonial states designed to establish the legitimacy, domination, power

representation of the empire. Planned districts and model housing schemes became

practical and spatial tools of what Edward Said calls the geographical imagination of British

colonialism and imperialism in Africa51
• David Harvey noted that the assignment of place

within a socio-spatial structure indicates distinctive roles, capacities for action, and access to

power within the embodied order52• Such spatial assignment and control are indications of

the control of quality of an urban space occupied by certain older orders, and the way in

48 See Kuano, A. (2000) Bshlnd the postcolonial: architecture. urban space, and political cultures In Indonesia.
London. Routledge. ; King. A. D. (1976) Colonial Urban Development: Culture. Social Power and Environment.
London. Routledge. ; Rablnow, P. (1989) French Modem: Norms and Forms of Missionary and Didactic Pathos.
cambridge. MA: MIT Press. ; Mitchell. T. (1988) Colonizing Egypt. Berkeley; Oxford. University of California Press. ;
Wright, G. (1991) The Politics of Design In French Colonial Urbanism. Chicago. IL: University of Chicago Press.; AI·
sayyad. N. (Ed.) (1992) Forms of Dominance: On the Architecture and Urbanism of the Colonial Enterprise.
Aldershot: Avebury. ; Home. R. (1997) Of Planting and Planning: The Making of British Colonial Cities. London:
Belhaven Press.

47 King A. D. (1990) Urbanism. Colonialism and the World Economy: Culture and Spatial Foundations of the Urban
World System. New York: Routledge. p. 526.

48 Ibid. p. 527.
48 Mitchell. Colonizing Egypt. p.14.
50 Perera. N. (2002) Indlgenlslng the Colonial City: Late 19th-csntut}' Colombo and Its Landscape. Urban Studies. 39:
9.1703-1721. p.1703.

61 Said, E. (1993) Culture and Imperialism. New York: Harper and Row.
52 Harvey. D. (1989) The Condition of Post modemlty: An Enquiry Into the Origins of Cultural Change. Oxford: Basil
Blackwell.
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which the power and space relationship assists the coming into being of the new order
53
• He

points out that 'the reorganization of spaces is always considered a reorganization of the

framework, through which colonial social power is expressed'" .

On the other hand, Mitchell and Rabinow both examined the enframing of power

relations reflected in the colonial spatial configurations and visual parspecfives'". Mitchell

argues that Egyptian colonization embodied a construct of a modern kind of power, a

process that would try to re-order Cairo as something object-like, where the colonial power

required the country to become readable and more representative. By defining the native

order of areas, or to use Mitchell's concept of enframing, the colonial state sought to fortify

its dominance in colonial spots, thus, 'the idea was to make Cairo's landscape 'readable, like

a book,56. For Mitchell, colonialist enframing was centred on the codifying and maintenance

of a visible hierarchy of spatial order and deliberately it's remaking. He states that:

'The essence of this kind of order is to produce an effect I am going to call
enframing ... the technique of enframing, of fixing an interior, and of positioning the
observing subject, are what create an appearance of order, an order that works by
appearance. The world is set up before an observing subject as thought it were the
picture of something. Its order appears as the relation between observer and picture,
appearing and experienced in terms of relationship between the picture and the plan or
meaning it represents ... the methods of ordering, distributing and enframing that create
the division, therefore, are the ordinary way of effecting what the modem individual
experience as the really real. The construction of ordered villages and towns in the
middle east was one particular manner of introducing this effect into middle eastern
politics, just as it had been introduced in the modern age into the politics of Europe,57.

Although political powers of colonization attempted to discipline, coordinate and increase

possibilities of this representation through what Michel Foucault called productive powers of

the country, the tendency of disciplinary mechanism framed them as modern strategies of

control that existed to infiltrate, re-order and colonize'". Foucault's understanding of power,

in his 1979 early work Discipline and Punish, gives a sense that power somehow inheres in

institutions themselves rather than in the individuals that make those institutions function.

He explores how the creation of modern disciplines, with their principles of order and control,

tends to 'dis-individualize' power. He claims that the power which is assumed to exist

universally in a concentrated or diffused form does not exist. Power exists only 'when it is

put into action,59. He therefore turns in his later work to the concept of 'governmentality' in

order to explain how power functions can act. He points out that:

'Power is less a confrontation between two adversaries or the linking of one to the
other than a question of government. This word allowed the very broad meaning, which
it had in the sixteenth century. 'Government' did not refer only to political structures or
to the management of states; rather it designated the way in which the conduct of

53 ibid., p. 419.
54 Harvey,The Condition of Post modemlty, p. 8.
55 Mitchell,Colonizing Egypt. ; Rabinow,French Modem.
68 Mitchell,Colonizing Egypt, p. 33.
57 Ibid.
68 Foucault,M. (1982)The Subject and Power. Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneutics. 2ndedition.
Ed.HubertL. DreyfusandPaulRabinow.Chicago:U of Chicago.p. 202 - 221.

59 Ibid.
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individuals or of groups might be directed: the government of children, of souls, of
communities, of families, of the sick. It did not only cover the legitimately constituted
forms of political or economic subjection, but also modes of action, more or less
considered and calculated, which were destined to act upon the possibilities of action
of other people. To govern, in this sense, is to structure the possible field of action of
others. The relationship proper to power would not therefore be sought on the side of
violence or of struggle, nor on that of voluntary linking (all of which can, at best, only be
the instruments of power), but rather in the area of the singular mode of action, neither
warlike nor juridical, which is government'eo.

Therefore, the process of improving the quality of urban spaces in Cairo was central to

both colonization and indigenization. However, three ideologies for establishing new districts

in colonized cities were explained by Home: capitalism, state control, and utopian ideallsm".

The British colonist in Egypt was successful in creating new built environments in the city as

a consequence of colonial planning programs that, as Alexander points out, 'overlooked the

social, symbolic and political meaning of the built environment of the indigenous villages and

towns,62. In Myers' examination of two model neighbourhood programs in different British

colonies in mainland Africa and Zanzibar between 1945 and 1958, he found that both

colonial states utilized urban planning to shape the physical spaces of city life as a way to

achieve power and domination. However, He argues that under increasingly politicized

conditions, late colonial attempts at planning and building model neighbourhoods were not

successful, either as instruments of dominance or legitimacy in most of British colonies. The

history of colonial urban planning was, in fact, marked by the persistence of disorder, which

accompanied the slow creation of a mechanism of dominance, and resistance to basic forms

of state intervention, as the colonial state and local elites rarely succeeded in shaping the

creation of urban space, even the spaces of the model areas63•

2.3.2. The Que.tlon of Change In Cairo'. Structure under Colonization: 1889-1900

The beginnings of the ao" century held historical significance for an understanding of what

Abdel Halim calls the duality relation between the acquired and the inheritecf4. It is argued

that Cairo's urban quality struggles between 'the acquired, which is western in its origin,

secular in its thinking, materialistic in its economy and cumulative in its laws, and the

inherited, which is traditionally Islamic in origin, religious in ideology, social in economy and

regenerative in its laws,85. His thoughts are that evidence of this duality could be found, not

only in the urban forms and in architectural expression of the colonial period, but also in the

governmental institutions and public Iife86• The colonial era in Cairo saw a period of great

eo Ibid.
t1 Home, R. (1997) Of PlBntlng and Planning: The Making of British Colonial Cities, london: BelhavenPress.p. 3 - 4.
12Alexander, L. (1983) European planning Ideology In Tanzania. Habitat Intematlonal. 7:2. 17 - 36. p. 22.
Cl Myers, G.A. (2003) Designing power: forms and purposes of colonial model neighbourhoods In British Africa.
Habitat International.(27). 193 - 204.

.. AbdeI HaJlm, I. (1985) Transformations In Architecture and Urbanism. In: The Expanding Metropolis: Coping with
the Urbsn Growth of CaIro. Singapore: Concept Meda. The Aga Khan Award for Architecture.

·'bld.
• Ibid.• p. 44.
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economic depression. Events of WW II and the subsequent division of the world among the

big powers played an important role in verifying Egypt's relation with the west politically and

economically, and, accordingly, influenced urban planning trends in the city. Moreover,

planning practices in Egypt had always been a framework product for legitimacy, and

considered as a process of representation and formulation of a balance of forces between

what is local and what is western or modern; therefore, the urban structure was formulated

to represent this distinctiveness. While other scholars claim that the presence of the British

had a positive effect on the future of the country, it was still restricted to certain economic

reforms". Cairo, indeed, suffered during the colonial presence, as it lost its status as a

leading city in the region, and little development took place along the lines previously

astabllshed'" . With the influx of the Europeans, the urban and physical quality of the built

environment in the old Islamic districts remained intact.

Evidently, the whole project of improving the urban quality of Cairo was suspended

during the first years of the British occupation of Egypt. It was claimed that this period was

used to serve the interests of an alien power, and not to continue the progression of the

Egyptian modernization project. However, minor improvements were recorded as the work

began from inside the city: the streets were widened, following a precise hierarchical grid,

cui-de-sacs were unblocked, to open up the access to old districts, and the entrances to the

mosques were cleared up. Also, housing estate projects were implemented on government

lands in areas such as the Qasr al-Doubara area and Bulaq69.

On the other hand, the period of ten years, which the analyst Roger Owen describes as

the building boom during the colonial presence, witnessed a great increase in the numbers

of buildings erected. As he pointed out, the number of buildings in Cairo increased from

51,110 in 1897 to 70,000 in 19077°. This trend was attributed to the extensive foreign

presence in Cairo at the time, as well as the control of the Tanzim Department by the British

occupation. By that time, the British had called for an administrative reorganization and a

new government was established, with ministries deployed by local professionals, but still

decisions were controlled by the British Consul-General, Lord Cromer, and were often

subject to colonial approvals; however, minor administrative changes took place". The

beginnings of change had to await the weakening of Britain's grip on the nation. This did not

happen until the Second World War had ended, when Britain was forced to give up its

position in world affairs. At that time, a national government was installed to govern Egypt,

under which the modernization project was to be resumed.

67 Noweir, S. and Volait, M. (1984) Le Caire. Bulleten Architectural Information. The Aga Khan Supplement no. 89.
ee Ibid.
69 Ibid.
70 Owen, E. R. J. (1969) Cotton and the Egyptian economy 1820-1914: a study In trade and development. Oxford:
Clarendon Press. p. 28. ; Owen, E. R. J. (1969) The Cairo Building Industry and the Building Boom of 1897 to 1907.
Colloque du csire. p.338.

71 Abu Lughod, Cairo, p.141.
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2.3.3. The call for improvements in physical quality

During the time of the British presence in Cairo, the Egyptian press played an important role

in focusing attention on the qua\ity at the city's bui\t environment. They reported that urban

planning improvements such as the establishment of new districts close to Cairo, to

accommodate middle class citizens and workers, could play a Significant role in solving

problems of overcrowding within the city. To this end, it was important to stress the positive

aspects of modernizing Cairo in terms of constructing new markets, hotels, cinemas and

mosques. Many newspapers were of the opinion that the established foreign capital

companies should participate in this rnodernizatlon". However, press comments on previous

transformations varied. Optimistic critics declared that this process was a positive trend

towards a fast rate of progress and transition, which would enable Egypt to reach a high

level of modern civilization within a very short period. Other groups described the

modernization project as 'painting the surlace'73. Other newspapers mentioned that

modernizing the city was a useful and healthy act, but still, 'a foreign westernized act' with

no local involvement since, whilst wealthy nationals were encouraged to contribute to

changing the dilapidated quality of the city, as these Egyptian investors had only small

amounts of shares with very poor returns'".

In this scene, the Egyptian press was not only criticizing the state's procedures for

modernization, but it also played a role in reflecting the local voices. This happened when

they offered more space to the people to criticize negative implementations and positive

impacts75. People claimed that although these projects offered the Egyptian metropolis

enhancement of the quality of its urban environment, on the other hand, they exhausted the

state's resources, which led the press to accuse capital investors of expressing negative

attitudes
78

• The press also monitored the Tanzim Department's actions in improving the

inner parts of the city, such as paving the streets in old Cairo, planting trees, and improving

the city's transportation systems and infrastructuren. Although Cairo suffered from the

negative implication of duality in Cairo, the inequality and lack of consistency in urban quality

between districts accommodated by foreigners and other districts was also under criticism78.

It was perceived that modernizing the city meant being compromised by other western

aspects. For example, the increasing numbers of cars in the city was problematic, a fact that

led to the imposition of certain regulations to control car movement in the citl9• However,

most critical comments were due to the people's unfamiliarity with such new technologies;

types of western technology that they had never witnessed before80•

72 AI. Ikhlas Newspaper (1906) 2ndJanuary. Vol. 501. p. 4. The National Archives. cairo.
73 AI.Ahll Newspaper (1903) The National Archives. cairo.
74 AI.Amal Newspaper (1900) June. Vol. 96. p. 2. The National Archives. cairo.
76 Ibid.
78 IbIc/.
n AI.MlgaJahaI·Slhlyya (1904) The National Archives. Cairo.
71 AH(ahlra Newspaper (1888) 28th January Vol. 634. p. 2. and 31d November. Vol. 861. p. 2. The National Archives.
CaIro.

78 AI. Ikhlas Newspaper (1906). Negative Impacts of such Improvements and expansion came under censure due to
the use of cars on tramllnes, which sometimes ended In disaster.

80 AI.lkhlas Newspaper (1906).
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2.3.4. The Development of Urban Planning Practices

As British colonization reached its peak between the 1860s and 1880s, the colonial

community and authorities became more engaged in Egypt administrative organizations. By

1900, the British had not only created a plantation economy and incorporated the colony into

the larger world economy, but had also established in the city a high degree of hegemony for

their world views. Moreover, the British began to expand their domain, which was apparent

in the construction of a residential suburb for the colonial community. Besides, the beginning

of the twentieth century had characterized Egypt's push for privatization and economic

liberalization initiatives. This shift to market capitalism allowed for a short-lived period of

capital flow whereby integration with European markets opened the doors for foreign

business and real estate development. During this European phase of development, Egypt's

economy became increasingly dominated by the trade in raw cotton, produced in the area of

the headwaters of the Nile, as this trade funded much of the development in Cair081.

In addition, this period witnessed a large increase in the number of British and other

Europeans residing in Cairo, which gave impetus to the rapid development of new

residential areas. Foreign residents made up a considerable proportion of the population in

the main urban centres82.This considerable influx of foreigners actually divided the city into

two parts in a peculiar way. The decline of the eastern Islamic Cairo was compensated for

by the relative growth of the colonial Cairo83. Accordingly, huge amounts of foreign capital

were invested in urban development, leading to both large-scale speculative projects by real

estate companies and small-scale building activities by individual antrepreneurs'",

Moreover, during the 1920s, the foreign community and Cairo's most affluent residents

prospered, and a new middle class began to develop. Cairo's poor became increasingly

alienated, particularly after the Second World Wa~5. Also, Cairo had expanded around the

Islamic core in three directions (west, north and south) and covered an area of

approximately 38 squares kilometers. This rapid expansion over an area six times the size of

the medieval core was facilitated by the introduction of tramways, beginning in 1896. With

the increase of population, quarters began to extend to the north and south, stretching the

city into an elongated shape".

By that time, the government adopted new policies for development and diverted its

strategies towards pushing Cairo to adopt a modern image. The emphasis was put on

improving sanitation and the upkeep of Cairo; however, the city expansion was left to

individual initiatives. Meanwhile, the policy to open up the town continued, and two new

81 Issawi, C. (1963) Egypt In Revolution: an economic analysis. Issued under the auspices of the Royal Institute of
Intematlonal Affairs. Oxford. p. 83.

82 OWen, The Cairo Building Industry, p. 337 - 3490. Investment by foreign residents (Syrians, Armenians, Greeks,
and Italians) and other Europeans In Egyptian companies almost doubled between 1897 and 1907, rising from
31,543 EGP to 62,000 EGP.

83 Saer, G. (1969) Studies in the social history of modem Egypt. Chicago; London, University of Chicago Press. p. 37.
84 Abu-Lughod, Cairo.
85 Ibid.
86 Ibid.
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streets were built in 1923: Shari A/-Azhar (20 meters wide), which was added to Shari A/-

Muski which had become too narrow, and Shari a/-Amir Farouk (30 meters wide) which

provided quick access to a/-Abbasiyya87 (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8 Map of old Cairo in 1905.
Before the construction of AI-Azhar Street, showing AI-Muski road, which became
too narrow.
Source: Fire Insurance Plan of Cairo, sheet 13, section for historical maps, 1905.

Indeed, the state abandoned the idea of implementing large scale projects and

establishing mixed use districts within the city in favour of expansion in the form of small and

separated districts. It was intended that each district would thereby take on its own separate

functions, with minimum interaction between the various dlstricts'". Furthermore, the Tanzim

department was in charge of selling government lands via announcements of public auctions

or advertisements in official newspapers in accordance with the law on selling government

properties. It was responsible for preventing illegal acquisition and construction, as many

former government lands had become slum areas after being unofficially occupied by people

with no official documents of ownership'",

87 Noweir and Volait , Le Caire, p.7 - 8.
aa Arnaud, J. L. (1998) Le Caire: Mies en place d'une ville modern 1867-1907- des interest du prince aux societies
privees. Sindbad Actes SUD. p. 263.

89 See aJ-awmerwa aJ-dakretatwa kararat wa manshourat (1896) p. 691 - 2. The National Archives. Cairo.
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The construction of new bridges across the Nile, transportation improvements, and the

construction of the Tramway Company in 1895, gave a considerable boost to the

development of housing in the suburbs and the outlying districts'", With the completion of

the first dam in Aswan in 1902, the banks of the River Nile stabilized and it became possible

to develop the new lands more intensively, and to construct bridges across from one firm

shore to the other". In addition, there was a storm of property development by British firms

and support for Egyptian labour and finance. A few district plans demonstrated the same

Garden City layout as that which applied in Europe during the same era92
• For example,

master plans that characterized Cairo's urban transformation during the beginning of the

century were those drawn up for the development of new housing districts in Cairo, such as

Garden city 93, He/iopolis 94,Maadi 95,Helwan, AI-Rawda, and Giza in the west Bank96

(Figures 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 2.12 and 2,13).

90 Noweir and Volait, Le Caire, p. 10.
91 Work on three bridges began during this year, and they were opened for traffic in 1907: Abbas Bridge (Giza bridge
now), connecting the western edge of the island of a/-Rawda and the west bank of the Nile; a/·Mallk a/-Sa/eh
Bridge, connecting the eastern edge of al-Rawda and Mlsr al·Qadima; and Mohamed Ali Bridge, connecting the
Qasr al·Alni with a/-Rawda and Garden City.

92 Read about the Garden City movement in Catherine Bauer, C. (1934) Modem housing, Houghton Mifflin Co.;
Howard, E.S., and Osbom, F. J. S. (1965) Garden Cities of tomorrow. Edited with a preface, by F. J. Osborn. p.168.
Faber & Faber: London.

93 The year 1910 witnessed the establishment of the town of Garden City which acquired the English name only, but
was mostly apartment buildings. The plans were set in 1905 when Frantz Sofio, Charles Bacos and George
Maksud, all owners of the Nile Land & Agricultural Company, asked agricultural engineer Jose Lambs to create
Cairo's newest district along the banks of the Nile. The new township replaced the former royal domains of Kasr ai-
Aaly (High Palace built for Khedive Ismail's mother) and the two older palaces to the north belonging to Viceroy
Ibrahim Pasha. The whole area had been reclaimed during Mohammed All's reign, when the surrounding swamps
and sandy mounds of Tal al-Akareb (Scorpions Hili) were transformed Into orchards and bean fields. The new
district was connected to the Islamic city by a wide boulevard; It was a riverside enclave of grand town houses with
a curved street network.

94 A new northern residential suburb, Heliopolls, in Arabic Mlsr al·Gacidah literally "New Egypt" or "New Cairo", linked
to the city by high speed tram lines, and known in Arabic as 'new Cairo', had been built in the first decades of the
20th C. by a Belgian industrial baron Edouard Empain. Hellopolis was a true model town in the heart of the desert
some ten kilometres outside Cairo (Nowelr and Volait, 1984:10). The town was modelled on Britain's New Town
planning Ideologies. He resurrected the ancient town of Hellopolls as a modern satellite city of neo-Moorlsh villas
and apartments. IIbert asserts that the project was built upon three distinctive original features: first. Hellopolls was
built without any assistance from the state; secondly, the new district was planned from scratch and constructed In
the desert; and it was the expression of one Individual dream and not an outcome of a town planning project.

95 In addition, In 1901, Maadi, southern, was the only development based on an English model (Ebenezer's Garden
City). It was part of the Bassatlne sector, Giza govemorate. On a Similar scale to Heliopolls, enough land had been
amassed to incorporate the venture. Landscapers were brought in, and building codes were laid down, and by
1930, It was connected to Cairo by railway lines (Raafat 1994).

96 Zaki, A. (1969) Cairo's Encyclopaedia In One Thousand YealS. Cairo. ; Rodenbeck, M. (1998) Cairo: the city
victor/ous. London. Picador. ; Stewart, D. (1969) Great Cairo: mother of the world. London. Hart·Davis. ; IIbert.
(1984) Heliopolls: Colonial Enterprise and Town Planning Success. In: Actes du Col/oque The Expanding
Metropolis. coping with the Urban Growth of Cairo. Le Caire. The Agha Khan Award for Architecture. p. 36 • 42.
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Figure 2.9 Map of Cairo in 1865 prior the construction of new neighbourhoods.
Red: Garden City district; Blue: AI-Rawda Island; Orange: Giza; yellow: Zamalek.
Source: The American university of Cairo Archive maps, AUC.

Figure 2.10 Map and Aerial View of the Garden City District in Cairo.
Map Source: Cairo and environs map in 1914.
Image Source: Clerget, 1934, pI. 10.
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St-ate ,.1.I0,OW Hellopolls

Figure 2.11 Heliopolis Master Plan and Aerial View in 1915.
Map source: libert, R. (1984) Heliopolis.
Source: Clerget, 1934, pI. 11.
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Figure 2.12 Heliopolis tramlines and
architectural characteristics.
Source: http://www.egy.com/landmarks/97-05-
01.1.shtml

Figure 2.13 Layout of the new Maadi district in Cairo.
Source: Giza survey Department 1986.
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The urban economy, however, clearly reflected and to a large extent influenced the elitist

population of Cairo. The short-lived economic boom saw the establishment of Western-style

venues, such as European restaurants and casinos, which were frequented by only a small

percentage of the Egyptian population. The expansion of foreign-funded infrastructure

systems of tramways, bridges, roads, sewage and electricity networks were developed at

the expense of lower-income populations who had to pay high rates of tax in order to reap

the benefits of development". Moreover, these were beyond the means of lower income

groups, who preferred to move to areas where improvements could be made at less

axpense'". Despite the short-lived economic boom, Egypt's persistent quest for modernity

never ceased. And national development in favor of the elite never changed
99
. The blueprint

for a fashionable modern city, indeed, was based on the western rather than the traditional

model10o (Figure 2.14 and 2.15).

Figure 2.14 Contrasting images of life in Cairo during colonization.
Left: Streets in Cairo in 1897.
Right: The foreign and western lifestyle of Cairo.
Source: Album Print, collection of the prints and photographs division, Library of Congress.

(Established 1915)
14, Sh. Antikhana Cham.,ollion,

Cairo. Tel. 5l397. 'Il,am.: Swlglo.
Highly recommended

H. & C. running Waler in every
room. Splendid View of Nile"
Pyramids. Up & Dewn Lifts.

___ P~m. ". LOMB"RDO.

nOltL- rtNSION ANGLO- SWISS

Figure 2.15 Egyptian Magazines advertising for
European style Hotels.
Source: Khoori, A. R. (1937) Cairo: how to see it. Cairo,
Worldwide publications.

"THE MAYfAIR"
(PRIVATE RESIDENT"L HOTEL)

Englilh Man... ment.
Quiet. H. & C. Water In all room •.

Bar. Garden. Larl8 Terrace.
Moderate Terms.

9, Sh. Aziz Daman. Qezira, Oairo
Tel. 57315.

97 Arnaud, Le Caire.
98 The pu~lic financi~1administration in Egypt and Sudan Report (1904) p, 40. The National Archives. Cairo.
99 Azadzoi and Barwlse , Cairo, p, 97.
100 T~is is due to the fact that implementation of the western model and its activities never took place in traditional
Cairo.
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In this regard, the significant role of modernist urban planning as a symbolic model for

the new modern man in Europe, as well as in the colonies, could be revealed. Apparently,

urban planning and building control in Egypt were inseparable not only from colonial

capitalism but also from racial segregation. As Alexander argues 'segregation according to

race was the central social fact which was associated with colonial plannlnq''?'. Model

neighbourhoods were distinct, racially segmented spaces on the map of colonial cities. As

such, it could be argued that trends to establish new satellite districts were politically part of

the colonizers deliberate efforts to isolate different social classes and to expunge the city of

its backward image and create a new image that would befit the foreign elites who lived in

Cairo. On one hand, districts planned in the past were typified by a mix of uses and social

classes. Marion von Osten informs us that modernist urban planning utopias imported by the

protectorates not only intended to serve the new urban elites, but was meant to become the

ultimate urban fabric which could participate in creating entirely new societies and modern

citizens 102. For that, protectorates established new districts to reflect the modern way of life,

and modern social classes were targeted to occupy such new districts, or even to move to

renovated places through relocation of the inhabitants and demolition of decaying buildings.
Housing and urban planning projects symbolizeda new society, representinga

modem, industrializedwayof living,working,and consuming.Moreover,urbanplanning
as suchwasan inventionof Euro-Americanmodernity,havingemergedtowardsthe end
of the eighteenth century, in times of aggressive colonial expansion and the
advancementof a newworldorder'I03.

Having adopted such ideology in Cairo's urban planning practices since the early years

of the 20th century, social reform was perceived through the new forms of lUxury planned

districts, and was translated into master plans for new districts as explained earlier.

However, such plans contributed to classifying citizens according to the type of their

residential districts, which meant that high-class citizens occupied the new districts, while

middle and lower classes were never relocated. In reality, modern urban planning in Cairo,

as other colonies such as the case of Casablanca, became a spatial organization discourse

that was strategically used as a tool for governing, controlling and mobilizing life and the

living population.

On the contrary, the urban planning schemes of the 19th century allowed the

concentration of mixed activities and land uses within the one district, whilst there was never

any desire to integrate the different social classes. Although Nelly Hanna mentioned that

aristocratic districts were in most cases surrounded by lower class houses, which reflected

the intermingling of different activities and social classes'?', Arnaud demonstrated that the

modernization project carried out by Ismail was intended to create a dual city in Cairo, which

101 Alexander,L. (1983) European plsnnlng Ideology In Tanzania. Habitat Internatlonal7:2. 17 - 36.
102 Osten, M. V. (2010) In ColonialModemWorlds. In: Colonisl Modem - Aesthetics of the past Rebellions of the
future. Edited by Tom Avermaete et al. Black dog publishing. p. 23.

lOO Osten, M.V. (2009) Arohltecture without Arohltecfs - Another Ansrohist Approach. E-flux Journal No.6. p. 9.
http://www.e-flux.com~oumaVvlew/59.

104 Hanna, N. (1991) Hablter au Cslre: /a maison moyenne et ses habitants aux XVtle et XVllle siecles Csiro. Le
Csire: /nstltut frs1lQsisd'srohSo/ogle orients/e. p.187.
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would affect the balance of social integration within the Cairene community. Clearly, the

purpose of the mission was to establish a new modern image for Cairo, similar to that of

Paris, and even the people were expected to change105. By illustrating the street network

map of old districts during this period, it becomes clear that streets in old Islamic Cairo were

never regular but varied in size and shape. In addition, it was still possible to find variations

in social classes, different activities and functions, which had merged together within strong

associated relations and contrasts, or to form what Arnaud calls 'a temporally delayed

redistribution of the community,106.

2.4. The Shift towards Decline

'During the last few years before the First World War, the
debates on the urban environment ... generated a new
expression. In Britain it was 'town planning', and in the USA,
'city planning. 'Stadteplanung' was the German equivalent,
while the French coined a linguistically independent term
'urbanisme'?".

The modern concept of city planning emerged as a western practice during the last decades

of the nineteenth century within the context of industrial cities. The earlier statement of

Anthony Sutcliffe illustrates the emergence of a worldwide vision in terms of restructuring the

physical order of cities' physical environments through expansive improvement and

reshaping programs which still affect their physical appearance. In this regard, Hall states:

'The expression of city planning describes the physical arrangements of towns or
parts of towns in order to promote their efficient and equitable functioning as economical
and social units and to create an aesthetically pleasing environment,108.

In fact, public involvement in spatial remaking of declining sites was due to the

emergence of major public health problems caused by the increase in population in the

1800S109, the adoption of new technologies and social panerns'", in addition to low

standards of hygiene and poor traffic conditions 111. Reflections of the Industrialization era,

on the other hand, imposed new momentum to the decline of urban conditions. Conversely,

it tended to have the direct effect of transforming the spatial structure of cities through

improvements to their central areas. This act demanded a new role for government, and the

adoption of new approaches to city planning which led to serious consideration of the state

105Amaud,Le Caire.
106 Ibid., p. 264. ; SeeCairomapof 1933.
107Sutcliffe,A. (1981) Towards the planned city: Germany, Britain, the United States and France 1780-1914. New
York.St Martin'sPress.

loa SeeHall,T. (1997)P/an~/ng Eurof>!3'Scapital cities: aspects of nineteenth-century urban development. London.E
& FNSpon.p. 49. Accordingto Halls (1997)documentation,it is importantto notethat these expressionsreferred
to stagesof implementation,not to the planningvisions or drafting phases. However,terms such as 'extension',
'improvement'and 'embellishment'weregenerallyusedat the time.

109Carmon,N. (1997)Neighbourhood Regeneration: The State of the Art. 1997.Journalof Planning Educationand
Research.17:131.

11°Sutcliffe,Towards the planned city.
111Yewlett,C. (2001) Theory and practice in OR and Town planning: a continuing Creative Synergy. Journalof the
operationalResearchSOCiety.Vol. (52).1304 -1314. p.1305.
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of building stock, communications and general services 112. Visions for creating new models

and reshaping the builtscape were drafted, approved and implemented. By 1890, Britain

issued the first general housing law which raised funding opportunities for constructing and

renewing houses for the poor. This law broadened the idea of 'public responsibility for the

welfare of all citizens,113.Re-planning was regarded as a practical matter, where the aim

was to see that building plots were efficiently organized and streets were of suitable width,

as Hall demonstrates:
'Re-planningEuropeancapitalcities reflectedthat planningwasdividedbetweenthe

more detailedplanningof the physicaldesignof the built environment,in addition,the
structureplanningpayingparticularattentionto landuses'!".

On the other hand, those districts that had deteriorated as a result of the industrial

revolution came under the spotlight115• The scope of planning and design developed within

utopian concepts such as the Garden City and City Beautiful movements and the planning of

ideal cities. The deep influence this had on planning practices in Cairo was explained earlier,

in discussion of the planning of the Garden City district. By the beginning of the twentieth

century, the Garden City and Town Planning Association became a logical focus for the

export of British planning ideals relating to improving local envlronments'". However, a

remarkable similarity in ideologies around the world was evident. A standard planning

vocabulary of land use zoning, garden suburbs, green belts and such like surfaced in early

modernist planning discourse in many cities. The exchange of ideas was not necessarily

equal, but varied in each context to which planning had been exported as an instrument for

imperial dependency. Furthermore, the development of modern city planning has always

been bound to colonialism to the degree that many extensive developments were even

tested and realized on colonial ground. Such 'colonial modernity', as described by Osten, not

only created a political and economic structure, but it also shaped the visual basis for a new

globalized order'",

In Cairo, since the early attempts of modernization, the medieval image of the eastern

sections has been slowly metamorphosing into something more complex. There are two

reasons for this: the emergence of western ideals outside the boundaries of the city which

significantly affected the social structure of local areas, and the subsequent massive inflows

of migration which increased the density of population. Such factors had impacted on the

demographic structure of the old city and imposed new activities, interrupting its original land

uses. In this respect, the government initiated several policies to control the spread of

112Sutcliffe, Towards thB planned city.
113Cannon, NBlghbourtlood Regeneration.
114 Hall, Planning Europe's capital cities, p. 284.
116 Cannon, Neighbourhood Regeneration.
11' See Cannon. N. (1981) Housing policy In westem countries: Towards the broadfJr Social Responsibility. Social
Praxis 8 (3-4) 53-71. Middle class social groups were the targeted population for re-planning programs. and they
were the only class who benefited from the early direct Involvement of govemmental housing programs while the
low class poor areas wereabandoned.

117 Olrllk. A. (2006) Global Modernity: Modemlty In the Age of Global CapItalism. London: Paradigm Publishers.
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deterioration in the built environment with the intention of imposing a European-style

image118
•

The transition of Cairo towards an industrial economy during the nineteenth century led

to many peasants migrating from the countryside in search of secure jobs in the newly

established factories in Cairo and looking for cheap accommodation 119. This situation

applied heavy pressure on the already congested districts of Cairo, which suffered from poor

quality services, in accommodating these waves of immigrants who occupied roofs of

houses and vacant plots, creating the Ishash and Ahwashl20. This demoted the physical

structure of medieval districts of Cairo in terms of the social ladder, with its buildings falling

into disrepair due to lack of maintenance. It showed that the tight urban area of old Cairo

had been engulfed by Ismail's new developments, which inevitably hastened its decline.

Mahmoud Riad pointed out that the problem of poor quality urban spaces in Cairo during

the beginning of the zo" century was similar to that which was confronting most large

European cities at that time121.One particular difficulty was that people living in these areas

could not, in many cases, afford to pay rent for property built houses 122. It would be difficult

to speak of a specific date for the exact deterioration of the old districts of Cairo; however,

we may point to some general indicators. AI Adawy states that early signs of physical

deterioration in Cairo were found in Ezbet ai-Sa 'yda during 1924, and in the 1940s, another

area began to decline due to migration to Cairo from Upper Egyptl23. However, Arnaud

suggests that this decline had started by the end of the 19th centuryl24. His evidence is that

during 1891, the health department in Cairo released statistics showing the existence of

16200 Isha, which was a very high figure given the occupation density ratio for this type of

housing, and particularly regarding the fact that Cairo's population at that time was 120.000.

The figures indicate that one quarter of Cairo's citizens lived in areas of poor physical

quality. In addition, they occupied about 10% of the total size of the urban cityl25. These

statistics reflect the spread of deterioration in Cairo at the beginning of the ao" century. In

addition, it is evident that this decline was not evenly distributed geographically as the

118 The force was apparent in several decrees issued during the 1880s to apply constraints on new buildings In the
form of specific standards such as room sizes, materials and extemal and Interior finishes. These were derived from
Ali Mubarak's vision which will be explained In detail In chapter nine.

119 Beinin, J. & Lockman, Z. (1998) Workers on the Nile: nationalism, communism, Islam, and the Egyptian working
class, 1882-1954. Cairo: The American University In Cairo Press. p. 24. ; Belnin, J. (1981) Formation of the
Egyptian Working Class. MERIP Reports, no. 94.

120 Ishash (pl., singular: Isha)means a temporary structure, mainly of timber. Ahwash (pl., single hawsh) means gated
open land filled with tents. However, this phenomenon was not present in all hawarl. Some of them, such as AI-
Darb al-Ahmar, did not experience these migrant waves (at least not so extensively). However, AI-Gammaliyyah,
our case site, was a site that attracted migrant waves.

121 Aiad, M. (1932) Alexandria: Its past, present and future. Diploma course of Town Planning, School of Architecture.
Department of Civic Design. Liverpool. Liverpool Unlversityp. p. 62.

122 Amaud claims that 'although the practice of architectural engineering in Cairo is well studied and documented by
architects and specialized engineers, but for unknown reasons, buildings in bad conditions were not well captured
or documented through photographs or written articles or even in specialized academic joumals. However, map
documents and statistics can possibly present this Information; See Arnaud, Le Caire, p. 280.

123 AI Adawy, M. A. (2001) Informal areas in Egypt. Introductory Paper to Habitat Intematlonal Coalition Exchange
Program. Cairo. Egypt.

124 Arnaud, Le Caire, p. 281. This date seems to be more realistic according to governmental actions taken on
clearance.

125 In 1891, Cairo, Including the suburbs on both sides of the Nile, covered an area of 1500 acres, while slum areas
occupied 146 acres. These statistics were published from 24 July - 15 sep. 1891 in 'Bulletin des et decretes
annee', 1891, unknown page number. Cairo, Egypt.
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highest levels of deterioration were concentrated in three districts: Bulaq Abul Ela, Misr a/-

Qadima, and a/-Sayda zainab. All three districts were located on the outskirts of the Islamic

city, although they were part of its urban fabric from the south and west side. Furthermore,

the /shash were found in the most inhospitable areas, for example, huge areas of vacant

desert land in al-Sayda zainab district, unhealthy conditions in Bulaq or even lands reduced

to rubble as in Misr al-Qadima 126 (Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.16 The spread of deterioration in Cairo at the beginning of the 20th century.
A street scene in old Cairo showing the appearance of decline and poor urban quality in
the city.
Source: Khoori, p. 34.

While the appearance of decline was not a new phenomenon in Cairo, nevertheless, it

was a problem for the government in terms of the slums' poor quality appearance. Indeed,

these images were seriously at odds with the government's policies on development which

first became apparent in Misr al-Qadima, and then in Bulaq. In relation to the proliferation of

slum areas, it was clear that this was happening predominantly to the north of the city

towards the outskirts. Poor citizens always had to consider secure means of transportation

126 Arnaud, Le Caire.
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and the cost implications, and therefore Ishash tended to be concentrated in areas close to

their workplaces.

By that time an urgent need had become apparent for comprehensive re-planning to

address the problems of such neglected areas. One of the main obstacles to any such

attempt was the huge expense incurred by the previous projects, which had a considerable

impact on the governmental budget and drew Egypt into a financial crisis 127. The modern

developments of the city seemed to be in close juxtaposition to the medieval city, which

created many complex problems. In addition, the planners had inadequate control of building

activities in terms of physical outcomes and in the face of an expanding population, and

lacked the proper coordinating powers as there was no appropriate legislation to support the

improvement of the city128.

After the 1919 revolution, Egypt witnessed a movement towards Egyptization in

governmental ranks. The year 1922 highlighted the momentous revolution which forced

Great Britain to declare Egypt's independence and opened doors for Cairenes to invest in

building and construction: a possibility which had been fundamentally ignored under British

rule. This was combined with a broader trend of reorganizing the administrative structures of

the state which was embodied in a 'policy of renovation and reform' promoted by the Liberal

constitutionalist and Prime Minster Mohammed Mahmoud129, who was concerned with

issues of rural public health and improving housing conditions of the workers and the

poor". At that time, a number of Egyptian architects and civil engineers, especially those

with a European education, strongly criticized Cairo's urban and housing conditions. Their

criticisms focused on the backwardness of Cairo, regarding its town planning, and were

published in well-known local architectural journals and magazines 131.Therefore, the

question of remaking Cairo acquired a new urgency; population density in old districts was

increasing, and so was the spread of the slums. At the same time, the standard of buildings

was declining because of intensive expansion; many buildings were altered and extended. In

addition, the economically privileged classes, such as traders and merchants who used to

occupy the eastern sections within close proximity of their trade, increasingly abandoned

these areas in order to settle in the new spacious residential districts. Thus, deterioration

was increasing in old areas of the city; their inhabitants belonged to the least progressive

127 Abu-Lughod, Cairo.
128 Mahboub, M. S. (1934/35) Cairo: some notes on its history, characteristics and town planning. Journal of the Town
Planning Institute. 21: 288 • 302. p. 289.

128 Se~ AI·Ahram Newspaper on 9/11/2006 ed. 131, no. 43802 a/-yad a/-qawyya, by Prof. Yunnan Lablb Rizk (in
Arabic), Muhammad Mahmud Pasha (1877 • 1941) was Prime Minister of Egypt twice. He first became Prime
Minister from June 27, 1928 to October 4, 1929, standing for the Liberal Constitutional Party. When he left office,
Sir Percy Lyham Loraine led Egypt as Governor General for two months until a new Prime Minister was elected.
Later, after Eg~pt became an independent kingdom, Mahmud again was elected, this time as a member of the
Wafd Party. ThiS term lasted from December 29, 1937 to August 18, 1939. He was the only Prime Minister who
decl~red that he would govern with a 'strong hand' to eliminate the conditions that developed during the regime of
the tired partisan government. He made a set of speeches during this period which were collected into a book with
the same title. http://www.coptichistory.org/new_page_2127.htm. '

130 V~lalt, ~. (2001) Tow~ .planning schemes in Cairo: Conceived by Egyptian planners in the 'liberal experiment'
13~nod. Middle Eastem cities 1900·1950. Damascus. The Danish Institute In Damascus. p, 57·58.

Ibid .• p. 58.
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classes, living in areas plagued by overcrowding, poor building standards, and inadequate

streets.

By the 1930s, the idea of initiating improvement schemes for re-planning the declining

areas in Cairo was considered an ideal solution. One of these plans was drafted by the

director of the Ministry of Town Planning of Cair0132.The aim of the master plan was to pay

more attention to districts viewed 'as not having been designed in a suitable order' rather

than small isolated districts with no connections to the city133.In addition, further attention to

the older districts of Cairo was paid through improvement schemes such as transforming

street circulation and altering existing land uses, as a lack of consideration became apparent

in terms of the social consequences these streets incurred. In addition, districts which were

created through previous planning projects on government lands or districts with large

portions of vacant land came under consideration for future expansion134(Figure 2.17).

The lack of an efficient legislation ended after the introduction of supporting laws for

expropriation which contributed to the remaking process and ceded to the authorities further

powers to expropriate all property required for purposes of public utility. This allowed for

implementing radical improvements in respect of funding major schemes of development

and re-planning 135. Improvements were proposed within a strategy of reducing 'main arterial

connections' in order to set a type of order and regularity to allow future use as open spaces

or buildings, and setting global guidelines for Cairo's future extension.

Although the plan was not implemented, remaking was still a high priority mission for

engineers and planners in Cairo. In 1932, the Egyptian engineer Mahmoud Riad prepared a

proposal for developing Cairo's central area as part of his diploma studies at the University

of Liverpool. He emphasized the need to develop the central area of Cairo, the design of

which dated back to the 19th century. Through his new position in the Ministry of Town

Planning, he was able to introduce a new plan which was similar in many details to that

formulated by its preceding, with both plans suggesting the demolition of the old districts,

their reconstruction, and the creation of a new efficient road network. In addition, both plans

proposed that the district should function as a residential and commercial district,

accommodating certain types of activities such as multi-storey housing apartments and

commercial activities linked to the apartments.

An official from the Public Works, who had completed his studies in France, made an

additional remaking attempt who managed proposing future extensions for the city. He

offered two potential solutions that he believed might be more practical than the other two

plans; first, to isolate the declined areas from any direct or indirect links with the city by

creating a surrounding green belt in order to control expansion of the undesirable use of

132 Mahboub, Cairo: some notes on Its history, p. 292. Mahmoud Sabry Mahboub was an Egyptian and British
educated civil engineer. He was the first Egyptian to be assigned as the director of the Ministry of Town Planning in
CaIro during the British occupation.

133 tbld., p. 278.
134 tbld., p. 294.
136 tbld., p. 292.
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land, especially on industrial sites. Second, to transfer such unwanted land uses to desert

areas on the outskirts, where there would be a better chance of success in creating healthy

and secure residential districts'36. However, it seemed that the political and economic

instability of Egypt during that time had stood against the remaking ambitions of the newly

assigned Egyptian engineers. Notably, the failure of attempts to remake Cairo was to cause

greater decline of these areas compared to the relative growth of colonial Cairo 137. While

huge amounts of foreign capital were invested to construct new districts, leading to both

large-scale speculative projects by real estate companies and small-scale building activities

by individual entrepreneurs, the older parts were excludedl38. Perhaps, it was thought that

excluding the old city from intervention would hasten its decline, until another political regime

might come to power in Cairo, bringing the hope of change.

:: Makawi. M. H. (1938) .Urb~nPlanni~g D~velopment in Cairo and other Egyptian Cities. Cairo. Matbaa Misr. p. 85.
Baer. G. (1969) Studies In the social history of modem Egypt. Chicago; London. University of Chicago Press. p.
37.

138 Abu-Lughod. Cairo.
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HELIOPOLI5 TOWN PLANNING-

Figure 2.17 Mahboub's proposal for remaking Cairo during the 1930s.
Above: the extension proposal for Heliopolis.
Bottom: Re-planning the street circulation of the Zamalek district including the plan for government residential
projects in the west bank of the Nile.
Source: Mahboub, 1934/35.
Right map: The West bank of the Nile and Zamalek Island in 1899 before drafting the scheme.
Source: Giza survey Department, 1900.
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2.5. Conclusion

This investigation has shown that the making of the city of Cairo during the 19th century

and early zo" century constituted the creation of a particular modern and superior urban

quality based on European models. This tendency has been evident since the early attempts

of the khedives to modernize the city in a manner that was followed by the British

administration that ruled Cairo until its withdrawal in 1952. The historical review of planning

in Cairo shows that although all projects for making the city had aimed to imbue certain

qualities in the urban environment that would contribute to the creation of a modern image,

or even to copy other model cities in Europe, it was evident that much of the idea of quality

was based on various forms of imitation. In making European Cairo, urban and physical

quality was seen in the making of wide and straight streets, even at the cost of decimating

the living and complex urban tissue of the city, as in the case of Shari Muhammad 'Ali which

was seen as a highly successful project. For the colonial planning authority, quality was

perceived in copying successful examples from Europe that offered the only recognizable

models, and led to segregation of the elites, leaving the native city exposed to the complex

problems of deterioration: unclean streets, poor housing conditions and unhealthy

environments. Although attempts to remake Cairo were evident during the last thirty years of

the British occupation, they turned out to be limited individual experiments which lacked the

support of a solid and comprehensive regulative or institutional structure

At this point a significant question could be asked: what in fact constitutes remaking the

quality of the built environment of old districts in Cairo? While the making and remaking

attempts discussed in this chapter tended to achieve a certain type of urban quality, yet, they

seem to have been less than adequate, or at least to have failed to reach their targets in

certain respects. Therefore, in order to answer the above question it is crucial to explain

what quality is. It is at this stage that I need to look at the theoretical grounds on which the

idea of remaking the quality of an urban space is theorized and investigated. In the following

chapter, I will be discussing the concept of remaking in terms of aspects of urban quality and

how it becomes a territory of investigation embedded within the three complex

interconnected realms of planning, social science, and politics.
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CHAPTER THREE

SPATIAL QUALITY AND THE REMAKING OF URBAN

EXPERIENCE



'In the production of today's architecture and urban design, the term 'Design
Quality' is much used- and abused. INTBAU believes that true quality in the built
environment is about responding sens~ively to pos~ive aspects of local character,
from the development of traditional movement pattems to the use of local
materials. Quality is all about creating lovely places and spaces, designed with
the majority of the population in mind,l.

1 The INTBAU (The International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture & Urbanism) (2009) the introductory
statement of the conference on 'Design Quality In Architecture and Ufban Design', the Irish Architectural Archive,
29 June. An Online resource http://www.intbau.orgldeslgnquallty.htm.
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3.0. Introduction

'A great deal is talked and written about quality in the
urban environmenttoday, and it is a hopefulsign that this
should be so, despite (and possibly also because of) the
lack of political will and resourcesto that end. But quality
means different things to different people, and no single
aspect or interpretation is definitive - they all have their
place".

The achievement of quality is commonly acknowledged as an inherent aim in all human

belief systems, actions, and desires and one which guides our motivations throughout our

daily lives, practices and attitudes. While the term quality is often used to describe a scale

of perfection, this is rarely, if ever, achieved. While quality is an important aspect of the

built environment, in pursuit of which decisions are taken, it is not a simple or unitary

concept. It has emerged in different ways according to the person, place and

circumstances. Quality, as a subjective evaluation of value, has been defined as 'the

totality of physical characteristics of a certain context that bears its ability to satisfy stated

needs". Also, the term quality and related values such as inclusiveness, integration, and

public interest are concepts that have been used by governments and other agencies, and

especially in the field of industry and manufacturing. The generic concept of quality has

evolved to encapsulate other fields, such as education, healthcare, and information

technology. Perhaps the variety of expectations of what quality means for each practice

allows specialists to interpret the term differently. However, searching for a definitive

meaning of quality in the built environment may be an impossible task, as suggested

above by Michael Parfect and Gordon Power. While successful examples of good quality

environments and well designed places do exist, it appears that planners have not yet

searched deeply enough into the meaning of quality or at least there is no agreement on

the most effective means of achieving it.

The motivation of the Egyptian state and its planning agencies regarding the built

environment has since Muhammad 'Ali's early ambition for modernization been about

quality, and in particular the quality of its image. From the early trials of painting house

facades in white, to cutting through streets in the traditional built fabric, Ali's attempts to re-

shape the old city continued until his death. At the centre of these attempts was the desire to

improve the quality of lived spaces, their configuration (width, height, colour, and

accessibility) and their appearance. From the early twentieth century until today, the sole

purpose behind numerous laws and regulations concerned with the re-planning of the built

environment has been to impose a regime that would maintain the quality of the spatial

configuration of the city of Cairo. However, the definition of this quality was blurred and in

most cases ill-defined. For modernist planners and architects of this time, quality was

2 Parteet, M. & Power, G. (1997) Planning for Urban Quality: Urban Design in Towns and Cities. Rou"edge. p. 98.
3 Burt, M. E., (1978) A Survey of Quality and Value In Building, Building Research Establishment. Watford. UK P 1.
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exemplified by the European model of urban planning as demonstrated in wide streets,

grand boulevards, large gardens, and on-street activities", For them, the traditional urban

fabric of Cairo seemed to lack the proper spatial appearance and was incompatible with the

image of modernity they sought to develop. To comply with this modernist perspective and

address this lack of modernity, several proposals were developed. One such proposal for

the re-planning of Cairo was drafted by Sabry Mahboub, during the 1930s, and was a

manifestation of a specific understanding of the quality and an obvious replication of the

western models. Understanding of what was desirable in terms of quality was confused by

the influence of the ideology of the people in power and their background. Most of the

twentieth century planning institutions in Cairo, unfortunately, sustained this sort of confusion

between modernity and quality. Hence, all attempts, laws and regulations remained

individual initiatives and actions to achieve quality in its spatial aspects without defining

quality per se or its constituent elements".

The previous chapter discussed the history of planning practices in Cairo between 1BOO

and 1930. This review emphasized that planning practices in Cairo, until the early twentieth

century, relied heavily on two approaches for improving deteriorated areas: re-planning the

traditional streetscape and reorganizing land-uses. The core argument here is that planning

approaches in Cairo used to be limited in their theoretical grounding and tended to follow

prescriptive solutions developed for other contexts and cultures. Ismail's attempts to

modernize the city make it clear that the planning authority of that time failed to define

necessary conditions to serve as guidelines for practice in pursuing quality in Cairo's urban

spaces. The definition of any such conditions and guidelines requires a re-assessment of

what spatial quality means and how it might be defined in the context of Cairo and in old

historical districts such as Bulaq in particular.

As part of this quest it becomes necessary to identify certain necessary fields of

integration for remaking urban contexts. This chapter is devoted to investigation of how

improvements to the quality of the urban environment, constitute the practice of remaking

places, in an attempt to forge a relationship between space on the one side and quality on

the other. I will refer to this as spatial quality. Understanding spatial quality, in return, will

frame the aspects of remaking and enhance the urban environment. The study of quality,

here, is not about structuring a perfect model or framework for remaking, but understanding

its aspects and outcomes. This understanding, however, is crucial also in terms of relevance

to the daily activities of individuals, their experience of living, working places. as well as their

spatial settings.

4 This Is obvious In All Mubarak's proposals for enhancement of life and buildings made during his tenure as the
Minister of Public Works during the 18808.

6 In the wake of Kevin Lynch's visual approaches to urban experiences. Egyptian planners tended to focus on
certain visual experiences. widening streets as the overarchlng strategy to achieve spatial quality without
developing aspects of quality relevant to the context Itself.
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3.1. (Re) making the Urban Experience

'When we repair something, we assume that we are
going to transform it, that new wholes will be born, that,
indeed,the entirewholewhich is being repairedwill become
a differentwholeas the resultof the repair".

'Places always need care, attention, time and energy:
The alleys need to be cleaned; the buildings have to be
managed'?

Scholars have emphasized that urban transformation of towns and cities during the twenty

first century has been intensely affected by economic, social and technological operations or

what Michael Hebbert called the shock of the newB
• While the attempt to improve the

experience of the urban environment involves improving its urban quality, this improvement

process ingrains a hidden belief that it will result in an entire transformation of places.

However, remaking as a process has its own connotations of the repair of existing defects

and transformation of the outdated and defective into a new' a re-born reality. Christopher

Alexander suggests, as quoted above, that 'a process of repair' of the built environment is

crucial, particularly when spaces 'are literally forgotten .... or are intended to be left over".

For him, remaking the built environment is a process of repairing and restructuring the

defects to make a complete and sufficient structure of a space that attends to the occupants'

set of needs. While repair, in its simplest form, assumes a restoration to the original

condition after damage, Alexander suggests that repair is not only a process of fixation of

spaces; rather, it attempts to 'modify and transform to become something entirely new,1Q.

Most cities can provide examples of old quarters which manifest high rates of decline in

their urban fabric. However, these areas have a long history of urban transformation during

which they have, over time, developed, declined and sometimes been re-made. The hawari

of Islamic Cairo, the narrow alleys of Rome and Athens, and the city of London remain as

vibrant examples. Improvement actions in these areas were framed in sets of policies that

have seen positive results in the past few decades 11. The infrastructure of land uses,

buildings and streets, which underwent rapid growth during the nineteenth century, had

suffered from problems typically associated with urbanization, such as overpopulation,

migration, poverty, unemployment, and segregation. Doreen Massey, for example, referred

to the major shift in the spatial structure of the British cities during the 1970s and 1980s

caused by the changing patterns of modernity. Factories moved out of cities, and places of

production were separated from their markets of consumption; families abandoned city

6 Alexander,C (1979)The timeless way of building. OxfordUniversityPress.p.485.
7 Schneekloth,l. & Shibley,R. (1995)Placemaking: The Art and Practice of Bul/ding Communities. JohnWileyand
Sons.p. 191.

8 MichaelHebbertusedthisterminhispresentationRemaking places for 21st century challenges duringthe
secondannualconferenceofRe-makingPlacesIn2008.http://www.rudl.netlnodel18927.

9 Alexander,The timeless way of building, p.484.
10 Ibid., p.485-486.
11 Actionssuchasconservation,renewal,preservation,orupgrading.
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centres, to be replaced by young bachelors or childless families 12. New needs emerged, and

accordingly spatial settings had to be re-configured. Similar to the consequences wrought by

WWII in terms of demand for mass production of housing in Europe, the experience of decay

and neglect in urban quarters has raised a need to develop policies that adopt remaking as

a feasible and effective planning approach. Indeed, the cities of today are becoming ever

more vulnerable to rapid changes in needs and requirements, with which they were never

designed to cope in the first place. Hence, the remaking of the urban environment has

become a need rather than a luxury in order to fill the gap between the actual conditions and

the desired reality.13

It would be interesting to explore the way we understand and communicate such a

process of making and re-making in the linguistic sense. The Oxford English Dictionary

refers to making as; 'the completion of an action; the accomplishment of a purpose: chiefly in

phrases, to make, bring to, into existence by construction or elaboration, to produce (a

material thing) by combination of parts, by giving a certain form; to construct, assemble,

frame, and to represent a certain feature or quality'. It means 'to produce something by

putting the different parts of it together'. Accordingly, to remake is 'to make new', especially

as an 'updated version', or to build or 'make something again'. The phrase (re), in such a

context, refers to the cycle of the process: again or 'again in a better way', or to return back

to its original state", And so it is with urban places. Therefore, remaking becomes a heavily

loaded process that requires an in-depth understanding of both the existing version as well

as the changing needs.

The practical implications of such understanding appear in the way professionals and

practitioners perceive their mission of remaking the built environment and specifically its

spaces. Described as a 'critical practice', remaking places is viewed as 'a fundamental

human activity that consists of daily acts of renovating, maintaining and representing the

places that sustain us... an ongoing process that makes, transforms, and cares for places'".

Planners, urban deSigners, and architects have referred to the process of making places as

a practice that promotes spaces where people feel a strong stake in their communities and

their commitment to making better environments. This is commonly classified as a process

within the practice of urban design that makes successful urban spaces 16 • Implicitly

therefore, re-making aims to re-plan existing urban places through improving its assets,

reorganizing the human activities, buildings, streets, public spaces and land uses. For

Tibbalds, the progression of remaking is that:

12Massey, D. (1994) Space, Place and Gend6r. Cambridge. UK: Polity Pre.
13Schneekloth and Shibley stated that It Is the waya/l of us as human beings transform the places in which we find
ourselves Into pisces In which we live. It Includes building and tearing buildings down, cultivating the land and
planting gardens, cleaning the kitchen and reananglng of the office, making neighbourhoods and mowing lawns,
taking over buildings and understanding cities. See Schneekloth and Shibley, Placemaking, p. 1.

14Oxford English DIctionary, online edition, as It appears on 14 Septamber 2010.
16 Ramming, R (2007) TheArt of Placemsklng. New York NY: Merrel Publishers.
18 Ibid., p. 191.
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'It is a creativeactivityby which the form and characterof the urbanenvironmentat
the local scale may be devised, modified, and controlled in circumstancesof social,
economic,technological,and lor politicalchange,17.

Improving the quality of urban spaces, in recent decades, has become a response to the

inherent challenges presented by population mobility, which demand the physical renewal of

declining inner urban areas in a flexible way to accommodate the constant emergence of

new needs. In other words, remaking has been adopted as a strategic policy mechanism for

renewal of declining urban places. For example, world cities, such as Cairo, required, as per

the policy-makers' perspectives, planned development of certain rundown precincts as

distinctive central business districts (CBDs). In the case of Egypt, it is possible to argue that

in a metropolitan city like Cairo there is no need to create modern places, especially when it

involves replacing old, congested and disordered physical forms and built fabric. Others may

dispute this view, suggesting that remaking spaces, in itself, is yet another economic

strategy for increasing land values 18. Hence, remaking could be a successful method of

improving the quality of our living places, while simultaneously adding to its value and

assets. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate the concept of quality, which essentially leads

me to explore the two terms (Space) & (Quality) in order to construct the relationship more

coherently, specifically within the framework of remaking the urban experience.

3.2. Space and Quality: Defining the Scene

3.2.1. The modern perception of space

'Space is more than a three-dimensionalphysicalspace.
At different times and in differentcontexts,one is, in effect.
dealing with different kinds of space and their congruence
design issue. Even neglecting a whole set of spatial
meaning which one might call ethological space [home
range. core area. territory. and so on] it is easy. without
trying to be exhaustive.to list manymeanings·19•

The notion of space has always been central to the spatial organization that forms the

identity and character of any urban context. Through reading some of the wealth of literature

relating to space, from Henri Lefebvre to Bill Hillier, and from Amos Rapoport to Christopher

Alexander. one reaches the conclusion that actual existence and formation of the urban

space reads as a social phenomenon that loses its manifested meaning if isolated from the

contextual forces and influences. Henri Lefebvre asserts that no single space can be defined

in isolation from its context: local appears in the public and the worldwide does not abolish

17 Tibbalds.F. (1984) Urban Design: Who Needs It. Places.1:3. p.22-25.
:: Severalplannersfromtheplanninginstitutionemphasizedthisideaduringtheinterviews.
Rapoport.A. (1977) Human Aspects of urban form: Towards a man-environment Approach to Urban form and
design. PergamonPressLtd.Oxford.p. 12.
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the local2o• Therefore, 'the intertwinement of social spaces is a law' which is devoid of any

definition of a particular space in isolation from others". Michel de Certeau, on the other

hand, sees space as:

'a practiced place where the street, geometricallydefined by urban planning, is
transformedinto a spaceby walkers. In the sameway, an act of readingis the space
producedby the practiceof a particularplace:a writtentext, i.e., a placeconstitutedby a
systemof signs,22.

The relationship between space and the process of remaking places has, in particular,

been subject to intensive investigation, especially in human geography and in architectural

research. There is a kind of agreement between the two fields that places are reshaped in

the modern perception as spatial flows of economy, politics, social and cultural aspects (as

manifested above by Doreen Massey). These flows, informed by our concerns over space,

had led to the significant role played by heritage conservation in the game of global

economic competitiveness through the creation of competitive and valuable places23. For

example, terms such as 'the world as a space of flows versus the urban as a space of fixity'

or 'the global as a remote versus the local as proximate' have become common notions of

the global era24.The architect Kim Dovey, on the other hand, illustrates in his Fluid City the

space in a form of non physical flows that shape the physical and social patterns of the

modern city, while unintentionally carrying the risk of negative effects in terms of shifting the

city's image and identity25.These flows, in return, according to Lisa Findley, have shifted our

understanding of space from physical components to 'non physical ideas' which operate

according to their own nature within space and time26.

The debate on space, in planning and urban design discourse, is grounded deeply in the

ideals of modernism. To explore the notion of space as a set of values is to understand the

initiatives of the discourse of modernity and navigate its positlons'". On the other hand,

planning theories focus on the 'systems view' of cities and regions that emerged in the

1960s28• These systems replaced the physical and morphological understanding of cities as

a dynamic conceptualisation, stressing that cities are systems of interrelated activities in

flux29• The notion of space, in this discourse, emerges as a contest between the physical

and the social; between the static spatial configurations and the dynamic nature of events,

20 Lefevbre, H. (1999) The production of specs. Translated by Donald Nicholson-Smith. Massachusetts: Blackwell
publishing. p. 85.

21 Ibid., p. 86.
22 De Certeau, M. (1984) The practice of everyday life. V. 1. California: University of California Press. p.117.
23 Genl" S. (2007) Globalization of CIti9s: TowalTis Conceptualizing a New Politics of Placs-Maklng In a

Transnational Era. Journal of Social Sciences. 6:1. 59-n.
24 Amln, A. and Thrift, N., (2002) Cities: Relmaglnlng the Urban. Cambridge. POlity. p. 51.
25 Dovey, K. (2005) Fluid City: transfonnlng Melboume's urban waterfront. Sydney, UNSW Press; Abingdon:
RouUedge.

28 Findley, L. (2005) Building Change: Architecture, Politics and Cultural Agency. London, RouUedge. p. 5.
27 Bauman, Z. (2000) Liquid Modemlty. Cambridge: Polity Press.
28 Lehtovuori, R. (2010) Exparlencs and conflict: the production of urban spacs. Ashgate Publishing Ltd. p. 18.
20 Ibid.
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and therefore, space could be understood as activities, and as venues for human

mteractlons ".

Modernity, on other hand, had several periods of struggle and confusion with the

architectural use of space. Confusion has been apparent in the frequent attempts of modern

architects to use 'space' interchangeably with 'shape or torrn'". They employed the space

as an objective reality, a value in itself, in a revolutionary attempt to oppose other values

such as cultural meaning and tunction". Adrian Forty explains that understanding the format

of spaces offered realistic solutions to problems linked to the process of physical

transformation. Spaces were thereby perceived as superior products to their physical

manifestations and as 'devices of thought' that correspond to these manifestations
33

•

Modernism has tended to define the space as consolidated in two aspects: 'space as

enclosure', and 'space as a contlnuum". The former underlined the 'sense of place' that

was used by modernist architects to describe volume, while the latter suggested that internal

and external spaces are infinite and connected in an uninterrupted organization. Henri

Lefebvre in The Production of Space, on the other hand, drew a distinction between what he

identified as an 'architectural space' and the 'space of architects,35. Spatial configuration of

an architectural space is perceived in the experience of people inhabiting it through the lived

experience. This space represents the needs of the social group for whom it is built and

belongs. Conversely, the space of architects is a space reproduced through architects'

manipulation to create a discourse for activity to take place. Thus these spaces embody the

exclusive quality of architecture, which he claims is limited to the production of visual
. 36Images.

3.2.2. Space I Spatiality

The idea of spatiality emerged during a period of rethinking the discourse of space: when

discussion of space as being created by the body indicated a shift in the understanding of its

nature37.Schmarsow, for instance, identified space as a 'spatial construct', particularly in his

emphasis that it is not a mathematical space as perceived by earlier philosophers such as

Newton and Ernst Cassirer38• His thoughts are that space had become a force field, formed

30 Ibid
31 Forty, A. (2000) Words and buildings: a vocabulary of modem architecture. Thames & Hudson.
32 Ibid.
33 Ibid., p. 150.
34 Forty, Words and buildings.
35 Lefebvre , The production of space, p. 107.
36 Ibid.
37 For more details on these ideas see August Schmarsow's philosophical theories on space perceptions. See

Mallgrave, F. & Ikonomou, E. ads (1994) Empathy, Fonn and Space: Problems in Gennan Aesthetics 1873-
1893. Santa Monica. USA: The Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities.

36 Kite, S .. (2008) Adrian StOkes: .an architectonic eye: critical writings on art and architecture. MHRA. p. 132.
Newton Introduced a mathematical understanding of space as a three-dimensional extension In which natural
laws such as the law of gravity are valid. Newton called it absolute space which can be represented by linear
perspective drawings, and it is still dominant to_day,In the c?",mon unde~tandlng; since It Is taught in school
geometry, can be calculated and offers a plaUSible Imagination of space it Is considered a natural fact and an
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by human emotional responses, movement and desires, that became the main link between

humans and the outside world. This shift contributed to the understanding of spatiality: how

a space could be perceived in the human mind39• This was the moment when the formation

of space began to be perceived as a product of constructive progression, understood not in

terms of its material, or function, but in terms of its aesthetic perception and natural historical

development which operated in three dimensions: height, width, and depth". Schmarsow's

view was that architecture was a craft of art dressing, and did not belong to the fine arts; it

was the simple art of making functional structures'". In addition, all its work was, to a certain

extent, a product of our understanding of space, which itself was to some extent culturally

constituted. He claims that the perception of the depth of an urban space is measured by our

free movement in this space, which becomes the defining character of a building. Hence, for

example, our evaluation of the size of an urban space is dependent on our knowledge of its

capacity to accommodate a particular movement" or activity, and accordingly, its quality is

determined.

The spatial experience, however, is fundamentally a game of power and change within

the public realm. Lisa Findley, following Lefebvre's analysis of the abstract spaces,

developed further the conceptions of political powers and social change as influential factors

that impact the spatial transformation of the built environment. She linked the spatial

transformation to social change, claiming that design and planning are spatial practices

which help to re-calibrate spaces that power has transtormed". On the other hand, David

Harvey sees the purpose of abstract space as selling the image of the 'urban space': the

essential asset of new urban policies in many post-industrial cities44• He argued that 'the

active production of space with special qualities becomes an important stake in spatial

competition between localities, regions, and natlons'",

The use of spatial experience to change the sense of place was never more obvious than

in evolving urban centres in Asia. In Asia, Abramson argued, the progressive re-planning of

several areas took the form of megaprojects that relied on 'engineering to divide space into

functionally specific zones':". These projects, on one hand, might reduce problems of

overpopulation. but on the other hand. they intimidate the urban identity of places by

imposing strong social controls on streets and other public spaces. Such negative influence

adequate representation of human perception. Philosopher Emst C8ssirer, on the other hand, compared
mathematical, aesthetic and mythical spaces In terms of their symbolic forms. A primitive space composed of
heterogeneous, sound qualities, for example, Is not the same as a space calculated by discrete mathematical
numbers. See Cassirer, E. (1985) Mythlscher, Asthetlscher und theoretlscher Raurn. In: Casslrer, E. Symbol,
TtH:hnlk, Sprache. AufNtze BUSden JBhren 1927-1983, ed. by E. W. Orth u. a. Meiner. Hamburg.

30 Forty, Wonts and buildings, p. 2M.
40 Maligrave and Ikonomou, Empathy, Form, and Space, p. 289.
41 Ibid., p. 282.
42 'bid.,p. 286.
43 Findley, Building changs.
44 Harvey, D. (1989) Th6 Condition of Post mod6mlty. Oxford: Blackwell. p. 295. He described this as the new
urtJan entreprefI8Urlallsm

46lb1d .
...OIds, K. (2001) Globalization and UrtJan Changs: CapItal, Culture, and Pacific Rim Mega-Projects .Oxford and
New York: Oxford University Press.
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was echoed by Marshall, who claims that various re-planning schemes in Asia have caused

the elimination of original images of these places, with their replacements focusing only on

an ill-defined global appeal and leaving behind little local historical content". Hence, large

projects, or perhaps mega projects that focus on the publicity and value of the image of

certain urban space, could exert a negative impact on the urban quality and experience. The

quality of the image, as such, could possibly be in contradiction with the spatial settings.

Having introduced a brief view of the context of modern understanding of space and

spatiality, it is now crucial to clarify what it means to make an urban space of good quality.

But first, I have to explain what I mean by urban space in this study. By urban space, I mean

the physical spaces that emerge as voids in the urban quarters of the contemporary city.

These spaces, which are physically constructed and spatially developed, gain meanings

from human activities and interaction taking place within them. Space, in terms of this thesis,

is the physically enhancing urban space that works as a collective domain for people of

equal power and influence. At this stage, we need to investigate and understand the

meaning of quality and to attempt its identification. Hence, in seeking an understanding of

quality I focus on the physical dimensions of urban space in relation to the social needs; in

other words, its spatial configuration and spatial practices. Definitely, all aspects perceived in

our lives require certain levels of quality, as do our living spaces. It is crucial to define this

quality and its elements. Hence, the question is: what is quality? And how can it be defined

in such a way that it can be achieved by planners?

3.2.3. The notion of quality

'The term qualitymaybe looselyused in associationwith
wordsand conceptsas variedas appearance,fitness,merit,
reliability,utilityand value,48.

To reach a simple understanding of quality, two crucial aspects need comprehensive

consideration: to know what is required, and to know how to achieve this requirement.

Quality implies the importance of considering the initial requirements for change in order to

achieve the proper type of value. So, if requirements are wrong, then failure is guaranteed
49
•

For example, in education, quality of learning is central to the process of learning, and is

achieved by identifying principles of clear outcomes to explain the anticipated performance

of learners at particular levels50• Attitudes towards interpreting quality usually differ radically

according to the given principles, context and subject matter. Theoretical writings tend to

47 Marshall, R. (2003) Emerging Urbanity: Global Urban Projects in the Asia Pacific Rim. London and New York:
Spon Press.

48 powell, C. (1987) Quest for quality: some attributes of buildings affecting judgment of quality. Design Studies. 8:1.
p.26.

49 Crosby, P. (1984) Quality Without Tears. New York: McGraw-Hili.
50 White, R. (1998) What is quality in English language teacher education? ELT Joumal. 52:2.133·139.
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understand quality in relation to certain criteria of objective facts and from a specific point of

view. Thus, specific criteria can be applied to indicate good quality, but not to determine its

values.

Christopher Alexander's work on justifying quality in terms of a pattern language should

not be ignored. He exhibits quality as a kind of uncertainty, mostly expressed in the notion of

a 'quality without a name' which is at the core of his thesis51.His attempts to elucidate

quality were uncertain in that 'words fail to capture it because it is unerringly precise... and

because quality in itself is sharp, exact, with no looseness in it whatsoever,52.Thus, a useful

criterion for assessing quality of the built environment is to exemplify it as a living entity,

which is comfortable, free, exact, and eternal; however, these terms are too confining, and

have too many meanings, and can be interpreted as artificial, egoless and confusing53.

'It is not only simple beauty of form and color; man can make that without making
nature.It is not only the fitnessto purpose.Mancanmakethat too,withoutmakingnature.
And it is not only the spiritualqualityof a pieceof musicor a quiet mosque... the quality
whichhasnonameincludesthesesimplesweeterqualities.But it is so ordinaryaswell,54.

In a sense, quantity, in contrast with quality, defines measurable attributes of things, such

as wide and narrow, small and big, heavy and light, and the information provided is often

perceived as objective and reliable in terms of its effectiveness, which is not the actual issue

of concern in this thesis, rather, it is the quality. In this regard, quality manifests itself

differently as a matter that can be conceptualized or recognized in a set of inherent patterns

which have enough good or bad quality to build the base of knowledge for a culture,55.It is a

type of scale that justifies our perception of the urban space, which is subjective in nature

and defined on the basis of contextual values. This subjectivity encapsulates different

aspects of physical and non physical patterns such as social patterns of behaviours, habits

and rituals; 'Inorganic patterns' of non-living things; and 'biological patterns' of living things56•

In contrast, the dynamic quality described by Robert Pirsig as the 'pre-intellectual cutting

edge of reality' is thought of as a force of change 'because it can be recognized before it can

be conceptualized'. For example, authentic urban spaces, such as the districts of old Cairo,

although complex and in most cases in decline, symbolize a positive and significant context

simply because they have developed and been transformed with reference to the values,

rituals, and habits of their inhabitants. Thus, their 'appropriation' was the consequence of

their capacity to accommodate the everyday practices of these individualss7.

61 See Grabow,S (1983) Christopher Alexander: The Search for a New Paradigm In Architecture. Oriel, Boston.
Although The Timeless Way of Building may be regarded as the foundation of an architectural deSign discourse,
and case studies have appeared at scales of the Individual building, a housing cluster, a university campus and
urban design, Alexander's work represents a substantial quest for a new paradigm for environmental design, cited
In Dovey, K. (1990) The pattem language and Its Enemies. Design Studies. 11:1. p. 3.

62 Alexander, C. (1978) A Pattem Language. New York: Oxford University Press.
63 Ibid., p. 39.
64 Ibid., P. 39-40.
66 Plrslg, R. (1974) Zen and the arlof motorcycle maintenance: an Inquiry Into values. New York, Morrow.
I5e Ibid.
67 Cannlffe, E. (2006) Urban ethic: design In the contemporary city. Taylor & Francis. p. 148.
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To appropriate the meaning of quality in the particular context of the thesis, we need to

comprehend how the Egyptian society interprets quality. Examination of the etymology of the

term quality in Arabic throws up several synonyms. The term gawda is the specific Arabic

equivalent, and is a simple derivation for describing a special feature, or the nature or

property of an object. In the classic Arabic dictionary, gawda is defined as agad shai'e,

referring to doing something in a good way, or to obtaining something in a better shape or

torm'". It is also associated with the meaning of something unpleasant or depressing,

physical or non-physical that requires a certain degree of enhancement or validation of its

content. This illustrates that quality is a subjective and unique term with very specific

implications and varies from one context to another and from one social group to another.

Hence, it is identified in a way that ties its meaning to its particular context.

In fact, the Arabic descriptions reveal that quality is rather a dynamic phrase which

implies many more meanings than its English interpretation as a fashionable and

commercial phrase. As pointed out earlier, looking at quality as a doing, or active term

implies that it constitutes an action or the practice of an activity that can be accomplished to

reach higher degrees of success in cases linked to the human motivation: it is well done or

practised, as the phrase agad shae'e indicates. In addition, it obtains a sort of materialization

from its positional identification of good things or even its contribution to changing or

transforming things to a better condition. In this sense, quality could be described as a

matter, an object, a substance, or even the body of acceptable and desired materials which

any human will search for. Except, quality does not remain static, but it could spread further

to embrace people's manners, gestures and behaviours within their living spaces in a way

that acknowledges the impact of their performance towards their built environment. This in

return was one of the significant implications that drove the planning institution in Egypt to

approve clearance and demolition decisions in Bulaq, arguing that its decline was partially

caused by the negative quality of attitudes and behaviour on the part of the Bulaqi people
59
,

which resulted in a lack of quality in the built environment.

This consideration is not only derived from the popular use of the term quality in Egypt or

through dictionaries or books, but it is also determined through the Bulaqi people's voices in

explaining their individual thoughts about quality during the interviews conducted for this

research 60. So, to describe the quality of urban spaces in Bulaq through its streets, parks, or

squares is to determine their attributes relative to the contextual organization, systems and

values. In the absence of proper quality, these spaces, their physical configuration and

58 Ibn Man;ur, Mul)ammad ibn Mukarram,1232-1311 or 12 (1955-1956) Lisan a/-Arab.15 Volumes. Vol. 5. Bayrut:
Dar $adir. p. 134

59 This idea will be highlighted in discussing Bulaq's three planning schemes to understand how the behaviour of
the residents necessitated the planning authority to clear the district during the 1960s and 70s

60 Chapter ten provides an in-depth discussion of t~e Bulaqi r~sidents' perceptions about how th~y understand
~u.ahty and how they managed to force the planning authonty to attempt to improve the quality of their specific
hVlng spaces.
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embodied human interaction, become incomprehensible and meaningless: like 'the urban

sentence remaining unintelligible without the punctuation of the pause and the rest'".

The quality of such urban spaces, or its attributes, is essentially informed by the

successful accommodation of different functions, and by its ability to provide the proper

spatial organization of the public realm62
• Hence, I look at quality here as a value of human

activity that is driven by a process of conformance based on the principle of 'doing it right'. It

is a multi relationship aspect that stimulates the human mind, and is an active scale of

experience which distinguishes good from bad63, or a good quality aspect from a bad quality

aspect. However, this quality is determined by positive or negative interaction within the

urban space through human response to its spatial configurations. A high quality urban

space. hence. could be seen as a well-defined spatial configuration. whose coherent

expression of its users' values and culture forms the basis of their understanding of its

importance.

We can, accordingly, note that pursuit of a higher quality of the urban space would enrich

its context and its materiality by informing the choice of the best materials, objects, or

attributes to produce new values. However, this first entails gaining a comprehensive

understanding of its users, their values and needs. The quality is determined by them, and

therefore, they are its authors. Most importantly, quality also could be justified by the

individuals' behaviour, activities, and manners in its identified live context; so the degree of

awareness and care of a group of people living in a particular context could contribute

positively or negatively to the quality of such contexts. In that respect, quality is a relational,

active and contextual term, not only in terms of its interconnection with the various physical

incidents, but also in the absorption of this relational strength in materializing certain

requirements in an essential ethical dimension.

In Cairo, state institutions and policy makers are used to determining the requirements of

quality and also the way to achieve it based on a set of initiatives. A crucial gap, hence,

exists between how to explain what good quality is and the proper attributes needed to

achieve it from one side, and between the ways to evaluate it from another. The appropriate

evaluation of quality, however, is believed to evolve from the actual needs of the individuals

and their unique perceptions of living spaces.

3.2.4. Spatial Quality

The above discussion explained the subjectivity of the notion of quality and understanding

the spatiality of urban spaces and thereby highlighted the theoretically problematic nature of

re-making policies in urban contexts. Apparently, the quality of a space can be almost

81 Canniffe, Urban ethic: design In the contemporary city, p. 147.
Glbld.
83Pirslg, Zen and the art of motorcycle maintenance.
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anything. For example, when one talks about the quality of light it can open up a

conversation about what might be good or bad light, or inspiring light, etc. However, when

one talks about the quality of a street one can begin to define issues of width, surface, use,

etc. As explained earlier, the term space, in some cases, apparently does not have to refer

to real space, but can involve various kinds of metaphorical space, which allows room for

endless debate and much confusion. Thus, I have pursued an understanding of the notion

of urban space that might reveal how quality places were sought in the planning of Cairo's

old urban districts.

However, further questions need to be asked as to what determines the assets of the

quality of the urban space such as streets and squares, or precisely, who decides the

anticipated quality and its integrated fields? The previous section showed that the lack of a

precise definition of quality derives from failure to clarify which attributes constitute influential

aspects of quality. For example, to determine collective criteria by which to judge the quality

of a group of mixed buildings, it is first important to determine its attrlbutes'". As mentioned

earlier, quality is a dynamic activity process that aims to produce successful outcomes in its

particular context. This brings me to consideration of the second question of how could we

perform or achieve this contextual success spatially, what I will term in this thesis as spatial

quality.

Therefore, this chapter proposes a framework of understanding spatial quality in its

particular urban context, and to understand the spatiality of the various components of the

built environment, such as components related to the visual perception and physical features

of a place. Such framework should be a useful tool to communicate particular interests and

perspectives for successful making and remaking in similar urban and living spaces.

However, it is important to acknowledge that there is no comprehensive or inclusive

definition that offers a prescriptive list of specific element or requirements. Rather, this

chapter highlights conceptual issues and possible factors that would allow an enhanced

reading of the urban form, subject to place-specific interpretations, that could be developed

to suit different contexts. It also offers a shared understanding of spatial quality in order that

researchers, professionals' policy makers, residents/inhabitants and indeed all stakeholders

in Cairo can engage in a remaking of the city.

Amos Rapoport points out that it is important for humans to perceive the built

environment with reference to 'symbolic, behavioural, religious, historical' variables, whereas

the spatial quality of a place lies in its physical and non-physical attachment to its context".

The significance of a space in its three dimensional form, according to Adrian Forty, lies in

the relationship between a space and its 'locale,66. The river bank, for instance, only exists

64 Powell, C. (1987) Quest for Quality: Some Attributes of Buildings Affecting Judgment of Quality. Design Studies.
8:1. p. 26-32.

65 Rapoport, A. (1970) The Study of Spatial Quality. Joumal of Aesthetic Education: Special Issue on the
Environment and the Aesthetic Quality of Life. 4:4. p. 81- 95. p. 5.

68 Forty. Words and buildings. p. 356.
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through perception of the bridge to define its boundaries; thus it only occurs within an

existing locale. These objects could vary in distance, near or far, and physical indicators

make it possible to present an abstracted space that could be defined anywhere. If this

particular space lacks the essential relationship with its locale, it consequently lacks its

proper quality. Its spatial quality, hence, is constituted by the specific objects that determine

the presence or lack of boundaries; it can then be defined by certain geometrical attnoutes".

On the other hand, such accounts of urban settings assert that while dealing with a

variety of physical features of spaces, architects' as well as urban planners' perceptions are

important in attempting to produce an attractive 'appearance' of qualities68. Kevin Lynch's

notion of a city with a good fit was used to describe spaces, where activities are combined

with the built space, and the two are mutually self-sustaining69.This appropriate fit ensures

that outdoor urban elements such as streets, open spaces, pedestrian sidewalks are

designed to satisfy the needs of their users and allow them to function in their living spaces

successfully7o.However, Montgomery suggests that this fit must be 'governed by the type of

place and the range and intensity of desired activity', and achievement of a successful urban

form could depend on building up a picture of this fitting71
•

A more complex interpretation lies in rethinking the appropriate group of aspects or

elements of qualities in terms of the satisfaction of user needs and allows for variations in

performance 72. Anthropologists, for example, judge the quality of the built environment

through its appropriateness to the organization of the users' activities, practices and rituals.

This judgment is informed by monitoring certain kinds of repeated events/rituals in an

institutionalized context in a regular sequence73. In this sense, spatial quality is experienced

through the order and pattern of activities within a live context. In other words, the spatial

organization should promote and facilitate daily routines and rituals of the users. But, in this

theoretical context, Rapoport's discussions of the 'interpretations of space', linked to the

broader definition of 'what is meant by good or bad space', added another factor". His

judgment is set for the use of each space within its relevant context; 'good space in a good

environment is a function of a given context,75. Thus, the natural conflict between the

designers' perceptions and users' needs implies that defining the proper quality would be

17 Ibid., p. 271.
" Lynch, K. (1976) Managing th8 Sense of a Rflglon. MIT Press. cambridge. MA. p. 10.
" Lynch, K. (1960) The Image of the City. cambridge, Massachusetts: M.I.T. Press. Lynch employed a number of
physical features of urban settings, based on people's sketch maps of cities, as the basis for orientation In space:
node, landmark, path, edge, and district.

70 Ibid.
71 Montgomery, J. (2003) Cultural Quatters as Mechanisms for Urban RflgBneratlon: Conceptual/sing Cultural
Quatters. Planning Practice and Research. 18: 4.293 - 306.

72 Rapoport, A. (19n) Human Aspects of urban form: Towards a man-envlronrnant Approach to Urban form and
73 design. Pergamon Press ltd, Oxford. p. 61.

Moore, S. and Chanock, M. (2000) Law ss process: An anthropological approach. Berlin: LIT Verlag Berlin-
Hamburg-MOnster. p. 43.

74 R
75 apoport, The Study of Spatial Qual/ty, p. 5.

Ibid, p. 86.
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different in each case, depending on our understanding of each context's 'values, cultures,

and life-styles' 76.

In Pierre Bourdieu's investigation of the habitus in pre-modern societies, and particularly

the Kaby/e community in Algeria, he looked at people's everyday practice in terms of the

structure of the spatial and temporal settings of their living spaces". In searching for the

meaning of the practice, he introduced the habitus as a notion that provides the basis for

explaining a society's relationship to structure 78, as 'an acquired system of generative

schemes objectively adjusted to the particular conditions in which it is constituted,79. In this

regard, the quality of a living space could be seen as an inherent value in the spatial order of

the place that is heavily loaded with meaning, history and rituals determined by the Kabyle

living rhythm. For Bourdieu, it is this knowledge of the nature of the habitus which produces

orientations that shape and are shaped by the social practices which stream from a process

of 'social improvisation' structured by personal trajectories and cultural onentatlons'". As

Bourdieu puts it, we learn bodily81.So, for example, while privacy is a social practice that

needs space (spatial) and requires duration (temporal), it becomes a practice that requires a

space with specific qualities.

Hence, understanding spatial quality becomes a journey through time and space

between two different realms: the realm of the physical settings of the built environment,

which tends to be articulated by urban design forms, and the realm of social needs, which

tends to be articulated by the people's rituals, values and culture. The spatial organization

and physical settings of a space constitute the quality of its inhabitants' behaviours, rituals,

cultures and values, wherein, as Bourdieu mentioned, the world is reversed, new rules are

implemented and a new order of superiority is at work82.On one hand, spatial quality could

be determined by the power of a space's different occupants, where every individual group

has the ultimate authority in its individual space; their behaviour and attitudes form the main

path that enables them to materialize their lives in their living spaces. On the other hand, the

physical settings of these spaces are produced and reproduced through the people's

everyday practice, which in a certain way is an expression of a culture-specific relationship

between a space and its users, and a possible association of habitual practices83.

76lbid.
77 See Jenkins. R. (1992) Pierre Bourdieu. London: Routledge. p. 74. This Is a Latin word referring to a habitual or
typical condition. state or appearance, particularly of the body. The contemporary usage of the term habitus was
introduced by Marcel Mauss and later re-elaborated by Pierre Bourdleu. Mauss defined habitus as those aspects
of cultur~ that are anchor~ in th~ body or daily practices of individuals, groups. societies. and nations. It Includes
the totality of learned habits. bodily skills. styles, tastes. and other non-cliscursive knowledges that might be said
to "go without saying" for a specific group -- in that way it can be said to operate beneath the level of rational
ideology.

78 De Certeau. The practice of everyday life. p. 58.
79 Bourdieu. P. (1977) Outline of a theory of practice. English translation by: Richard Nice. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press.

80 Friedland. R. and ~oden, D. (1994). Nowhere: an Introduction. In: Roger Friedland and Deirdre Boden. (eds.)
Nowhere: Space. r,me, and Modemlty. Los Angeles & Berekley: University of California Press. p. 22.

81 Bourdieu. Outline of a theory of practice. p.130 -131.
82 Ibid.
83 Blundell Jones. P. (1987) Social construction of space. Spazio e socleta, angeml edltore. vol. 40. 62 - 72. p. 62.
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Through this discussion, spatial quality in the context of this thesis is defined as a socio-

spatial integrative system that promotes an adequate quality of the built environment which

significantly addresses the people's patterns of activities, norms, and daily practices. It is an

outcome of an activity / performance such as thinking. designing. or planning for achieving

an adequate fit in the built environment: the integration between the physical settings of the

space and the people needs. This could be spatially fully achieved through the critical

consideration of the diverse contextually-driven fields of quality that respond to the inherent

value and history of the place (Figure 3.1). Besides. this integration allows planners and

urban designers an enhanced practice which promotes an improved organization of the built

environment urban forms and other various relationships that consider a set of dynamic

social activities. Hence, to achieve spatial quality, planners need to have the capacity to

perform according to the changing order of needs. By integrating a coherent understating of

the physical and social settings of any context to produce a flexible and inclusive outcome of

spatial quality, planners could design urban spaces which hold much signs of flexibility and

suitability for its users.

Existing perspective Proposed perspective

Figure 3.1 Undermndlng epMlal qualltl .. through the spatial organization of physical settings snd
IOClalnHel•.

3.3. Constructing the Continuum of Spatial Quality

3.3.1. Field. of Integration

If quality is a notion that incorporates numerous aspects, as clarified above, then a

multiplicity of fields would be involved in any attempt to achieve the appropriate level of

spatial quality. The practical implications of the above understanding of spatial quality only

become comprehensible when we acknowledge the way different fields are integrated in the

process. On the first level, the nature of activities, whether private or public, is an important
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aspect of the quality of the place. Heeling, Meyer & Westrik identified several fields of urban

design, such as the urban floor plan, public space, buildings and land uses, which are

influential ingredients in setting the agenda of improving the spatial quality and bringing

home the main requirements for the inhabitation of spaces". Psychologists, like planners,

have made frequent attempts to explain the main determinants of improvement of the quality

of a place. David Canter, in his seminal book The Psychology of Place, offered a theoretical

underpinning of the metaphor of spaces which, in return, influences their spatial qualitl
5
.

The understanding of the 'cognitive system of places' was derived from the slogan that 'the

goal of environmental design is the creation of place,86.Canter proposed a three-component

model framework for making places which suggests a positive relationship between three

major elements; meaning, physical attributes, and activitl7• Accordingly, initial steps to

improve the quality of places incorporate the following:

1. The identification of the main spaces which require modifications or re-planning to
enable designers to produce spaces that fit the conceptual system of users

2. The elaboration of space qualities

3. Emphasis that qualities of space are combined in a hierarchal structure.

But, Canter's model remained vague in terms of practicality and the distribution of

responsibilities. It mainly defines the roadmap to remake a quality space through elaboration

of spatial qualities. Effectively, it raises more questions than it answers. However, the

practical integration of the role of the designer within this process became clearer with the

publication of Responsive Environments, which added a valuable synthesis to the practice of

planning in built-up areas and problems of in-town development. The authors noted the

concern over 'those areas of design which more frequently seem to go wrong' because

urban designs have ignored the political and social ideals for the production of physical

forms, with architects and planners visualizing its forms in a 'superficial sense,88.Thus, it is

the role of the professional practice that matters. While ideals of political, cultural and social

aspects are non avoidable elements of spatial quality, it is the designers' role to interpret

these ideals through creating plans for a proper quality of the built environment. This quality,

in return, is thought to deliver responsive places which provide their users with a 'democratic

setting and choices'. The spatial quality of responsive places was summarized by notions of

permeability, variety, legibility and robustness, along with richness and visual

appropriateness. However, the authors of Responsive Environments were explicit in terms of

how they intended to achieve these spatial qualities. Yet, their approach towards

84 Heeling, J. Etal (2005) De Kem van de Stedebouw in het perspectief van de 21ste eeuw. 01. 1. Het ontwerp van
de stadsplattegrond. Amsterdam, SUN. Cited in, Schaick, J. and Klassen, In: Dynamics of urban networks as
basis for the re-c:levelopmentof layer approaches. Paper presented at ISUU, Delft Centre for Sustainable Urban
Areas. p. 5.

85 Canter, D. (19n) The Psychology of Place. London. Architectural Press.
86 Ibid. p. 158.
87 Ibid.
86 Bentley, I. (1985) Responsive environments: A manual for Designers. Architectural Press. London. p. 9.
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responsiveness was concerned with maximising alternative qualities, which serve diverse

individual needs rather than attending to the ambitions of the collective scene'", In other

words, the quality is set in the experience not in the displayed image and thus, the urban

space quality becomes more responsive to the spatial structures and able to utilize existing

urban patterns to impact on individual alternatives90•

Perhaps, consideration of the physical quality of a space should promote particular

aspects of spatial quality, such as freedom of pedestrians, the relevant human dimension

and diversity of land usage. Francis Tibbalds, inspired by Jane Jacobs and Christopher

Alexander's work, targeted particularly this aspect of achieving a quality space 91 .He

questioned the role of planning in producing good human environments, claiming that 'good

design must be a fundamental objective for both the planning system and the development

industry,92.For Tibbalds, good design was about the intact physical 'make-up' of declined

spaces and their subsequent care and management. The creation of a good quality public

realm entails looking at the space, rather than the building, to create attractive places that

promote mixed usage, respect the human dimension, and encourage the freedom of

pedestrians 93.

Visions to develop Bulaq Abul Ela in Cairo have continuously tended to simply reproduce

the same solutions to the existing problems without considering the past faults and

shortcomings. Therefore, central to this study is the investigation of how spatial quality has

been addressed in the remaking of Bulaq. The investigation of Bulaq's planning schemes,

processes, negotiations, decision making and accounts demonstrated undisputedly the high

value and importance of the district's spatial quality on the agenda of the local planners,

however, with little understanding of what this meant in practice. This fact is illustrated by the

lack of understanding of the attributes of spatial quality, and how it could be achieved in

Bulaq. Such lack of assessment derived from the absence of a conceptual structure of

planning to achieve spatial quality. Therefore, when I approach Bulaq's planning schemes in

this thesis, spatial fields of integration will be investigated through particular qualities of the

built environment that contribute to effective spatial arrangements within a coherent and

distinctive identity relevant to the place. In addition, such aspects of quality were significantly

highlighted in the three re-planning schemes of Bulaq by the planning institution.

88 McGlynn, S. and Murrain, P. (1994) The politics of urban design. Planning Practice and Research. 9: 3. 311 -
319.

80 Hayward, R. and McGlynn, S. (1993) Making better plaCflS: urban design now. Oxford; Boston: Butterworth-
Architecture.

81 Punter, J. and Cannona, M. (1997) The DesIgn DtrrHInsionof PlannIng: Theory, Content and Best Practices for
Design Policies. london: E. & F. N. Spon.

82 TIbbalds, F. (1992) MakIng Peopla - Frl8ndly Towns. longman. Marlow.
83lbld.
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3.3.2. Making Spatial Quality

'It is now widely recognised that well designed, high
quality streets and public spaces have an enormous impact
on the positive development of urban areas.
But to be sustainable and fit for purpose in the 21st century,
streets and other urban spaces need to respond to the
demands of modern life, business needs and shifts in
culture,94.

Improving the quality of the built environment needs to be explained through a redefined

configuration of the process of remaking that utilizes the attributes of spatial quality to

respond to the actual socio-cultural organization of the space. The proposed configuration of

spatial quality has emerged from the previous review regarding our understanding of the

urban space as a three dimensional context from one side, and as an organizer of human

movement and interaction (activities, living, working) from another. Therefore, we can

determine three elements of spatial quality which have significant impact on determining the

quality of the urban context: the aesthetic perception, the physical configuration of an urban

space, and its constituted activities.

Selection of these elements is also based on the basic attributes and the practising of

everyday life activities and their spatial organization in terms of remaking in Cairo and

specifically the old district of Bulaq. While spatial qualities are indefinite, in a district like

Bulaq, their values are significant and are accumulated on the basis of people's experiences

and expectations in their particular context. Thus, it is possible to identify evidence of how

planners and the planning institution in Cairo contemplated improving the spatial quality in

the planning schemes drafted for Bulaq. In this stage the question becomes: what are the

most appropriate conditions or circumstances for inhabitants of a district like Bulaq?

The Sense of place

Relevant literature on creating a sense of place holds that the meanings and memories of

certain contexts are rooted in the people rather than the physical environment. Many

researchers have suggested that a place's aesthetic, through its symbolic and emotional

assets, contributes to formation of a realistic approach to understanding the visual quality of

a particular context95. As such, two crucial approaches of research have addressed people's

perceptions of the quality of their environment 96 .The first approach focused on how

94 The Opening statement of The Annual Quality Streetscapes Conference (2011) Reshaping urban spaces: Public
realm improvements for the changing life of cities. Organised by the Resource for Urban Design Infonnation
(RUDI) to be held on 26 May. London. See http://www.rudl.netlnodel22383.

95 For example, see Nasar, J. L. (1997) New developments in aesthetics for urban design. In: G. T. Moore & R. w.
Marans (ads.) Advances in environment, behaviour, and design. 4.149 - 193. New York: Plenum Press. ;

96 Porteous, J. D. (1996) Environment~1aesthetics: Ideas, po~lticsand planning. London: Routladge.
Jones, C. D. et al (2000) Evaluating the construct validity of sense of belonging as a measure of landscape
perception. Journal of Leisure Research. 32: 4. 383 - 395.
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individuals evaluate the physical environment, and the second approach focused on the

emotional connections with the built environment which are forged through personal

experience and social interactions in particular contexts 97. The emotional connections

approach, which focuses on the notion of place, pays attention to the direct human

interaction and association with places over time, thereby moving beyond the simple safety

and comfort of a place, like home98•

The key to this understanding is derived from people's mental images of their spatial

environment as a 'sensory quality', which used to be of marginal importance to the planning

practice and the planners themselves due to lack of awareness'". It is described as a

constant stream that reflects particular cultural attitudes towards visualizing places; so to

make good sense of a place is to effectively manage the way it supports our needs, bodies,

and everyday activities. As such, good regions are recognized as accessible with no areas

of exclusion. This, as well, includes aspects for creating a place's character through the

mental image of a place, movement, and actions 'which not only allows people to function

effectively but is also a source of emotional security, pleasure and understanding,1oo.The

appropriate sensory quality of a clear space allows its parts to be recognized and organized

into coherent patterns, such as a collective pattern where roads, landmarks and districts can

be identified101.For example, following the recent Egyptian revolution that took place in

Tahrir Square at the centre of Cairo during January and February 2011, there has been a

huge debate between planners. architects, and researchers in Cairo about how the

character of the square could be shaped in the post-revolution era. What are the qualities

that such a unique place should represent to the Egyptian society and the entire world in the

modern and contemporary life of the city? Such a historic event, that attracted the attention

of the entire world for three weeks, has added social, political and economical value and

symbolism to this specific place that will determine its future102(Figure 3.2).

There are many examples of attempts to achieve a sense of place as crucial aspects of

spatial quality in history. These demonstrate that a sensory quality was achieved by

responding to the nature of the context and the associated needs of its people. In this sense,

quality was cross-referenced with local identity of places to represent the sense of place 103.

Spatial quality, hence, emerges as the degree to which the space attends to socia-cultural

and economical needs and activities of its local users (Figure 3.3). In this light, the narrow

non-straight alleys of old areas, such those in old Cairo, retain the area's unique sense of

17Giuliani, M. V. (2003) Theory of attachment and place attachment. In: M. Bonnes, T. Lee & M. Bonaiuto (ads.)
Psychological theories forenvironmentallssUBS. Burlington, VT: Ashgate. 137-170.

III Hammitt, W. E. et aI (2006) Place bonding for recreation places: Conceptuslsnd empirical development. Leisure
Studlea.25:1.17-41.

':oLynch, Managing the Senss of a Region, p. 4.
1 Ibid., p. 23.
101 Ibid.
102 The Tahrlr Square became a touristic attraction immediately after the revolution, with all westem leaders and the
UN chief of staff Insisting on paying a vtaIt to such a historic venue.

103 Perfect and Power, Planning for Urban Quality, p.137. The authors offered a variety of nineteenth century
examples In this regard.
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place for its people as a sensory quality seen, for instance, in the security, safety and social

intimacy it provides, which in return is entirely different from other recently planned areas,

recognizable through their wide straight streets and modern buildings (Figure 3.4). Thus,

attending to this quality encourages locally generated social interaction and cultural practice

that affords a certain level of protection from the outside world which suits one particular era,

but not another.

Figure 3.2 The Tahrir Square in Cairo before and during the 25 January revolution.

There has been a huge debate between planners, architects. and researchers in Cairo about how the
character of the square could be shaped in the post-revolution era.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wikifFile:Tahrir_Square_during B_February_2011.jpg.

Figure 3.3 A view of Cairo Plaza twin towers,
one of the new developments located on the
riverfront of Bulaq.

The image was captured from the historical
mosque of Sinan Pasha located close to a variety
of historical monuments. It was attacked for its
pure modern glass form which is not in keeping
with the district's historical context.
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Figure 3.4 Streets in old Cairo.
The narrow and irregular streets and alleys.
Source: Courtesy to Egyptian society of Geopgraphy.

The Physical Configuration of Space

Attributes of the physical space include the basic elements of public and open spaces as set

in the studies of urban morphology; this involves understanding and investigating aspects

and meanings of change104. Physical attributes, however, are not limited to fields of planning

and design, as their spatial role in the built environment has integrated concepts of planning

morphology as an interdisciplinary field of investigation, which, in turn, considers the

potential for enhancing the spatial qualit/os. The built space could be recognized through

certain physical elements of the built fabric such as buildings, streets, parks and monuments,

which are among the main elements of an outdoor space, and are constantly transformed

through time. Their existence in a tight and dynamic interrelationship means that these

structures shape and become shaped by open spaces and public streets to contribute to the

configuration of physical characteristics.

The physical form of a space is geometrically defined by a mixture of streetscapes,

building blocks and elevations106, thus its quality is related to its geometrical characteristics

that allow us to deliberately perceive an urban space: i.e. devoid of its occupants/people.

Obviously, it is essential to critically consider these physical elements when designing

outdoor spaces between buildings which are intended to generate activities 107. In this case,

consideration of quality involves basic activities such as walking, standing and sitting as well

as seeing, hearing and talking. These basic acts are the base for achieving spatial quality

because they are part of almost all other activities. Thus, spaces are designed to

104 Moudon, A. (1997) Urban Morphology as an emerging interdisciplinary field. Urban Morphology. Vol. (1). 3 - 10.
p.3.

100 Ibid.
106 Krier, A. (1979) Urban Space. Academy Edition. London.
107 Gehl, J. (1980) Life between Buildings. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company.
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accommodate these simple activities: actions imbued by their physical attributes with a

spatial experience and quality in their own right108•

Similarly, the core role of street design includes applying the proper widths, buildings

lines, set-backs, and movement which serve to define its spatial qualities. The physical form

in its two-dimensional shape is constituted in approaches driven by the neo-traditional or

new urbanism planning which has introduced a set of principles regarding the spatial

organization of streets 109. The application of the concept of street grids was basically an

approach that aimed to ease traffic congestion, which later was criticized for leading to one
size fits all, adding another stage of standardization of spatial features of urban spaces and

ignoring the difference from one context to another. These standards, however, become, in

a sense, anti-legal if we consider the width of the streets against the need for easily

accessible routes and pedestrian safety, which require narrow streets"o. Narrow streets, on

their part, fail to attend to one basic safety need: they are not wide enough for the passage

of emergency vehicles such as large-scale fire trucks and ambulances. This led to the

standard average street width being increased from 8.5/9 meters (28 to 30 feet), to nearly

11 meters (36 feet)111. Here emerges the problem of standardization and the danger of one

size fits all theory, which, in the light of the complexity of modern urban planning and

different contextual needs, does not provide a convenient solution.

Accordingly, street schemes, or street alignment plans are specific approaches

concerned with the physical enhancement of street quality112.Currently, spatial qualities of

streets are driven by traffic control factors, which have caused the lack of integration

between functional concerns and the livability of streets. While present street design

standards have a long history and their use has improved safety, efficiency, and privacy,

their quality is subject to variables of function suitability, which are not only applicable in

terms of the role of a transportation network, but as part of a social and active space. To that

end, qualities of residential streets are defined in terms of their performance for traffic

movement, activities, and community interaction as one inseparable whole aspect of quality.

Thus, an understanding and integration of social needs and users' behaviour is required as

well as standards. In this sense, planners and landscape architects need to focus on

residents' needs rather than those of the vehicles in determining street widths 113.

lOS Ibid. However, when these attributes respond to environmental conditions such as sunlight, winds and nature,
they retain another level of quality that reflects that human activities are central to most spatial qualities that are
being enhanced to accommodate these activities.

109 Kunstler, J. (1996) Home from Nowhere. The Atiantic Monthly. 278: 3. 43·66
110 •Bohl, C. (2003) Controversy: To What Extent and In What Ways Should Government Bodies Regulate Urban
Planning?Markets & Morality. 6:1. p. 2.

111 Cohen, B. (2000) Narrow Street Database: Congress for the New Urbanism. Transportation Task Force Initiative,
available at http://www.sonlc.netlabcaia/narrow.htm.

112 Parfect and Power, Planning for Urban Quality, p. 90. It Is also Important to note that the authors have listed
other aspects of environmental improvement such as recent planning gains for art grant aiding and
pedestrianisation schemes. For a full account of each see p. 88 - 97. '

11 Southworth, M. and Ben-Joseph, E. (2003) Streets and the shaping of towns and cities. Island Press. p. 132.
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Spatial quality in its three-dimensional forms requires special attention to the influence

the intrusive element of building height has on the character and image of a place. While

buildings are mostly considered in urban planning as solid masses or physical objects of the

built space at best, the impact their aesthetic quality has on the open space cannot be

ignored114
• Today, local authorities in charge of planning policies are more concerned with

the image of collective building heights. It is not surprising that there has been a

corresponding tendency to draft rules specifically to regulate building heights115. Planners

working with local authorities to produce and implement planning regulations have tended to

set out height guidance and averages for particular spaces and areas. In return, the

consideration of standard heights for a specific space, whether high or low-rise buildings,

requires an effective policy to control these elements and prevent the destruction of the

distinct nature and needs of each space!", A policy in this sense requires an understanding

of the place and its sensitivities to change in terms of the dominant character of the

locality117.

The physical form of space in this case is determined through certain spatial factors as

seen in street width and building heights as well as its homogeneity. However, such aspects

of spatial quality cannot be separated from the activities and values of people's interaction

within these spaces. We saw that pedestrian needs and accessibility could determine the

street width, while land-use is a principal criterion for deciding building heights in particular

zones in the city.

Activity

The city urban environment is a diverse set of activities constituted as vital elements of the

urban fabric 118. A land-use plan defines the clear sub-areas of different land-uses within

each local area on the macro level of a city or on the micro level of a district: the nature and

allocation of land-uses and the grain of development. They aim to determine and allocate

the predominant variation of uses; commercial, residential, administrative, civic activities,

open spaces, or industrial uses, or in the case of existing areas, they indicate proposals for

redistributing the primary uses of each zone or parcel of land. While diversity is

conceptualized so as to increase the functionality of cities, the practice of urban design and

114Dombusch, D. and Gelb, P. (19n) High rise visual Impact. In: D. Conway (ads.) Human response to tall
buildings. Stroudsburg. PA: Dowden Hutchinson Ross. p. 101 • 111.

115Delafons, J. (1990) AssthstIc control. A report on methods used In the USA to control the design of buildings
(Monograph 41). Berkeley: Institute of Urban and Regional Development. University of Callfomia at Berkeley.

lIe Parfect and Power, Planning for Ulban Ouallty, p. 64.
117 For example, Implementing standard height regulations on existing space Impacts the character of the space by
altering Its existing visual quality by Increasing or decreasing building heights to match the new regulations. This
strategy was followed by consideration of the proper average heights for the local built space In terms of
acceptable ranges rather than specific limits. This means allowing an acceptable height range for each individual
locality and In most cases, for each Individual street in one locality, rather than legitimizing a single unified height
limit.

118Jacobs, A. and Donald A. (1987) Toward an Urban Design Manifesto. Joumal of the American Planning
AssocIation. 53:1. 112·120.
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planning has long supported mixed use as a necessary ingredient of spatial quality119;and a

necessary condition for achieving this quality is to create spaces of diverse mixed uses

within the arena of detailed consideration and refinement of the space120.Thus, promoting

mixed use development is connected with interrelated concerns of 'safety and environmental

quality', which are both responses to the notion of variety within the public realm121.

Diversity of activities and land-use plays a central role in the development of meaningful

and lively places, which means that planners and architects are required to pay attention to

certain decisions, Le. the inclusion of a carefully designed mix of relevant uses that develop

the unique experiences of such micro urban environments. Also, the promotion of 'putative

uses' to attract new users within urban districts encourages the infusion of new uses in

districts which suffer from grain problems 122. Concentrations of the diverse uses should be

large enough to make a difference. Thus a balanced mix of activity spaces for commercial,

working, or living activities, for instance, would provide a lively, stimulating quality within the

public realm123.Moreover, there is a need to implement complex concepts of zoning and

diversity in developing planning schemes for existing areas and central areas in particular?".

In order to pursue the proper land-use, planning proposals need to consider the existing mix

of uses and to enhance public interaction, and demand 'achievability', taking account of the

necessity to provide a non-arbitrary contemporary design stance for the existing context
125

.

Attempts to control land-uses and mixed activities are obvious in contemporary planning

practices that are no longer as prescriptive as the zoning schemes of the past. Rather, they

are widely based on defining particular zones for specific uses126.A variety of methods to

improve the quality of land-usage have been adopted, in many cases in recognition of

previous planning failures 127. Regulating and controlling the extensive relationship between

land uses and the built-up space was the first method used to achieve good quality. For

example, Parlect and Power referred to areas in England with one dominant land use, such

as residential or commercial, which were preserved for future developments of the same use

and known as 'white lands,128.Also, areas of high landscape value as well as the 'Green Belt

zones' were clearly earmarked to remain as undeveloped lands with the intention of

absorbing the uncontrolled sprawl of urban land uses and activities and associated pressure

on the infrastructure of the city129.

119Talen, E. (2006) Design That Enables Diversity: The Complications of a Planning Ideal. Journal of Planning
Literature. 20:3. 233 - 249. p. 237.

120Canter, The Psychology of Place.
121Roberts, M. and Lloyd-Jones, T. (1997) Mixad Uses and Urban Design. In: Coupland, A. (ads.) Reclaiming the

City: Mixed Use Development. E& FN Span. p.150.
122Jacobs, J. (1961) The Death and Life of Great American Cities. London. Jonathan Cape.
123Roberts and Lloyd-Jones, Mixed Uses and Urban DeSign, p. 152.
124Tibbalds, Making People - Friendly Towns, p. 32.
125 Ibid., 23 -25.
126Roberts and Lloyd-Jones, Mixed Uses and Urban Design, p. 171.
127Parfect and Power, Planning for Urban Quality, p. 62.
128/bid.
129 Ibid.
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Another method entails the publication and application of constructive planning policies

that make a great shift in the mechanism of sustaining spatial quality. Remarkably,

legislation on mixed land-use policies introduced a radical shift from the traditional approach

of clear-cut maps, which designated a strict order of zone-activity division. These policies, in

effect, advocate a legitimized spatial quality in the form of redistributing densities and

activities, as well as areas of redevelopment. Yet, while quality activities could become

functionally active and successful through the application of physical modern standards of

space, this could have implications for other aspects of spatial quality, such as the sense of

place.

The previous discussion was intended to be provisional and explanatory of the hierarchal

significance of spatial quality in the old districts of Cairo. It is not proposed as a rigid model

applicable to each re-planning scheme of Bulaq, but rather as a way of understanding the

process of remaking the district and the extent to which it was successful in addressing

these qualities. Evidently, fields of spatial quality could vary from one context to another and

could show extreme differences. The simplest example is that the quality of the physical

form in old Cairo streets completely differs from that of the downtown area planned during

the nineteenth century. Although the remaking of any area within the city will collectively

comprise these fields either completely or partially, the priority of each quality would vary

from each area to another based on the dominant planning practices, the type of urban

context, or even the rules and policies that control its application.

3.4. The Homogeneity and Fragmentation of Spatial Quality in Old Districts of
Cairo

Spatial quality in Cairo, historically, was abstracted into the visual quality as manifested in

two dimensional and superficial facade designs and was limited to, for example, gaining

wider streetscapes. In effect, in several situations, like Muhammad Ali's early trials, the

change of building facades was in contrast with the nature of activities and natural

organization of the space, which corresponded to several social venues of interaction,

including old facades. Imposition of white facades on houses in old Cairo created a

superficial image that conflicted with the activities, land-use and social integrity of local

communities. Moreover, it was a remarkable break with the past, heritage and meaning of

the place 130. This is why it was resisted and ended in abject failure. In contrast,

implementing these policies and practices in new quarters such as Ismailia and Heliopolis,

during Ismail's era, was more successful due to the virgin nature of vacant desert land.

130 Lane-Pool, S. (1902) The Story of Cairo. London: J.M. Dent &Co.
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Cairo's account of transformation presents a case of a traditional urban culture that is in

transition and has experienced many development pressures and destructive internal forces,

symbolizing the interaction between continuity and change, deconstruction and

reconstruction, as well as heterogeneity and homogeneity131.Theurban scene in old Cairo is

composed of a mixture of a consistent combination of compact building masses of various

typologies with a high degree of context responsiveness and minimal inner spaces and

external walls132(Figure 3.5). In most cases of remaking, not many historical buildings have

survived in terms of being conserved or renovated; instead, they remain as isolated

constructs deprived of their unique context and symbolic meanings (Figure 3.6).

In old Cairo, the physical configuration of spaces is constituted by the network of

traditional winding and narrow streets and public spaces combined with new street patterns,

redesigned squares and public facilities which contribute to the visual composition of such

areas. Here the spatial structure of the local society is explicit in the spatial configuration of

its space-activity relationships. Major spinal routes are also composed within the dense

street network, which is integrated through extremely active and busy commercial usage,

forming a concentration of traditional mixed use activities. This concentration derives from

the fact that the location of such uses has always been adjacent to residential units, devoid

of any physical separation. Apparently, the quality of the urban fabric of old districts in Cairo

has intrinsic meanings that are represented in the complicity of relatively consistent adjacent

physical forms, such as the historical buildings and monuments which form the identity of the

place, the old decayed housing and streets which constitutes the physical built form, and

the activities zones. The spatial quality's significance, in this sense, is deliberated through

understanding the way each historical layer of quality was formed, composed, and lived,

which in return created a living urban continuum of a coherent urban form. The typology of

the urban grain points out that these layers had obtained a certain degree of 'capacity of

change' to absorb, be transformed and adapt to manipulation of their physical elements

without disturbance of the original structure. Thus, coherence was maintained throughout its

history by means of incorporating, adapting and altering previous morph-typologies

according to the changing needs of an expanding population (Figure 3.7).

131 Abada. G. (2004) Heterogeneity within Homogeneity: Fragmentation and the Possible Re-Coherence of
Traditional Urban Forms in Cairo. GBER. 4: 1. 3 - 14.

132 AI S.ayyad, N. (1991) Cities and Caliphs: On the Genesis of Arab Muslim Urbanism. Greenwood Press.
Washington.
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Figure 3.5 The appearance of visual quality on the historical Cairo skyline.
Above: this area extends from Muhammad Ali Citadel to Bulaq. located on the edge of the image.
Bottom: the combination of compact building masses of various typologies with a high degree of contextual
responsiveness and minimal inner spaces.

In the past two decades, the quality of these areas has been subject to significant

fragmentation due to the excessive development of the historical domain, which increased

levels of discontinuity of the urban space. Modern remaking actions constituted cutting

through the traditional urban fabric to create linear street patterns and separate squares,

monotonous linear blocks of public housing, and high-rise buildings. In al-Gammaliya area in

old Cairo, for example, the understanding of recent changes demonstrates that several

forms of fragmentation have occurred: the fragmentation of functions and land-uses due to

densification and intensification; the active replacement of historical buildings; deterioration

combined with a process of demolition; changes to the spatial and visual sense, and the

formation of slums133. However, in most cases, attempts to improve spatial qualities in the

context of old districts lacked formal and functional attributes and proved to be disorganized,

disordered, and to lack a sense of coherence and assimilation within the surrounding

context.

A major problem facing planners and local authorities in Cairo derives from the serious

lack of understanding of the dimension of transformative capacity, which accordingly could

affect their ability to accurately define spatial quality in this sense. The interruption of the

stream of informality and the corruption of activities, bounded by the rigidity and inadequacy

of the indoor living spaces, had added further complications to the mission of remaking

these places in a way that would attend to the individuals' actual needs. In this respect, it

133 Abada, Heterogeneity within Homogeneity, p. 10.
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became part of the planning institution's mission to adopt particular remaking actions and

practices in order to fulfil the task of arresting the major signs of decline in such transformed

areas. Therefore, it is significant to consider the context of old districts in Cairo through its

tight alleys, traditional activities, and identity and to understand how its original spatial

qualities were formed and manipulated through time in order to achieve a successful

remaking of its spatial qualities.

Figure 3.6 Old and historical buildings in Bulaq.
They were mostly not conserved or renovated, but remained Isolated
constructs deprived of their unique context and symbolic meanings.
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Figure 3.7 Daily domestic activities in ai-Darb al-Ahmardistrict in old Cairo.

The typology of the urban grain points out that these layers had obtained a certain degree of 'capacity of
change'. Coherence was maintained by means of incorporating, adapting and altering previous morph-
typologies according to the changing needs of an expanding population

Source: (AKTC, 2005).

3.5_ The Practice of (Re) making places in response to the socio-cultural

needs

The exploration of the notion of spatial quality in the context of Cairo raises the question of

how planners or architects could consider and integrate quality in the practice of remaking

places. Planning, and particularly remaking places, where deep-rooted practices have

developed over the centuries. Remaking, however, has been conceived in different ways

according to time and space. In medieval cities, for example, the quality of certain areas has

been affected by visions and decisions of the individual planners 134. The production and

reproduction of spaces were alienated through the formal production of spatial quality

constituted in creation of the broader image of the city, its streets and buildings, and even

involved classifying specific areas according to its inhabitants' social class. However, the

traditional production of quality was based on the socio-cultural needs of individuals: a

spatial quality which is embedded and reflected in terms of their social norms and historical

setting135.

Since the establishment of planning institutions in most cities, planning has become

international in scope and largely constrained by a wide range of regulations and planning

guidelines which are assumed to respond to people's needs but are also constrained by

certain political agendas and strategic planning ambitions. In fact, this has led to a wide gap

134 Partect and Power, Planning for Urban Quality.
13& Rapoport, space and spatial quality.
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between the planning outcomes, which are represented in the quality outcomes in our case,

and recognition of the people's needs. Also, it seems that since the involvement of the

institution, the fashion of identifying planning schemes with their planners has gradually

disappeared. While planners and architects have long perceived their profession as an

exclusive practice, the current circumstances of the practice showed a wider gap between

planning actions and the everyday life needs. Such an elitist position is seen to compromise

any more radical or alternative proposals for everyday planning practice 136, which considers

such activities and habits as essentials for a sensible built environment.

Many cities during certain moments of political or economic shifts have adopted policies

of mass production, particularly in housing and provision of living spaces. During the last

century, for example, the subject of how to make liveable places has tended to focus on

addressing particular problems such as traffic and overpopulation. The solutions offered at

that time have often been simply to either abandon the city or to improve its quality. This

showed that when the people were situated on the planners' agenda, the reproduction of

quality meant a move towards large-scale house building and standardized neighbourhoods,

while the exclusion of individuals from any decision making proved problematic in the long

term. As a result, the active relationship between the planner and user that should inform

design and output was lacking in the majority of planning production during the twentieth

century.

3.5.1. The Realities of the Practice: The Practice of Dialogue

Charles Jencks stressed in his book The Prince, the Architects and the new wave Monarchy

that planners and architects have gradually accumulated their own ways to maintain their

own language, which has 'its own particular quality,137.The basis of this quality of language

derives from utilization of their expertise, skills and knowledge in achieving the proper

excellence of practice. Although there are clear conflicts embedded in defining good quality

for planners and architects: obviously there is no exact style or quality for all practices, but

there is a reactionary reigning 'taste,138.If this taste varies in the field of the practice itself,

individuals are unlikely to be any more open minded or tolerant of each other's taste. Issues

of conflict arise from the fact that every individual is part of a struggling minority, while the

powerful majority are desperately trying to impose the controlling taste. Within these

struggles a diversity of good practice can be served. Understanding how to deal with such

pluralism becomes a natural part of the situation, and quality will only emerge if each

138 Haig Beck, the editor of Architectural Design (1976) as cited in Berke & Harris (1996) Architecture of the
everyday. p. 85.

:: Je~ks, C. (1988) The Prince, The Architects and The New Wave Monarchy. Academy Editions. p. 33.
IbId.
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minority stays true to the language it has developed. So the choice of quality should be

'relative to the job at hand and the tastes of the users,139.

The shortfalls come, in most cases, from the lack of 'human fundamental expression' for

people to take control over their living places140.This probably is due to the overwhelmingly

professional emphasis of the plans that professionals rely on. It has been argued that these

shortfalls could be overcome by 'effective communication' and consultation about decisions

that address the spatial qualities of the public space. Such communication aims at

developing a shared understanding of the spatial qualities that is understood by the users as

well as the professional planners: a possible 'language for quanty'!".

The inclusion of different perceptions, actors, experts, planners, and attitudes in shaping

the built environment is habitually perceived as an impediment to achieving sound results

from such an agreed language of quality. This language contributes to generating a 'dialogic

space' in which involved actors are able to engage in the decision making process, that is

the steam engine for spatial quality142.This space is the context in which 'hopes, fears,

ideas, and frustration about a place and the people who live there are discussed' through

knowledge and insights of needs 143. It is at the moment when a single actor withdraws from

this dialogue that the practical implementation of the process becomes destined to failure; a

fairly democratic process. Schreurs explains the mechanism of this languagel dialogue in

the Belgian Coast plans which were an exemplary effort to bring more quality into the public

domain. He showed that a framework combining ideas of quality and their meaning in

relation to the context and implementation methods (as a collective set of indicators and

designs) could be a useful approach for gaining this language:

'Indicatorsare concretedescriptionsof spatialcharacteristicsconcerningvaluessuch
as vitality, sense, fit, access and control... these can emerge from the systematic
confrontationof values and Interests,elucidated by a matrix. Designs project visual
representationsof qualitiesinto preliminarysynthetiCimages,thus generatingpossible
spatial articulationsfor specific places. Together both are able to express visions on
spatialdevelopment,relatedto values,wishesand wants. In their mutualinterplay,they
canstimulatediscussionandenhancethe imagination,,44.

Kevin Lynch introduced a useful approach to the control and management of the practice

of design, in four distinct activities: understanding and analysing places; setting policies,

principles and design concepts; rules and design codes; and designing schemes and

plans'45• Lynch's thoughts are that the failure to achieve quality is rooted in the divorce of

the users of space from control over the shape and quality. Rectification of this inadequacy

derives from understanding how pattems of sensation, movement, and activity make up its

1311Ibid., p. 32 - 33.
I40Sch neekloth, and Shibley, PlacemaJclng.
141Schreurs, J. (2007) CommunIcBtlng quality: wolds and Images. AAa 11: 3-4. 325 • 333. p. 325.
142 Schneekloth, and Shibley, PlacemakJng.
143lb1d.
144 Ibid., p. 332.
146 Lynch, Managing the 8BnsB of a Region, p. 8.
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qualit/46. Lynch's contention is that while urban design is recognized as a problem solving

activity, architects and planners have habitually failed to deal with issues of space quality.

'Theywill make plans to preservesome physical aspectsof a place, forgettingthat
identifiablecharacteris a qualityof interactionbetweenobserversandobserved,147.

Such patterns, in recent decades, have been framed as guidance policies and planning

practices which have increasingly become more widely recognized as ingredients of spatial

quality: the actual circumstances, strategies, agencies and legislations that frame them.

However, these practices need to be applied in a 'locality, and each locality will have a

different combination of these patterns,148.

'In a globalizedworld, it is this particular local combinationthat may help establisha
local identity, using the same ingredients,but in distinct and unique ways. Importantly
too, when local populations are part of the process of design, development and
managementof a place,the placewill becomedifferentby virtue of their involvement.If
successful,this interventionwill make it suitable to local needs and conditions, rather
than a blandimitationof a universalpatternwith no connectionto the context,149.

Altman and Zube questioned the ability of architects, planners and users to understand

the role of controlling the quality of the public realm, that of public spaces in their case, as a

fully integrated concept in the design process150.They raised the role of users' participation

during the design process as a significant mechanism of space quality control which can

'increase the perceived attachment of people to environments they have input in

designing,151.Various techniques have been examined to guarantee the highest level of user

participation during the early stages of redesign. For example, Kaplan and Kaplan stressed

that decisions made by planners showed that many 'intangible' space qualities with

considerable psychological significance tend to be ignored. They proposed a model-guided

procedure for obtaining public input with respect to such intangibles as aesthetic values of

the visual public realm. This can 'make public concerns more articulate, make better use of

the talents of the profession, and make the process considerably more satisfying for all

concerned' 152.

However, the practical approach to recognizing people's input in the pre-implementation

stage in Cairo remains superficial and carries no weight in the actual implementation of the

pre-designed plan. While planning legislation in Egypt, following its European and British

counterparts, stresses the need for a period of public consultation, it gives state authority,

146lbid.
147Ibid., p. 10.
146 Townshend, T. and Madanipour, A.(2008) Public Space and Local Diversity: The Case of North East England.
Journal of Urban Design. 13:3. 317 • 328. p. 321.

1491bid.
150 Altman, I and Zube, H. (1989) Public places and spaces New Vor1<;London: Plenum.
151 Ibid.
152 Kaplan, S. and Kaplan, R. (1989) The Visual Environment: Public Participation In Design and Planning. Journal
of Social Issues. 45: 59 - 86.
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represented in the minister of housing, the power to override any objections or comments

from the public consultation stage153. In reality, consultation and participation in Egyptian

planning practice have never come to actual and significant implernentation''". It is part of

the state manipulation and tactics to retain its upper hand and undisputed control in any

development process.

The practice of Remaking, in general, is concerned with reconfiguring spaces of activities

and social interaction with the aim of creating successful urban places, and subsequently,

spatial qualities. Comprehensive study of previous practices, attitudes and attempts is,

therefore, a crucial part of any practice aiming to achieve spatial quality in existing urban

fabric. Remaking in Cairo is not exclusively a theoretical approach. Modern practice of

planning, especially reshaping the urban experience, is oriented towards the existing

population; hence, understanding their perceptions and understanding of their perception of

quality urban experience, has become in fact a feasible and test practice.

3.5.2. Achieving Spatial Quality in Bulaq Abul Ela

The previous investigation showed that it is not possible to provide a simple definition of

spatial quality, but instead, it is an open term which encompasses many different elements

and dimensions; different groups have different perceptions and preferences in terms of

urban quality. Its achievement not only depends on people's experiences, needs, and

expectations, but in addition requires understanding of how to materialize and practise such

quality within the built environment to reach its most fitted gawda. Having explained quality

as a relational and multi-dimensional term, its achievement is certainly also linked to the

planning authority's understanding of how to rethink spatial quality in vibrant living spaces

like the old districts of Cairo, which is in turn informed by a series of unique qualities: its

hawari, buildings, and mixed uses.

The above investigations suggested that the most appropriate form of spatial quality lies

in the fit between the space physical requirements and the habitus. It was important to

discover the specific components, or the specific mix which could provide a basis for the

exploration of spatial quality in the context of the thesis and which will be investigated in

Bulaq's three schemes. These could be defined as:

1- Considering the urban context, the meaning and sense of place and the practical

consequences of change or transformation in an authentic historical district like Bulaq.

2- The spatial configuration and order of physical forms articulated in amending the

existing street widths, street lines, building set-backs and heights.

1&3 This will be discussed In detail In chapter nine.
1M Sedky, A. (2009) LIving with heritage In Cairo: area conservation In the Arab-Islamic city. American University in
Cairo Press.
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3- And changing the diverse form of land-use activities as distributed on the floor layout

combined with the exclusion or inclusion of new ones.

While these aspects are not limited to the definition of spatial quality, they will be

employed to contribute to an explanation of the extent to which planners and the planning

institution in Cairo materialized the notion of quality during the phases of drafting the Bulaq

schemes, and during phases of negotiation and implementation. Moreover, it would

represent a tool for comprehensive understanding of the effectiveness and the reliability of

the drafted plans as well as planning institutions' deliberations as a deep rooted objective for

planning in Egypt.

Although the present study of Bulaq is fundamentally a study of paper planning, aspects

of determining the district's spatial qualities require great consideration during the early

stages of drafting the plans. Thus, in the context of planning practices in Cairo, a careful

understanding of the active dynamics within each public space is crucial. A coherence of

spatial quality can be achieved by considering the historical urban form as a main reference

for redevelopment155. In al-Gamaliyya district, like Bulaq one of Cairo's significant historical

districts, Galal Abada explained that the proposals for addressing the spatial qualities of this

area suggested an infill of mixed use developments to reconnect the fragmented structures

with the aim of regulating the urban pattern of the district and creating a sense of coherence

and continuity with the traditional fabric156. Several guidelines to increase legibility of the

districts urban quality were proposed in the scheme, such as pathway alignment,

emphasizing landmarks, and maintaining the edges.

Indeed, cases of al-Gamaliyya and similar districts could become significant cases in

terms of addressing spatial quality in the context of old and historical districts of Cairo during

the twentieth century and onwards. The purpose here is to identify how the practice of

remaking places in Cairo had addressed and articulated spatial quality during stages of

drafting re-planning schemes and consequent implementation during the period covered by

the study. In the light of discussion of the planning schemes in the coming chapters, it

appeared that qualities proposed for improving the district were determined according to

visions of manipulation of the deterioration found in the image of the district's old historical

buildings and monuments, the narrow and dark streets, and the unpleasant activities of the

old workshops, to be replaced by a totally contradictory quality. It seemed that a lack of deep

understanding of the implications of such visions could definitely lead to failure in terms of

application. In this context, the question is, what is the way out when the planners and the

planning institution deal with such complicated contexts of old districts whose original spatial

qualities have been shaped through centuries and whose inhabitants have the maturity to

155 Abacla , Heterogeneity within Homogeneity.
156 Ibid.
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accept this quality throughout their lives and for the coming generations157?So the question

becomes rephrased like this: which type of spatial quality needs to be implemented in

Bulaq? Is it the type of quality perceived by the planning institution or the quality perceived

by the district's inhabitants?

3.6. Searching for spatial quality in the Cairene planning practices

The discussion in this chapter has explored the notion of remaking the spatial qualities of

urban spaces and has focused on the practice of urban design as a process in terms of

conceptual performance, practices and fields. Understanding the importance of approaches

to quality for visually and physically informing the urban environment is central to realizing

the design values, which planning practices and authorities in Cairo target with the aim of

providing an optimum emotional fit between people and their physical settings158.Following

Bourdieu in his idea of a kind of fit between the habitat and the habitus, I believe that when

people were able to affect their environment directly they produced an appropriate habitat

fairly automatically, with a quality that reflected their values. Mechanisation and bureaucracy

have come to redefine the built world leaving people to get on with it as best they can, often

feeling alienated. But the big sin is the tabula rasa. We don't start with nothing: there is an

inherited landscape full of meaning, so we should just be involved in conversion, and we can

adapt it to our needs and values, if we are not expropriated. That's where participation

comes in. But, in this sense, the rational question that could be raised is how to control this

design process in terms of ensuring the quality of the design outcomes.

Therefore, the interpretation of spatial quality could be reflected in our planning and

urban design as a product of our understanding of the spaces, and their quality. To achieve

meaningful qualities of places, as a central essence for re-making, a number of factors need

consideration. First, there is the need to learn from the past. This could be handled by

focusing on valuable aspects of the past that emphasize the provision of 'historical and

contextual attributives and SOCial,economic, and cultural imperatives. The second factor is

the examination of the role of 'planning, development and people', as major sources for

quality implementation and achievement. This factor draws on the design process and

product, for example, drafting plans and development schemes, users' involvement and

public participation; and finally, there is 'the operation of design and planning control,159.

At this point, I will stress the importance of the role of governments and politicians in

achieving good spatial quality for places. For example, Tibbalds drew heavily on re-

structuring urban areas over a longer period of time, wherein the need for people's

1671 am saying this because during Interviews with the Bulaql residents almost no one expressed any Intentions or
willingness to abandon the district at any cost, although the majority are living In low standard houses or Ishash In
some sections, they acknowledged that this Is our place, we wel'9 bom hef9 and will a/so die here.

158 Simes, D. (1986) Creating places or Designing Spacss. Journal of Environmental Psychology. Vo1.6.49 - 63.
158 Parfect and Power, Planning for Urban Quality.
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participation takes precedence over other physical aspects of places 160, and the vitality of

the role of the planning authority, which constitutes the main official and formal planning

body of any city's development, requires further attention. In terms of local planning

authorities, Tibbalds final list of recommendations stated that to 'break down professional

demarcations the environmental professions should all be natural allies, working together for

the good of the environment'. In addition, his advice to central governments was: 'to give

greater priority to the physical environment and long-term future, and to promulgate clear

design advice in ministerial circulars and policy statsments'Y'Jn short, a commitment to

quality, completion, and maintenance of urban placest62.

In this chapter, the aim was not to list a number of guidelines for creating spatial quality

of places: although this topic and possible paths to achievement of this goal were discussed.

Rather, the intention was to justify the argument that a search for spatial quality has been

increasingly at the centre of success or failure of any potential planning practice during the

late zo" and early 21st centuries. In addition, spatial quality as a term has been recognized

and analysed in this chapter in the context of contemporary urban theory and practice.

Spatial quality is understood as fundamentally grounded in the socio-cultural practice of the

users, the physical attributes of outdoor environments, and the criteria involved in

understanding the mix of land use and associated distribution of activities and economies

within a particular urban quarter. Spatial quality is a fundamentally rich and porous term that

can accommodate both the physical attributes and the social needs in the evolving

habitus/nature of cities.

160 Tibbalds, Making People - Friendlv Towns p 95
161 r ,..

Ibid., p. 102.
162 Ibid., p. 25.
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CHAPTER FOUR

REDEFINING BUlAQ ABUl ElA
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A Shari scene in Bulaq during the end of the is" century
Source: Khoori, p. 43.

'Nevertheless, should it feel inclined, Bulaq could command all
communications, gas, electricity and drinkable water. Barricaded in its
Tabs [medieval buildings], elusive in its labyrinths, it could hold the capital
in check. It already is conscious of its power and has several times set fire
to trams and buses, plundered workshops, and raised the scare of
strikes",

'Heedless of the river god, it hammers away, forging proletarians.
Should the modem city wish to resume the old colloquy with the sacred
Nile, and, in the interests of hygiene and beauty, push the industries of
Bulaq off to the outskirts, this quarter might undergo profound
transformations but its soul would never be entirely changed ,2.

1 Leprette, F. (1939) Egypt: Land of the Nile. In: Early, E. (1993) Baladi Women of Cairo, London: Lynne Rienner. p.
32.

2 Ibid.
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4.0. Why Study Bulaq Abul Ela?

Bulaq Abu EI-Ela, or Bulaq as it is referred to throughout the thesis, is obviously one of

the truly authentic districts of Cairo, whose history is paralleled in significance with the

history of the city. It is known as a baladi'' district whose value lies not only in its well

documented history which has attracted the attention of a number of researchers': rather, it

stands out in Cairo as the land of contradictions, a fusion of the extraordinary. As we can

see in the above statements of F. Leprette, it is the land where authentic Cairene culture is

practised, while it is the prominent site of several projects of modernity. It is popular for its

distinctive trades and markets, but ironically, at the same time, known for its drug dealing

activities. It is very secure for its own residents, but it is hard for the police to gain access to

its inner areas. For a long time, it has been seen as both the problem and the potential

solution.

Until the beginning of the 1990s Bulaq was not an attractive destination for tourists or

upper class visitors; rather, it was an unappealing historical district. At the beginning of this

chapter it is important to address the major question as to why the history of Bulaq should be

examined when we are considering the recent circumstances of remaking its spatial

qualities. The importance of studying this history lies in the need to understand the forces

that contributed to the current situation of decline. Most of the contemporary practices and

traditions, as we shall see in the coming chapters, were driven by past experiences, and this

applies also to planning schemes and the formal policy of remaking. If we were to put a title

to two centuries of planning attempts in Bulaq, it would have to be: remaking the urban

experience and image. Through the reading of Bulaq's urban and architectural artifacts, one

might be able to understand its contemporary conditions and therefore understand the

forces and circumstances that have driven the state's ambitions to improve its spatial

qualities since the early ao" century. This history is not only positioned in the chronological

description of events in the district, but also, in a set of fundamental lessons learned from

significant periods of transition and urban transformation. Accordingly, efforts to improve the

spatial qualities of Bulaq under British colonial rule during the 1930s definitely constituted a

crucial stage in Cairo's urban planning history. As explained earlier, this period was one of

political and conceptual changes in determining Cairo's intellectual and economical relations

with the outside world which consequently influenced the urban planning trends in the city5.

Also, pilot investigations of the previous and current remaking projects for Bulaq

acknowledged (by personal exploration and interviews) the high priority this project was

3 Baladi is a self descriptive term that can be more or less be equivalent to the term traditional but which also retains
a rich infusion of. the local. For further readings about the term see Early, E. (1993) Baladi Women of Cairo.
London: Lynne Rlenner. ; EI-Kholy , H. (2002) Defiance and compliance: negotiating gender in low-income Cairo.
Berghahn Books. p.51.

4 See Rugh, A. (1984) Family in contemporary Egypt. Cairo: American University In Cairo. ; Louca, I.M. (1984) The
culture of Bulaq as it is viewed by its children. The American University of Cairo Press. ; Early, Baladi Women of
Cairo.

5 Abdel Halim,Transformations in Architecture and Urbanism, p. 44.
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accorded by the planning authority on one side and private investors on the other side",

Through a careful review of Egyptian newspapers, it became evident that its remaking had

become a central issue in the planning discourse in Egype. Throughout the following

chapters of this thesis, it will be revealed that the subject of remaking Bulaq was a significant

issue not only for the local planning authority in Cairo, but also for the political authorities, as

was made apparent by the 1978 scheme undertaken during the regime of President Sadat

{1970-1981}. In that respect, Bulaq, since the early stages of its spatial deterioration, had

witnessed significant changes in its spatial qualities, while its residents maintained a

noticeable degree of solidity against these changes. Apparently, any account of remaking

Bulaq's spaces is actually an account of its residents' struggle to adapt, manipulate and

maintain their history, their homes and future lives in the face of the remaking intentions.

This extended history dates back to its early foundation as a natural land formed by the

receding of the Nile during the early medieval days of the city.

4.1. Bulaq: Location and Emergence

'The city of Cairo had spread between the old Fatimid
wall and the Nile, and the river had conveniently receded
and allowed the new port of Bulaq and a whole colony of
houses to be formed on what had been the Nile bed till the
wreck of the good ship Elephant helped to make a sand
bank, called Elephant's Island (gezierat el-Fm which altered
the river's course and provided an excellent building Site'S

Bulaq is one of west Cairo's administrative districts, located to the North West, outside the

walled city of medieval Cairo and to the east of the Nile River, in close proximity to central

Cairo {Figure 4.1}. It is bordered by Shari Khat sekkat hadid a/ qahira to the north, Shari

Yu/iya to the south, Shari Shanan and a/ mansoury to the east and Shari al Corniche to the

west. Since the time of the French occupation (1798-1801), the core area of Bulaq", which

forms its current inner sections, has been administratively divided into 18 shyakha or

sections 10 (Figure 4.2). The above account from Lane-Poole explains how Bulaq was a

natural land, created by the Nile, that emerged around the turn of the thirteenth century as a

result of the change in the river's course and the gradual formation of an alluvial plain that

left behind hundred of new feddans of lands waiting to be built on (Figure 4.3). By the

fourteenth century, the Nile downturn had created the island of A/-Fi/ (Gazerat A/-Fm and

IIA number of Interviews were conducted with residents In Bulaq during 2008 and 2009.
7 It seemed that Bulaq had become the site of several planning debates which had been Instigated by the dally
struggle of the residents to survive their HYingspaces or even to secure any other alternatives.

8 Lane-Pool, S. (1902) The Stot)' ofea/ro. London: J.M. Dent !Co. p. 257.
8 I will refer to Inner sections of the district as old Bulaq, reflecting Its early beginnings.
10 Clerget, M. (1934) Le CBlre: Etude d6 geographle urba/ne et d'hIBtoireEconomlque. Paris: Llbrarle Orlenta/Iste
Paul Geuthner. Also see figure (4.15) for Clerget's map shOwIng the 18 shyakha In Bulaq. Currently there are 16
only. These are a/ Sabtlyya, Souq al Asr, S/nsn Pasha, Da'" Nasr, al·Tourguoman, a/ Sandabeesy, a/ Sheikh
farag, a/ fransawy, Houd a/·Zouhoor, sl-GalaclHn, a/·Gawaber, Ishash s/ Nakhl, a/ Khad/rI, a/ Ahmandeen, a/
Adawlyya,anda/~~ya
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isolated an expanse of dry land which became the port of al-Maqs .The Mamluk used this

newly vegetated land for hunting and other sports. Later, Sultan AI-Nasir announced that this

area was to be opened for settlements and it started to be filled with orchards, farms, and

houses11 (Figure 4.4).

AI-Zawiya
al-Hamra

Sahll

Agouza

Giza

Misr al-Qadima

Figure 4.1 Location of Bulaq Abul Ela in the Cairo Governorate.
Source: After Ghannam.

11 AI-Maqrizi, T. (1959) AI-Khitat AI-Maqriziyyah, Safahat min Tarikh Misr Series. Cairo.
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Several history scholars have investigated the origins of the name Bulaq. An Egyptian

historian explains that in the French language Bulaq means bou beautiful, and laq is the

lake, which ends up as the beautiful lake". Others argued that the name Bulaq Abul Ela

comes from the local saint, Sultan Abul Ela, whose mosque commands the vantage point of

the Nile Bridge at the edge of modern Bulaq'", Nelly Hanna suggests that the name could be

derived, in a similar way to the original name of the island of Philae (bi/aq), from the Coptic

word meaning fragmetum or frustulum. She adds that Ibn Muyassar mentioned among the

achievements of al-Afdallbn Amr al-Guyush the fact that he constructed a garden in Bulaq.

Also, the Turkish meaning of the name as a well or a spring of water seems realistic as it

relates to the condition of the land, containing many islands, upon which Bulaq was

eventually built.

Bulaq's spatial connectivity with western Cairo was formed through a set of routes; one of

the most important was the main road constructed during the time of the French presence in

Egypt. Cairo and Bulaq shared similar activities, as the port of Bulaq affected the location of

trade in Cairo. Also, they shared similarities in spatial layout, road patterns and the

distribution of buildings. However, due to the fact that it was separated from Cairo by a

distance of about two kilometers, Bulaq was not an extension of Cairo's urban growth or

even a suburb; it was an independent spatial entity with its own configuration and patterns,

which mayor may not have matched Cairo's patterns. Their functions were different

because Bulaq was mainly a port, and it possessed its own commercial thoroughfare. For

example, in Bulaq land use was similar to that in Cairo's Qasabat al-Muizz which formed a

focal point in the urban pattern of old Cairo and was considered a reference guide for the

location of different activities and buildinqs".

The importance of Bulaq is not just about the historical buildings; it is more about the

community and social groups living there. The area witnessed some of Cairo's most

important historical events and shared in developing a series of traditions which still exist

within the Cairene society today. It also for a long time hosted several important industries,

such as a printing press, metal working and machine shops, which supported the early

stages of building Cairo. With the start of the development process, many of the small

industries were squeezed out and large numbers of people lost their jobs and shops,

especially during the relocation attempts in the time of President Sadat, when many of the

extended families that had lived in Bulaq for generations were broken up.

12 EI-Tarabily, A. (1997) Streets with a History: A Tour in the Nation's Mind. Cairo: El-Oar EI-Misriya EILibnaniya. p.
26.

13 Hanna, An Urban History of Bulaq, p. 64 - 5.
14 Ibid.
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Figure 4.2 The district of Bulaq Abul Ela; its borders and shyakhat.
Source: Cairo Governorate documents.
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Figure 4.3 The recession of the Nile's course from the tenth century until it stabilized in the eighteenth
century forming the site of Bulaq.
Source: Platt and HeIny, 1958, p. 6.

Figure 4.4 The newly formed island of al-Fil (Gazerat AI-Fil)
This allowed for the creation of the port of al-Maqs, illustrated in 1800
Source: Abu- Lughod, Cairo.
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4.2. Bulaq: establishing the urban district

Bulaq is a dense indigenous district filled with small workshops of small-scale industries. It is

populated with a mixed working class from all parts of Egypt, who migrated to the city during

the 19th century to work on Muhammad 'Ali's projects". To the north of the district is located

the bulk of the city's newer industrial plants. The history of Bulaq goes back to the Mamluk

rule of the fourteenth century when the site was the main port of Cairo, allowing the

construction of several Wikalas, mosques and houses for merchants near the port". From

this time, the district started to acquire its famous skyline: the landmark Sinan pasha

mosque minaret, as well as a remarkable number of monumental Wikalas
17 that still define

its historical public spaces. Also, Bulaq was considered to be one of Cairo's historic districts

that over the past decades had a strategic location and proper social order. For this reason,

it has disrupted the economic strategies of city rulers from the Mamluks, Ottomans and

Muhammad 'Ali through to Anwar Sadat in the late 1970s.

4.2.1 Pre-modern development

Bulaq has witnessed several stages of urban transformation through the centuries as

several different groups have been involved in this process. The history of Bulaq's urban

development can be monitored through two periods: before and after the modernization

project of Muhammad 'Ali and his successors. Nelly Hanna notes that before the

modernization project four groups were considered the patrons of Bulaq's urban growth: the

karimi merchants 18; the Mamluk rulers; the early Ottoman Walies; and the A 'yan Bulaq

(Local aristocracy of Bulaq)19. While the Karimi Merchants played a limited role in the

development of Bulaq20,under the Mamluk rulers it became Cairo's main port in 1438, with

flourishing industries, and an upper-class suburb where princes and wealthy traders built

15 Marsot, A. (1984) Egypt in the reign of Muhammad 'Ali. Cambridge University Press.
16 Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p. 44 - 49.
17 A Wikala is a type of facility for commercial and craft activities and for giving temporary shelter to travellers and
merchants. It is a large square or rectangular enclosure with inner courtyard.

18 Abu-Lughod, J. (1989) Before European hegemony: the world system A. D. 1250-1350. New York; Oxford.
Oxford University Press. p.227. She argues that orientalists have devoted considerable attention to the karimis,
attempting to create an image with their name. She believes that the concept and the name refer to more ordinary
phenomena. She explains that Karimi means great to refer to their rising importance in the role of trade. The
foundation of the Karimi Merchants goes back to the Fatimid's. Also The Egyptian Karimi merchants had since
the early 12th century been very active in trade with China, India and Yemen. These Karimi merchants were
commonly kno~ as Dashi or Tazi (Arabia) merchants in China. Karimi merchants lived in large luxurious houses
and were the big spenders. In the early 14th century, however, Karimi merchants in Egypt helped the sultan and
his governors ~ndow madrasas(privately founded religious schools), waqfs (hospitals)for charitable purposes and
to patronize poets and scholars, in both Mecca and Cairo.
http://www.1421.tv/pages/evidence/content.asp?EvidenceID=465

19 Hanna, An Urban History of Bula, p. 33.
20 Hanna refers to.two Karimi mercha~ts who mad~ notable contributions to construction development in Bulaq.
One of these builders was Nur a/-Om a/- Tanbadl, who erected three buildings: a Wika/a, a qaysariyya, and a
palace known as a/- Tanbadiyya. The other merchant was a khawaga named shams a/-Din Ibn Zaman, who built a
madrasa and a palace.
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their winter patacas". Gradually, through the expansion of usage more developments

emerged, which included residential and commercial services.

Subsequently, during the rule of Sultan Baybars in 1422, he monopolized the spice trade,

and instead of stopping off at Red Sea ports near Sudan, merchants' ships had to come

through Suez, which made the new port in Bulaq more convenient and offered merchants

the opportunity to construct new buildings22 (Figure 4.5). However, the economic downturns

had left many of these Nile palaces in ruins and the focus of building for the aristocracy

moved further north along the Nile. After this community infiltration by high class society,

Bulaq evolved into what it has always been since, a working district. Various sultans and

high ranking officers started reconstructing a number of property in Bulaq23.During the next

three hundred years there were only minor changes in Bulaq's size, with the French maps

from the late eighteenth century showing no significant changes in the layout from those of

the fifteen century (Figure 4.6)

Another notable shift took place during the rule of the ottomans to establish a new urban

centre named shari Suq al Asr near the Qadi Yaha mosque. This Shari became the main

commercial street, and housed a large variety of buildings with different functions, which

were occasionally sponsored by the ottoman sultans". The pashas, who governed Egypt on

behalf of the Sultan, were involved in construction work in Bulaq, especially during the 16th

century. Notably, the development of the commercial street gave Bulaq the spirit of a town

rather than a quarter or a suburb". In 1530, Sinan Pasha constructed large-scale projects

such as Sinan Pasha Mosque26, a hammam and several wikalas, which are still considered

major landmarks in Bulaq today27.Such projects provided revenues to the owners, while at

21 Popper, W. (1958) The History of Egypt: Systematic Notes to Ibn Taghri Birdi's Chronicles of Egypt. part IV, Vols.
18. The University of Califomia Publications in Semitic Philology, University of Califomia press. It had formally
become a port by the year 1438, as a transmission point for the navy, and subsequently became the official port
in Cairo, carrying the industrial facilities until the district was destroyed by fire in 1458 and rebuilt in a new form
that suited its changing function.

22 Ibid., p. 44 - 49. This was the time when money started pouring in and many of Bulaq's monuments dated from
this period.

23 See Hanna, An Urban History of Bu/sq. p. 34 - 35. She produced a list of their real estate holdings, which, at a
glance, exposes the range and diversity of Bulaq's development. For example, Sultan lnal constructed Wikalat
Qaytbay (a warehouse for cereals), a makhzan (warehouse store), AI-Ghuri two wikalas, two Hammams and a
rab'.

24 See Hanna, Hanna, An Urban History of Bulaq, p. 61 for detailed description of the changing of wikslas design
plans. She states that the centre of Bulaq became crowded with buildings and spaces were getting smaller at the
time when the boundaries of Bulaq were not expanding. For example, the Wikalas were neither as large nor as
regular as those built before in the 16th c., therefore, the typical plan of earlier buildings in Bulaq gave way to the
more urban Cal rene type of plan, in which the building took the shape of the piece of land it was built on, with all
its irregularities.

25 Ibid.
26 The Mosque of Sinan Pasha was built in 1571 at the port of Bulaq. The mosque consists of a square prayer hall

covered entirely by the largest stone dome In Cairo, with domed porticoes on three of its sides. The dome's
transitional zone, which is Invisible from the exterior, starts inside the walls of the chamber and displays a
tripartite system of squinches. It is this feature that gives the interior a late Mamluk character. The exterior, on the
other hand, with Its large buttress-supported drum and dome rising above the cupolas of the porticoes along with
the pencil-shaped minaret, is unmistakably of an Ottoman mosque, dominating the horizon at this vital port which
was Egypt's gateway to Istanbul, and was therefore frequented by international merchants and pilgrimage
caravans.

27 See Hanna, An Urban History of Bulaq, p. 50 - 51. She explained how the pressure of public pedestrians had
reached high rates of crowding, the fact that led some Wikalas to consider opening new entrances facing the
other parallel Shari of Soliman pasha.
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Figure 4.5 The port of Bulaq towards the end of the sixteenth century, at the time
of the French expedition.
The Ottoman Turkish mosque of Sinan Pasha is shown in the central background of
the illustration surrounded by several constructs.
Source: Robert Hay (From Illustrations of Cairo), pI. 27.

Figure 4.6 The physical urban pattern and street networks in 1798 prior to the rule of Muhammad 'Ali.
The core of Bulaq was originally formed with irregular street patterns.
Source: Description de I'Egypt, 1898.
Dark grey indicates the location of old Bulaq, the light grey indicates the empty land plots which had been
later added to the district.
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the same time they expanded the commercial infrastructure of the port and simultaneously

declared the Ottoman authority in a visible sense 28.

By the beginning of the 17'h century, as the political power of the Ottomans began to be

threatened, they became less interested in initiating new construction projects, and

construction activity began to tail off. This slowed down the expansion of urban space in

Bulaq, although development and construction still tended to take place within the existing

fabric. Moreover, the architectural style of these buildings became outdated, and their

stylistic influence in Cairo remained very Iimited29• Until the is" century the direction of

urban expansion was towards the north and west towards the Nile River due to the

availability of building land here. Hanna states that 'every time the Nile gave up new land, it

was directly incorporated in the urban layout of Bulaq, following· the same pattern of

expanslon". Like Cairo, the expansion of Bulaq took place in the direction of its economic

development and trade routes. The north side of Bulaq portrayed the concentration of its

trade relations, and the west side, towards the Nile River, represented the main channel of

its economy. Jomard's estimations indicate that the inhabitants of Bulaq by the end of the

18th century numbered about 40,000, and Bulaq witnessed an immense surge in planning

development during that time (Figure 4.7). The large number of buildings constructed during

this time reflected the rise of economic trade",

The first half of the nineteenth century was the turning point in the urban transformation

of Bulaq, and this took place during the reign of Muhammad 'Ali as part of his attempts to

modernize Cairo and its economy", The second stage of Bulaq's urban development dates

back to the middle of the century, when the river banks of the Nile in north Bulaq were

stabilized, and the Ismailia canal was built. The intervening spaces, separating the parts of

Bulaq, old Cairo, and the medieval city, were filled in so that the lands were connected. The

site housed the water and gas company and by the early twentieth century water services

provided by this company replaced the functions of the Ismailia canal, which was also filled

in. However, the port was closed during the rule of Khedive Ismail, and the Nile side area

declined in importance, becoming a decaying industrial zone typified by unhealthy housing

and low social conditions. It was around this time that Bulaq ceased to be a separate district

28 Creceluis, D. (1998) Egypt in the Eighteenth Century. In: Petry, F. The Cambridge History of Egypt: Modem
Egypt, From 1517, Daly, M.W., Cambridge University Press.

29 We can exclude from this the pencil shaped minarets that became integrated into the local Architectural style. But
the most influential style was that of the Mamluk Period.

30 Hanna, An Urban History of Bulaq. p. 62.
31 Ibid., twenty five mosques, twelve sabll, and seven hammsms were built.
32 See Abu·Lughod, Cairo. Muhammed 'Ali chose Shubra, just north of Bulaq for the location of his palace and
transfonned Bulaq into an industrial area. He targeted the district for his industrialization program due to the
existing light industry and the area was established as a major industrial centre. In 1818, a wool factory was built
and other textile factories for cotton. Two years later, Bulaq gained the first iron foundry in Egypt. In 1822, the
country's main printing press was built on the site where Dar AI Kutub is now and to this day the 19th century
"Bulaq editions" are well recognized books and publications. Additionally, Bulaq was one of the favoured locations
for Muhammed 'Ali schools. In 1823, a civil engineering school was opened, specializing in roads and bridges,
and then the same building was transferred to the palace of Ismail and by 1834 it had expanded into a fully
fledged polytechnic. .
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and became physically joined with the rest of Cairo, although many of the industrial

warehouses were not relocated and remained in Bulaq33 .

•

w

Figure ~.7 Mosqu~s and Wikalas in old Bulaq constructed the 14th till the ts" century.
Red Indicates a Wlkala, green indicates a mosque.
Source: Description de I'Egyptin 1798 (After Hanna).

33 Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p. 79.
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4.2.2. Bulaq and its spatial configuration

While Bulaq's spatial qualities and social classes produce some sort of distinction from

surrounding districts, other physical and natural elements contribute to this separation. For

example, the Nile River separates Bulaq from the high-class Zamalek district facing the

other side of the river and from Roud al farag district separated by the railroad (Figure 4.8).

Also, the street layout represents a further sign of distinction from surrounding well-off areas

with their paved streets and wide boulevards. Notably, most streets of Bulaq are narrow,

irregular with unpaved alleyways. The main paved streets, symbolizing the main axes and

spines in the district for traffic access and commercial land use, are found at the district's

borders and in its new zones such as the riverfront, Shanan, Bulaq el gadid and others,

while the micro spaces of unpaved streets are found in old Bulaq, which accommodates

many of the shopping facilities that cater for the residents' daily needs, such as vegetable

and fish markets. However, these areas are also crowded with many workshops, and light

industries, spread across the ground floors of the houses (Figure 4.9)

Evidently, the micro space of such unpaved streets in old Bulaq forms the basic unit of

the street network, known universally as the hara", In Cairo, while the historical spatial

configuration of the hara is commonly defined, the term hara is widely used to describe old

or traditional parts of the city. However, the idea of the hara is explained through different

views. Physically, it is recognized to be a local street surrounded by masses of buildings;

socially, it is recognized on the basis of its residents' social practices. In that respect, each

harah symbolizes a distinct identity-model or social-cultural habits relevant to the place,

whilst a residential harah is entirely different from a commercial or industrially-based one in

terms of activities and traditions. That is why most of the hawari of old Cairo are named after

the profession, ethnic background or religion or practice which is considered significant to

the local individuals and reflects their collective norms. While individuals are locally identified

by the name of their hara, the hara, in some cases, is recognized by its famous users, for

example, haret Nasr and Darb Masoud.

In Spatial terms, the harah is recognized for its formal administrative purposes and

informal daily practices of the locality. As old Cairo was divided into quarters, and each

quarter was divided into smaller units, thus most hawari are part of the broader unit of a

quarter. Each hara has boundaries that define a regular form of alleyways. The spatial

configuration of the hawari in Bulaq is structured as always in average widths of 3 meters

and stretches a considerable distance (Figure 4.6). Buildings located in old Bulaq probably

constitute 2 or 3 storeys, while buildings in newer haras house a hybrid mix of low-income

groups in buildings with 5 to 6 storeys. What is most problematic about the narrow alleyways

is that only a minority benefit from electrical light, provided by a small number of poles, while

34 For detailed descriptions of the historical establishment of harM In Cairo S88 AI-Messirl-Nadim, N. (1979) The
Concept of the Hara: A historical and Sociological study of a/-Suklcariyyah. In: Annale Islamogiques. VoI.19. Le
Caire: Institut Francais d'arch80log/e Orientale.
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the majority have to go without; however, they are lit by the stores, open till late at night, or

the limited amount of light coming from the houses (Figure 4.10). As the spatial quality of the

district has become more vertical and denser, its residents have struggled to survive in their

living spaces. While the hawari of old Bulaq today constitute less influential units than during

early times, the alley and its street hierarchy continue to form a spatial organization that

represents a defined social space with sets of rules that regulate the social life of its

inhabitants35.Therefore, the hara as a lived space, as Salwa Ismail argues, is characterized

by the spatial configuration and modes of everyday sociability, 'which give rise to particular

understandings and experiences of privacy and the boundaries between the public and the

private,36.

The previous review has illustrated several significant issues about Bulaq's spatial

qualities related to the subject of the current study. The first is that the district was originally

founded as a port, which clearly suggests that the dominant land uses were constituted by

trading activities combined with a variety of mixed uses, particularly commercial uses. The

second is that this fact is also evident through the type of dominant building constructs,

which varied from the Wikala as a prototype building to religious mosques and residential

buildings. Notably, the most striking feature of architecture in Cairo, whether religious,

commercial, or residential, is its verticality. Buildings are high and their height is designed to

be a feature. Vertical recesses, narrow openings, monumental portals, which stretch upward

but rarely rise higher than the top of the facade, add to the impression of power. Interiors are

given the same treatment. Living units expand vertically rather than horizontally; multiunit

constructions (rab's) consist of one or two storeys of duplexes or triplexes built above

commercial spaces'". The third is that the street patterns of the district had naturally followed

the dominant type of patterns found in any medieval Islamic area in Cairo. Although these

streets were described as irregular, they were, at least while still maintained by the Public

Works and, most importantly, by their users, wide enough to accommodate all public

activities and land uses of the time38 (Figure 4.11).

35 Ismail, S. (2006) Political Life in Cairo's new quarters: Encountering the everyday state. Minnesota: University of
Minnesota Press. p. 13.

36 Ibid., p. 14.
37 Ibrahim, L. A. (1984) Residential Architecture in Mamluk Cairo: the Art of the Mam/uks. Muqamas. 2: 47 - 59.
Houses differed very little In style. A manzara, a royal or amlral residence outside the city, offered, as the name
suggests, a view to the outside (looked onto the street), and was apparently almost Identical to houses in Bulaq
with an upper qi'a. Not many houses have survived In Bulaq. Also see Hanna, N. (1991) Hablter au Caire: /a
m~;son moyenne et ses habitants ~u~ XVlle et XVllle slec/es. Csiro, Le Caire: /nstitut frafl9als d'arch9ologie
onenta/e. Hanna gave detailed oescnpnons of several houses in her book, such as al Istanbuli house, located in
Harat Qasawat No.6., al-Dabbousea house located in Darb Masoud No. 16, and an Unknown house located In
Harat Zatar. No.2, Bulaq AI-Gadid St.

36 See Hanna, An Urban History of Bu/aq, p. 58 - 59. She explains how many Bulaqi residents figured out ways to of
owning and maintaining the buildings and streets in Bulaq.
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Figure 4.8 The railroad separates Bulaq from neighboring districts from its
north boarder.

Figure 4.9 Workshops and light industries in Bulaq.
They are spread in lower ground floors of the houses and mixed with the historical
buildings.

Figure 4.10 An alleyway located in old Bulaq.

The image illustrates a case of a narrow unlit alleyway in old Bulaq.
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Figure 4.11 A Shari scene in Bulaq during 1857.

Left: The human scale illustrates that although the inner streets were irregular they had reasonable widths for
accommodating urban activities.
Right: The unified building heights of two stories of duplexes or triplexes built above commercial spaces.
Source: Abu Lughod, Cairo, p. 90.

4.3. Decline of spatial quality in the 20th century

During the early zo" century, The Egyptian Ministry of Town Planning had identified that the

living conditions of social elites in Bulaq were becoming unacceptable. It seemed that the

development implemented under the British rule had brought the district of Bulaq, which was

later viewed as an area infected with many urban problems, under the direct review of city

authorities. The expansion of European neighbourhoods in downtown Cairo and subsequent

growth of large foreign settlements encouraged wealthy people to abandon their houses in

Bulaq and relocate. The collection of census data across the state during 1915 had helped

to identify such movements and to highlight problem areas. It was the Ministry of Town

Planning Act in 1920 which provided a framework to identify Bulaq as an industrial and

residential district of poor workers'". But the question here is why Bulaq dramatically

deteriorated within such a short time span, having formerly been the best location for

palaces and gardens. Evidently, poor spatial qualities of the district gave rise to new

legislation based on the state's view that low-income districts created serious and complex

problems due to its existing land uses (Figure 4.12).

39 Mahboub, Cairo, p. 293.
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Figure 4.12 Bulaq Abul Ela's urban development at the turn of the 20lh century.
Source: after Arnaud, Le Caire.

4.3.1. The Ministry of Public Works and Manifestations of Decline

The spatial quality of urban contexts is not always considered in the adoption of planning

and governmental policies; rather, it can sometimes suffer from the conflict between these

policies and the benefits private sector owners anticipate. In the Egyptian context, although

the government has applied restrictive policies for construction on land subdivisions since

the early 201h century, these policies were not adhered to in Bulaq. Even though every

attempt was made to have clear and definitive policies for division and organization of land

during Ismail's modernization, the result in Bulaq was not even close to initial objectives.

Private landowners drove the development in a different direction, benefiting from the lack of

monitoring or effective supervision of implementation in the long term. Hence, to better

understand the urban context of Bulaq, we need to recognize the reasons behind the decline

of its urban fabric from organized planning into an un-organized random division of lands,

and in some cases shanty town-like settlements.
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While the Ministry of Public Works, during that time, retained strict control over road

hierarchy, widths and pathways, leaving the use and subdivision of land plots to individual

interpretation, this type of control was not followed in all cases. This was evident when the

Tanzim simultaneously offered outsized plots of vacant lands outside the borders of old

Bulaq, and even inside its occupied tands'". Huge parcels of land, which varied between

800-1300 m2, were offered to private investors without obligating them to follow any of these

regulations41 (see Figure 4.6). Whilst the plot sizes were considered sufficient for the

construction of houses, they were not large enough to force the investors to participate in

planning a proper street network to serve the new constructs. As such, private owners

thought of a better idea, that of dividing the lands into smaller portions in order to gain more

profit. Each area of land was divided into smaller parcels of 80-100 m2, based on the

opening up of an inner dead-end street within the original land that was not bound by the

Ministry street network regulations42• Due to the absence of official control from the Ministry,

an unplanned, but linear road pattern emerged as a result of these subdivisions. At the time,

part-lands were sold to the private sector, and a reasonably well planned road network and

draining channels served them. In addition, public spaces were accorded high priority, and

transportation facilities were able to reach these areas because of the adequate width of the

streets (Figure 4.13).

However, dividing the lands in an unregulated manner led to inconsistency in the

provision of services: a pattern too unbalanced to be compatible with the density of

construction. It was clear that the Ministry had realized that selling off land could become a

practical method for reducing the extra financial burdens of constructing new streets and

buildings. Conversely, the new private landowners considered this process an immense

opportunity for financial benefits and income. However, land subdivisions in previously

planned districts were still well maintained and controlled under legislation from the Ministry

and introduced a good representative model of modern buildings and apartments'". It also

became apparent that streets that had served Bulaq since the rule of Muhammad 'Ali were

neither improved nor changed, but became more congested with workshops, warehouses

and apartment buildings. By time, land subdivisions evolved into trapped, enclosed areas,

typified by dead-end streets and inaccessible blocks of buildings.

While the idea of land subdivision represented a secure means for the Public Works to

prevent unofficial land seizure, the presence of large numbers of workers on low incomes

resulted in illegal acquisition of vacant government lands. The rise of industrial activities in

40 The Ministry of Public Works took over these lands after Ismail's bankruptcy, and then successive British
administrations proceeded to subdivide the lands Into large portions, and sold them to private Investors during the
end of the 19th century.

4t See Noweir and Volait, Le Ca/re. This policy applied to Bulaq, al·Twflqlyya and Qasr al-Doubsra.
42 Arnaud, Le Caire, p. 283.
43 For more details see Asfour, K. (1993) The Domestication of Knowledge: Cairo at the Tum of the Century.

Muqamas, v 10.125 - 137. : Arnaud, Le Caire; Mubarak, al-Khltat al-Tawflkiyya. For example, in 1893, al·
Helmiyya district went through a land subdivision process. The Ministry of Public Works declared the Helmlyya
garden as public land and .itwas taken over. It was redesigned into a network of streets and plots for residential
lands. In 1903, the Helmlyya palace was tom down and the cleared site underwent the same process of
subdivision.
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Bulaq during the end of the 19th century greatly increased the demand for labourers and

influx of rural immigrants to the district". This resulted in the formation of large groups of

Ishash by the beginning of the Ottoman rule. By that time, Bulaq accounted for two thirds of

the total percentage of derelict spaces in Cair045
• It was also home to the poorest citizens in

the city and a large percentage of people with no permanent houses, with one fifth of the

citizens considered as living in very bad condltions". In 1892, slums occupied more than

35.000 square meters of these lands". Notably, the land acquisition legislation allowed

thousands of Bulaqi citizens to seize these lands, whilst the government was powerless to

evict them or even to control this activity. In response, during the 1890s, the government

started to subdivide huge swathes of vacant land in Bulaq into small portions of lands, which

were sold or rented to workers in the district48 (Figure 4.14).

In fact, Ishash found in particular sections of Bulaq such as al- Tourguman and charkas fit

within two categories of housing descriptions: the Housh, a courtyard house (plural is

ahwash) and Isha (plural is Ishash) Canvas huts. The Housh is an informally built house with

one entrance that contains a courtyard in the middle surrounded by many rooms". Such a

type of housing was constructed within the old fabric of the city, and occupied unused plots

of land. On the other hand, the Isha is of a notably lower standard of construction, built from

light materials and leftover wood, with several entrances. In Bulaq, groups of attached

Ishash form large-scale areas of slums accommodating several thousand people, often

located on the district's periphery and comprising narrow streets and alleys on informal

lands seized from the government50 (Figure 4.15 and 4.16).

In summary, the government policies of selling lands to private owners contributed to a

wide breakdown of spatial qualities of the district's urban pattern. While the Public Works'

initial intentions were to allow private investors to participate in improving the quality of

public and urban spaces of the district, the outcome was that they sliced the plots into small

portions of land to gain higher profits. And accordingly, low-income populations with difficult

social and working circumstances were the most suitable groups to accommodate these

44 The growing need for various services attracted rural Immigrants into C81ro. In addition, the number of
govemment officials, building and transport workers, traders and members of similar occupations rose
considerably. Therefore, C81rowitnessed an average growth of rate of 12.6 percent. The legalizing of the private
ownership of tax exemption In 1883 and land under cultivation In 1892 caused an increasing number of Mullak
(landowners who held private property) to have equal access to the means of production (Baer 1969:85). In
addition, The British colonial administration's restrictive polley blocked any serious attempts at industrial
development and production of goods manufactured In British factories, and at the same time, the large
landowner class did not express Interest In Investing In such Industries.On the other hand, a class of workers was
increasing as rural Immigrants moved to C81roIn order to seek a better life.

46 See Recesement general de I'egypt, Ie CaIre (1889) Impr.nat., p. 15·35.; and plan general maps (1896) Cairo,
Egypt. Figures Indicate that by 1891 Bulaq contained 14020 Inhabitants and 1515 Isha', Shubra contained 281
Inhabitants and 71 Isha; al- Gamsllyya conta/fI6d 357 inhabitants and 60 lsah; Misr al·Qadlma contalfl6d 3163
Inhabitants and 408 Isha; Sayda zalnab contained 3265 Inhabitants and 433 Isha. Also see Arnaud, Le Caire,

48 Raymond, A. (1994) Islamic City, Arab City: Orientalist Myths and Recent Views. British Joumal of Middle
Eastem Studies. 21: 1. p. 3 - 18.

47 Jean- Luc Amaud worked out these figures, based on the map of Cairo and environs, according to the
Department of Public Works report In 1892, p.314.

48 The Tanzim Department Archives (1898), DossIer 8121C. Dar al-Watha'lq al-kawmmlya al-Missriyya. Cairo
Archives.

ole Raymond, Le Caire, p. 223 - 4.
60 Amaud, Le Caire, p. 282.
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areas due to their affordability: which resulted in poor housing conditions and, in the worst

areas, slums.

Figure 4.13 Schematic diagrams to illustrate the sequence of dividing governmental lands.
which was later intentionally sold to private owners.
Source: after Arnaud, Le Caire.

Figure 4.14 The smaller portions of lands which was sold or
rented to workers in Bulaq.
Source: Cairo survey department 1924.
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Figure 4.15 Ishash Charkas, an unplanned area in Bulaq.
Source: Cairo districts detailed map, section for historical
maps, 1907.
Left map: the administrative divisions of Bulaq in 1907-1924.
Source: Clerget, 1934.

Figure 4.16 Arial View for Bulaq in 1902.
Source: Clerget, 1934.
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4.3.2. Applying the Modern Ideals

'The newly arrived visitor to Cairo, who landed at Bulaq after coming
through the MahmoudiyyaCanal coming from Alexandria,had a mile's ride
from the riverbankat Bulaqto the Babal-Hadidby whichyouenteredCairo
at the north-westcorner,and insteadof the crowdedvilla suburbsof today,
there was scarcely a house to be seen. Two principal roads of nearly the
same length led from Bulaq to Cairo; the northern, which is somewhat
irregular,but is the chief routeof commerce,and the southern;after having
crossedtwo canals,aswe pass the picturesquemosqueof Abu-I-Olaon our
rightaswe enterthe latter road'".

'The Egyptian experience in adapting neighborhoodplanning to local
traditions at the turn of the century can be characterizedas a process of
'domesticationof knowledge' whereevery incomingnoveltyand pre-existing
conventionwas measured,balanced,assessedand labeledas harmful or
beneficial,acceptableor unacceptable,regardlessof objectivebenefits'52.

As previously discussed, old Bulaq went through a gradual depletion in its physical spatial

qualities and services, which resulted in a long-term deterioration. However, the perimeter

streets that surround the area, such as Shari Yu/iya, attracted the attention of both the

Ministry of Public Works and the private investors. By the beginning of the zo" century,

through new modes of construction, a deliberate attempt was being made to represent the

district in a more fashionable image and thereby reflect new architectural trends

implemented in other districts. The improvements extended to areas outside the Ismailiyya

boundaries, namely Shubra and Abbasiyya, as Cairo's expansion towards the west began to

progress53.Tarek Sakr claims that the visual quality dilemma between a colonial approach

and local image confused the policies of reform that aimed to modernize Cairene cultures.

Policies were intentionally developed to suit native culture, and were designed to protect the

integrity of locality against the destructive pressures of westernization.

Conversely, Cairene planning and architecture during the beginnings of the ao" century

was the creation of both European and Egyptian protessionais". In that respect, it seems

that 'the Ministry's response to western ideals shows a shift in attitude from previous

decades of the modernization era, as any western technology was welcomed as long it

worked under the Egyptian sky,55. Notably, the influence of western models on practice

persisted due to the presence of foreign planners and architects, who worked in Egypt on

the Khedivial palaces, designed and built in both the European and Islamic revival style56.

Although the idea of nationalism existed as early as the British occupation, it lay dormant

until the national movement and spirit of the 1919 revolution were given practical expression

through architecture and, most notably, in public and residential buildings.

51 Lane-Pool, The Story of Cairo, p. 260.
52 Asfour, The Domestication of Know/edge, p. 135.
53 Baer, G. (1969) Studies in the social history of modem Egypt, Chicago; London, University of Chicago Press
54 Sakr, T. (1992) Early Twentieth-Century /s/amlc Architecture in Cairo. Cairo: American University in Cairo Press.
p.12.

56 Asfour, The Domestication of Know/edge, p. 134.
66lbid.
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On the other hand, in 1908, work had begun to construct Bulaq Abul Ela Bridge,

connecting Bulaq with the northern half of Zamalek district in al-Gazira. By 1912, this bridge

and its western extension to Imbaba (Zamalek Bridge) were both complete and open to

wheeled and tramway tratttc" Financiers, many of them foreign, recognized that the newly

evolving transportation systems were about to change Bulaq's spatial forms. Within the first

few years, the values of the lands adjacent to the new tramlines had rocketed".

Consequently, the character of land use began to change: wholesale and storage

warehouses, and small hotels were built at the end of tram lines, and houses were

constructed by speculators along the old land of the former port of Bulaq." In addition, the

number of residential and commercial multi-storey apartment buildings was increasing.

Certainly, the historical character of old Bulaq, with its distinctive historical buildings and

commercial Wikalas, has not entirely disappeared'", Blocks of flats for rent were of the

utmost necessity due to the growing number of Europeans settling in Cair061. Moreover, the

increase in various commodities imported from Europe made it necessary to attach

department stores to those rented blocks. In the decade between 1897 and the financial

crisis of 1907, when the boom was at its peak, a huge ever-growing demand for shops,

offices, flats and hotels pushed the land values to astronomically high levels62. In addition,

buildings were often pulled down in order to establish larger ones with attached or separate

department stores 63(Figure 4.17).

Planners in the Public Works decided to test certain values and planning ideals in some

districts such as Bulaq. They constantly debated the extent to which western culture should

be allowed to impinge on the local tradition. Nevertheless, the architectural debate did not

stress certain types or styles. Rather, the focus was to acquire and catch up with what

developed nations had achieved. In a small way, the final quality of the adopted style was

addressed, as it was consistent with the newly-imported western ideas: even if the results

contrasted with the existing conditions". For example, buildings in Bulaq adhered to

classical principles of clarity, axiality, symmetry, and regularity with different degrees of

modernity, reflected by the extent of simplification and reduction of motifs, an idea following

the neo-classical trend from Europs'". Due to the rapid development, the building boom, as

well as the adaption of the Egyptian labour force to new methods of working, an increasing

number of Egyptians entered the trade. According to Scharabi, some were fellahin

57 Abu-Lughod , Cairo, p. 140.
58 Ibid., p. 135.
59 Ibid., p. 136.
60 This is proved to be true by the schedule of cadastral registers recorded In the 1930s.
61 Owen, The Cairo Building Industry and the Building Boom, p. 337.
62 Ministry of Public Works Archives (1911) Dossier 6/21A. One of the many examples: the business deal, regarding

a small old house owned by one of the merchants, named Ali Abdul-Qader, is an example of such speculation in
land and buildings in Bulaq during that era. The building was built originally as a house. In 1906, an English trader
bought the building for the sum of 11.000 Egyptian pounds. Later on, he sold it for 56.000 pounds.

63 Owen, The Cairo Building Industry and the Building Boom, p. 337 - 338.
&I Asfour, The Domestication of Knowledge, p. 135.
65 Sakr, Early Twentieth-Century Islamic Architecture in Cairo.
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aimed at assuring its future development according to an approved proqrarrr". The

introduction of the first Expropriation Law of 190671 supported Egyptian planners in

expressing their modern planning ideals, which were comprehensively considered as

utopian because of their expected high cost". It was suggested that after the

implementation of the new proposals for Bulaq, the prospective site values would increase

as a result of their subsequent use for the erection of multi-storey buildings for commercial

and residential purposes. Practically, the previous absence of such powers had deterred the

execution of large improvement schemes for economic reasons. Evidently, Bulaq was the

first district to apply the new expropriation provisions as part of a general 'improvement

scheme'", covering various sections of old Bulaq adjacent to the outlying slum areas and

mainly occupied by Mamluk and Ottoman monuments and buildings. Also, the law allowed

the formation of new districts which would be re-planned and sold as lands for subdivision".

Expropriation clauses indicated the formalities of compensation for lands and buildings on

an urgent basis and at fixed rates". In addition, a scheme for building small houses to

accommodate the poorer classes was considered. The new houses were required to replace

the Ishash, which were described as 'centers of infection,76.The ownership of land allowed

authorities to establish a modern quality of planning by means of new regulations for the

construction of new buildings, and would facilitate improvement of the visual quality of
Bulaq77.

Obviously, the lack of urban planning and building regulations to control construction

work offered planners total freedom to realize their utopian ideas whenever unpleasant

spatial qualities of the district came up against their 'modernized ideas with regard to

planning, zoning and other civic amenities,78. It was more convenient to expand vertically,

and the reason 'for this trend of development is the very high ground values in Cairo where

the central site values may under usual increasing dernands'". In this regard, Sabry

Mahboub wrote that:

70 Ministry of Public Works Report (1930) Annual Report for the year 1924125.Cairo: Govemment press.
71 The 1906 law authorized expropriating all properties required for purpose of public utility, and the acquisition of

additional properties for purposes of re-sale after renovation.
72 Financially, It was estimated that the new proposal for complete construction of Bulaq would roughly cost

£11,000,000, Including the cost of the purchase, demolition, draining, creating a new street network.
73 This Included acquisition, demolition, and reconstruction of almost all the present sites and buildings. (See
Appendix B.8).

74 The Ministry regulations included clauses for the improvement and redevelopment of built areas. It indicates that
this type of work fell under two categories: first, Improvements not urgently required and which consequently
could be deferred, and second, improvements which were necessary or which from their nature could not be
delayed.

75 See the Expropriation law for CaIro building and town planning regulations (1906).The Tanzim Department
Informed the proprietor of the price to be pald, but If he did not agree to the valuation, he could appeal to the court
for a revision. The estimates of the value of the land and buildings were tabulated in a form providing a full
description of the action to be taken (complete demolition or betterment), which might result In the property
coming under the law of expropriation.

7. Makawl, Utban Planning Development In Cairo. The Ministry admitted the need to remove all slum areas as an
Immediate action In Its upgrading policies. As mentioned earlier, many of those slum colonies occupied private
lands, and were difficult to deal with. Howevef, the Ministry suggested that a major step towards solving the
problem would be the erection of a model of a municipal colony In the heart of the affected areas. The housing
model was to be built on the site of one of the largest areas of slums after their demolition.

n Mahboub, Cairo: some notes on Its history, p. 292 - 300.
78 Ibid., p. 293.
78 Ibid., p. 294.
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'Due to the lack of regulation, no limitation can be imposed on the heights of buildings.
Since some years past, six and seven storey blocks of flats with ground floor shops have
been created in the principal streets of the city, and this upward and concentrated growth
of habitation is ever-increasing, and inevitably substructures for foundations will most
probably limit heights to a maximum of one hundred to one hundred and twenty feer

8o
•

In general, the preliminary plan covered the principal avenues and streets, open spaces,

and gardens and provided an improvement agenda for the district according to the main

guidelines of the new regulations. While the Ministry prohibited a haphazard expansion

pattern, it was completely devoted to controlling the area's architectural image through

regulation. Indeed, the planning scheme presented a recognizable futuristic image for the

district with regard to the city officials' perspectives, drawing maximum benefit from the

potential of the site, which would extend along the Nile River81.

4.4.2. Clearance and reconstruction

'There is nothing to be seen at Bulaq which cannot be better seen in
the bazaars, except that some cafes still have their mastabas and that
there are a few old mosques'".

'Domestication meant modifying the original model so that it became
just one component of a new product, the other components of which
would spring from the particularities of the local culture, whether social
constraints or economic Iimitations,83.

The complete reconstruction proposal planned a total eradication of the district regardless of

its historical buildings84. This comprehensive scheme included streets, squares, gardens and

open spaces, equivalent to approximately 40 per cent of the total area of the district
85
• It

critically considered the streets widths and footpath alignment and the area of street surface

in relation to the total area of the site. The bill of lands sale, for construction purposes,

contained provisions limiting the height of the buildings and the building area of the plot.

However, most of the land belonged to the Ministry of Waqf, either in private hands or under

the supervision of the Ministry of Waqf 86.But it was not clear to what extent the Ministry had

participated in the project (Figure 4.18).

80 Ibid.
81 Ibid., p. 292- 300
82 Siaden,D. andWheeiton,B. (1911)Oriental Cairo: the city of the Arabian nights. Philadelphia:J. B. Lippincott
COmpany.p.142.

83 Asfour,The Domestication of Knowledge, p. 129.
84 Onlyexistingmosquesandchurcheswerespared,althoughthe districtaccommodatesa largevarietyof Mamluk
andottomanwlkalas, sabils, and hammams.

85 Mahboub,Cairo: some notes on its history, p. 292 - 302.
86 Volait,Town planning schemes in Cairo, p. 48.
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Figure 4.18 Mahboub's proposal for Bulaq Abul Ela re-construction in the 1920 s.
Source: Mahboub 1934/35, p. 302.
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In terms of the district's spatial settings, the old street network was to be completely

destroyed under the new plan and new axial streets were redesigned (Figure 4.19). In

addition, the plan slavishly adopted European planning prototypes: tree-lined streets, axial

connections to attached districts such as al-Ismailiyya, shubra and Bab al-Hadid; wide

pedestrian areas connected with open space nodes. It was more similar to Haussmann's

street pattern applied in Cairo during the last century. Indeed, the proposal was an

impressive attempt to imitate French images; however, the central intention was more

realistic than one based on copying Haussmann's ideals (Figure 4.20). Nevertheless, the

plan never got much beyond the concept of several grand axis streets with zones of

interlocking buildings, and numerous green nodes breaking the continuity of streets lines.

The proposal commenced with major and minor axes, which subtly wove the plan together.

The wide paved streets diverted activities away from the old network, hastening its

deterioration. It was also intended to extend the axial boulevards across the district to allow

a straight continuation through the district. This continuity would reduce previous problems

of isolation of the inner parts from services and activities. It was suggested that the new

streets should cut through those inner parts where the buildings were in the worst condition

and of the lowest land value, so the clearance effect would be greater and the cost of

acquiring the land would be lower. Furthermore, the street schemes allowed for new

buildings to be set on both sides. Thus, it was clear that new street networks were to be the

main characteristic of subsequent improvement schemes for Bulaq.

The new street network was to radiate as several focal nodes for entering the district.

Three main traffic arteries were formed and subsidiary streets were narrow to discourage the

flow of cars and to create more of a sense of street hierarchy. It was noted that the plan

precisely followed regulations and legislation regarding the widths of the road network and

its bierarchies'". The minimum widths of the public streets were public B meters, whilst

streets of a greater length than 50 meters were 10 meters wide. The width of the main road

facing the Nile River, which is of greater length than 100 meters, was to be at least 12

metersBB• Moreover, the Tanzim regulations approved the zoning scheme, and certain areas

were to be reserved for purely residential purposes, whilst industries which were considered

insalubrious were to be restricted to other areas. There was to be no control over the

facades of the buildings, but good and suitable architecture was encouraqsd". In order to

control the type of development in the district, the plan was divided into residential areas and

recreational zones. The plan proposed dividing the district into detached parcels of land to

be later sold for investment under certain restricted policies, while each group of sites would

be allowed certain activities and land uses. For example, only residential apartments could

be constructed on housing lands, with the opportunity for commercial activities on the lower

87 Mahboub, Cairo: some notes on its history.
88 The Tanzim Department Decrees (1900) Douser 3/9/a. Dar al-Watha'iq al-kawmmiya al-Missriyya. Cairo
Archives.

89 The Tanzim Department Decrees (1900) Douser 61218. Dar al-Watha'iq al-kawmmiya al-Missriyya. Cairo
Archives.
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floors90• Initially, the plan proposed that the ownership rights of the lands affected by the

demolition scheme should be sold. Following the evacuation of the existing buildings, the

new property owners and developers would then be responsible for new building. In this

way, the new plan was to be proceeded through the cooperation between public and private

sectors".

On the other hand, the design of the open spaces and nodes imitated the design of at-

Azbakiyya garden, which was octagonal in shape and designed by the French landscape

architect de Barillet. In addition to the main boulevard of Fouad al-Awal street, the main

boulevards were to connect the district with linear side streets branching off92.The linear

streets were connected through nodes clustering around public gardens in the residential

areas. The main boulevards also offered excellent potential for building new houses,

commercial establishments, and hotels in particular, in conformity with the European style.

However, there was a sense of monumality in the plan. In this respect, several streets were

linked in symmetrical patterns, inviting comparisons between the Bulaq plan and recent

plans for European capital cities (Figure 4. 21). In addition, the construction was proposed of

'healthy dwellings' with affordable rents in poor districts of the city, to be operated at

government expense, as a reflection of government policies93. It was suggested that

transferring the workshops to the north side of the district would be more appropriate, taking

into consideration the need to provide affordable housing units for the large number of

workers and families attached to the state railway workshops. The proposal was to be

implemented on a new site where cheap land was available94•

The master plan for Bulaq was never implemented due to the practical shortcomings of

several of its proposals and ideas. One of the most difficult problems faced implementation

was the high costs. Critics pointed to the lack of detail as to how the street network would

function efficiently, as the plan removed the previous streets in order to provide an adequate

network for cars. In addition, there were no proposals for land use in the central area, except

for gardens and open spaces, which it was 'important to create'". The intention to provide

housing accommodation for the relocated workers and their families was an additional

constraint. Although the workers' relocation was part of this program, approval was

announced through the media for other projects, such as madinat al-Fuadiyya, located

elsewhere. Twenty years later, a new project for workers' housing or maskin al-ummal, to

accommodate about 6000 families, was implemented in Imbaba, a district close to Bulaq98.

eoMahboub, Cslro: some note. on Its history, p. 292 - 302.
01 The Tanzlm Department regulations and expropriation law (1909) The national Archives.
82 Mahboub elaborated that the branching streets were to replace the old Irregular closed streets In order to allow
better passage of traffic.

0:1 Mahmoud, M. (1929) The Strong Hand, Alexandria, Mataba al-Iskandarlyya, p. 41· 93, 4.
14 A program for transferring some 5000 workmen and their families to the agricultural land on the west bank of the
Nile River adjacent to the Abul Eia Bridge and to some areas on the outskirts of the city of Cairo was set, with
proposals for the type of houses, form of layout, means of sanitation and weter supply .

.. Mahboub, Cslro: some not. on Its history.
De Volalt, Town planning schemes In Cslro. The plan, as presented In 1947, was the work of engineer All a/-Mallgl

masaud.
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In general, the fact that the available map did not show detailed descriptions of the

proposed land subdivisions, but only offered a model of the street network and open spaces,

was considered a major shortcoming of the plan. However, minor improvement attempts

continued in the district without any clear restrictions. In 1940, the Ministry of Town Planning

approved law no. 52/1940 to control the subdivision of land for building purposes. If that law

had been in place at the time, city officials might have given more attention to implementing

the Bulaq master plan.

In this context, it is worth noting that the design approach followed by the re-planning

scheme represented a significant change from the planning approach that prevailed during

the implementation of the 1869 plan for modernizing Cairo. Although the plan of that time

had plainly been inspired by Haussmann's French model, which maintained a rigid linear

geometry in making street alignments, it was clear that there was a pervading 'antagonism'

which paid little attention to the old existing fabric. Evidently, this approach was not only

manifested in Cairo's plan, but a similar attitude was provoked during the making of

Muhammad 'Ali Boulevard in old Cairo as 'it sliced with uncompromising straightness

through the densest section of the urban fabric for a distance of two kilometers,97.Looking at

the post 1870 Cairo map, it is clear that the geometry of the new street neglected the

existing urban fabric of irregular hawari, dark alleyways, and daad-ends'". However, the

Bulaq scheme shows that a different planning approach to the manifestation of order had

been adopted by the Tanzim during the early 20th century. It showed that the Tanzim policies

had shifted to less extreme means of achieving physical order, particularly in piecemeal

projects: a shift which could be explained as a change from the inflexible application of rigid

geometry to solutions which could be described as more open to compromise with the

existing conditions. Remarkably, from the 1890s, this shift was also reflected in the planning

attitudes towards remaking the traditional urban fabric: whereby the intertwined alleys and

chaotic land use in these areas were no longer considered worthless symptoms of

deprivation. This move was also manifested in the upgrading project for the Sultan al Hanafi

and its surrounding spaces, when the ministry wished to redesign the adjacent streets to

create an ordered alignment. Asfour goes on to explain that:

'In this case, regularization was not achieved by drawing two parallel lines
indefinitely. Instead, the ministry undertooka detailed study of the streets, section by
section,sideafter side, to seewhichportionsof the streetfactadewereworthpreserving.
In so doing, the ministry interventionachieved a meaningful regularitywith minimum
damage..... The final design resultedin streets that had fewer irregularities,but they did
notwipeout the characterof the streetsfor the sakeof the idealgeometry,99.

Therefore, the idea of 'domestication of knowledge' derived from Khaled Asfour in the

second quotation adds further clarification to this issue. In the case of remaking Bulaq, while

97 Asfour. The Domestication of Knowledge, p. 126.
98 Ibid., p. 127. The rigid straightness of the boulevard required many buildings to be demolished. However,
historical monuments were problematic. Asfour notes that the 141h century mosque of Ousun had to be

99demolished and rebuilt on another site to make way for the new Intervention.
Ibid., p. 129.
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western ideals were manifested in aspects of spatial quality, such as the street widths and

building heights, it was evident that the scheme had considered the conditions and positions

of some major existing streets in the district. It was acknowledged that planners of the

Ministry of Town Planning were focused on trying to avoid further destruction to the quality of

the built environment or at least to learn positive lessons from their past remaking attempts.

Figure 4.20 The new road network of Cairo after implementing the modernization
project as Bulaq was not part of the project.
Source: Cairo and environs map 1886
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Figure 4.21 Symmetrical shapes for different open
spaces proposed in the scheme.
Source: Reproduction from Mahboub.

4.5. The modern Bulaq: A contemporary glance

Old Bulaq is vanishing; there is a new Bulaq to come
out and appear, a new Bulaq that verses all dreams of
slums and old traditions,loo

Bulaq has undergone major transformations during the twentieth century and a new high

rise landscape is emerging. The district's skyline has become more vertical and prominent,

with competing skyscrapers asserting their presence in a modern urban panorama. The tour

begins with hotels around the Tahrir square, moving north to the Ramsis Hilton Hotel, the

Foreign Ministry, the Cairo Plaza twin towers, and then moving to the world trade centre, the

Conrad Hotel and Arkadia mall, ending with the Nile City Towers. Yet, the visual dominance

of Bulaq skyline belies the growing threat to its traditional images and functions. Beneath the

physical transformation of the district lie more profound transitions. The Egyptian Architect

Milad Hanna referred to these buildings as 'the golden peel that covers the surface, hiding

the miserable conditions of popular areas"?'. According to Fahmy, Bulaq has deteriorated

for several reasons. Firstly, the economical base and social structure have changed through

time: as lower income groups moved to the district, business leaders managed their work

there but lived elsewhere. Secondly, cloth and fabrics markets, such as wika/at a/-Ba/ah and

suq a/-Qumash, destroyed the condition of existing monuments, whilst large numbers of new

100 Abaza, M. (2006) Egyptianizing the American Dream: Nasr City's Shopping Malis, Public Order, and Privatized
Military, in D Singerman and P Amar (eds.) Cairo Cosmopolitan: Polities, Culture, and Urban Space in the New
Globalized Middle East. Cairo: American University in Cairo Press, p.193-220.

101 Cited in Ghannam, Remaking the modern, p. 32.
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consumers were attracted to the district. Thirdly, the high density of population, attracted by

the new commercial activities, accelerated the district's deterioration and staqnatlon'".

The development strategy was intended to transform the heart of Cairo and to change

the image of the city. It aimed to relocate 1.000.000 inhabitants living in an area of 480

acres. The Nile Boulevard of Cairo makes this area one of the most attractive areas for new

business and high rise buildings. But, on the other hand, investors consider the surrounding

low-income inhabitants as a threat. State officials and investors believe that this would be

the ideal location for making a global Cairo, ignoring, in any sense, the importance of the

historical site. Acquiring land from land owners has been a time consuming task, as the

owners refused to abandon their lands. Most of the property comprised small units of houses

or workshops for light industries. Moreover, the emerging projects in this historical area

introduced conflicting images and cultures which had a toxic impact on the community living

in Bulaq, as noted in the statement that these changes didn't follow any type of studied

master plan or concepts considering building heights or street widths and traffic patterns

which formed a major problem in Bulaq [R2.5.09]. Large scale developments took place on

land grabbed from the poor people, who were sometimes evacuated and re-located in

remote districts, in accordance with government policies, without considering the nature of
the area, its community and social groups.

From a closer perspective, Bulaq residents agree that such huge transformations have

stripped the area and the community of their character and destroyed the history and

heritage of the site. In creating this new image, President Sadat was considered as the hero

of modernity103. According to Fahmy, the provision of valuable new land along the Nile

encouraged huge investment in the district. Instead of acquiring improved physical spatial

qualities or benefiting from its good condition, the area was transformed into an island

surrounded by modern streets and high rise buildings, which increased the internal physical

deterioration 104. Eventually, state officials had intended to surround Bulaq with this type of

construction and thereby force the collapse of the old traditional urban fabric of Bulaq in

order to seize these lands and continue applying the policies of Sadat.

Today Bulaq is a mixed residential and commercial area, and under consideration for

commercial and mixed use re-development, due to the area's proximity to the cornich axis.

Master plans for re-developing Bulaq went to the extreme of suggesting the destruction of

the old decayed district in order to modernize it and substitute the old fabric with new malls

and office buildings. It was claimed that such strategies were similar to destructive policies

102 Fahmy, 8u/lclngs as Catalysts In Community Dev8lopm8nt, p. 283.
103 Ghannam, F. (2002) Remaking the Modem: Space, Relocation, and the Politics of Identity in a Global cairo.
Berkeley, Calif.; London, University of Callfomia Press.

104 Fahmy, BulldJngs as Catalysts In Community Development, p. 284.
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applied to the historic fabric of other Middle Eastern cities such as Aleppo in Syria, and

Baghdad in Iraq105.

4.6. Conclusion

The opening of this chapter raised the question of the importance of studying Bulaq's urban

history in relation to the present study of remaking in Cairo. The validity of reviewing the

historical situation lies in its structural individuality, which was revealed as distinctive on

several counts. First, the call to re-plan decaying areas in the city represented an urgent

need to protect the old sections from further depletion as a result of development, a need

that has still demanded a professional response in recent days. Second, the enduring task of

remaking the spatial qualities in parts of Cairo continues today in the same places and under

similar structural conditions to those that existed during the early attempts at remaking the

city. Such areas, in most cases, included public spaces that have formed the spatial settings

of the city since the very beginning.

Therefore, the issue of spatial quality in these areas, including Bulaq, continues to form

the real context of representing the identity of the city. Accordingly, the benefit derived from

this history is not simply a case of repetition; rather, it constitutes a framework for

understanding a comprehensive historical paradigm within which present attitudes to

remaking may be positioned and contextualized. It is clear that beyond the projected lines of

the master plans there was disorder, fragmentation, and disintegration. The proposals

introduced notions of modernity, luxury and lavishness only in limited zones of the district;

otherwise, the cramped inner zones filled with workshops and houses with low-income

occupants were to be renovated, land uses to be re-distributed, and citizens would inevitably

have been affected. They would have been ignored or even forced to move away in an effort

to find a better life.

105 EI•.Kadi, ~. (1999) C~tiesand districts of the late ~ineteenth and early twentieth centuries In Cairo and Aleppo: a
hentage m the makmg. A paper connected With the EC project Hercomanes: heritage conservation and
management in Egypt and Syria.
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BUlAQ ABUl Ela

PLANNING SCHEME OF 1966
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5.0.Cairo Political Instability of the 1950s

After Nasser's seizure of the Suez Canal and its nationalization in July 1956', the British,

French, and Israelis began a coordinated invasion against Egypt. On the 29
th

of October

1956, three canal cities were attacked. The attack targeted the canal cities of Port Said,

Ismailiyya and Suez, leaving most parts in ruins. Whole districts were completely destroyed,

including several areas in Ismailiyya (Figure 5.1). After the war, the reconstruction of the

severely damaged cities became a national priority. Three weeks after the war ended, a

special committee toured the war damaged cities to devise practical recovery proposals on

site. Within weeks, action to rebuild these cities commenced. Colonel Abde/-Latif a/-

Baghdadl, described this circumstance by saying 'this is a difficult situation of sudden

paralysis which could cause the state and people a loss of contidence". Obviously, large

numbers of canal residents abandoned these cities altogether, seeking places of safety, while

the remaining residents had been forced to evacuate. Their only alternative was to live

temporarily with relatives based in other large cities such as Cairo and Alexandria.

Soon after the 1952 revolution, the call for radical industrialization of Egypt had emerged.

It was clear that the state had realized that this was a significant step towards the

modernization of Cairo and, indeed, the whole country. This statement of intent was quickly

followed by the construction of large numbers of factories in several locations in Cairo:

Helwan to the south, shubra al-Khayma to the north, and Imbaba-Giza to the west". Due to

Bulaq's status as an industrial district, it consequently housed a considerable variety of small

industries and workshops, in addition to commercial installations. The regime's

industrialization ambitions were driven by the call for modern commerce and better conditions

of health and education, which attracted low-class rural Egyptians to make a move to Cairo.

Consequently, there was mass migration of farmers and villagers to Cairo, seeking secure

jobs and better living conditions. It was apparent that the concentration of development

opportunities in Cairo formed an irresistible pull for immigrants from the rest of the country.

Moreover, the sudden increase of immigration was also driven by the return of political power

to the native Egyptians after the British army's withdrawal, which eased the process of moving

to Cairo and enhanced the work opportunities.

In general, these events had some influence on Bulaq's spatial settings during that time. In

attempting to explain how the Canal War and Nasser's call for industrialization had

accelerated the decline of the city's spatial settings, especially in its already deteriorated old

districts, this chapter documents the account of re-planning Bulaq during 1966, which

1 The attack followed Egypt's decision of 26 July 1956 to nationalize the Suez Canal, after the withdrawal of an offer
by Britain and the United States to fund the building of a massive dam on the Nile River.

2 He joined the Free Officers during the 1952 revolution. In 29 June, after the Suez War, he was appointed generai
administrator for reconstruction of the canal area and the first minister to head Municipal Affairs and later became
Minister of Planning. In his capacity as ~inister of Municipal Affairs he was responsible for the construction of many
new roads throughout the country, particularly in Cairo. He was also famous for his magic touch and for completing
any project on time.

: Al-Baghdady, A. (1982) Abele/Latif Baghdadi: Diaries. Cairo: e/-Maldab ai-Masri al-Hadlth. p. 57.
UN-Habitat (1993) Metropolitan Planning and Management In the Developing World: Spatial Decentralization Polley
In Bombay and Cairo. United Nations Centre for Human Settlements. p. 127.
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witnessed these events. The main argument raised is that the planning scheme was

considered a rapid means of implementing the state's political and economical ambitions. It

will be suggested that the two political events of the 1950s had a crucial impact on the quality

the built environment of Bulaq. The huge flows of immigrants who settled in Bulaq

exacerbated physical and spatial problems which were already considered alarming. At the

same time, while a comprehensive institutional system had been officially established, it was

not yet sufficiently stable for realistic or convenient schemes to be implemented. In addition,

Egyptian planners had not had time to recover from the impact of European planning practice

which had held sway for a long time.

The discussion in this chapter will fall into two parts. The first part will discuss the direct

impact of the political and economical circumstances of the early 1950s and also consider the

impact of such incidents on the broader scope of Cairo and the micro context of Bulaq. It is

suggested that this discussion is linked to our understanding of how state powers are capable

of manoeuvring and changing the agenda according to certain priorities and how planning

became a significant tool for implementing this agenda. The second part will discuss the local

authorities' perceptions towards the remaking intentions, the preparation of the scheme in

terms of the constraints to drafting the plan, the planning negotiations, and finally, the struggle

to ensure efficiency and practicality.

Figure 5.1 The impact of the war in Port Said, 1956.
Source: at-Abram Newspaper (1956) 12 November.
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5.1. Bulaq Abul Ela urban settings: 1947-1970.

'Sincethe secondWorldWar the rateof industrialization
has increasedas people in previously isolatedor tradition-
bound societies have entered the main stream of world
history to demand the material benefits of modern
technology.... experience indicates that their hopes are
utopian,for a radicalchange in the modeof productionhas
profoundrepercussionson the restof culture".

The invasion and industrialization which occurred during 1956 had particular implications for

Bulaq. By the early 1950s Cairo's population had reached 2.3 million6. Between 1950 and

1960 the average annual increase in population was estimated at approximately 300.000.

According to the 1966 statistics, half of the population increase was due to migration, and the

increase of birth rates in comparison to low death rates'. These figures reflect that 50,000

families required adequate dwellings; in addition, the existing outdated houses needed to be

cleared and replaced. It was reported that in Egypt's urban areas the population was, in

general, increasing at twice the national rates.

On the other hand, the available evidence suggests that the two waves of immigration to

Bulaq were of sufficient scale to bring catastrophe to its spatial structure. The first established

group was the canal residents who abandoned their cities after the invasion. It was noted

earlier that many of these evacuated families had to join their relatives living in Bulaq, and in

other districts, for several months. These people were jammed into one or two bedrooms, or

three in the best cases. In fact, the majority were settled in alternative jobs and favoured living

in Cairo". However, there is no available evidence to confirm the true numbers of immigrants

during the war or the number that returned to their home cities after they had been renovated.

The second flow was caused by industrialization. The district of Shubra al-Khayma was

transformed into the main industrial pole to launch the state's economic agenda. To that end,

workers from around rural Egypt were encouraged to migrate and welcomed to the city to

push the wheel of industry. This move consequently urged them to search for reasonable

living areas in terms of affordable house rents and also proximity to their working places, in

which respects Bulaq was certainly a sensible choice. By that time, it was noticeable that

migrants in Cairo usually searched for rented accommodation either in the old districts or in

squatter settlements located in the city outskirts, crowding into small units which sometimes

had to accommodate three or four families. Obviously, these districts became congested over

time, causing middle class inhabitants to relocate to other districts, such as Maadi, al-

Mohandiseen and al- Dokki, located in the western and northern sections of Cairo. However,

6 Joseph,A. (1959)Some Social Concomitants of Industrialization and UrlJanlzatlon. HumanOrganlzatlon.18:2, 53 -
74.

6 Abu Lughod,Cairo.
7 EI-Waly,S.(1993)Shacks Dwellers in Egypt. EI-Araby Press.Cairo.
e Abu Lughod,Cairo.
9 Interviewwitha residentinBulaqsince1954conductedinAugust 2009.
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their departure freed up their former houses for occupation by the new immigrants and

thereby allowed the area to absorb more people.

This was precisely the case in Bulaq, where the waves of migrants from 1952 onwards

caused the district to become ever more crowded, with workers and their families. The rise of

many light industries, warehouses and stores built on vacant government lands led migrants

to seek affordable housing close to shubra al-Khayma. It was usual for this formerly rural

population to be given shelter by members of their extended family who had already migrated

and settled in the district. Available records indicate that by 1947 Bulaq contained over

267.000 people, with an overall density of 60.000 persorvkm", and by 1960 this figure had

increased to 350.00010 (Figure 5.2).

In 1962, a social study reported a further reason for deterioration in that none of the Bulaqi

residents were willing to move to one of the nearby districts because of their local social

connections and attachments. Several meetings were arranged by the 6th Committee (/agnat

al-Sitta)11 to discuss the report's findings in terms of the importance of implementing renewal

master plans in Bulaq 'to employ a studied strategy to save 200 thousand people living in

Bulaq,12.One of the arguments raised during the discussions was that the cultural and social

attitudes of the Bulaqis would never change. Ahmed Zaki, a member of the committee,

declared that 'even if we move the people to live in al-Imubilia housing apartments", and give

them a chance to live there for a long time, no major changes will occur to their social

attitudes' 14. It was anticipated that Zaki's statement was possibly based on the state's

intentions to relocate the Bulaqi residents and re-house them on the city's outskirts, rather

than housing them in proximity to their work places and social life. He denoted that the

increasing slum areas in Bulaq had condemned the residents to very poor living conditions

which affected their assets and habits in a way that could never be resolved. No matter

whether the original cause of the problem was low-income or the lack of proper traditions and

appropriate housing condlnons", it was a social situation which would continue to affect the

remaking ambitions of the state.

10 Abu-lughod, Cairo.
11 The sixth Committee Is fonned of six advisers. They are Dr. Anwar aI-Mofty and Dr. Sacleq Foucla, representing the
medical side, Dr Alfons BlJeed, representing the culture, traditions and customs aspects, Dr Ahmed Zaki, to deal
with social research aspects, Dr. Sayed Owa/s, representing the religious side and engineer Mohamed Hafez, to
deal with housing and planning aspects.

12 The report stated that three dI8trIct8 were under focus for renewal actions. Similar numbers of crowded dwellings
were found In a/&yyda Zalnab, and half were In Misr al..Qadlma.

13 Al-Imubliia building was al80 called 'The Building of the good times'. It Is one of the characteristic bUildings, located
In the centre of cairo, built In 1940 at the Intersection of the Sheriff Nile Palace and Kssr ai-Nile streets In the
westem section of tha city planned during lamaU's regime and Is the largest In the centre of the Egyptlen capital. Its
uniqueness arose from the fact that It was the preferred housing community of politicians. celebrities and artists
during the 19408-508. The contract for Its construction was awarded on the basis of an architectural competition In
1940. The owner company received 13 different entries. The first prize had gone to architects Max Odrael, Gaston
and Rosell6, while engineers Antoine Cooper and Jack Bordeh Acherbonler received the second prize.

14 A1-Ahrarn Newspaper (1962) February 2.
15 An example of one of the families living In Bulaq In 1962 may clarify the situation. A social researcher's study In
Bulaq stated that 'In Herat Muhamed 'All In Bulaq •.. In III apartment of two rooms lived Mo-aoud abu aI-Magel's
family, a worker at the rail station. The family Is composed of nine persons, their monthly Income does not exceed
nine pounds, their home was never supplied with electricity 80 they rely on gas bulbs for night lighting and they are
dependent on water peddlers for water supply. Also, they never visit the doctor as they rely on cheap traditional
prescriptions; the street Is thalr only chanee to leam their attitudes and habits, and finally, educating a girl Is an
unforgivable Iniquity'. See the Social study Report of Bulaq edited by Gamal el-Din Zaklln 1962.
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In fact, the overpopulation in Bulaq made the district one of the fastest growing urban

areas, and it symbolized the most squalid, debasing and unsafe conditions of urban existence.

This formed the setting in which large numbers of its residents could spend their whole life,

where they could shape their daily practices and behaviours, thereby increasingly affecting

the urban situation of the city. The middle class abandonment of the district allowed for the

construction of more Ishash which, over time, and due to their increasing dominance, resulted

in rapid deterioration, especially in the inner sections, increasingly pointing to a critical

situation which had to be addressed.

Figure 5.2Workers, mostly migrants, in a steel
workshop in Bulaq during the 19605.
Source: Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p. 142.

5.2. Work begins on Grand Projects in 1956

The year of 1956 was proclaimed the starting period for constructing grand projects in

Egypt. The ambitious attempt to modernize Egypt and create a secular Arab empire in

northern Africa and the Middle East was one of the state's priorities at that time 16. According

to al-Baghdady, 'it was very important during the first days of the revolution to construct large

scale projects to make people believe that the revolutionary government was capable of doing

what the civilian government could not' 17. AI-Baghdady's statement provides a useful

understanding of the state's policies of neglect towards the rising problem of the deterioration

of the internal spatial structure of old parts in Cairo and their effect in increasing the urban

problems.

By the time Nasser took over the presidency in 1956, Cairo's urban physical quality was

depressing. Its general spatial conditions were typified by narrow streets crowded with old

noisy trams and cars, and the mix of industrial land uses with houses. In Bulaq specifically,

the urban landscape of the river, lined by factories and warehouses became a backward

image for the city, especially the Nile Quay, facing Bulaq, with its brownish water reflecting

16 He promoted the con~truction of the Aswan. High Dam (completed the year he died), nationalizing Ihe Suez Canal
in 1956 to end the British, French and Israeli forces' control over the Canal.

17 Cited in Khairy, Political transformations and the built environment, p. 135.
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the image of an industrial distnct". Moreover, the rise of industrial activities in Bulaq caused

additional destruction to its street patterns. Failure to follow relevant building regulations in the

construction of shops or warehouses meant that gradually the standard image of Bulaq

became one of stores or warehouses accommodated on the ground floors of houses or even

on the site of a historical or religious building (Figure 5.3).

Official newspapers, in late 1956, criticized the miserable image of Cairo, calling for an

evolution of planning reform and the necessity for fast action to solve Cairo's problems".

They stressed that the only entrance to the capital was surrounded by slums and waste

areas, and that these were the first images observed by tourists as they entered the citio. In

response to this problem, on the s" of March 1956, Nasser issued a decree which marked in

one of its clauses the beginning of a new era of development for the capital; what he called

the era of grand projects. Several large scale projects in Cairo were proposed as a result of

this decree. Shortly, al-Baghdady proposed a strategy to develop a new Nile boulevard on a

forty kilometer stretch of waterfront directly parallel to the River Nile, and designed to form a

major new axis connection with the citi'. This was to be implemented in two phases: first, a

15 kilometer boulevard spanning from Roud al-farag to Athar- AI Nabi, second, a 25 kilometer

boulevard spanning from Athar- AI Nabi to Helwan, with a width of 40 meters and a budget of

two million Egyptian pounds. This project was on the site of a collection of acquired

government and private properties and required the expropriation of several buildings facing

the Nile quay in Bulaq, such as the ai-Amery Press building and warehouses and government

and private factories (Figure 5.4)22.However, repairing the deteriorated urban fabric of Cairo's

old districts was not a major priority for the state. Although Municipal Affairs launched this

huge project to open a new axis for the city to breathe, little attention was evidently paid to the

deterioration of the housing stock and outdoor spaces. On the other hand, greater efforts

were directed towards the political settings, such as the state's national development and the

redistribution of national income, in addition to rebuilding the canal cities, as mentioned

earlier. It was asserted that, in Cairo, only basic services such as schools and hospitals

needed to be considered or supplied.

Available evidence from the Cairo Governorate or Muhafzah confirms that before the

establishment of the Ministry of Rural Affairs or a/-Ba/adiyya the Egyptian Government had

not undertaken a single public housing project. In the 1950s, Cairo lacked an effective and

reliable administrative system for handling such large scale projects. Planning affairs seem to

have been controlled by central ministries and utilities concessions that had no form of

planning mechanism or overall master plan. By the late 196Os,the Department of Housing, as

a sUb-section of the Muhafzah, proposed several programs for constructing government-

sponsored Housing projects; so-called public housing or al-Iskan aI-shabby was launched.

18 Aled, M. (2001) Cairo: the psopIe's patterns within time and space, and Its pf'BSent snd future problems. sl-Hey'es
a/-mlssrtyya al-amma le ketab.C8Iro. p.134.

'8 AI-Ahram Newspaper (1956) June 14.
20 Aled, Cairo, p. 141.
21lbrahlm,S. (1999) Cairo. sl-Hayyaa a/-Mlssrya a/-Amma lei Kefab. Cairo. p. 335.
22 Aburlsh, K. (2004) Nasser: the Last Arab. Thomas Dunne BooksISt. Martin's Press. New York.
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However, the new homes were extremely costly in the eyes of the great majority of Egypt's

population.

Later, in 1961, the Muhafzah declared its intention to launch a grand project, named The

Cairo Renewal Project, to build twenty two new districts in the Greater Cairo Region and to

combine ten thousand economic housing units in 245 large buildings of three types of

apartments". Residents of several deteriorated areas in Cairo were informed of the plan to

relocate them from parts previously approved for clearance, demolition, and re-planninq'". For

instance, part of the project included re-planning three major old districts in Cairo: the

historical districts of al-Hussien. al-Azhar, and Bulaq. Al-Hussien and al-Azhar projects were

incorporated in the general scheme for 'the improvement project of Fatimid Cairo or what was

called Mashro'o a/-nohoud bi kahitarat et-Feteme'en'", Improving these areas was to include

the clearance of the buildings surrounding al-Hussien Islamic mosque on the east and west

sides, and their replacement with an open urban space to link the mosque with al-Azhar

square. There were proposals to construct several Arabic Islamic style buildings to surround

the historical square and cultural and traditional buildings for crafts and light industries. Three

months later, the governorate completed re-housing the inhabitants to new economic houses

in a/-Oarrasa district, in order to start demolishing the old district.

Figure 5.3 Steel workshops in Bulaq.
Such uses were mixed with other types of housing and religious land-uses.

23 AI-Ahram Newspaper (1961) November 12.
24 One month prior to this announcement, the inhabitants of hay Ma'arouf in Bulaq had been cleared from the district.
However, the general plan 0'. re~ewing Cairo included re-housing and distributing the inhabitants of the three
districts to twenty tW? other districts where n~w apartment buildings had been constructed. They were Rammlet
Bulaq, Nady al-Sabtwya, al-Qolaly, al-Sharablyya, Mahmashah, Ezzbet Haridy, Arab Yasar, Helwan al-Amiriyya
a/-Kha/ig, a/-Matariyya, Gesr a/-Bahr al-azam,al- Tira'a al-Bulaqiyya, aI-AssaI and al-Ibagiyya. ' ,

25 Cairo Governorate planning department records (1962).
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Figure 5.4 Maps of the river frontage of Bulaq.
Left Map: Bulaq river frontage in 1946.
Right Map: Bulaq river frontage in 1958.
The images show the site before and after implementing ai-Corniche Road, one of the major grand projects
attempts during the revolutionary government.
Source: The Cairo survey Department, Giza.
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5.3. Remaking attempts in Bulaq during the 1960s

On the ae" of January 1952 fire blazed through the streets of Cairo'". It started from the

Opera Square in al-Ismailiyya district in Cairo downtown and reached Shari al-Gomhouriya,

Shari Fou'ad al awal, the southern border of Bulaq and Shari Soliman Pasha. The fire spread

to Bulaq, shubra, al-Abbasiyya and Shari al-Haram27
. Large sections of the European districts,

which had been modernized during Khedive Ismail's rule, were destroyed. Evidence informs

us that minor sections of Bulaq were affected by the fire, as well as cinemas, bars, shops,

hotels, clubs and houses located on Shari Fou'ad al awal, and many houses had to be

evacuated. Due to the extent of the damage, repairs took a long time, with efforts being

focused on the central section and main roads. It is apparent that the mission was only

partially accomplished, as, for example, houses in several parts of old Bulaq were either not

repaired or were superficially cleaned up on the outside28 (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5 Cairo fire on the ze" of January 1952.
Shari Fou'ad I, bordering Bulaq on the south, and in the
second image, Cairo downtown which has been
modernized during Ismail rule.
Source: AI-Ahram Newspaper (1952).

26 Aptly called 'Black Saturday'. Four hundred buildings had been destroyed, at an estimated cost of damage of
around twenty-three million pounds. On the day previous to the fire, British military had attacked the governorate
building in Ismailiyy~ and kill~d ove~46 poli.cemen ~nd.i.njuredmany others. On 26 January, people expressed their
rage by demonstrating In Cairo, while the king was inviting army and police leaders to celebrate the birth of his son.
On the following day, ma.rtiallaw was .declare.dand the government was dismissed. Ali Maher was assigned to form
the new government, whtch d.e?la~edIts readiness to pay compensation for the loss of life and possessions.

27 Kerboeuf, A. (2005) Re-enVIsioning Egypt 1919-1952. Edited by Arthur Goldschmidt. Amy J. Johnson. Barak A.
Salmoni. The American University in Cairo Press. p.199.

28 AI-Ahram Newspaper (1952) February 3.
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However, during 1960, further attempts were made to end the problems of ashwai'i

sections in old districts, including Bulaq, as part of the 1956 general planning scheme of

Cair029. Going beyond any recommendations of the 1956 plan, they took account of the fact

that much of the heavy industry that had emerged in Shubra al-Khayma occupied large

sections of agricultural land. This situation led the Muhafzah to pay further attention to

improving the spatial qualities of the districts of Shubra and Bulaq in order to simultaneously

accommodate the new industries and workers'",

To this end, In January 1961, the Muhafzah announced a re-planning scheme to renew

Ishash al-Tourguman in Bulaq, as the total number of inhabitants now comprised 3.000

families (Figure 5.6). The Muhafez, Salah Oesukyel-Sheshtawyl, stated that the plan had

been prepared by a group of municipal planners and students specializing in social science

research. He also announced that the plan was to be discussed with the residents in a public

symposium before initiation of the project". At that time, the Muhafzah revealed that the

scheme's target was to build a new section of the district within an area of 16 feddans on the

site of Ramlett Bulaq section and on a site previously used for railway storage. A schedule,

involving several phases of operation, was prepared for relocating people from al-Tourguman.

First, a large building, costing approximately 140 thousand EGP and comprising economical

housing for around 400 families, would be constructed, and would be built on free standing

columns to house the old vegetable market. Second, Ishash of al-Tourguman would

subsequently be demolished and cleared for rebuilding. However, this scheme was never put

into practice.

Wl._, ~L...J.I ~.>l:>-.......,I~I J ~r-:I , ~10~?1 <J'"" ~~ ~_,~'_"L.ill '-WL::- .::..>--'i
}L ..,k J-r-:-- t_'rJ.I0~ ._"L.:&JI1;.;6.. .})--'c-y,__ ~I C.;- • .s~IJ c~u._, t~~11-'

•• ~ .~~c..!6W ...~ ; _,....J ...-JI

Figure 5.6 The announcement published in official newspapers for a re-planning scheme to renew
Ishash al-Tourguman in Bulaq.

Source: AI-Ahram Newspaper (1961) February 4. (see appendix F.1).

29 After the 1956 war, as explained, focus shifted towards the reconstruction of damaged cities located along the
Suez Canal, which became a national priority. It was evident that the political instability at that time led the planning
authority to provide only basic services in Egypt's towns, including Cairo.

30 Also, several schemes had been discussed for street alignments in Shubra al-Khayma and had been implemented
on a long term basis.

31 Salah Desuky el-Sheshtawy was the Muhafez from the 161hof October 1960 to the 301h of July 1965aA .I-Ahram Newspaper (1961) February 4.
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Other endeavours to re-plan Maspero, which was attached to Bulaq, were published in

1963. By that time, an additional planning scheme had been completed at an estimated cost

of 4 million EGP. Clearly, supporting legislation had confirmed the right of the Muhafzah to

expropriate the old buildings to reconstruct new economic housing units for their inhabitants.

According to the Muhafzah's official documents, it allocated 250 thousand EGP for the

implementation of re-planning projects in several sections of Bulaq, such as Hay Ma'rouf, of

which 59 thousand EGP was in the form of loans and compensation for the people of the Hay.

Moreover, a third attempt came to light. In 1964, the Muhafzah submitted a project draft to re-

plan Ishash al-Tourguman, and Maspero in Bulaq, and Ishash al-Mohammady, a/-AssaI and

Gerges in Shubra al-Khayma. The construction was also announced of new economic

housing units and suitable health and educational provision, adjacent to the residents'

workplaces and taking into account their social conditions. Proposed sites included al-

sharabyya, located at the southern edge of the railway, and ai-Sahel and Helwan districts,

where many factories were allocated. It was estimated that 50 thousand housing units would

be constructed, in phases, over five years, at a total cost of 30 million EGP. However, this

scheme, also, was never implemented (Figure 5.7).

5.4. The need for a scheme.

5.4.1. The hundred day plan

'The 1966 planning scheme of Cairo had the double
intent of sticking the bits of the city together again and of
preventinga biggercatastrophe,33

Cairo faced a severe breakdown in the infrastructure system in many sections of the city

during 196534
. Its streets had been extensively damaged by the collapse of the drainage and

sewerage pipes, constructed in 1907, especially in old and physically unmaintained dlsmcts".

Such areas, overnight, turned into cesspools, causing damage to historical buildings,

monuments, and old houses. Lower ground residents in these areas had to leave their homes

for weeks, and some were relocated to emergency shelters36• An emergency plan was set

and approved, as an urgent response to this problem. The plan, called the hundred day plan,

was put in place to partially repair the damage and was efficiently implemented within the

targeted deadline. It was mostly assumed that the sudden breakdown of the sewerage

system resulted from the lack of proper maintenance in the older parts of the city. However,

we can also presume that other problems, such as the pressure of overpopulation in these

areas, had a major impact on the breakdown. In accordance, Mohamed sa'ad el-Din Zayed,

33 UN-HABITAT,Metropolitan Planning and Management, p.128.
: AffectedareasincludedMisr al-Qadima, al-sayyda zaynab, centralCairo,oldCairo,shubra andBulaq.
Accordin~to Abu-Lugho_d,th~seweragesys\emwasc~nstructedto serve960.000inhabitantswitha capacityof
48.000m Iday. In1960,Itdrained500,000m Iday, andIn 1965,saturationcauseditscollapse.

36 AI-AhramNewspaper(1965)March16.
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the Muhafez, reported that this problem encouraged the state to start assessing the city for

preparing a new planning scheme to avoid similar situations in the future
37
.

Rmlet Bulaq
Planned for devJlopment in 1961

shubra al-Khayma

Re~cation in

~61
\
\
\

!shash al- Tau

Hal Maspera
Planned for
development in I 63

Cairo Itre in 1952

Figure 5.7 Bulaq map during 1960s.
It locates several sites which were identified for development during the 1960s.
Source: By researcher.

37 Ibid.
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In response to the sewerage failure, during the same year, a planning board of the Greater

Cairo High Committee (a/-/agna a/-o/ya /e-takhtet a/-Qahira a/-kubra) 38 was given

responsibility for collecting data, and a preliminary report was published the year after. The

report's opening statement noted that 'Cairo's urban conditions were considered alarming

symptoms of problems affecting the city' 39. For example, population densities in certain

sectors of the old parts, such as Bab al-Sharia, were as high as 4913 inhabitants. The report

also revealed the complex degradation in Bulaq. More than 12.000 housing units were

described as inapt and unsate'". State officials claimed that 'due to the government's financial

difficulties, it is impossible to develop new urban areas around Cairo; our only chance of a

solution is to fix problems within Cairo itselt'". However, the hundred day plan only reinforced

the capacity of the drainage network, and was only a temporary sedative in terms of solving

the problem":

It is believed that the sewerage breakdown had a significant impact on the state's planning

attitudes in Cairo following this incident. It was an alarming consequence of the government's

policies of neglect towards the city's internal planning problems. In particular, most of these

problems were caused by the government's political or economical actions: of which the

outcomes were ignored. For example, examination of the Egyptian Gazette43
, before and after

the date of the breakage, revealed little evidence of any schemes for improvement of the

city's spatial qualities, whereas after 1966, more such announcements were apparent. This

difference reflects that the state had begun to devote greater attention towards problems of

older parts of Cairo which had been overlooked since the time of the 191h century

modernization project".

5.4.2. Improving Bulaq's spatial qualities

During the 1960s, Bulaq's spatial configuration was mainly constituted by its winding and

narrow haras and public spaces. Its major busy routes, such as Shari Bulaq al Gadid,

functioned as exceptionally active and busy commercial streets, forming a concentration of a

variety of houses and mixed use activities. This concentration was due to the location of the

Shari in the core of old Bulaq, which witnessed layers of the historical and urban

transformation of the district. Apparently, the urban fabric in Bulaq represented complicity

between the adjacent physical forms, such as the historical buildings and monuments, which

38 The Greater Cairo High Committee was established in the early 1960s, and formed of technicians and technocrats
representing the. ~in~stries of Transp?rt, Finance, Planning, Housing and Local Administration. Representatives
from several mlnistnes were, by this process, allowed to present their ideas within an open dialogue and
collaboration between effective partners.

39 Report of the center of Cairo High Committee (1965). The Muhafzah, Cairo.
40 In April 1966, Cairo municipality announced that 45.78% of buildings in five old sectors in Cairo were unsafe for
human habitation. See Abu-Lughod, Cairo.

41 AI-Ahram newspaper (1965) July 19.
42 It is important to note that the drainage system collapsed once more during 1969, but in different sites of the old
sections of Cairo.

43 The .E~ypti~n Gaz~tt~ or AI-waqa'a a!-massriwa is .an off~c~alnewspaper founded by Mohamed Ali in 1828. It
specializes In publishing laws, Repubhc decrees, Pnme Ministerial Decisions delegated by the President of the
Republic, Decisions of the Political Parties Committee and provisions of the Supreme Constitutional Court.

44 See the Egyptian Gazette monthly volumes from 1960-1969.
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form the identity of Bulaq, and the decayed living spaces and tight haras which constituted the

physical built form. By the time schemes for Bulaq were drafted, its built environment had

been subject to significant levels of fragmentation which increased discontinuity within the

urban space. This included the proliferation of illegal construction activities; the neglect of the

historical buildings' physical condition; the fragmentation of land use due to densification and

intensification; and, most importantly, the increase of unplanned areas housing Ishash.

Initial attempts to draft a street alignment scheme for Bulaq were based on the Muhafzah

decree no. 399 for the year 1966, approved on the 2ndof January 196745
• It was evident that

streets in Bulaq, and particularly the hawari of its old sections, did not meet minimum

standards. The inadequate infrastructure network and very high densities of population,

furthermore, put the district in urgent need of spatial improvements, especially after the

sewerage network breakdown in 1965. Some official newspapers described how people used

wooden boards to build elevated pedestrian paths over the water for access in and out of their

homes in the damaged streets in Bulaq and other areas. This was the moment when the

Muhafzah decided to pay further attention to the physical qualities of these areas, although it

did not offer any long-term or practical solutions to provide the residents with a better quality

for their everyday living spaces.

Shortly after Zayed's visit to Bulaq, in January 1966, a planning committee was formed".

The committee's task was to propose a convenient solution to the problems in Bulaq. Their

final decisions determined that 'no major changes are necessary for the time being, but

modifying the most damaged streets could recover the sltuation'". At that time, the committee

arranged to make minor improvements in the street network rather than clearing the whole

district for re-planning or even suggesting new land uses. According to Zayed, 'we [members

of the planning committee in the Muhafzah] had to recover rather than remove what is already

there because of the governorate's lack of finance, and it would be better to direct the state's

financial resources towards building new housing units,48. Indeed, the Muhafez's statement

ignored any calls from the public for radical improvements to the district rather than fixing the

problem on a temporary basis.

Several weeks later, the representative of the Local People's Council of Bulaq (al-Magless

al-Shaby al-Maha/y) set up a meeting between the district's representatives committee and

the head of the planning section to consider the conditions in Bulaq and the substantial need

for re-planning49
, It seemed that he was not optimistic on reaching agreement, as he assumed

that this meeting would raise many conflicts between what people needed and what could be

granted50
• On the other hand, the Bulaq representative firmly stressed the necessity for re-

046 The Egyptian Gazette, Vol. 73,14 may 1987, Archival Documents.
48 The planning committee was fanned of the head of planning section in the Muhafzah, Mr. Mohamed Hafiz Alt, a
representative from the Ministry of Sociai Affairs; the Deputy of the Ministry of Housing and Utilities and the Minister
of Finance.

~7 Planning committee Minutes (1966) Department of Housing and UtIlities. 19 March. The Muhafzah.
48 Ibid.
411 Documents of the Local People'. Councu committee (1966) 23 April, The Muhafzah.
60 AI.Ahram Newspaper (1966) Aprl128.
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planning the district and the suffering in the district caused by high density of population and

lack of essential services. He also mentioned that additional damage had been caused by

what he called the urban attack of the industrial neighbouring district of shubra. He stated that:

This is our golden chance to solve our problems rather than proposing amendments,
streets are very narrow, we are overcrowded, our homes are collapsing and there is an
inadequate water supply,51.

The planning committee was still unsure of the feasibility of implementing major

improvements to streets and housing threatened with collapse. The committee suggested that

the damage caused by the infrastructure breakdown was a good opportunity to address

infrastructure problems, and thus, a chance to widen the most damaged streets, such as

Shari al-Sabtiyya and Shari Bulaq al-Gadid. They said that:

'Bulaq's streets act like a spider network, where you never know where it starts or
ends. It is very difficult for cars to access .... Also, the narrowness of the streets caused
the creation of Ishash, which are unhealthy environments is a major growing problem''".

The plan was eventually finalized and approved for implementation by the Deputy of

Housing and Public Utilities and the Muhafez53• It is significant that the new scheme also

suggested the need for new street names and plot numbering within the proposed modified

street network, while inner parts of each zone would keep their previous names

5.5. Bulaq street alignment scheme: Plan 2020

5.5.1. The street network

The Bulaq street alignment plan. alternatively named plan 2020 54. was published

according to Decree no. 4/196755• It concerned re-planning the urban area bounded by Shari

al-Sabtiyya. al-Galaa, Yuliya and Shari ai-Corniche 56. Regulation of several aspects of

circulation, such as the street intersections, widths, trees and names, was recommended

(Figure 5.8). However, under review, major amendments to the network and street alignment

were made in the plan before it was formalized and published by the planning sub-committee

in 196757
•

Initially, the plan was launched to solve the district's main problems of overpopulation,

deterioration and the unavoidable decline of mixed land use. The hundred day plan of Cairo

51 AI-AhramNewspaper(1966) July 14.
52 Minutesof the Muhafzah(1966) Documentsof The LocalPeople'sCouncil.19 March.TheMuhafzah.
53 Planningcommitteeminutes(1966) 12 December.TheMuhafzah.
54 The originaldrawingsof the schemeheld this handwrittentitle. Besides, this phrasingwas mentionedduring an
interviewwith the headof approvedprojects,a sub-sectionof the planningdepartmentat the MuhafzahIn August
2009.

66 TheEgyptianGazette(1967) Vol. 73,14 may.ArchivalDocuments.
66 Officially, the planning scheme proposed 're-planning' a bounded area of the district, while the pian lacked
suggestionsfor zoningor landuse.

67 Minutesof the planningcommittee(1966). The sub-committeewas formed of six membersas follows: Head of
planningprojects,DeputyHeadof urbanplanningsection,Headof the urbanplanningdepartment Deputyof the
generalmanagerof planningand reconstruction,Head of the planning and reconstructionsecti~ and finally
Deputyof EngineeringAffairs. ' ,
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had previously stressed the need for further measures to deal with infected districts. However,

the most notable feature of the plan 2020 was the major amendments to the districts' streets.

While main roads bordering Bulaq were to be widened, an inner circulation node had been

positioned in the centre of Bulaq to allow two main streets to radiate from it. First, the existing

diagonal street, named Bulaq al-Gadid, was to be extended to 30 meters. Second, a new

diagonal 50 meter wide street was to cut through the existing old fabric and run transversely

from this node to a junction with the Shari Yuliya, on the southern border of Bulaq.

Redirecting Shari al-Sabtiyya was another of the major amendments proposed to Bulaq's

street circulation. This Shari was to be shifted towards the northern edge of the district, which

would allow for creating a series of nodes of open space. The width of both streets was to be

50 meters, while there would be a lower hierarchy of secondary streets on both sides of the

new diagonal one (Figure 5.9).

The new circulation system was aimed at improving the street quality inside the district.

The available drawings show how plan 2020 intended to 'open blocked streets as far as

possible, and to allow the district to breath fresh air"sa.Abu-Nasser, the Minister of Housing

and Public Utilities suggested that 'a formal and classical road circulation could better solve

Bulaq's problems of narrow and blocked lanes·59• To that end, axial rather than symmetrical

streets were a major feature of the scheme. However, main streets such as Shari Shanan and

Shari Bulaq al-Gadid were to maintain their original positions, but were to be widened. In

addition, the plan deSignated several spaces for providing a sense of clustering, especially

within the section close to Shari ai-Corniche.

It was clear that an important objective of the plan was to establish an efficient grid pattern

of linear roads. This classical planning input was specifically instigated by the planning

committee. By 1960, governmental institutions in Cairo, including planning, still had not

recovered from or changed planning practices of the British occupation and these imported

practices still exerted an influence60. For instance, Njoh asserts that far-reaching implications

of colonial planning policies and practices in Cameroon still affected policies for re-planning

and urban spatial structure developments there until very recentll1• He wrote that:

'Europeancolonial authorities are, however, credited with the introductionof a
completelynewversionof planning-one that is heavilyinfluencedby Europeanculture,
beliefs, Ideology,and socio-pollticalthought processes.This version of planningwas,
therefore,alien to Africa.Perhaps,morenoteworthy,is the fact that urbanplanningwas
employedby Europeancolonialauthoritiesas a tool for the promotionof coloniallimperial
developmentobjectives,82.

In fact, other parts of Cairo were subjected to similar planning proposals,

recommendations, and actions. For example, al-Sharrabyya district, located in old Cairo, had

&e AI-Ahram Newspaper (1967) Bulaq Abul Ela Is breathing fresh air. 14 January.
I5IIlbld.
eo During the Britlah occupation In Egypt. foreigners held many of the higher administrative jobs, or alternatively. If
they were Egyptians, they had been educated abroact.

et Njoh, A. (2002) Development Implications of colonial land and human settlement schemes In Cameroon. Habitat
International, 26. 399 - 415.·'bId.
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been earmarked for similar re-planning schemes. The same volume of the Egyptian Gazette

announced that the Muhafzah had approved a revised street alignment under decree 5/1967,

which seemed no different from the proposed concept in plan 2020. Regulating the streets,

thus, was not an incidental feature of the plan: as it had been recognized since the

emergence of planning development in Cairo63. On the other hand, the planning committee

was further concerned with the negative experience of circulation through the district. They

claimed that the new fifty meter road would open up a new artery inside the impenetrable

urban tissue of the district. On behalf of the committee, Abu Nasser asserted that:

'The majority of ideas were focused on generating four major connected wide roads
which would enhance the flow of traffic in the district, and cut through its internal
sophisticated urban fabric which had obstructed the district for hundreds of years, until it
had reached a non reversible situation,64.

However, the head of the planning committee expressed his view that the problem was a

natural phenomenon that any such city can face during its urban growth. He noted that:

'Normally, streets of Cairo are very narrow, and buildings are located on their sides.
This situation restricts the feasibility of widening these roads, but changes and
modifications can be achieved while monitoring the growth of the city ...Opening wide
roads, on the other hand, will attract vehicles to use alternative routes which will reduce
and divert the traffic congestion from the centre of the city,65.

However, the grid pattern of the road circulation offered an easy definition of space and

form. The formation of perpendicular intersections could generate regular subdivisions and

realistic implementation of the 1962 building regulations. One month later, the same

newspaper, announced the completion of another approved scheme to re-plan eastern Cairo

districts, this time according to decree no. 38 /1967. It was clear that Abu-Nasser was clever

enough to link and explain how the new streets could afford these districts an up to date new

drainage and sewerage system to entirely modify an infrastructure network which had expired

many years ago. To this end, all street alignment schemes were justified under the umbrella

of saving the historical buildings and monuments in the district, and thus were constituted as

deriving from a national concern for conservation of Egypt's history.

63 Onemonthlater,the samenewspaperannouncedthe completionof an approvedschemeto re-planeasternCairo
districtsaccordingto decreeno.3811967.

64 AI-AhramNewspaper(1967) January14.
65 AI-AhramNewspaper(1967) January29.
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Ramler Bulaq

Re-planning the Bounded arca between
al-SabtiyJo , al-Galaa ,26th YuliJa

and aI-Corniche Streets.

Shari Bulaq al Gadid
Extended to 30 m

Approved street. alignment

-~~ withdraw street lines

'--_--' Appru\cd site). fur Public [acilitics

L--_--l Reqiercd ,ile, for public usage
( areas for renewal)

Figure 5.8 Bulaq street alignment scheme in 1966.
Source: the section of Certified projects, the Muhafzah.
(Redrawn from the original map by researcher - See Appendix C.1 and D.l)
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Figure 5.9 Detail of the new proposed diagonal street in plan 2020 of Bulaq.
Source: Department of certified projects, the Muhafzah.

5.5.2. Control of expropriation

While the main objective of plan 2020 was to regulate the streets of Bulaq, it seems that

there was public antagonism towards its ambitions. After presenting the plan to the local

council, the Bulaq representative reported that 'it seems that the plan is concerned with

designing efficient high speed traffic circulation rather than serving local residential needs,66.

The sub-committee explained during the meeting how the new forms and widths of the streets

would 'offer the district a new image of wide streets and higher buildings,67.This declaration

suggested that the plan was in full compliance with planning legislation concerned with

expropriation and with building requlations'" . Building regulations, by that time, determined

that the special board of the planning section 'had full rights to withdraw any previous or

66 Minutes of the planning committee (1966) Meeting no. 9, November. The Department of Housing and Utilities. The
Muhafzah.

67 Ibid.
68 I am referring to law 27 for year 1956 on the expropriation of districts for re-planning, and presidential decree 45 for
year 1962 on building regulations. Both will be explained and linked to the planning scheme in chapter nine.
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ongoing construction permits or to revise them in accordance with the street alignment,69.

Such 'constructive regulations', as Zayed stated, 'were now being implemented at the right

time and in the exact situation,70. It was planned that all lands and properties located in the

modified street zones would be expropriated by law; thus, planning decisions were made 'with

freedom', as recommended by Abu-Nasser 71. However, it seems apparent that these

statements suggest that planning decisions were made with minimal consideration of the

existing problems".

To facilitate this process, it was decided that a detailed record of lands and buildings

designated for expropriation should be prepared. Law no 27 /1956 on expropriation actions

proclaimed the legitimacy of bylaw policies on expropriating properties in districts for re-

planning purposes. This action, on the other hand, had to gain official approval of the cabinet.

Accordingly, the planning section of the Muhafzah formed a surveying committee comprised

of the planning section deputy, a representative member of the local administration and an

accountant to prepare a record of all properties, buildings and facilities affected by the plan.

However, Plan 2020 shows us how the proposals for the diagonal road involved

authorizing the clearing and expropriating of many historical Hawari and Durub. These areas

included Shari al-Gabbara, Darb nassr, and Darb Farag, and many religious buildings such

as, Zawyat Mamsytta, Zawyat Soliman al-Haggagy, ai-Sheik Farag mosque, and most

striking, was the inclusion of the historic religious building of the primary and a/-Amiri schools

of ai-Sultan Abul Ela. All constructions within the bold and black lines on the detailed map

were surveyed and added to the list. According to the expropriation law of 1954 and 1956,

these lands were to be legally cleared for re-planning purposes for the public interest.

5.5.3. Lack of land-uN proposals

Evidence of an extreme shortage of housing was found in and around the industrial areas

in Cairo. As mentioned earlier, shubra al-Khayma was one of the major industrial poles at that

time. Workers were encouraged to work and live in these areas, where, by that time, industrial

building outstripped the construction of housing. Due to the shortage of low-income housing,

a new sense of urgency evolved in the area of public responsibility. This situation forced the

government to reconsider its policies towards housing supply. New policies were approved for

the housing market, involving different government agencies, and suppliers. Such policies

included giving priority to the clearance of slums and deteriorated areas and replacing them

with housing projects. The provision of subsidies by cooperative organizations and the private

sector to make housing affordable was also a requirement. To that end, initiatives to prioritize

• See clause no. 9 of the Presidential decree No. 45 for year 1962, Published In s/-Gsryds s/-Rssmlwa newspaper
In February 1962, vol. 31.

70MInutes of the planning committee (1966) Meeting no. 11, November. The Department of Housing and Utilities.
The Muhatzah.

71 AJ-Ahram N8WIp8p8I' (1967) February 4.
72 The legislative framework of the achem. will be dl8cussed In detail In chapter nine.
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the design of enhanced urban spaces in Bulaq, rather than proposing an entire change in

existing land use, were clearly identified in the Minister's interview. His statement was in line

with Ahmed Zaki's idea from 1962. The minister said that:

'we are not concerned with the people's different daily practices, or even their
attitudesto their livingtraditions;this is somethingthat we cannotforce themto change,
but what we can do is to ease the way to realizingthat there is a better life waiting for
them ,73.

In addition, Khairy described the broader ideology behind the priority given to regulation of

streets in old districts of Cairo, noting that:

'Thisplanwas articulatedthroughstructuringoptions in which the road systemacted
in a dominant role. New and still hidden economic and political tendencies were
expressedby the pian. Since there was great disillusion with the experience of the
'socialist'development,a greaterfreedomwas to be grantedto the privatesectcr'".

This probably explains the importance accorded by the plan to the street networks, as

these would have increased the land value in many areas. However, proposing new land

uses would have decreased the district's land values. This action had two main objectives:

the removal of industrial activities, workshops and warehouses to outside the district, and

solving the housing shortage. This appeared to be a good opportunity to enable the public

and private sectors to provide housing units, to cover the housing shortage in Cairo. Hanna

explains that since 1952, most of the housing supply was in the hands of the private sector,

which was motivated by profit and not by providing low-cost housing for the poor. The private

sector only catered for the middle- and high- income groups, usually in the form of houses or

furnished apartments for rent. Construction of low-cost housing was in the hands of the public

sector; however, supply could never satisfy the demand".

In addition, in terms of regulating the disorganized urban tissue, the nature of land plots in

Bulaq had significantly influenced the planning decisions on improving the district. The

district's actual road widths varied between 3 meters in crowded sections and a maximum of

10-15 metres on main arteries. It seemed that any proposal to construct large housing

projects here would definitely be a non-starter. The compact tissue of the urban fabric had

created an entangled pattern of land plots served by an impervious network of hawari and

narrow streets which would never have coped with any alterations or offered reasonable sites

for new construction. This could also explain why the planning committee was so enthusiastic

about the initiatives proposed by the plan. On the other hand, improving the land use was

essential to the district's future urban growth and at the same time there was a need 'to clear

away the negative results of industrialization', as the planning committee explained76•

73 AI-Ahram newspaper (1967) January 3.
74 Khairy, Political transformations and the built environment, p. 124.
75 Abu Lughod, Cairo.
76 AI- Akbar Newspaper (1967) March 29. Note that similar actions have been also planned for shubra al-Khayma
and Helwan, the two major industrial poles in Cairo established during the revolution government.
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The first actual activity to regulate the roads of Bulaq was the opening of Shari al- Cornish

in Cairo in 1957: a development that involved Bulaq's Nile frontage. According to Khairy, 'the

focus of the government was on image building projects and the political urban scene,n. That

was to be the ethos of government policy during the period of the five year plan from 1952-

1957. In March 1967 the Muhafez announced that:

'The new plan would createmany investmentopportunitiesin Bulaq; it is now the
responsibilityof the government to engage as many public and private housing
companiesto start the move.This could havenever beenpossiblewithout re-planning
the district. The fact that Bulaq was a good example of miserablenarrow haras of
irregularstreetlineshadalwayscausedinvestorsto runaway,78.

In terms of implementation actions, describing in clockwise order, it was proposed in plan

2020 that Sidi abdel Gawad square should be transformed into a central node, while other

modified streets would radiate from it. The new configuration of the square was to be roughly

aligned with and defined by the amended street lines. Also, Shari Wabour al-Nour had been

widened and all public utilities had been cleared, including a/-sheikh sa'ed square, and the

mosque. The triangular land facing the head of Sidi abdel Gawad square was to provide a

decent public open space. Both sides edging Shari Seket hadid al-Hokouma al-masriwa also

retained their original width, while building lines had been regulated; however, the diverted

part of the road did not fit well in the alignment sequence. The lower section, on the opposite

side of the square, also formed an inconvenient space, slicing the existing tissue into two

enlarged streets: the fifty meter diagonal road and the enlarged Bu/aq al-Gadid road, and

creating triangular and rectangular zones (Figure 5.10).

Regulating the land plots was intended to create proper sites for construction.

Encouraging private sector companies to establish profitable housing projects in Bulaq,

definitely, was a priority. The improvement of road circulation can thus be seen as a by-

product of the objective to plan neat plot zones for construction. Although the main heading79

of plan 2020 indicates that the plan is devoted to re-planning the road network, it was actually

a plan for re-zoning the districtBO•

n Khalry, PoIItJcaI transformations and the buln environment, p. 135.
7. AI-Ahram Newspaper(1967) March27.
n Plan 2020's UUewas called 'Re-plannlng the area bounded by aI-Sabtlyya, ai-Gaia, 26th of Yullya and ai-Cornish
streets'.

eo I am saying thIa because when I visited the CaIro Governorate during summer 2009, I was searchingfor the
'planning scheme of Bulaq In 1967. The head of planning section kept corr8CUngme. constantly tellingme that this
,. a sfl'Ht alignment plan only; /t ,. not a planning scheme. She explained to me that this plan did not propose any
land-UHB for the c1Jstrfct;/t only approved amendments to tllB tOad network, which means that /t's not a planning
scMme.
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Figure 5.10 Regulation of Bulaq's central node in plan 2020, 1966.
Source: The Survey Department and Planning Department, the Muhafzah.

5.6. Work stops in 1967

Within the general 1966 planning scheme for Cairo, Bulaq's major problems had failed to be

tackled. Plan 2020 had no chance of being effectively implemented, although the institutional

and legislative structure, in addition to the private agencies in charge of handling such

management programs already existed. It seemed that the plan failed to suggest practical

solutions for solving the district's problems of poverty and deterioration. A week after the plan

was published, the Bulaq local council representative presented an appeal signed by more

than 1500 Bulaqi residents, announcing their 'resentment and frustration at what had been

determined and planned for Bulaq,81.Several interviews had been conducted with residents in

Bulaq, most of whom resisted the idea of abandoning their homes or properties to allow for

the implementation of the plan'".

Although the re-planning guidelines were finally set for Bulaq and a proper budget was

allocated for the plan's operation, practical implementation was further suspended for political

reasons83. The 1967 war served a major blow to Arab self confidence, and had a severe

81 al-Gomhouryya Newspaper (1967) Help us, 14 January.
82 This fact was evident through reviewing several interviews conducted with the Bulaqi residents published in
newspapers.

B3 This was the year of the 1967 War or al-Naksah (The Setback or the Defeat), as the Arabs call it. In May 1967,
Egypt and Syria took a number of steps which led Israel to believe that an Arab attack was imminent. Israel
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effect on all planning developments in Cairo. Financially, funds were reduced, and support

offered by the government became limited. It can be said that lower priority was given to such

development projects, while the state turned its attention towards solving conflicts that had

arisen in the wider Arab region. According to Aboul-Enein, 'the catastrophic military setbacks

for the Egyptian army, such as the 1967 War, were a matter of great trnportance'". For

Heikal, Nasser was obsessed with making the right response to this military defeat; he

wanted to leave his successor enough political room to rebuild and place Egypt once again on

the offensive85.To describe the Six Day War as a defeat or Hazimah would leave no room for

reconstruction. Thus, it was the idea of defeat that caused the abandonment of many future

development plans on all levels. The war had entirely altered the previous situation, and

suspended all development tasks.

It was even the case that several government officials from the Muhafzah declined to

discuss the situation of old and poor districts of city 86 or even to mention the visions and

measures that had been formulated to provide better life conditions and a dignified free life in

healthy districts. Most of them justified their silence by arguing that 'no voice must rise above

the voice of the battle,87.In an article edited by journalist Ahmed Amir in 1970, he claimed

that:

'I believethat the broadermeaningof the battle is better understoodin this form. In
this sense, our battle is a battle against underdevelopment,which is part of our fight
againstour enemy.The statedeclaredthat the mainconstructsof a modernsuccessful
notionare technologyand education,thus, the Egyptiansare the main players in this
battle,ss.

Therefore, only minor actions were implemented by the Muhafzah, such as re-naming

some streets in the district. For example, in May 1965, the Muhafzah approved the change of

name of one of the hawari in Bulaq from haret al-awlaern to haret Ibrahim al-Mahalwy. the

name of the first inhabitant of this haraB9•

launched a pre-emptive strike against Egypt on June 5, 1967 and captured the Sinai Peninsula and the Gaza Strip.
This war ended on June 10 and Israel destroyed most of Egypt's air force on the ground. The military defeat of
1967 showed a lack of coordination among Arab states, Arab land was lost, the common enemy was
victorious. Shortly after the defeat, Nasser resigned, but thousands of Calrenes marched In his support. For the
next three years, Nasser did his best to rebuild the Egyptian army and he almost succeeded.

14 Aboul-Eneln, Y. (2006) The Helical Papers: A Discourse on Politics and the 1967 Arab-Israeli War with Egyptian
PresIdent Gamal Abelel Nasser. Strategic Inslghts,.VoI. IV. Issue 4. (on line joumal) found at
http://www.nps.eduiAcademicslcenterslccclpubilcationslOnllneJoumall2006/Apr/aboul-eneinApr05.html

16 Ibid.
• Ahmad Amlr In aI·Ahram aI-lktisadi Magazine mentioned that sometimes they refer to old and poor districts as
traditional or popular districts or sometimes as national districts.

87 aI.Ahram aI·lktlsadI magazine(1970) 1 May, p. 30.·'bId.
• Records from Cairo Govemorate year book (1960-1968.
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5.6. Conclusion: Determining spatial quality in Bulaq

The state's planning practices in Cairo during the 1950s were puzzling. The political

instability and the call for the establishment of Cairo as a base for economic development

rendered planning improvements to the city a very low priority. Only the most basic services,

such as schools and hospitals, were supplied or even given consideration. The street

alignment scheme drafted for Bulaq offered inconvenient solutions. Mainly, it suggested

radical solutions to the negative impact caused by industrialization, especially from Shubra.

The governor later asserted that it was impractical to fix planning problems in Bulaq while it

housed such enormous numbers of families. However, some suggestions were made for

improving the spatial qualities through re-planning the streets, clearing land and houses and

providing areas for public facilities; but there was a lack of clear vision as to how these could

be fully implemented.

By comparing the officially published objectives of the scheme with government

representatives' ambitions concerning re-planning the district, we can understand that in most

cases there were two different visions. One was to show that the plan was a simple

amendment to the road circulation of the district, without harming the existence of the

inhabitants. The other was the intention to clear the district without suggesting alternative land

uses. The idea was to stimulate awareness among the residents of the benefits of

implementing the scheme, and how it would offer them a better living environment.

Nevertheless, it was later realized that once private housing had been built, there would be no

possibility of their return.
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PLANNING SCHEME OF 1978



'Old districts in Cairo are suffering from miserable living and planning
conditions which are reflected in the city's representation in a negative
image; the city must be renewed in accordance with its location and future
expansion, it's time now to Rejuvenate Cairo" .

'In Bulaq, we want to create an attractive touristic and administrative
district which contains lUxury residential tower blocks, tourist hotels, multi
storey car-parks and a conference centre, all mixed in with open spaces
and green areas,2.

'This project is a professional practical solution to end the collapse of
houses and deterioration in Cairo whereby all old areas will be cleared and
people will be relocated,3.

1 Interview with Hasaballah al-Kafrawy, the Minister of Construction and New Communities published in aI-Ahram
newspaper, May 19, 1979.

2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
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6.0. Cairo's Construction Boom and Re-building a Modern Capital

The years between 1967 and 1974 witnessed several major political events and a shift of

political power which had some impact on planning practices in Cairo. In 1970, Anwar Sadat

succeeded Nasser and took charge of ruling Egypt from that date. After the October 1973

war, political and economic settings within Egypt had been radically transformed. To take

advantage of the new situation, Sadat announced that Egypt would move into a new era of

economic reform and open door policies. To that end, he introduced the October Working

Paper in 1974 which articulated his goals for the modernization of Egypt, outlining what he

called post-war economic recovery, and declaring that the open door policy named Infitah

was capable of establishing 'an economic development at rates that would surpass any that

had been achieved before ... an open economic policy that will guarantee all the funding

needed for dsvatopment'". In response, the government introduced a raft of legislation and

policies to attract investors and to establish profitable projects which were to boost the

Egyptian economy through two parallel approaches: the 'centralization of planning', and the

'decentralization of implementation'S.

The state's strategies in this sense outlined the procedures and guidelines for its vision of

Egypt's development and its priorities emphasized the need to focus on every aspect of the

city's modernization. Construction projects became central to these strategies through the

call for the creation of attractive new destinations to add fresh impetus to the tourist industry

and to attract global investment in Egypt. In this sense, Soliman pointed out that during the

open door policy era, or Infitah, Egypt witnessed many shifts in all aspects of life
6
• For the

first time, the country had faced a type of commercialism which also had negative socio-

economic implications for the nation. For example, Rivlin wrote that 'the visible disparity of

wealth between the rich and the poor has grown since the liberalization of the economy

began, giving rise to social tenstons". On a related theme, Ghannam argues that the state's

vision of supporting the Infitah policies and establishing a modern capital city were

expressed in the discourse of urban planning8. However, this vision carried twofold aims:

first, for Cairo's ancient sites to play an active role in attracting tourists and foreign

investment, and for individual historical landmarks such as the pyramids to become part of

this strategy. In the eyes of the state, tourism promoted Infitah, although this involved not

only building hotels and high-rise buildings, but also the overall development of the

4 Sadat, A. (1974) The October working paper.
5 Hirst, D. and I. Beeson (1981) Sadat. London, Faber. p.93. It Is also Important to note that The Egyptian economy
during the 19708, as a result, had changed course from production to various forms of unproductive trade
(import/export). This was exemplified by the state's heavy reliance on the income of Egyptian migrant workers, 011
exports, tolls from the reopened Suez Canal and tourism. This increased the state's financial resources, but, on

6 the other hand, the state's 'laissez-Faire' attitude became more prominent due to the Increase in population.
Soliman. A. (2007) Uman Informality In Egyptian Cities: Coping with Diversity. Fourth Urban Research
Symposium. Cairo. Egypt: 1- 48.

7 Rivlin, P. (1985) The dynamics of economic policy making In Egypt. New York, Praeger. p. 30.
8 Ghannarn, Remaking the Modem. p. 38.
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surrounding built environment", Second, was the attempt to eradicate less desirable parts of

the city, which were at odds with the representation of Cairo in a modern image.

Bulaq was the first district designated for implementation of the state's strategic

ambitions for improving the physical quality in old districts 10. Although the plan was marked

by collaboration of several entities, it was also characterised by an alliance between private

sector representatives and designers, which was approved by the state politicians. The

seeds of the idea of improving the spatial qualities of Bulaq appeared when a group of local

public/private sector firms highlighted the significance of the district's location, and were

impressed by the series of high-rise buildings constructed along the riverside of other

districts such as Zamalek and Maadi11• Therefore, it was clear that such pressures drove the

Muhafzah to configure a similar model for a modern CBO in Bulaq.

In this section, an additional planning scheme for Bulaq, drafted in 1978 as part of a

further attempt by the planning authority to remake the district, will be discussed. I will argue

that the new master plan was prepared and drafted on the basis of the state's ambitions to

introduce a modern global image in Bulaq. To that end, with the Muhafez claiming that Bulaq

stood against this image, the Muhafzah devoted its efforts to improving its spatial qualities 12.

My main concern in this chapter is to explain how certain economic visions on the part of the

state, and consequently the planning authority, acted as a driving force behind the pursuit of

a particular type of spatial quality, and how the implementation of the plan, although limited,

adversely affected the district's spatial settings. It will be noted that leading state officials

observed that the removal of the run-down district was a quite separate issue from the

intentions to dislocate the Bulaqis: who were believed to occupy valuable lands and were

accused of disfiguring the modern image of Cairo which the state intended to present to

western spectators".

I also intend to add a brief note on the Ishash al-Tourguman scheme, which will involve

introducing an additional angle to the account of Bulaq during the late 1970s. I realize that

the attempts to develop al-Tourguman could not be separated from the broader idea of re-

planning Bulaq, but indeed, complement the account of Bulaq's remaking. Therefore, I

suggest that the plan was drafted, in the first instance, as an explorative plan; to act only as

a comprehensive guide for re-planning while the main aim was to clear certain sections of

the district for the Implementation of the state's economic agenda. Accordingly, Bulaq's plan

was drafted by a team of planners from the planning department of the Muhafzah. It was

claimed that it had been prepared without adequate attention to the type of information

needed to make complex decisions involving the simultaneous clearance and re-planning of
the district.

o Hirst and Beeson, Badst, p. 205.
10 aI-Ahram (1979), May 19.
11 Ibid.
121ntervlewwith the Muhafez published In aI-Ahram newspaper, May 19,1979.
13Ghannam, Remaking the Modem, p. 31.
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6.2. What was already there?

After the 1967 defeat, construction activities of major government housing projects were

suspended. Another consequence was the extension of slum areas in Cairo to include a

wider range of housing forms, such as Masken al-iewaa aI-agel (the government's

emergency shelters)", old and neglected areas which contained canvas huts built on state

properties15. On the other hand, a steep rise in population in many old districts in Cairo was

recorded. For example, the Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics (CAP MAS)

explained that al-Gamaliyya district, located in Islamic Cairo, was inhabited by 150,873

people in 1967, and by 1970 its population had reached 152,001
16

• Also, in Shubra,

population was estimated at 412,312 people in 1967, but had reached 501,500 three years

later. Evidently, Bulaq was experiencing chronic overcrowding in most of its sections, which

caused cumulative problems that have never been addressed. On the basis of these

published figures, it is true to say that the majority of families were crammed into homes that

were 'only corners of single rooms that accommodate all the functions of the household

members,17. Gamal Hamdan, an Egyptian historian, commented that:

'the huge physical, poor and crowded bulk of Bulaq, which seems today to be
completely saturated and ready for major surgery to clear the deteriorated Ishash, is the
only reserve and natural balance to central Cairo's future extension,18.

In 1970, a significant social study was conducted in Bulaq by the National Centre for

Criminal and Social Research (NCCSR). The opening statment of the report stated that:

Bulaq is a clear example of the phenomenon of cultural isolation, and by this we
mean that some community members live in relative isolation compared with other
community members. Their personal perception and awareness towards their
existence ... in the light of their traditions, social attitudes and financial level is different
from others. They are characterised by a special nature which distinguishes them from
others and influences their relations with others. This isolation does not refer to
economic or geographical differences, as it is found equally within the vicinity of special
types of cultural groups in rural and urban areas .... But still we can see in Cairo some
citizens who still live in this kind of apparent cultural isolation,19.

The study concluded that Bulaq was facing serious social problems and that 'the district

had become a hotbed of many crimes and especially drug trafficking; in addition, rates of

disabled20 people in Bulaq, which had reached 7.6 percent, were much higher than in any

14Theseare settlementsbuilt by the govemmentto shelterhomelesspeoplewhosehouseshadcollapsedor were
seriouslydamaged.These were transitionalhousing systems for those awaiting allocationof housing In new
residentialsettlements.

16UnltedNations report (1974). The report stated that continuousmigration towards urban areas involvedmore
considerationsthanjust economiCaspects;however,the desire for better educational opportunities and access to
public utilities, health and weffare services was a priority.

16CentralAgencyfor PublicMobilizationandStatisticsCAPMAS(1974).
17 Rugh,A. (1979) Coping with poverty in a Cairo community. TheAmericanUniversityof CairoPress,p. 47.
18al.Ahramal-lktlsadi Magazine,September1970, p. 33.
19The NationalCentre for Criminal and Social ResearchNCCSR report (1970). The report estimatedthat the
averagedensity of populationin Bulaq was 74823.3 person! km2 while the populationdensity in Cairo was
15633.9 persons!km2.

20 ACCordi~gto the report'stennlnology,'disability' refers to blind, deaf and dumb persons,a personwho has lost
oneof hiSeyesandpeoplewhohavelost one or bothof their handsor legs.
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other areas'". On the other hand, the water supply was totally inadequate, as 67 percent of

houses were not supplied with water pipes, while only 6 percent had their own water tap.

However, al-Tourguman was an even worse case. Figures showed that 86 percent of the

houses had no water supply, 10 percent had one water tap, and only 4 percent of the

houses were provided with water pipes22• The limited access to mains water in the district

was due to lack of affordability. The fact that the houses were very old, small in size, and

that there was little basic infrastructure in the district compounded the problem'",

Surprisingly, in 1971, further census figures, published in an official report, highlighted

the occurrence of an extraordinary phenomenon in some old districts in Cairo, specifically in

al-Azbakiyya, Bab AI-Shariyya, Kasr al Nile and Bulaq. The report stated that 'while Cairo is

suffering a high rate of influx of migrants and increase in population, specific districts are

recording a decline in their population rates'". The report concluded that this phenomenon

was caused by the increasing numbers of skilled workers who, having improved their living

standards over time, instantly abandoned these districts in a search for healthier living

places25• On a practical level, it is worth noting that the Ishash of Bulaq were unofficial

homes built on seized Hikr lands and street widths were only between 2-4 meters to allow

larger portions of land for the construction of Ishash (Figure 6.1). Unpredictably, it turned out

that other administrative sections in Bulaq became commonly known as lshash", In this

scene, Rugh described that:

'There is an overall sameness to its [Bulaq] physical appearance that is different from
other quarters of the city. Unpaved streets, too narrow for any but the most intrepid of
delivery truck drivers, wind in maze-like profusion allowing access only by foot in most
places ... Population pressure of the last few decades has stimulated yet another kind of
construction that frosts the rooftops of Bulaq: small shacks banged together from bits
and pieces of wood scavenged from numerous sources and decked with tin roofs that
attract the heat in the summer season. Spatially, the houses are joined in the pattern of
row houses, opposing rows separated by only a few meters of space so that shade is
conveniently cast during most of the day,27.

Despite the low heights of the buildings, which varied between 2-4 storeys, they were

built from mud bricks and rented for a couple of pounds a month, with no running water,

electricity or windows. According to touca, the lower end of the housing scale was found in

Bulaq. He described the inhuman living conditions found in Bulaq, stating that:

'In Bulaq, there Is probably as much variety in living spaces among the subjects as
exists In the area as a Whole. It may simply be space under a staircase, a converted
chicken coop In a courtyard or What was once the inside of an oven used for baking

21 Several reports referred to the large numbersof persons in districts such 88 aI-wally, a/-Sayyda Zalnab and
Shubra.

22 The National Centre for Criminal and Social Research NCCSR report (1970).
113 Note that the 100 day planof 1966 only provided essential amendments to the drainage and sewerage systems
in Bulaq as an emergency action, not for a long-term solution.

24 AI-Ahram newspaper, February 18, 1971: Cslro's districts: Population of four districts In Cairo Is decreasing year
by year.

16 Ibid.
It For example,popular1y and not officially. ,I-Tourguman section became Ishash a/-Tourguman and sheik All
27 section became Ishuh ,I-Shellch AUIn relationto ItlIocaI planningand houSingconditions.

Rugh. CopIng with povelfy In , Cairo.
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bread and now opened up to make a room ... on the roof tops there are temporary
wooden shacks, put up to serve as accommodation for the poorest of the poor,28.

Figure 6.1 Illustrations showing deterioration in Bulaq during the 1970s.
Above map: Shaihket al-Kalaya in Bulaq, a zone of deteriorated street patterns which formed
the lshash areas as street widths were only between 2·4 meters.
Source: Cairo Map of 1978, the survey department of Giza.
Bottom image: Street sence in Bulaq facing Sinan Pasha Mosque in 1970.
Source: Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p. 198.

28 Louca, I- M. (1984) The culture of Bulaq as it is viewed by its children. The American University of Cairo Press, p.
27.
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6.3. The Muhafzah Act to Re-plan Bulaq

Bulaq's squalid conditions set in a maze of unplanned narrow streets put the district

under critical focus of the Muhafzah. Political organizations within Bulaq were responsible for

reporting any social, educational or planning problems in the district to the Muhafez, who

was charged with providing practical solutions for most problems. Cases which he was

unable to resolve were referred to the Local People's Council of the Muhafzah (al-Mag/ess

a/-Shaby) before being passed on to the cabinet (Mag/ess a/-Wizarah). For example, in

1971, after Bulaq's deterioration problems were reported to the Muhafez, Ibrahim al-

Baghdady29, arranged a visit to Bulaq to acquire a clearer sense of the district's physical

conditions 'rather than relying on written reports', to quote his words30 (Figure 6.2). However,

this visit led to the implementation of minor chanqes". In fact, due to the evident similarity in

the deterioration among most old districts of Cairo and their lack of basic facilities and

unhealthy circumstances. the Muhafzah prepared a detailed study based on the

expropriation law no. 27 for year 1956. Part of the study reported that:

'The situation of deterioration and the conditions of slums were also influenced by the
length of time which the area has been in existence, the situation that affected its growth,
the physical qualities of the sites, the inhabitants' ability to take part in the district's
economic activities, and ease of access to the city's services and facilities' 32.

Later, an al-Ahram newspaper release in 1979 announced that the latest master plan for

Bulaq was for complete occupation of the historic river frontage sites parallel to Shari al-

Cornich33
• The improvement of the district through a municipal planning process contained

strategic appeals to the ideals of partnership investment. On the other hand, during 1978,
the broader scope of this scheme included. among other projects, plans to remove and

evacuate 17 other slum districts in Cairo for health and security reasons: as their population

exceeded approximately forty percent of the capital's inhabitants; seven of these districts

were located in the Greater Cairo region34• The list included districts in western, southern

II Ibrahimal-Baghdadywas the MlIlafez from 16 June 1971 -7 September1972.
30 Severalofficialnewspapersmentionedthat a/-Baghdadl's visit to Bulaqwas due to his family owninga small
traditional bakery factory located In shya/chat a/-Fransawy section in Buiaq, althoughthe fact was that he lived
therefor some timedurtnghisChildhoOd.

31 Accordingto al-Goumhorlyya newspaper in 17 Aprtl 1972, the Muhafezsaid that I received a report from the
political orpanlzatlon In Bulaq regarding the district's problems; however, I never thought that, In the central heart
of Cairo lies a district wtwe people could live In such dreadful and unpleasant conditions .... It's It Is an affront to
the facs of the capital which needs attention. He also stated that what I have seen today In Bulaq had gone
beyond all Imagination. AccordIng to theminutes,the meetingbetweenai-Baghdadiand the IocaJ people'scouncil
for dscussion of 8u1aq'sproblemsdecided to 1. Renovatethe f898deof ai-Sultan Hasan mosqueand attach an
Islamic religiouscentre for teachingQuran. 2. The governorto appropriatean amountof 3 thousandEGP for
rebulldng a model marketto replacethe old marketwhichwas about to collapseand to demolishthe previous
one 3. Plant extra green areas In certain parts and removewaste from areas such as Bulaq al-Gsdld street,
although the wastehadbeen removedand the areacleanedpriorto his visit. 4. Constructa new day-carecentre
for childrenInhayRamlBt Bulaq and a new handicraftlearningcentre.

32 Thecairo Governorate(Muhafzah)reportfor slumclearance1977. TheMuhafzah.
31 The approval committeemet on the 2d" of March 1978, and was composedof Hasaballahai-Kafrawy,the
Mlnl8terof Construction and NewCommunities,Sud Ma'amoun,the Muhafezof CaIro,representativesfrom the
planning department of Muhafazah and the General Organization of Physical Planning (GOPP).

34 Documentsof the planning Department(1976) Report for slum clearance, TheMuhafzah.
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and central Cair035.Saad Ma'amoun, who was the Muhafez in 197836, acknowledged that

the city urgently needed to apply a well thought out vision to absorb the city's future

expansion and create the desired planning irnaqss".

Figure 6.2 The Muhafez, Ibrahim al·Baghdady, on his visit to Bulaq during April
1971.
He arranged this visit to discuss traffic problems in Shari Bulaq al G did wilh Ihe
people and traders.
Source: AI Ahram Newspaper, 6 April, 1971.

Moreover, the critical nature of adapting this vision was evident in higher authorities'

reports published in the Egyptian press. The announcement of the project included phrases

such as presenting the capital as the 'youthful face of the Egyptian body', as was stated by

Ma'amoun38. On the other hand, not surprisingly, Hasaballah al-Katrawy, the Minister of

Construction and New Communities scathingly reported the exact conditions of the district,

announcing that 'there is no need to explain the situation in words, pictures alone are

enough,39 (Figure 6.3). He explained that the high density of the district, the crowded

buildings and limited scope for future expansion, were reflected in these statistics'". He Iso

reported that 2,442 families (approx. 45.6 %) of the district's residents lived in one bedroom,

and 1,599 lived in a shared apartment. In addition, 216 families lived in a shared bedroom,

35 Ibid., Districts of western Cairo included Maspero, Marouff, al·Tourguman, Ramm/at Bou/q, Hekr abu-Doma and
a/-Azbakiyya, AI-Manasrah, 8ab al Sheriyya and a/-Mohammady in the centre, in addition 10 Foum a/-KM/eg, et-
Manea/ and old Cairo in the south.

36 Saad Ma'amoun was the Muhafez from 15 May 1977 - 12 March 1983.
37 a/-Ahram, July 19, 1979, p. 12.
36 al-Ahram, May 19,1979, p. 9.
39 al-Ahram, December 29, 1979, p. 3.
40 Ibid.
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most probably accommodated by relatives, while 19 families occupied the stairs. He also

pointed that 31.5% lived on rooftops and in vaults.

It is fair to say that the demolition of old districts was mainly driven by the fact that low-

income groups with their miserable living conditions were occupying lands which potentially

carried very high values, and, indeed, Bulaq was central to such a vision. Ghannam pointed

out that 'the location of the land overlooking the Nile was seen as central to the creation and

beautification of Cairo's tace'", On the national level, demolition and re-planning were

explained as an essential act towards revamping and modernizing the inherited face of the

Cairene people. The act was viewed as extracting and relocating large numbers of existing

residents of Bulaq from brutal living conditions to suitable, modern housing units that would

offer them a better standard of life.

41 Ghannam, RemakJng the Modem , p. 31.
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I

Figure 6.3 Aspects of Bulaq's quality during the 19708.
Above image: this image was attached to al-Kafrawy's official report published in national newspapers.
Source: al-Ahram, December 29, 1979, p. 3.
Bottom image: Ishash al-Tourguman images published in the GOPP brief.
Source: the GOPP Ishash et- Tourguman re-planning scheme Report, 1979.
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6.4. Groundwork for the Scheme

In February 1978, a plan to develop the spatial qualities of Bulaq, marked as plan 42,

was completed. The scheme was developed after approval from the Muhafzah and in line

with Sadat's directive to overcome all difficulties and obstacles that could impede

implementation of the project. This was intended to be a large scale planning scheme to

replace Cairo's chaotic decaying district with a new Central Business District (CBD). It was

clearly outlined in the scheme guidelines that the old district was to be replaced by modern

buildings, lUxury houses, tourist hotels, office buildings, multi-storey parking units,

entertainment facilities and cultural centres and the Muhafez announced that several

international companies were ready to start launching their investment projects in the

district42• The plan was initiated by a group of official state institutions to reflect the national

and economic interest, but the demolition of the district's historical monuments whose

history goes back hundreds of years, such as Sinan Pasha and Merrza mosques, was not

suggested (Figure 6.4).

The planning brief represented a textual study of the proposed ideas. It focused

specifically on the relative decline of the district's spatial qualities, observed through the

negative appearance of the industrial sites, along with the many underused sites occupied

by the various run-down areas that housed the lower income groups. Notably, the brief

outlined that the scheme was drafted first to work as a guide for future improvements of the

district. The second aim was to remove areas such as Ishash al-Tourguman, Maspero,

Marouf, Ramlet Bulaq and Hekr Abu Doma, in addition to the old market of Souq al-Asr and

Wikalat al-Balah. The third was the demolition of all old buildings constructed on classified

governmental property which would be later sold by private auction. The fourth objective was

to set a schedule for evacuation and the commencement of construction of housing units on

the city outskirts for relocation of Bulaq residents. However, the brief lacked documentation

of any formal public discussions and consultations concerning how implementation would

affect Bulaq residents43• There were just two paragraphs mentioning that relocation plans

had been studied and approved and substantial housing units were under construction in al-

Zawiya al-Hamara and Ain Shams districts. It was also mentioned that the Muhafzah would

tentatively start evacuation of the most dilapidated parts as soon as possible, as outlined in

the brief'4 (Figure 6.5).

Not surprisingly, the most significant motivation evident in the brief was its focus on the

district's strategic location in the heart of Cairo and its connectivity with several strategic

areas such as Cairo's central district (wist al bslac/). Its advantageous location meant that

the district would become a prime site for prestigious projects, basically, as Sadat proudly

42 aI-Ahram, December 27,1979, p.3.
43 Documents of the Housing Department (1979) The Muhafzah.
44 A master'a theals at CaIro University dlscU88ed this point In detail. See Imam, S. (2001) New Dsvelopments and

Urban Contexts on th8 Interrelationship, With Special Reference to Bulaq. Unpublished Master's thesis. cairo
University. Egypt.
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announced, because the land was cheap and dispensable45. It was stated in the brief that

'buildings in Bulaq had no great value and the land was less costly than what surrounded it;

although, after evacuation the land value of the site could be tripled,46. In addition, higher

planning institutions stressed the importance of re-using such sites, as this strategy was a

key step in improving housing conditions and 'the right starting point to solve the problems of

those poor people who were forced to live in such bad condltions".

Although the brief identified Bulaq as a site for business and industrial use, it

recommended a fundamentally different planning approach to involve a mix of uses, to

materialize a good spatial quality, which was necessary for bringing the land forward for

redevelopment. Whilst not yet part of the constitutional development plan, the scheme

followed the legislative policies for the borough as a whole, and for the purposes of

development control. The policy stated that 'any further changes to policies affecting the

implementation process, as a result of professional consultation or recommendations

following any subsequent inquiry into the master plan, would be considered in advance of

the final adoption of the Plan,48.It should be said that the policy had no leeway to accept any

other types of development. It was only to implement what was already planned, thus

development control was mandatory, as will be explained later. It is also apparent that the

scheme was partially a modified version of the plan from the 1930s designed by Mahboub
49

.

It had taken more than half a century for similar recommendations to be made for the

clearance of the district for urban redevelopment.

45 AI-Ahram, July 3, 1978. Also see al-Ahram, July 19, 1979, p. 9 'prestigious projects' The strategy also indicated
that financial profits gained from sold lands would be reused In constructing su~tltute housing units for the
evacuated inhabitants. The scheme, on the other hand, proposed the assignment of the riverside strip zone to
investment projects launched by the private sector, and the evacuation of the unwanted small Industrial
workshops and warehouses, which would be replaced by 'modem and prestigiOUSbuildings' (Ibid).

46 DoCuments of the Department of Housing (1979) plan studying report, The Muhafzah.
471ntervlewwith Ma'amoun published In AI·Ahram, May 19,1979, p. 9.
46 Documents of the Department of Housing (1979) plan studying report, The Muhafzah.
4GMahboub's scheme was previously discussed in chapter four.
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Figure 6.4 The site of the historical Sinan Pasha mosque.
The mosque was surrounded by old workshops and warehouses which were subject to demolition.
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Figure 6.5 Layout of al-Zawya al-Harnra project.
Plan of new housing blocks designed in 1979 by the Muhafzah to relocate the Bulaqi residents (see
Appendix 0.5)
Top right: Hasaballah al-Kafrawy, the Minister of Construction and New Communities under the
Sadat regime.
Source: AI-Ahram (1979) May 19, p. 9.
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6.5. Bulaq '42 Plan'
6.5.1. Radial Street Circulation

Although Cairo had major problems keeping pace with the great increase in demands on

its transportation network due to the influx of people into urban districts caused by

industrialization, the city had made considerable strides in this direction. As mentioned

earlier, during the early ao" century considerable attention was devoted to providing an

efficient tram system in the capital which had now become overloaded and needed further

expansion and maintenance. Available archival images showed that an active rail system

served this extremely busy urban area and included links to Bulaq50.Of particular interest

are three major streets in Bulaq (Figure 6.6) which had been reserved for rigid rail tracks:

Shari al-Mataba'a al-Ahliyya, Shari el-Teraa el-Boulakeya and Shari Foua'ad al-Awal, and

which were also used by other vehicles, causing slow traffic movement due to the trams'

frequent stops to pick up or discharge passengers.

To address this problem, plan 42 proposed specific amendments to the street system.

There were proposals to connect the district with a radial grid and facilitate circulation with a

major movement axis to improve the district's links with the hub of the city, in addition to

construction of a loop of transportation 51. It would become clear that the planning committee

had agreed to remove rail tracks from Bulaq; indeed, it was perfectly understandable that

due to unavoidable noise and congestion, trams should be removed from the district. At the

same time plans were set to construct prestigious touristic projects in many of its zones.

Significantly, the removal of these tracks had already been recorded on the Bulaq map of

198452
• It shows that Shari al-Mataba'a al-Ahliyya, as proposed, had become a major

boulevard bordering the riverfront zone to imitate and complement the frontage image of the

Nile, while Shari el-Teraa el-Boulakeya was on the border of the Ishash al-Tourguman

section, which was also designated for luxury developments. Thus, in the light of these

plans, removing the tracks and widening these streets was unavoidable. This conclusion

was also reached by the Minister of Transport when he replied to a request from the

planning department of the Muhafzah to approve this act53•

On the other hand, major streets on Bulaq's borders, such as Shari Yuliya, al-Sikka al-

Hadid, ai-Gaia and al-Sabtiyya, were simply fitted into the plan, while most of the inner roads

were amended. These new routes, as the committee suggested, were designed to improve

the definition of the new urban zones and their land use 'to serve the new communities

which are targeted for development...... the new roads are intended to serve new

development planned directly along their routes, and not just to update what already

exists,54.What annoyed the local council committee at that time was the actual number of

50 Scharabl, Kairo, p. 83.
61 Documents of the Department of planning (1978).The Muhafzah.
52 Cairo. Bulaq map 1984. Cairo survey department. See p. 192.
53 Documents of the Department of planning (1978).The Muhafzah.
64 Ibid.
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changes contemplated in the road network, which would 'impose an entire new road

circulation system, one that would basically be installed over the old one'55. While the inner

road circulation was a response to demands for the reshaping of Bulaq, some key routes

were preserved in the form of the existing boulevards of Shari ai-Cornish and Shari Bulaq al-

Gadid, both of which were to be doubled in width to reach 50 meters. However, the

proposed radials were to be 30 meters or less in width56. The most important consideration

related to the way in which the old streets and new road networks proposed by the plan

were to fit in with other patterns implemented in the various urban zones'". On a positive

note, the planning proposals for the new road circulation were bound to generate some

distinct new physical tissue which would help to eradicate the old image of a district in

decline. In addition, it appears that adequate provision for servicing the substantial

anticipated projects had been made.

Figure 6.6 Major streets which had been reserved for rigid rail tracks.
Above left: tram tracks located at Shari el-Teraa el-Boulakeya in 1924.
Bottom left: the entry avenue of Bulaq in 1921, facing the Gas Company of Cairo offices.
Right: Shari al-Mataba'a al-Ahliyya in 1930.

6.5.2. The Land Use Zones

Plan 42's key policy was aimed at dividing the district into several zones of land use. As a

major step towards improvement of the existing spatial qualities of the district, it was clearly

stated in the planning brief that 'within the section of major change, planning authorization

will be approved for the district's redevelopment as a mixture of land uses, assuring that no

conflict with legislatively approved complementary planning guidance for the site could

55 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
51 This was the case of Ishash al-Tourguman area.
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occur'". On the other hand, re-planning these zones was intended to improve street

accessibility and to improve open spaces, parking areas and provide luxury projects. The

planning committee designated the following zones for mixed land usage:

1. The riverfront zone, occupied by run-down industrial buildings owned by the

Muhafzah. The land usage proposed for this zone was for private leisure projects,

office buildings and hotels and tourist facilities.

2. Inner zones which formed the old Bulaq and which were occupied by Ishash and

dilapidated houses and industrial activities were designated for clearance and

relocation of the population to new settlements on the city outskirts.

3. Zones of Historical Monuments and Conservation Areas: in dealing with the

historical monuments, the scheme prioritized the preservation and renewal of

historical areas. These areas were determined according to the predominant

commercial and industrial activities and their land use patterns. The policy

guidelines focused on upgrading and developing all surrounding public spaces to

provide tourist facilities, including hotels and cultural centres. This would be

achieved through eradicating various encroaching buildings and providing more

pedestrian paths and traffic control measures. In addition, parking would not be

permitted in these areas.

Apparently, Engineer Foua'ad al-Gouhary, the Department of Housing Deputy.

announced that the planning committee proposed to commence the evacuation and

expropriation of what they called 'priority zones' on the basis of a schedule of

implementation59• Priority was given to the most run-down zones and, at the same time, to

zones which required rapid development, such as the river frontage zone, but did not require

expropriation. This action allowed improvements to commence quickly and easily60· The

official document listed these priority zones as follows (Figure 6.7).

1. Ishash al-Tourguman zone, which includes Shyakhet a/-Tourguman, a/-Oa/aya, a/-
Adawyya and parts of Shari al-Galaa, Shanan, and Baheeg. This site was estimated

to cover 19 feddan and 5000 people were to be relocated to new housing blocks

built on the city's outskirts at al-Zawyya al-Hamra61•

2. Part of Maspero section facing Shari Yuliya and spanning from Abul Ela mosque to

Shari al-Cornich

3. Ramlet Bulaq zone, facing the Nile River boulevard

68lbld.
69 Documents of the Housing Department (1979) 8 September. The Muhafzah.
60 Ibid.
61 A similar action ~as also ~pp~oved to clear an area of 11 feddans and relocate 2000 people from Arab ai-
Mohammady to Am shams dlstnct.
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4. Suoq al-Asr zone, which included fragmented areas located behind the river

frontage zone

However, it should be noted that plan 42 was developed based on the Muhafzah's desire

to encourage specific categories of land use in the district, such as commercial and

entertainment activities. Although attempts had been made to designate certain planning

zones within the district, this was regarded as a project for the future, and no scheme was

produced for comprehensive multiple-use zoning of the district. The latter would have

required a more proactive policy-led approach in which zones would have been created as a

means of protecting the character of important historical monuments whilst allowing for other

legitimate uses. It was not the scheme's intention to indicate where prospective

developments might or might not be encouraged, as only the government had the authority

to set the overall economic and political pattern. At the physical level, the planning scheme

allowed a default for areas that already demonstrated a string of private multiple-uses within

the activity zones. This approach proposed some form of control over the types of activities

officially approved within these zones based on the activities permitted in each one.
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Maspero
Pro osed for redevelo

Ramlet Bulaq
Proposed for clearance
redevelopment

The river frontage zone ~
Proposed for clearance d
redevelopment

Suq al Asr area
Proposed for clearance

Ishash al- Tourguman
Proposed for evacuation,
clearance and redevelopment

Figure 6.7 Bulaq re-planning scheme drafted in 1978.
Indicated on the plan the priority zones for improvement.
Source: AI Ahram Newspaper, 1979 (redrawn by researcher - see Appendix C.2).
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6.6. The River Frontage Zone Special Amendments

Prior to the final completion of plan 42, a new high-rise twin towers building, called Cairo

Plaza62, was already under construction in Bulaq's river frontage zone63• The project was

taken on by Misr Abu Dhabi Property and Development Company64under a decree by the

Minister for the Economy and the State No. 111 issued on 18/5/197665• One of the main

reasons for the establishment of this company was for the management and further

development of tourism, residential complexes, offices, and commercial facilities in Cairo. In

pursuit of these goals, the project's riverside site was to be put to the 'most effective possible

use,66.

Moreover, this project was considered a great challenge in terms of establishing a new

visual and urban image for Bulaq, which had been renowned as an industrial and historical

district since its earliest years. In addition, the project implementation procedures had to

meet the planning guidelines set by the Muhafzah in order to gain official approval to start

construction as the design was assigned to a Multinational firm: the Associated Continental

Architects (Gulf) ConSUltancy. Preliminary ideas for the project were first presented in 1978

to the planning department of the Muhafzah. A board formed by the developers and

members of the Muhafzah carried out negotiations to approve the designs. But it seems that

the developers encountered a number of problems, such as completing the clearance of the

site, and gaining special approvals to use new materials which had not previously been used

in building projects in Cairo (Figure 6.8).Therefore, in March 1978, a board, for direction and

organization of construction work, led by the minister's undersecretary for technical guidance

and localities in Cairo, was formed to review the design drafts submitted by the firm of

designers on behalf of the developer for final approval67•

Although construction was not yet under way, planners involved in completing plan 42

were required to take the deposited layout of the building into account when considering

amendments for Shari al-Comich and the back section of Shari al-Mataba'a al-Ahliyya. In

• C81ro Plaza Study Programme Introduced In 1979. The twin towers of CaIro Plaza are situated on the eastern
side of the Nile with an approximate area of 6.200 square meters and a 150 meter frontage onto the Comich a/-
N/I,boulevard. They were Initially constructed to comply with the direct wish of Anwar Sadat to launch a schedule
for re-developlng the whole riverfront of Bulaq In 1978. The 'Giant Project' was one of a series of projects planned
by the stat. to attract global capital and encourage private Investment. The Muhafazah added the phrase 'Cairo'
to the project's tItI. to reflect the state's economic and polItICal move towards globalism.

83 See (Appendix 0.3)
M An Egyptian company legally subject to the provlslona of Law No. 43 for Investment In 1974.
• The company waslnl1lally established with venture capital of one million sterling pounds (SP) In 1976. However,
the company's General Assembly resolution committee In the 25th of June, 19n approved an increase of Its
venture capItaJ to seven million (SP), in addition to the approval no. 23144/19n of the General Investment
Authority during Ita forty fourth meeting. It employed Investment of Arab and foreign capItaJ In addition to the free
zones representing Egyptian Interests at that time.

• C81ro plaza brief and p'roflle 1978.
f7 AccordIng to the 2tl' meeting's minutes for drectlng and organizing construction work. on 251311978. the
committee approved the project after reviewing all the drawings by a high-level board of specialists and
profeulonals, The approving committee Included: Ahmsd Mohamsd Gareeb: Director of Housing Department,
Moahmoud Mahflr. DIrector of Planning Department and Abdalla Beshnaq: Representative of the public
administration needs. However, the approval was cond1tionai on the project's Objectivity and commitment to the
identical provisions and regulations of the law 10611976, In addition to Its commitment to the Ministerial Decree
number 533 for year 1973 which approved Arab and foreign capital Investment projects In Egypt within a budget
of fifty four million and eight hundred and eighty four thousand EGP.
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May 1978, The Muhafez assistant applied to the planning department with regard to the

possibility of allowing extra widths for both streets. He stated that:

'As the committee is aware of the current construction of a high-rise building
on the riverfront of Bulaq replacing the previous site of al-Amiri press shown in the
attached map, it is required to give extra consideration to surrounding streets to
effectively serve this and similar futuristic projects. It is requested that before
submitting the final revision of the scheme, special approval for this site from the
Muhafez be made mandatory,68.

Figure 6.B Cairo Plaza project, completed In 1979.
As publishedin oneof the mostpopulararchitecturalmagazinesestablish d
duringthe 1970s.
Source:Alamal-Binaamagazine,1978.

It appeared that, in response, two important actions were considered: the removal of the

tram tracks, which was a mandatory provision, and utilization of the maximum street widths

authorized by the building regulations to allow construction of high rise towers in this zone. It

was realized that adding extra width to Shari al-Mataba'a al-Ahliyya would be of great

advantage during the plan's lmplementatlon'". Clearly, the tram tracks were shown on the

original official map which was presented to the Bulaq section for approval (Figure 6.9). The

map illustrated the proposed site lines, the building layouts and the existing widths of both

68 MemorandumfromtheMuhafezassistantin 21 May1978,Number226. the planningdep rtmenl TheMuhafzah.
69 Notethat Egyptianbuildingregulationsstate that buildingheightsmust not exceed 1.5 times the street's width.
Thiswill bediscussedin chapternine.
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streets. However, it is evident that reasonable setbacks for Shari ai-Cornish were provided

while no modifications were applied to Shari al-Mataba'a al-Ahliyya at that stage. On that

issue, the committee later recommended that street widths of 50 m would apply to major

roads surrounding the river frontage zone in order to facilitate the construction of high rise

buildings and ease the flow of traffic crossing towards Shari Yuliya.

But at this stage, the question is, did the scheme offer any significant solutions to the

problems relating to physical quality and the population influx into the district? And did it fulfil

the existing needs in terms of the history and land uses of the district and solving existing

problems caused by deterioration? To answer this question it is worth reviewing the main

physical aspects of the scheme: inner radial road circulation, a new focal roundabout in the

centre of the road pattem, the widening of all main streets, opening of new ones to connect

with Shari ai-Cornish, identification of new zones of land usage and approval for clearance in

others, and commencement of new developments, while most important was the relocation

of Bulaqis living in these areas. Whatever improvements were proposed for the road

network, the plan did not make a serious attempt to address the existing problems: the

people and their actual needs, as al-Kafrawy was to claim in a TV interview in 2007. In fact,

spatial qualities of the district were to become an increasingly thorny issue70
• Thirty years

after these events, al-Kafrawy stated that:
1 toldPresidentSadatthat thiswasnota feasibleproject,andthat it was not the right

decisionto force these people[the residentsof al-Tourguman]to leavetheir homesand
workplacesanddumpthemon the edge of the city, hopelessand useless,but he never
respectedmyopinion.... Iclearlystatedthat Iwasagainstthis project,71.

On the other hand, it seems evident that visions for improving the spatial qualities of

specific sections of the district, rather than the qualities of its inner sections, were given

priority in the plan. For example, the widening of streets surrounding the river frontage zone

and granting of building height extensions demonstrated that the state, through the

Muhafzah, managed to produce a model development plan to convey 'how they wanted the

district to be presented, but did not express how it could be improved,72.At the level of the

local planning authority, the Muhafzah aimed to merely draft plan 42 as a comprehensive

plan: to set the guidelines for allocating new land uses to existing zones of clearance and

general guidance for amendment of street circulation, including regulation of setbacks and

street alignment; and it became clear from Interviews with the planners that the plan never

went beyond this stage. It was not a plan designed to improve the spatial qualities of Bulaq;

'in fact it was a plan made to further the ambition of Cairo's infitah to articulate a physical

70 It also worth saying that during 1971 a committee meeting of the Muhafazah headed by Mr. Ahmed AbdBl
Rahamn. the MuhafzJJhgeneral secretary, approved relocation of residents of I.hash ai-Tourguman and other
sections of Bulaq: which was not a new Idea as available records from official newspapers and documents of the
Muhafazah acknowledged that several decreeshad been issued regarding relocating Bulaqi residentsfrom
specific sections. However, commencement was approved for individual developments such as constructing the
new building of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Maspero, which was not linked to any planning
recommendations.

71 Interview with a1-Kafrawy (2007) Hewsr BBkhen Q6C1dan.AI-Mehwarchannel. Cairo, Egypt.
72 a1-Ahram, May 28,1979, p. 4.
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image of a great and modern city,73. In addition, the plan was obviously drafted for the

purpose of fulfilling the economic agenda of the powerful developers who at that time

wanted to invest in Bulaq, without thought for the impact such a stance would have on the

wider issue of the district's spatial problems. Accordingly, this point of view could explain

why plan 42 never reached the final stages of approval, although some of its features were

implemented, for instance, in lshash al-Tourguman section, which will be discussed next 74.

The original published plan did not contain accurate details as to how the new road

network would operate, the exact street widths, and most importantly, how it could function

within the larger network of the city: especially after the recommended removal of the tram

tracks from Bulaq. This could also help to explain why plan 42 was described as a schematic

plan which lacked many important details, and failed to gain official approval during the final

stages of preparation'", Thus, it could be said that plan 42 was drafted only to show the

basic guidelines for redevelopment of Bulaq, and not to establish an efficient and genuine

plan that could have been effectively implemented. Rather, the special committee approval,

at a certain stage, transferred the task to the General Organization of Physical Planning

(GOPP), or Haya'at al-Takhtit al-Omrany, to commence detailed urban design schemes for

the recommended development zones". This implies that plans to develop Bulaq were

focused on individual sections of the district rather than dealing with its problems as a whole.

Drafts of the plan, on the other hand, did not consider how the new road network would

replace the old one, or the widths required for practical operation. Available archival records

of the plan revealed no evidence that such issues were seriously considered. A single record

from 1978 did show that the Muhafzah asked for an assistant from the Ministry of

Transportation to temporarily join the committee for what it called 'professional advice,77.

From the Muhafzah documents it appears that individual decisions made by the assistant

were deemed sufficient to complete the task or, as I would tend to assume, would have

closed the circuit of approval for the scheme. In this case no other voices would have been

heard regarding the amended street circulation, if the transport department had given their

approval. It was just a question of completing the required paper work. My assumption could

be reinforced by the comment made by a local representative of Bulaq in a subsequent

meeting that:

'The plan failed to provideany serioussolutionsto actuallydevelopBulaqas a
whole, the idea of dealingwith each section separatelydid not add any powerful
amendmentsand the result was a schematic plan which failed in accuracyand
professionalism...... the plan did not show accurate dimensions of new street
widths,or whatwould replacethe existingbuildings,78.

731bld.
74 When I visited the department of certified projects at the Muhafzah, I failed to locate the original drawings for plan
42. The head of department Informed me that 'this plan did not obtain official approval thus It Is not listed In the
department archives'. '

76 Documents of the Local Council of the Muhafzah (1979). The Muhatzah.
76 The establishment of this planning entity will be explained In detail In chapter eight.
n Documents of the planning Department (1979). The Muhafzah.
78 Documents of the Department of planning (1978).The Muhafzah.
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Additionally, it was recorded that several buildings and governmental properties were

already under construction before the completion of plan 42, namely Dar al-Kutub, and the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, whilst several other buildings were in the queue for approval from

the Muhafzah. The fact that these buildings already existed meant that this area, tacitly, had

been reserved for certain land uses previously confirmed by the Muhafzah (Figure 6.10).

However, Ahmed Baha'a, a popular Egyptian writer wrote critically in one of his weekly

articles about how annoying it was to realize that additional governmental buildings were

built or in the process of construction in the river zone while priority should have been given

to what he called profitable projects. He wrote that:

'Muhafazat al-Kahira [the Muhafzah] has approved, and is still approving,
construction of massive quantities of governmental buildings and public utilities on
the Nile Boulevard. Several resolutions are awaiting implementation for
construction of more and more: the Arabic Language Complex, the Higher Institute
for Arab Studies, and others. My question is, should not such a site be devoted to
profitable projects such as hotels and commercial complexes'? 79.

71 aI.Ahnlm newspaper, AprIl 3, 1981:7
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Cairo Plaza Layout proposal replacing ai-Amery press' previous site,
Source: Hay Bulaq, Archive section,
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Figure 6.10 Map of the River front in 1984.
The map indicates the existing buildings before the
scheme.
Source: Cairo map 1984, the Survey Department,
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6.7.lshash al-Tourguman Re-planning scheme

'The state's strategy is to generatea newpart of the city
with high qualityurbanplacesfor officebuildings,mixeduse
of commercial, cultural and residential activities and
entertainment,80.

'The processof renewalin the cities is closely relatedto
the developmentprocessesto meet external influencesand
their adaptionto meet the new challengesof functioningas
a modern city. Re-planning a district is a process
characterisedby distinctiveinclusivenessand integration,in
addition to its dynamics of constant change. In order to
achieve proper links between diverse elementsof the city,
integrationand inclusionmust be consideredwhen planning
any districton the basis of the city's generalmasterplan, as
must the impact of any amendment or renewal of the
surroundingcontext' 81.

As mentioned earlier, the broader vision to re-plan Bulaq was aligned with the state's focus

on developing specific sections of the district. AI-Kafrawy admitted that 're-planning and re-

building Ishash al-Tourguman, from a professional point of view, would achieve several

goals. First, saving the people from the collapse of dwellings which had load bearing walls

made of mud and wooden roottops'". Second was to facilitate the president's vision 'to

achieve a decent life for these poor people who have lived in this area for generations,83

(Figure 6.11). To that end, in 1978, plans for developing Ishash al-Tourguman were handed

to the GOPP, and in August 1979 it announced the completion of a new urban design layout,

which did not endeavour to encompass the whole district. The planning committee of the

GOPP produced general guidelines for recreating al-Tourguman in a new fashion. In

particular, it sought to concentrate on developing major axis roads to connect the district with

the central heart of the city and to leave further development to private initiatives, having

created some open spaces that had no public utilities84•

The aims underlying the symptomatic scheme were initiated in the re-planning brief of

Bulaq. However, al-Tourguman brief practically reiterated the general principles previously

outlined for Bulaq as a whole. Specifically, it stated that, firstly, the plan was to widely

consider attaining a mix of uses to ensure that the site could facilitate as much as possible

the provision of lUxury housing, touristic hotels, and administrative facilities, developing good

accessibility for transportation across the site, and enhancing the pedestrian network

through the site. Finally, the brief was to upgrade the site's visual image and convey the

impression of a context of high urban quality to attract investors, inhabitants and tourists85.

80 Interviewwith al-Kafrawy,MinisterofConstructionand NewCommunitiespublishedina1-Ahram,May17, 1979.
81 Ishasha1-Tourgumanre-planningschemeReport(1979). GOPP.Calro .p.1.
82 Ibid., Interviewwith al-Kafrawy,May17,1979.
83lshashal-Tourgumanre-planningschemeReport(1979).
84 See(Appendix0.6)
86 Ibid.
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On a practical level, the approval of the scheme was intended to endorse proposals to

clear the site of al-Tourguman in order to construct a number of publicly supported projects.

It was part of the broader ambition of re-planning the whole district of Bulaq and an

important part of the general scheme as a national project. The GOPP, in this respect,

prepared detailed physical and social studies of the existing tissue of the Ishash. The study

also conducted a thorough survey of this section which contained observations on its

physical conditions in relation to Bulaq, regarding the actual land uses, condition and heights

of buildings, and visual aspects'". Michel Fo'uad, the GOPP board chairman wrote that 'the

re-planning project for Ishash al-Tourguman will have a major impact as the first

reconstruction project of a slum area in an old district in Egypt'87.

Figure 6.11 A series of images of Ishash al-Tourguman published in the GOPP brief.
Source: The GOPP Ishash al-Tourguman re-planning scheme Report, 1979.

66 Ibid., p. 2.
87 Ibid.
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In the brief, three alternative initial proposals were included, along with a final modified

plan which incorporated positive improvements on the other three, and this was prepared

through teamwork by a committee from the GOpp88. In terms of the site's new land uses,

proposals included a conference and community complex, a hotel, an office building and

luxury apartment high-rise, an entertainment and cultural complex, a commercial complex, a

multi-storey car-park, and finally, several green open spaces and landscapes (Figure 6.12).

However, the three alternative proposals shared the following aims:

1. To situate the multi-storey car park at the connection road point of Shari Shanan and al-

Sahafa.

2. To create and design an open space to surround an existing historical church, as the

new square will be considered the physical approach to the church facing Shari al-

Galaa.

3. To locate the conference centre at the southern corner of the site to face the two main

streets of Shari al-Sahafa and Shari al-Galaa.

4. To design suitable pedestrian paths and create a distinctive visual identity for the place.

On the other hand, an Engineer from the GOPP explained that each alternative had

special advantages and positive urban design features to recommend it89• The first

alternative's main features were the design of continuous octagonal buildings to form an

integral inner urban space, expressing the buildings' functions and separating land uses, in

addition to locating the hotel in a central position in order to create a focal landmark on the

site. The second alternative proposed the construction of four towers overlooking Shari

Shanan. These were to contain offices, apartments, lUxury housing, and administrative units.

However, the location of the hotel was to be at the higher edge of the site near the multi-

storey car park and away from the main access of Shari al-Galaa. The third alternative

featured a different trend of linear solutions for the site's land usage. The proposal included

the creation of three main perpendicular axes for land use, with Shari al-Galaa as the central

axis of the commercial and leisure facilities, the second axis, overlooking Shari Shanan, was

to contain lUxury housing and offices, and be connected to form a wall which would

correspond to another facing wall overlooking Shari al-Sahafa, which would house

commercial and cultural activities. Regarding the central axis, the designers visualised the

hotel as a focal point and landmark for the site, offering entertainment facilities on its lower

levels.

88 The scheme was supervised by engineer abdul-Wahab sabaa, the General Director of the organization, and
consultancy was by Dr. Sayed a/- Touny, the specialist consultant at the same organization and an architectural
professor at Cairo University. He had an important input In the proposal's conceptual ideas and the first and final
stages of drafting.

89 Engineer Nagwa Sa/em is currently the head of the Greater cairo High Committee (al-Iagna a/-olya 19-takhtet a/-
Qahira a/-kubra) at the GOPP.
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In February 1979, a collective committee composed of specialist planners and

engineers90 was formed to discuss the feasibility of the three alternatives according to a set

of planning and architectural criteria and to select the best practical option for

lmplementanon". It was also suggested that the scheme should be implemented over

several independent phases to ensure its completion. On the other hand, the planning

survey analysis of the al-Tourguman scheme set a number of recommendations regarding

several existing structures on the site. Special attention was given to public, religious, and

historical buildings92, in addition to buildings classified as in good cononion". Also, buildings

in a poor state, which were calculated to occupy approximately 75 per cent of the section's

total area, were to be demolished and re-planned. It was found that 20 percent of the

buildings were in good condition, 15 percent in average condition and 65 percent in poor

condition. Housing covered almost 80 percent of the area, and there were high rates of

overcrowding of 1200 persons perfeddan and of 3.5 person per room.

Shortly afterwards, in a meeting which took place in March 1979, the planning committee

completed its modifications and expressions of concern regarding the final proposal. The

selected scheme was approved along with a detailed urban design programme of land use

zones, functions, and road networks in relation to the surrounding context, as required by

the brief. The programme included details of the major buildings' functions, locations, and

calculations of their size. In addition, a comprehensive layout of the proposal was drafted

and supported by a series of cross sections through the whole site (Figure 6.13). After this

meeting, a concluding report was edited and circulated regarding the main characteristics of

the proposed scheme. The committee set nine planning criteria which varied from the

project's practicality and the feasibility of gradual implementation to visual significance and

planning issues94• However, implementation of the plan was suspended and then cancelled

when Sadat was assassinated in 1981, and all plans for improving Bulaq were put on hold.

DO The committee was composed of engineer Shawlcl Shaban, engineer Nagwa Salem Nasr, both from the GOPP,
and engineer, NohHI Salah a/-Bana, and headed by Dr. Sayed a/-Touny, the specialist planning consultant, and
engineer M/chel Fo'uad Gorgy, the GOPP board Chairman. See minutes from the meeting of 17/February 1979
held at the Muhafzah.

81 The official report for al- Tourguman scheme neglected discussion of several aspects such as the
implementation's social impact on the remaining sections of the district, the proposed stages for clearing the land
and the economic Implications.

" The buildings mentioned in the report are al-Ahram newspaper and press bUildings facing a/eGa/sa street, IPS
Building, the Court Complex, aI-Tanm/a Bank and an old church.

t3lahash aI-Tourguman re-plannlng scheme Report (1979).
Mlahaah aI-Tourguman re-plannlng scheme Report, p. 18.
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Figure 6.12 The alternative proposals for zoning and land use in Ishash al-Tourguman.
Source: Ishash al-Tourguman re-planning scheme Report 1979. GOPP. Cairo.
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The Project Urban Elements
I. Conference Center
2. Communication Center
3. Culture and Entertainment Complex
4. Theatre
5. Cinema
6. Commercial and Entertainment Complex
7. A Multi-Story Car park
8. Nursery
9. Luxury Housing and Office buildings

I
10. The Hotel .
[I. Mosque
12. The Mosque Plaza
13. Existing Church
14. A Plaza
IS. Main Approach
16. Al-Ahram Building
17. Al-Ahram Press Building
18. The Court Complex
19. Existing buildings
20. The IPS Building

/

FIgure 6.13 Layout of the final proposal and sections for land use.
Source: Ishash al-Tourguman re-planning scheme Report 1979, GOPP, Cairo.
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6.S. Conclusion

It is important to mention that the project for re-planning Bulaq received wide publicity

across official media and newspapers in Egypt at that time, with images shown of President

Sadat and various governmental officials at the many interviews and meetings which took

place during the preparation of the project. Indeed, the strategic location of the district in the

heart of Cairo explains the planning authority's determination to realize its full potential in

supporting the Infitah policies for establishment of a modern capital. In that respect, Bulaq

was considered an appropriate district to fulfil the vision of utilizing Cairo's historic sites to

attract tourists and foreign investment, and simultaneously, to eliminate the unsightly parts of

the city which presented the capital in a depressing image.

Archival documents and newspapers were extremely informative in explaining how the

district of Bulaq, in terms of its location and poor spatial qualities, was perceived at the time

of drafting the plan, and supplied information about the intended organization of the district's

spaces, which had been neglected and misused for a long time. These sources, on the other

hand, helped to reveal the actual rationale behind the desire to impose spatial order on

bordering zones such as the river frontage zone and inner zones such as Ishash al-

Tourguman section.

Not surprisingly, the reactions of the planning authority and the people were mixed. The

people's responses to plan 42 suggest that it failed to take proper account of the tight

physical tissue of the district and the district's historical sense of place, which had been

shaped over centuries: a process which had been taken place around some of the historical

monuments at its heart. It is quite obvious that through this scheme what the government

was really attempting was the destruction of this historic district, as none of the official

documents considered, or even referred to its potential for survival. On the other hand, the

plan was widely criticised for its failure to fulfil the social needs of the people living in Bulaq.

Traders and workers raised a number of complaints regarding the state's development plans

for the district while others showed their complete support. Many residents and workshops

owners claimed that their jobs and shops had built up a reputation during their many years in

Bulaq and locating them in another place would threaten their survival9s• In this regard,

Hamdy Ahmed, the Deputy District of Bulaq, questioned the state's ability to afford housing

units for the four hundred thousand people living in Bulaq who had been selected for

relocation. He manifestly demanded that the process of evacuation be operated in tandem

with the building of new houses for the huge number of people due to be relocated 96.

The frustration with regard to the gap between the contents of plan 42 and the city

realities were major concerns which led to the scheme's failure to deliver the spatial qualities

that would fulfil the poor people's needs. Moreover, there was obvious bias in favour of the

upper classes, a lack of public participation in decision making, and imposition of an

95 al-Ahram, December 29,1979, p. 3.
96/bid.
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imported order on the physical pattern of the district. Also, the plan was excessively

ambitious in relation to government capacities, particularly in terms of human and financial

resources. It lacked, in some cases, an understanding of the local economic and social

dynamics, which was vital to preparation of plans relevant to the local situation. For

example, the proposed zoning arrangements were in conflict with the intensification of land

use, plan drawings were inaccurate and, most importantly, there was a lack of consultation

between the planning committee and other involved parties, such as the Ministry of

Transport on one side and the local representatives and residents on the other side.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

REMAKING FOR THE TWENTY FIRST CENTURY

BULAQ ABUL ELA 2005



Signs of contemporary deteriorated conditions in Ramlet Bulaq.
Today's view of Ramlet Bulaq's government built social housing (constructed in 1966), showing
several modifications by its low-class occupants.
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7.0. Remaking the Twenty First century Bulaq

Moving forward to the first decade of the twentieth century we can trace the emergence of

an institutionalized form of planning out of certain cultural, economic and political

circumstances as a form of land use control. It emerged as a social movement led by a

series of individual organizations seeking social reform; or at least this was the case in

Britain, the dominant power of that time1. It is apparent that the same decade of the twenty

first century denoted a huge shift in planning practices worldwide and especially in Egypt, in

another movement from town and spatial based planning into a more user-friendly and

socially-led environmental planning2• Similarly to the early emergence. the shift in planning

practices followed long-term criticism of sustained inhuman and authoritative, profession-

centred approaches that had resulted in many failures in terms of problematic areas, such

as Bulaq in Cairo. While the first shift provided us with new concepts, such as Garden cities

and module structured and modular cities, the recent shift's central focus is on the

regeneration and remaking of old urban contexts, giving rise to concepts such as urban

village, sustainable communities and efficient transportation strategy: in other words,

enhancing and improving existing urban landscapes for sustainable and efficient use.

But, how could this shift affect the long-term problematic issue of remaking Bulaq? To

what extent did the planning institutions in Cairo realize that time was running out for

rescuing the rapidly deteriorating district following several abortive attempts? Did they learn

the lessons and re-draft their priorities? This chapter intends to look at the planning scheme

of Bulaq in 2005, which leaves a time span of about 30 years since the previous plan, during

which planning practices, theory and research have significantly changed in terms of

objectives, strategies and implementation.

The social and economic pressures were the main drivers for both periods, which

confirms the mutually dependent relationship between the socia-cultural and economical

context on one side and planning practices and policies on another". The socia-economical

pressures and the state's desire to improve the economic profile of Cairo in the escalating

competition with other Middle Eastern cities such as Dubai and Jeddah have reinstated the

project for remaking Bulaq at the forefront of planning priorities in Egypt. During the recent

decade, the need for developing Bulaq was seen entirely differently than in the time of

previous schemes, as will be highlighted in this chapter. Generating financial markets,

capital and economic outlets has become of primary importance to the Egyptian government.

From this perspective, the whole process was designed to deliver certain images and assets

for the national economy rather than to improve the local residents' conditions. Definitely,

remaking Bulaq in the 2000s is a remaking of a different district, even if it remains the same

in many of its aspects.

1 Blowers, A. and Evans. B. (1997) Town Planning for the Twenty First Century. London: Psychology Press. p. 2 - 4.
2lbld.
3/bld.
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It is therefore the aim in this chapter to analyze the visions and strategies which guided

the drafting of the scheme of 2005 and how those visions led the planning team to apply

specific spatial arrangements for land use and construction activities. It will become evident

that the scheme was supported by the introduction of the 1983 planning law which contained

a number of modified clauses on the renewal of old districts. It was also believed that this

law would offer a quick fix for many of the complex issues and shortcomings in the previous

planning law of 1956. Therefore, the chapter explains how the plan addressed improving the

spatial qualities of Bulaq and how these qualities were affected by the construction of high

rise buildings in the river frontage zone and of the 15 May Bridge during the 1990s.

Furthermore, the most important impact became apparent through presentation of the

scheme to the Local's People Committee, which raised significant objections to the plan.

After much negotiation and revision, the final plan was approved in 2005. But in this case, a

crucial question can be raised: what were the actual conditions of the district's spatial

qualities that, by the beginning of the new century, had made its remaking so urgent, when

the previous two schemes had failed to be implemented?

7.1. Visions of remaking: .trategle. for the 218t century.

Following Sadat's assassination in 1981, the project of remaking Bulaq was put on hold.

leading to a period of uncertainty about the intentions of the new regime and what to do next

which lasted until the turn of the twenty first century. The Muhafzah's failure to complete the

Ishash al-Tourguman project in 1980 highlighted the need to review the then ineffective and

impractical urban renewal policies, legislation and procedures. The acceleration of

deterioration in old districts required the local planning authority to search for realistic

solutions to re-planning, based on proper planning principles, comprehensive feasibility

studies and phased implementation. After the Muhafzah was publicly criticized for its

questionable approaches towards the clearance of Ishash al-Tourguman section, a shift in

the planning authority's attitudes towards improving the spatial qualities of old districts had

been observed. As a result of al-Tourguman project failure, a new planning law (Law 3 for

year 1983) was issued to replace all previous planning legislation in Egypt. In prlnciple, it

outlined new guidelines for the renewal of old districts. The first article of the law clearly

states that 'all districts and areas suffering from severe signs of deterioration in its buildings

or living areas must be cleared and re-plenned". Mainly, this law allowed the Muhafzah to

extend their control over clearance procedures and to re-plan areas that were defined as

'overcrowded and highly deteriorated', while areas that lacked basic services and

infrastructure were approved for upgrading within a flexible model of developments. Also, the

law set a list of guidelines that required urban, social and economic studies to be conducted

4 The Egyptian Gazette. Law 3 for year 1983. The Amerl Press.
5 Alam. A. (1997) Urban RSfl6Wsl. AI·Angiow. Cairo. Egypt. p. 277.
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prior to any remaking decision on clearance: to determine the proper classification of each

area with regard to suitability for clearance or upgrading
6
.

The introduction of this law was a response to the increasing attention being paid to

tackling problems of poverty and decline in old districts and other marginal shanty town-like

areas. On national occasions President Mubarak was continuously expressing his concerns

regarding problems of social development, poverty and, specifically, slums and deterioration,

in addition to the lack of basic services in many areas'. During his meeting with parties of

the Egyptian parliament during 1992, he stated that 'it is well known that there are people

who still suffer from limited living resources and cramped living conditions .... And that there

are others who still live in unhealthy houses in deteriorated areas in Egypt's. This could be

seen as the social issues being put at the forefront of planning strategies in Egypt by the

head of state. Accordingly, this law can be seen as a manifestation of the paradigm shift in

the Egyptian planning system, which to some extent came into line with international

planning practice, which had started to focus on socio-economical problems in deprived

areas.

In addition, the new law allowed the Muhafzah to prepare more practical schemes

through a process of consultation and allowed local communities and organizations (private

and public) to give feedback and respond to its objectives. Accordingly, public meetings and

discussions of a project have to take place and are announced to the whole community

while the drawings have to be published locally. Also, the law stated that the Muhafzah is

responsible for offering replacement houses for evicted residents in areas that are

designated for clearance. On the approval of the Prime Minister, the Muhafzah can

expropriate lands for public interest, which includes lands planned for public spaces, parking

areas, and bridges, or to buyout lands in areas subject to clearance".

Such a development and shift in practice was not a sudden move from one system to

another. Rather, the transition took place through two gradual stages: the phase that

dominated the 1980s focused on improving the spatial qualities of the city and the other,

during the 1990s, focused on urban renewal. Initial actions towards these goals were set in

two main directions; the first was to launch a number of economical housing units to relocate

residents from areas which urgently required clearance. The second action was to allow

international organizations to become involved in renewing these areas, with special

attention to health and social aspects. For instance, in 1986, the government launched a

project to develop deteriorated sections in Cairo, starting with seven areas located in Helwan

district, and financially funded by the American Aid program. The project aimed to provide

the necessary services and infrastructure in a number of new housing settlements which

were eventually to be owned by the residents. However, in 1988 most residents failed to pay

8 Ibid.
7 Egyptian people's assembly of the parliament, magles sl-Sha'sb (1981·1993) the Golden Book: President

Mubarak's speeches In the Egyptian people's assembly. D.T. p. 594.
8 Ibid.
g This act will be discussed further in relation to the scheme's legislative framework in chapter nine.
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their instalments because of the high costs of the units which were the result of an increase

in land value of the site after its development",

During the 1990s, however, the focus on improving urban qualities took another

diversion. In 1994 the Minister of Local Administration, Dr. Mahomud Sherif, announced

during an assembly of the parliament, mag/es a/-Shoura, that the number of deteriorated

areas in Cairo had reached 79,11of which 12 areas required urgent clearance and 67 areas

were recommended for renewal". On the other hand, the GOPP published a report the

same year revealing that since the 1970s the number of informal houses in Cairo had

increased to represent 84% of new constructions and these were inhabited by 45.6% of the

city's total population". The stated objective of the Egyptian Federal Government in 1999

was to regulate land use patterns in old valuable sites of the city. To that end, the Bulaq re-

planning scheme of 2005 was prepared as part of a general strategy to develop several

districts located in the western section of Cairo Governorate". It proposed to preserve the

current activities and some minor land uses in areas which accounted for about 60% of the

district. This decision also responded to the negative consequences of the previous scheme

of 1979 when the Muhafzah announced its intentions to re-plan the district by limiting areas

of clearance in the district [12.1.09].

7.2. On the move

The provision of local maintenance and renewal programs to regulate the physical patterns

and land uses of Bulaq had been a priority of the local planning authorities; the Muhafzah

and its planning department, since the 1980s. Improving Bulaq's quality was then

understood as achievable through the renewal of the urban fabric by clearing old buildings

and adding significant landmark developments and open spaces. While the latter was

relatively easy to achieve, especially on the river front, the former seemed more challenging,

especially because of the condensed overcrowded buildings packed with low-class residents

and workers. It was also evident that problems were more serious in inner sections of Bulaq,

where the average population density in 2000 had reached 112751 person/km215,while its

spatial settings, defined by the tight hawari and outdated buildings and houses, had

relentlessly continued to worsen.

10 Arandal, e. and EI·Batran (1997) The Informal Housing D6ve/opment Pf0C6SSIn Egypt. DPU Working Paper.
London. The development Planning Unit.

11 AI-Gomhouryya Newspaper (1994) 4 January.
12 Report of Ministry of Local Administration (1995) The phenomena of Urban Rural Migration In Egypt and the Role of
the Ministry of Local Administration In Facing Its Consequences. Issued In September. p. 26 - 27. The same report
stated that the number of deteriorated areas in Egypt had reached 901, and following a number of flood events, this
number Increased to 1032 areas, of which 81 areas required urgent clearance while 953 areas were recommended
for renewal.

13 A1.Mousawer Magazine (1994) 14 January.
14 Several schemea were approved to clear, develop, or modify building regulations in districts and sections located In
western Cairo such as Mupero, aI-Tourguman, Zamalek districts and the River Nile sections limited to these areas.

15The Information and DecIsion Support Center lose (2001).
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During August 1990, the executive office of the Muhafzah announced the preparation of

a scheme to re-plan the river frontage of Bulaq, in an attempt to improve this significant

section. Despite the fact that the announcement specifically referred to the re-planning of

Maspero Section facing the River Nile, this project and associated plan were not drafted at

that time due to lack of sufficient funds16.lnstead, it took about a decade before this ambition

came to reality when a second attempt to develop the plan was made during 1999. This was

followed by another announcement from Abdel Reheem Shehata17
, the Muhafez, for the

preparation of several re-planning proposals for Bulaq and Maspero to be completed within

a three year period. The project, basically, aimed to review and amend the street network for

better accessibility with the centre of the city: the busy Cairo downtown".

Following these various attempts, the real work began with the beginning of the new

millennium. The state and planning authorities has never before been so desperate to re-

plan Bulaq as an image of the prosperity of Egyptian economy and the quality of the built

environment. This was basically a bid to attract major corporations and investors to invest in

this area in the form of profitable developments and commercial buildings and hotels. In

February 2001, the permanent committee of the local council of the Muhafzah (al-Iagnah al-

Dae'emah le-magles mahaly al-Qahira) 19 announced its pledge to clear the temporary

shelters referred to as manateq al'lwa'at located in Ramlet Bulaq 20 .The committee

suggested revising a number of specific building regulations to 'support the economic

development and living conditions in the district,21. These ideas were discussed with the

Muhafez in June 2001 and inevitably a new project for re-planning areas located behind the

Conrad hotel and Ramlet Bulaq, as named by the committee, was initiatect
22
•

As an indication of the urgency to develop Bulaq during the twenty first century, the

Housing Department was required to prepare a survey of the spatial conditions of this

particular area and to submit the findings within a short time23
• The head of the Housing

Department reported on the situation, declaring that 'the area located behind the Conrad

Hotel [constructed in the river frontage zone2~ is identified as a [manteka mutahalka] and

deteriorated area and is already included in the broader survey for Ramlet Bulaq, which is

16AI-Ahram Newspaper (1990) August 14.
17 AbelelReheem Shehata was the Muhafez from 8 July 1997 to 14 July 2004.
18AI-Ahram Newspaper (1999) February 2. The program was also launched and scheduled 'within the support and
directions of the president Hosni Mubarak' as the newspaper reported.

19 The council is headed by General Ahmed Fakhr who has been the local council chair since 1992 and he is
assigned to this post for ten years: until 2012. He is also the chair of the Intemational Center for Future and
Strategic Studias (ICFS), a political and strategic professional and a professor of strategic science.

20 Engineer Ahmed Tawfeek, the secertary of the local council, also attended this meeting and confirmed the Initial
approval of the project.

21Mlnutesof the permanent committee of the local council of cairo Govemorate meeting. Decree (83) In the 5
1h of

February 2001.
22 Memorandum from the. Muhafzah general secretary to the head of Housing Department, 25 June 2001, number

6428- 22112. The planning department, the Muhafzah.
23 Ibid. It is also worthy of note that the general secretary required the head of housing department to specify the

required time for completing this task and reporting back to the Muhafez. In addition, several memos were also
sent to the department of housing to speed up the survey; however, I was not able to find any explanation for this
urgency.

24The WTC's achievement .encouraged the implementation of the second phase of the project, which was the Conrad
Hotel. The hotel was deSIgned by the same team as the WTC project. Although it was connected with the WTC by
an inner court leading to the hotel ballroom entrance and the commercial centre entrance, the two had nothing in
common. However, both projects succeeded In attracting new income groups to the site.
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currently being carried out by the department' 25 (Figure 7.1 ).This survey included the

planning situation, buildings conditions, and problems, studying the area's future potential for

development and re-planning26. However, the survey was delayed due to staff shortages, as

complained of by the housing department leade~7.

By mid 2002, the Muhafez headed a special committee to discuss the survey findings

and future development proposals. Detailed maps of physical spatial configurations such as

land plots and use, buildings heights and conditions, and types of building materials were

available to the committee members. The findings reported that there was a variety of land

uses, such as industrial use, including a significant number of old warehouses and stores,

which formed 26% of the district's total area, and which impacted the conditions of attached

buildings negativel/8• The recommendations urged the need for rapid development action,

with two maps being drafted: one showed the general analysis and urgent action areas,

while the other indicated areas with particular problems such as housing deterioration,

unsuitable mix of activities and parking problems.

The final report was the first to avoid the generalization of Bulaq's problems and required

actions. Rather it defined certain zones according to specific problems and target actions.

For example, Ramlet Bulaq, social housing was considered as an urgent need in an action

zone that contained educational and commercial services, poor houses, and some old

warehouses, while the small area facing the river had only minor touristic services. AI-

Sabtiyya and al-Tourguman areas, on the other hand, suffered from the concentration of

industrial usage and large numbers of warehouses and rail stores which were

interconnected with residential properties. The survey acknowledged that 'the image of

warehouses and old deteriorated small stores is not appropriate, and does not suit the

identity of the river front facades,29. Wikalat al-Balah area, however, was denoted as an area

with special character for being a commercial site known for the concentration of many

residential houses and buildings in poor condition. In addition, traffic problems were caused

by narrowness of the streets, especially in the inner sections, which impeded access by

ambulances, fire and rescue services, and constituted one of its main negative features

(Figure 7.2).

Initial signs of progress in re-planning Bulaq could be seen in the growing awareness of

the planning institution's deeper understanding to maintain the quality of the district in terms

25 Memorandum from the head of Housing Department to the Muhafzah general secretary, 12 November 2001,
number 634. The planning department, the Muhafzah.

28lbld.
27 Memorandum from the head of housing department to the survey department, 21 February 2001, Number 126, the
planning department, the Muhafzah. Following the Muhafzah's approval No. 422 In 2000, which assigned a well
established construction company In CaIro, named The Arab contractors; Osman Ahmed Osman, to survey and
prepare a master plan for re-planning a/·Sslam district, the same company submitted a request to work on Bulaq
survey project but the Muhafzah rejected the request.

28 The CaIro Governorate (2005) Report of the Bulaq development scheme of 2005 (80s), the Muhafzah. p. 11. The
notable deterioration was also reported In the final official report In 2005 by the Muhafazah department of planning
es It Indicated a number of further unavotdable problems of the district. Notably, the deadline date for submitting the
survey results was never announced or recorded In any communication between the departments. In addition, the
memo recommended the survey results and proposals to the Muhafezbefore submitting them to the local counCil.

28 Ibid.
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of addressing issues of the harmony of the sensory quality and the spatial attributes

associated by the existing land use and building conditions. The report says that

deterioration in Bulaq was affected by:

'The implementations on the river front zone which resulted in a contrasted visual
identity of the district. One can clearly observe the conflict of constructing luxury buildings
surrounded by slums and poor one floor houses. Bulaq also suffers from lack of
affordable parking areas although it has witnessed a partial implementation of the

f . h ,30proposals rom previous se emes .

In addition, the analysis showed that problems of parking were unavoidable, especially

as several office buildings had been constructed during the 1990s which added further

pressure to the already limited infrastructure and street spaces. Moreover, the findings

showed that the district lacked amenities such as social, cultural and health services". In

response to this problem, the Department of Housing contacted several agencies to

publicize the preparation of a new planning scheme and get feedback on the need for any

additional activities or services. While the Muhafzah received a number of replies from

different ministries, the Ministry of Culture replied by asking the Housing Department to

consider providing a reasonable site for construction of a cultural centre 'to serve the

district's restdents'".

Figure 7.1 The area located behind the Conrad Hotel in the river frontage zone.
Thisareahasbeen identifiedas manteka mutahalka or a deterioratedarea.

30 BDS 2005, p. 17.
31 Ibid., p. 21.
32 Memorandumfromthe headof Ministryof Cultureto the headof Housingdepartment,10 June 2001 numb 1334
The planningdepartment,the Muhafzah. ' er .
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7.3. The preliminary plan

The plan typically involved three principal stages of investigation, preparation and approval

by governmental and parliamentary bodies that could extend to 3-4 years to implement. The

preliminary plan proposals submitted to the Muhafez gained tentative approval in August

200233• It had been thirty seven years since the approval of plan 2020 of 1966 by the local

authorities. However, both plans showed extensive similarities34, perhaps because many of

the 1966 problems had not been resolved. Originally, as stated by a member of the planning

team35, minor changes had been made in the road circulation, while extra considerations

were applied to the new zones of land-use and public spaces [12.1.09]. Yet, differences in

this area can be observed. For example, the diagonal road proposed in plan 2020 was not a

constant feature in the new scheme as the planning committee was keen not to repeat

mistakes of the past, such as proposals for amendments to roads which cut through the

buildings and existing streets [12.1.09].

The plan generally followed certain guidelines to add practicality rather than drafting

superior ideas which could never be implemented [11.1.09].Whilst changes in street lines,

widths and axis were the main features, zones previously designated for touristic and

commercial use were preserved. Notably, several high-rise buildings and hotels were

constructed within the river frontage zone during the 1990s. Prior to drafting the preliminary

plan, the planning department wrote a request to hay Bulaq to provide the planning

committee with maps that showed the exact set-backs of five specific buildings located in the

riverfront zone36•

An additional observation was that the initial brief and planning proposals were presented

in a different format from previous schemes. Although, the final brief presented in 2005 was

described as 'poor and lacking proficiency'37due to the type of some of its proposed features

such as the street widths and set-backs, it contained a consistent series of digitally drawn

proposals. Definitely, planners are now benefiting from advanced drawing methods, but my

impression is that the complicated problems found in Bulaq led to the development of a

series of explanatory drawings that accurately surveyed in detail the existing road network,

land uses, problems and possible development potential, existing services and activities,

and a map marking the general situation of the district. The land use map, unlike in the

previous schemes, showed the exact type of activities to be linked with the appropriate

33 AI-Akbar Newspaper (2002) August 23, p. 10.
34 One of the engineers from the planning team mentioned that while drafting the new scheme, they seriously
considered the road widths and street amendments proposed In plan 2020; however, they never admitted that the
two plans had similarities. Not surprisingly, when I discussed with them some Issues of the new plan, they
sometimes referred me back to the old one. Also, I noticed that two obsolete original copies were always available
on the head of certified projects' desk, and when I asked for the reason she replied that she sometimes refers to the
map to clarify Information regarding road widths, for example.

36 The planning team Inctuded four engineers form the planning department of the Muhafzah, as stated by the head of
department, who was one of the team at that time.

36 Namely, the world Trade Center, Conrad Hotel, Arcadia Mall, and the Arad Industries union building 'etihad al-
Sena'at al-Arabla' were listed In the request to consider set-backs when proposing changes to the surrounding
streets.

~ ThIs description was stated In an official complaint from the Bulaqi representatives, as will be explained later In this
chapter.
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building setbacks and road widths amendments, and showed the type of development

proposed for each zone. The brief explained that the district had several spots of housing

and road deterioration which required changes to the existing land uses and the road

circulation. However, the physical structure of the district has much potential that can be

preserved, maintained and re-used". Therefore, the planning committee recommended two

development trends: road amendments to solve traffic problems and clearance of areas that

suffered from planning problems.

7.3.1. The Street Amendments

From initial reports and proposals, the overriding priority was to improve the street network.

From the planning committee's point of view, this was achievable through developing an

accessible and convenient street network by amending the building setbacks that were

increasingly blocking the streetscape. Apparently, the planners were conscious of the

difficulties, obstacles and expected lack of local support for any proposal to amend the

existing network. While the local residents acknowledged the need to improve the existing

unsatisfactory street network and associated open spaces, they feared losing much of their

property and/or business to the widening, or diversion of the streets. Thus, the plan was

developed on the basis of two principal strategies. The first was to plan a phased

amendment to main streets that ran mostly outside problematic areas, mainly on the

periphery of Bulaq. This would ease the flow of traffic across the district and reduce the

problematic congestion and traffic jams. In addition, there would be more room to

accommodate higher and larger buildings (that follow street width rule) and attract

businesses and new investments.

This strategy was very noticeable in the river frontage development and a few side roads

as the proposal involved increasing the width of two main streets: Shar'i Yuliu and Shar'i al-

Sabbtiyya, to 50 meters. Although this proposal was aimed at street width and traffic control,

it set out the need for easy access and adequate size of potential commercial routes such as

in Shari Bulaq al-Gadid. On the other hand, secondary and inner street widths were to have

a standard but hierarchical organization of widths varying between 15, 25 and 30 meters.

Accordingly, most of the main and secondary streets were to gain extra width in phases

which would typically follow the vision for the hierarchy of traffic and accessibility.

38 For example, several major services available In the district were not to be cleared, such as health, educational,
social, cultu~I, commercial, and general administrative services. See 80S 2002. p. 19 - 20 for a fuB record of the
existing seMC88 and facilities in Bulaq.
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Figure 7.2 Bulaq Land uses and activities survey map.

Source: Documents of the planning department, The Muhafzah. (See Appendix CA)
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The second strategy was, basically, learning from previous mistakes regarding

implementation of such amendments. The plan was based on long-term implementation

rather than drastic short-term execution, which had proved problematic in the past. Changes

to existing street widths were to be applied gradually according to the width, traffic flow

concentration and the importance of accessibility. However, owners of private properties,

shopkeepers, and public buildings were obligated to follow the approved set-backs in the

plan whenever constructing or rebuilding properties. As mentioned earlier, the survey

findings showed that a large number of buildings in Bulaq were unstable enough to collapse

at any moment and required urgent demolition39• Therefore, a large number of buildings are

expected to be redesigned and built in the next few decades, which will gradually transform

and improve several aspects of the district's spatial quality in the long term, and to ensure

that this happens, any application for planning permission has to follow the new heights and

setbacks, as well as associated heights. So, for example, the preliminary plan drawings

showed that the setbacks for a new building facing shari al-sabtiyya which was amended

from 25 to 50 meters, will roughly be between 10-13 meters, and the maximum allowed

height is 1.5 times greater than street width, or maximum 36 meters, which would be the

approved maximum height in this example. However, the planning committee recommended

that: a committee from the hay Bulaq [the local municipal authority] would be responsible for

following up each building situation individually, and ensuring that in cases of demolition, the

set-back of the new construction would be supervised by an engineer to ensure that it

followed the proper sst-backs" [ 12.1.09].

As with previous plans, a fair number of buildings need to be expropriated and would

require total demolition, particularly in areas of clearance in Ramlet Bulaq. However, the

planning committee, informed by their previous problems over lshash al-Tourguman

residents' relocation, suggested not involving the Muhafzah in any type of relocation

commitment [11.1.09]. On the other hand, due to financial shortage, the Muhafzah was not in

a financial position to grant fair compensation to relocated residents or offer alternative

houses at the time of drafting the scheme.

7.3.2. Clearance

The second trend recommended by the planning committee was guided by clearance

due to negative deterioration and unhealthy living conditions in Ramlet Bulaq41. Specific

sections in Ramlet Bulaq were approved for clearance, namely a/-Kafrawy, Fayed, Santo,

and Kabesh, and two sites of the emergency shelters (masaken al-iwa'a a/-age~, based on

the proposal for re-planning areas located behind the Conrad Hotel and Ram/et Bu/aq

39ltindicated that. 17.2%of the buildings were in good condition, 42.05% in moderate condition, while 40.3% of the
buildings were In poor condition.

40 This point will be further discussed in chapter eight.
41 Ramlet Bulaq is the are~ bounded by the rail station to the north, Shari Aboul· Farag to the south and al·Sikka al·
Tougaryya on the west Side.
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(Figure 7.3 and 7.4). Initially, during December 2000, a committee" was formed to report on

the exact numbers of houses and Ishash locations, based on the partial implementation of

plan 2020 in the Ramlet Bulaq43. In May 2001, the survey of existing land uses, building

heights, building condition and materials, and road widths was completed",

Major changes to land use activities in Ramlet Bulaq were marked in the plan. Residents

were offered compensation due to the fact that all these areas were governmental properties

in the first instance, thus 'reasonable compensations would be arranged', as the report

mentioned". Each named site in Ramlet Bulaq was designated for land use changes, such

as AI-Kafrawy site was proposed for private investment (commercial and administrative),

Kabesh for construction of a multi-storey car park facing Shari Bulaq al-Gadid, Santo for

commercial and housing uses with maximum height of 15 meters, while Fayed section was

proposed for Commercial activities, provided with suitable car park space46. Streets of

Ramlet Bulaq, on the other hand, were to be amended. For example, a new 15 meter road

parallel to the train tracks to connect with Shari Aboul-Farag was one of the proposals.

42 The committee comprised Hend AbdulMonen, from the planning department, Eng. Mohamed Ramadan Elsayed,
head of survey department and Fatima Ahmed, a representative from the Muhafzah.

43 Meeting minutes, survey results for developing housing shelters In Ramlet Bulaq, 16 December 2000, Department
of Housing, the Muhafzah.

44 Memorandum from the survey department to the head of planning, 23 May 2001, number 20613, The planning
department, the Muhafzah. Due to the compact tissue of the site, the survey of Ishash Ramlet Bulaq was shown on
a map scaled 1:200.

46 BDS 2002, p. 30.
40 Ibid.
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,:Jt" .. Ishash Ramlet Bulaq

Figure 7.3 Part-survey map (2002) of Ishash Ramlet Bulaq in Bulaq.
The yellow part illustrates the Ishash and houses constructed on government lands.
Source: Planning department, the Muhafzah.

Figure 7.4 Areas of clearance in Ramlet Bulaq, Santo, Kabesh,
and Fayed.
Source: Documents of the planning department, The Muhafzah.
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7.4. Special Considerations of the Engineering and Traffic Planning
Department: 15 May Bridge

The fact that the plan had to be coordinated with other public work and infrastructure

projects meant that many concerns were likely to be raised among different departments.

The 15 May Bridge, for example, was to be extended to provide an additional exit during

1999-2000 to link Bulaq to the Zamalek and al-Muhandseen districts with Shari al-Cornich.

The proposed bridge work in Bulaq led to several arguments and much negotiation between

the Department of Housing and Planning and the Department of Traffic. In May 2001, the

head of housing wrote to the traffic planning chief to express his concern about the size of

the site for the bridge's exit. The site was at the south west corner of the district and

contained a considerable number of shops, stores and old houses. The head of housing

requested from the traffic department an accurate map that showed the exact dimensions

and slope of the bridge in order to give a clear view of the surrounding uses and activities,

before and after the project's completion and that 'It would be recommended that any

suggestions or considerations from traffic planning department be taken into account while

drafting the ptan'". There was a need to understand what would happen after construction

and to be aware of any proposed future expansions in Bulaq.

From the correspondence between the two departments, it becomes apparent that such

collaborative projects cause some confusion as to who should develop the street networks

or make the amendments. While the Department of Traffic required a clear map of proposed

changes of street widths, the Department of Housing replied that all acts regarding road

amendments and the inner narrow streets in Bulaq were on hold, awaiting the same

information. There was no vision of how the streets would develop and the head of the traffic

department was not sure how roads near the 15 May Bridge would be amended. Finally, a

keyed map showing the proposed street changes, set-backs and new street alignments in

and around the exit was presented (Figure 7.5). An additional map identified buildings that

required expropriation, which included houses, workshops and some vacant lands.

Inevitably, the exit of the bridge required a number of buildings to be evacuated and

demolished as part of the state's public interest or al-manta'a al-amma, based on clauses of

law 1983. However, a complete revision of this specific site was needed as the map showed

a huge conflict between the proposed alignments and the bridge lines (Figure 7.6).

Afterwards, an amended version of the planning scheme was resubmitted in order to

review the final proposals for the roads and to study its actual efficiency48. In particular,

specific areas were of concern to the Department of Traffic, such as Ramlet Bulaq and al-

Sikka al-Tugariyya streets. The letter states that:

47 Memorandum from the Head of Housing Department to the chief of Engineering and Traffic Planning Department,
30 May 2001, number 312, the planning department, the Muhafzah.

48 Memorandum from the Traffic Planning Department to the Head of Housing Department, 15 August 2001, number
312, the planning department, the Muhafzah.
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'The department of traffic planning department requests a set of comprehensive
drawings of the plan on completion. We also recommend that a critical map showing the
exact road spans and widths be submitted to allow the department to revise and provide
the committee's opinions and comments towards the proposed chanqes"" .

In accordance with changes to some major roads, as will be explained shortly,

coordination between different departments was taking place; however the real trouble came

from local shop owners and local businesses, who expressed their anger over the potential

relocation/clearance of their businesses and shops, which would bring to an end their long-

term site-specific popularity.

,.-;'!//1
(I ';._b \..._,_k.

\

Figure 7.5 Outline of the 15 May Bridge exit overlapped with existing land-use.
Source:Documentsof the Planningdepartment.the Muhafzah.

49 Ibid.
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• Buildings proposed
for expropriation
Buildings required
expropriation

Figure 7.6 The 15 May Bridge land required through clearance and the street alignment of the original
scheme.

The black lines show the street alignments proposed by the planning committee while the red zone shows the site
of the bridge which required revision of the plan, while zones highlighted in yellow were not part of the evacuation.
Source: Documents of the planning department, the Muhafzah.
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7.5. Consultation and Approval: Areas of Disagreement with the Local

People's Committee

In line with standard procedures, the plan required the approval of the assembly of the Local

People's Committee, which represents the local community and had the power to approve,

reject or raise comments/queries regarding the plan. These procedures, could, because of

the complex bureaucratic system, delay the plan's implementation significantly. Therefore,

after publishing the preliminary plan, a request from the Head of Housing expressing the

urgent need to present the plans to the Local Council of the Muhafzah was sent to the

Muhafez, stating that 'it is time to present the development plans of Bulaq to the Local

Council Committee for consultation' 50. During August 2002, the scheme was officially

presented to the local people's committee of the Muhafzah for the first time51.The Bulaqi

representatives, from Hay Bulaq, expressed their regret and disappointment after the

presentation. The 15 members of the committee signed a five page complaint memo to

Ahmed Fakhr, the local council chair, noting that:
'The development project of Bulaq had become a case of public concern among

Bulaq residents as many issues of the project are questionable. This problematic
situation is due to the limited amount of information, data, and accurate maps presented
in the meeting ...... we confirm that the project did not follow the proper legislative
standards according to the approved urban planning laws. Thus, we announce our
official complaint and suggest that the housing department reassesses the project
according to appropriate urban planning legislation No. 3 for the year 1983 as a
reference, and resubmits the plans to the local people's committee in order to allow us to
offer suitable feedback,52.

Not surprisingly, landowners and shopkeepers were the first to express their

disagreement. The preliminary plan showed that many properties would be forced to adhere

to rigid set-backs in cases of expropriation or demolition. In particular, some objected to the

proposed set-back of al-Sabtiyya Street, as none of them were willing to lose any part of

their buildings, even if they were compensated 53. The representatives' main issues of

disagreement were listed in the memo as follows:

1. The survey findings and plan documents were insufficient and lacked important data: 'It

was extremely unclear with regard to the exact spatial situation in Bulaq and the

approved decisions for its inners streets,54.This complaint was provoked by the low

drawing quality, small scale, uncoloured map introduced to the committee. The plan

was presented to the representatives on an A4 poster size sheet which in reality

'showed nothing', as the council members stated (Figure 7.7).

50 Memorandum from the Head of Housing Department to the Muhafez, 27 May 2002, number 206/3, The planning
department, the Muhafzah.

51 Documents of the local people's council, 26 August 2002, Hay Bulaq, Cairo.
52 Letter of complaint from the Local People's Committee to the Muhafez, not dated, the planning department, the

Muhafzah (see Appendix E.1)
53 An engine~r from the planning committee explained to me that some residents recognized that after the
implementation of the plan, the value of these lands would increase, thus they could gain extra profit in the future.

54 Letter of complaint from the Local People's Committee to the Muhafez, not dated, the planning department, the
Muhafzah.
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2. The survey did not involve any social or economical study of the Bulaqi people or their

actual living standards, while it was evident that a comprehensive planning survey was

conducted to prepare the planning proposal. This links to the fact that the project was

targeted only at improving specific physical qualities in certain sections of the district

rather than offering the residents healthier living conditions overall.

3. In particular, they stated that widening three streets to reach 15 m and 25 m was not

essential, given that several other active wide streets, such as Shari al-Sabtiyya which

spans towards Shari ai-Cornish, Shari Bulaq al-Gadid, and Shari Yuliu, operated

perfectly. Thus, in their opinion, the plan did not adequately address the need to

improve the streets' spatial qualities; whilst its failure to show the exact proposed set-

backs for Shari al-Sabtiyya and Shari al-Sahafa created more confusion. Alternatively,

they suggested expanding the width of Shari Suq al-Asr to 15 m as a vertical

circulation axis spanning from Shari al-Sabtiyya to the 15 May Bridge, also, expanding

Haret Darb Nasr to 25m as a horizontal circulation axis spanning from Shari Shanan to

wikalet ai-Salah and Shari al-Cornich.

4. The proposed street changes were confusing and could not be implemented in areas

with a compact fabric of buildings of different sizes. They wrote that 'it seems that the

planning committee had decided to expropriate the entire district, which explains why

the plan lacked any distinction between private ownership lands and other lands

subject to exproprlauon'".

5. The proposed land use was also an important issue. The committee suggested that the

plan was based on commercial, touristic and entertainment land uses, especially in

Ramlet Bulaq section, while it lacked any recommendation to construct housing blocks

to re-house the residents after the scheme's implementation.

In December 2002, the local people's council wrote to the Muhafzah to request an urgent

meeting with the housing department committee to discuss the representatives' comments".

They needed maps and drawings which would better explain the development ideas.

However, the Muhafzah's failure to respond for three months complicated the situation. They

wrote back that:

'The housing department did not reply to our request nor did they present the
accurate plans. We want to note that the Muhafazah's neglect of our request is against
all legal regulations, which state the people's right to express their comments,
suggestions and complaints towards this specific project, which in return involves
changing their lives, future and security ..... We regret our rejection of the proposals and
request the housing department reconsider our comments and major points of complaint
according to our legal rights to participate in this grand project,57.

66 Ibid.
66 Memofromthe localpeople'scouncilto theMuhafez,31 December2002.
57 Letterfromthe localpeople'scouncilto theMuhafez,19 March2003.
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Figure 7.7 The original A4 map presented to the local people's committee.
This map was a major point of disagreement between the committee
representatives and the housing department (see appendix E.5).
Source: Documents of the local council, the Muhafzah.

It took the housing department 8 months to discuss the issues of disagreement prior the

first recorded response to the complaint was confirmed by the local council resolution no.

159 dated 29th June 2003, promising that the project would be revised by the housing

department according to issues of disagreement raised in the memo. Two months later, a

short memo signed by members of the Egyptian's people assembly of the parliament,

mag/es a/-Sha'ab, and members of the local council of the Muhafzah was presented to the

general secretary 58 .This stated the necessity of re-housing the evicted Bulaqis,

differentiating between the residents' and the Muhafzah's land ownership and offering the

residents reasonable compensation due to the high value of cleared and demolished sites.

The most important concession was their recommendation to limit and prioritize widening

streets according to the actual number of residents inhabiting these areas. For example,

streets with lower numbers of inhabitants would receive priority rather than streets located in

overcrowded sections such as suq al-Asr and Darb Nasr".

58 The issue was raised in the Egyptian people's assembly of the parliament when the Bulaq representative in the
parliament tackled the case during one of the meetings during 2003, and he was able to persuade many to vote
against the project.

59 Memo from members of the Egyptian people's assembly of the parliament the local council to the general secretary,
28 April 2004, documents of the local council of the Muhafzah.
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In reply to the issues of disagreement, the head of housing announced in February 2004

that 'the planning committee discussed in depth the issues of disagreement raised by the

local people's committee of Hay Bulaq,6o.Accordingly, the planning committee suggested

several modifications in areas of clearance in Ramlet Bulaq. The committee recommended

constructing a reasonable number, without considering any exact number, of housing blocks

in specific sections of Bulaq to re-house the residents evicted from areas of clearance".

People were promised that they would keep their workplaces and not be forced to abandon

the places where they had spent their entire lives. Moreover, the committee recommended

replacing the wooden workshops in Fayed section, while offering alternative locations to

their owners62.

Regarding problems with the emergency shelters in Ramlet Bulaq, the committee

proposed clearing all sites located close to the government housing blocks of Ramlet Bulaq,

which accommodated 38 Isha and emergency shelters on an area of 1080m2. The

committee reported that the Ishash and emergency shelters have been demolished and

cleared, and that the local council of the Muhafzah issued a decree No. 88 for year 2004 to

transfer the building of hay Bulaq to this site,63. With reference to the third issue in the

disagreement list, the planning committee rejected the representatives' recommendations.

They replied that other alternatives could be more appropriate. Regarding this, a special

meeting was scheduled between the planning committee and the head of traffic planning to

revise possible streets amendments according to the disagreement list. These included

major streets of al-Sabtiyya, Shana, al-Sahafa, Darb Nasr, Suq al-Asr and al-Matbaa al-

Ahliyya, as these streets had the most shops and warehouses, and would be greatly

affected by the proposed set-backs. However, the planning committee insisted that main

roads in Bulaq had to be modified to allow extra traffic flow, especially Shari al-Matbaa al-

Ahliyya, Suq al-Asr and Bulaq al-Gadid. They expressly stated that Shari al-Mansoury, al-

Sabtiyya, Shana, al-Sahafa, al-Galaa and al-Matbaa al-Ahliyya streets required

development, and that all streets connecting ai-Cornish and al-Matbaa needed extra widths

for the same reason. Therefore, changes were confirmed and approved [12.1.09].

Also, special concerns over alignment amendments and set-backs in Shari al-Sabtiyya

and al-Sahafa raised by the local people's committee were rejected 64. On the other hand,

special regulations for Bulaq were set by the committee. They stressed that all buildings

must follow the approved building regulations, which state that 'no building heights may

eoLetter from head of housing department to the Muhafez, 3 February 2004.
81 This recommendation was a similar action to the re-housing of residents of Zeinhom area in Cairo. However, they

were re-housed in al-Nahda area, one of Cairo's new cities located on the city's outskirts.
112 Letter from head of housing department to the Muhafez, 3 February 2004.
83 Memo from the Head of Housing Department to the Muhafez and the local council, 29 February 2004, the planning

department, the Muhafzah.
84 In an interview with an engineer from the planning committee, several individual complaints were raised in person

by a number of the local people's representatives'. Each case showed that properties would be harmed when
implementing the new set-backs, in one way or another. The engineer told me that we were in a game of power. In
this respect, the planning committee sometimes made amandmants to the widths or street directions to satisfy
certain representatives' requests. We had four separate meetings with the local council to discuss each case
separately, away from the general approval of the plan.
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exceed 1.5 times the street's width and that the inner streets of the district must follow the

official approved set-back, especially in the harat''". In addition to this requirement, building

facades facing main streets of width 15 m or more were recommended to follow a cohesive

and similar architectural pattern. During that time, the local people's committee raised two

additional issues of disagreement. The first was the committee's suggestion to approve

tourist land use for al-Kafrawy section facing Shari ai-Corniche, as the plan suggested, but

also to allocate the inner part of al-Kafrawy and Kabesh sections for construction of housing

blocks to re-house the evicted people. The second issue related to the future land use of

Fayed section. The committee suggested that public services for the district should be

allocated to this section after removal of the wooden workshops. Also, the committee agreed

that suq al-Asr and Darb Nasr should still be subject to development, taking into

consideration that the proposed street alignments would be implemented on a long-term

basts'".

Evidently, since 2002, new building and demolition permits in Bulaq had been delayed

until the final approval of the plan. This was an informal delay that was approved by the

Muhafez in order to get the new alignments and setbacks approved and implemented before

any new construction commenced. Such long-term actions, on the other hand, confused the

residents and created more complications for the housing department. The residents wrote a

memo to the department requesting prompt approval of the plan in order to allow them to

proceed with their projects and construction work
67

.

At the same time, the head of the planning department spared no effort to express his

rejection of the local People Committee's comments and issues. Such negotiations about

the comments and issues of disagreement had continued to delay the approval of the plan;

something that the Department of Housing regretted. The head of the department wrote:

'From a planning point of view, the department disagreed with the committee's
proposal to add housing land uses in al-Kafrawy. The depth of the site reaches 100m,
and the planning committee recommends that the entire area is allocated for the same
land use activity. In addition, this section is overcrowded with housing properties and
there is no essential requirement to separate this section into two different activities'.
Also, it recommends allocating fayed section to its original proposed land use, as the
plan stated. It is not possible to assign public services in this section because all its lands
are under private ownership, and we cannot force the owners to change the land use to
public services. In addition, the plan shows that public services are taken into
consideration in the plan in a balanced manner,68.

66 BDS 2002, p. 35.
66 Thismeantthat whenevera buildingcollapsedor was demolished,the newconstructionwouldfollowthe approved
set-backs.Thereby,on a long-termbasisthe streetwouldbewidened.

67 Memofrom the local council of hay Bulaq to the head of housingDepartment,14 April 2003, documentsof Hay
Bulaq.

66 Memorandumfrom the Headof HousingDepartmentto the Muhafez,9 October2004, number523, the planning
department,the Muhafzah.
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By that time, it was the Muhafez's final decision to agree with the planning committee

recommendations regarding the two final issues of dtsaqreernent'", and subsequently, his

approval was raised with the general secretary for contirrnation'",

7.6. Bulaq Final plan: '3133 Plan'

Bulaq planning scheme was officially published under decree no. 2008 for the year 200571
•

At that stage, the plan partially responded to concerns and issues of disagreement raised by

the local people's committee and others. The decree's clauses stated that the revised plans

were officially approved for implementation and that any development action in Bulaq must

follow the approved land uses, street alignments and set-backs, according to the official

regulations (Figure 7.8).

Following plan 2020 guidelines issued in 1966, the decree kept all street alignments or

set-backs which were not in conflict with the plans and vice versa. Although several features

of the plan 2020 were replicated in 3133 plan, major changes were apparent. Also, the

procedures were quite different from those of plan 2020 in terms of long-term

implementation. This meant that the Muhafzah was not obliged to instigate rapid and

immediate implementation; however, other procedures were put into action. For instance,

while construction permits had been on hold since 2002, the Muhafzah only allowed for

demolition in certain cases of safety [11.1.09].

However, the announcement of the scheme was disappointing to residents in Bulaq. A

number of shopkeepers noted that 'we have been prohibited from demolishing or building

new constructions for several years and hoping that the new plan would respond to our

requests for a fast improvement of the district, but it has ended up that it will take ages to

complete its implementation and we might not be able to do anything about it' [R12.1.09].

Residents' reactions to the approval implied that they were not, despite government

propaganda to the contrary, in favour of the current deteriorating conditions. Rather, they

held high expectations that the new plan would help to improve their living conditions

through what they described as fast and powerful actions. Some residents, however,

appreciated the temporal freeze of these actions as it would avoid immediate evacuation of

poor citizens.

611 This approval was gained by the new Muhafez Abdel-Azem Wszzer, who replaced Abde/-Rehem Shehata on 15
July2004.

70 Memorandum from the Muhafez to the General Secretary, 27 November 2004, number 131314, the planning
department, the Muhafzah.

71 See (Appendix 0.12)
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Figure 7.8 Bulaq Abul Ela planning scheme of 2005, Plan 3133.
Source: Documents of the planning department, the Muhafzah (See Appendix C.4).
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7.6.1. Road Amendments

In general, prior to the drafting of the plan, there were public complaints about traffic

congestion in Cairo, with demands for proactive action to tackle the situation. Government

officials declared that 'traffic problems in Cairo are found everywhere, in streets, squares

and even on the bridges ...although the traffic department has made many proposals and

arrangements to solve this problem; it seems that this has become an impossible mission to

accomplish. Urgent and powerful government action is needed to end this national failure,72.

In another newspaper article, it was noted that 'it is perceived that the Egyptian media is

paying no attention to this important case, as if the people are not part of this country and

they have to solve their problems themselves,73.

As part of a broader investigation conducted through the Egyptian media, a number of

newspapers discussed traffic problems in public while a number of state officials were

interviewed to show their individual perspectives towards Cairo's traffic problems. During

1999, al-Wafd newspaper published an article titled Shari al-Galaa, Bulaq Abul Ela and al-

Sabtiyya, questioning the real causes of the daily traffic congestion in these areas,

especially at the intersection between Shari al-Galaa and Shari Yuliya which they described

as 'a big rness'" (Figure 7.9). The reporters wrote that 'any traffic coming from Shari al-

Galaa towards Bulaq was blocked due to the insufficient width of any side road leading to

the district; cars have to queue in a row to access Bulaq which makes the problem even

worse'". The same problem of access and traffic flow at ai-Cornish Street, facing Bulaq,

was due to the concentration of old warehouses such as Wikalat al-Balah and several office

buildings76.

During 1994, the new Muhafez, Omar Abdel Akhal7, scheduled a meeting with Salah

Hasabalah, the Housing Minister to discuss a set of unclear issues regarding building

regulations in Cairo, specifically in al-Cornich zone. The idea was to formulate a set of

proper regulations which could complement broader planning visions for Greater Cairo by

controlling the approved building heights, parking spaces, and construction of office

buildings in overcrowded areas which increased traffic densities along roads such as al-

Cornich 78. To that end, they recommended forming a committee from the planning

department and the Ministry of Housing to revise the building regulations for this specific

72 AI Wafd Newspaper (1999) AI-Ga/aa, Bulaq Abul Ela, and a/-Sabtyya tunnel: Traffic lights with bad repetition,
February 2.

73 Ibid.
74Ibid.
7s,bid.
78 Note that the construction of 15th May exit was part of the Ministry of Traffic's approved solution to traffic congestion

in this area.
77 Omar Abdel Akhar was the Muhafez from 20 May 1991 to 7 July 1997.
78 Building regulations stipulated that building heights were not to exceed 1.5 times the street's width or 30 meters,

while providing a standard parking space for each 70m2 of the total area of the building.
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area". The Muhafez stressed that 'it is essential to address all gaps in the regulations which

sometimes allow people to break the law,80.
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Figure 7.9 A broader investigation of traffic problems in Cairo was conducted through the
Egyptian media.
The reporters explained problems of traffic in AI-Galaa, Bulaq Abul Ela, and al-Sabtiyya streets.
Source: AIWafd Newspaper (1999) February 8.

In addition, the improved street network exemplified contrasts between the irregular

tissue and regular tissue of the redeveloped lands of the river frontage zone. The average

width was 15 m for riverfront streets and 5m for inner parts in slums, while sites for new high

rise buildings were an average of 30.000 square meters, and the figure was less than 100

square meters for slum areas in the district. In that respect, amending streets surrounding

the river frontage zone was one of the main priorities of the planning committee. Evidently,

the construction of a number of high rise buildings in the river frontage zone complicated the

traffic problems'". Several secondary streets located in this zone had been opened during

the 1990s to provide better access, and later were also subject to widening as secondary

access roads to the zone (Figure 7.10). The problem arose when new construction projects

did not consider provision of parking spaces, which resulted in parallel parking of cars in

79 AI-Ahram Newspaper (1994) September 27.
80 Ibid.
81 These buildings were the World Trade Centre (WTC), constructed in 1990 and later connected with the Conrad

Hotel, Arcadia Mall a low-rise building constructed in 1996 , and the most recent was Orascom' Nile city complex
constructed in 2002. In addition a number of goverment public buildings were also constructed within the same site
such as the National Archive centre and others.
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already congested side roads for long durations (Figure 7.11). On the other hand, it was

asserted by a member of the planning committee that the proposed road changes had

responded to the requirement to provide an integrated and sustainable transport plan. Due

to the riverfront zone's proximity to the city centre the plan aimed to provide a sustainable

transport infrastructure' [14.1.09].

F· ~Igure 7.10 The secondary streets opened during the 1990s in the riverfront zone.
Source: Researcher and The Giza survey department.

Figure 7.11 AI-Matbaa al-Ahlyaa street behind Cairo plaza.
This image shows the concentration of parked cars in the street.
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Plan 3133 showed that main and secondary streets would be subject to certain

expansions which could be achieved by gradually implementing certain set-backs according

to each street's situation. A number of roads were first in line for implementation. Finally, the

planning committee named the priority roads subject to changes. First was Shari Suq al-Asr,

spanning from Shari al-Sabtiyya to the 15 May Bridge which was to be widened to 15 m.

Second, Darb Nasr was to be widened from Shari Shana to Wikalat al-Balah and Shari al-

Corniche to 25m and third, Shari Ramlet Bulaq and Shari Abul farag, starting from Shari

Kubry Imbaba was to be widened to 25m and its extension to Shari al-Matba to 20mB2
•

The final report did not offer any further information regarding the exact new widths for

other roads. However, a detailed map was introduced on a scale of 1: 2500 showing the

exact road widths, spans and set-backs (Figure7.12). Presumably, the planning committee

stressed in the report the development of these specific roads for two reasons. According to

a member of the planning committee, these streets were the main points of disagreement

noted by the local people's committee before official publication of the plan. The fact that not

all their complaints were addressed made it even more essential to clearly mention the

proposed situation of these roads and thereby avoid any misunderstanding during

implementation. He mentioned that what is mentioned in the report [referring to these

specific three roads] is considered a direct commitment to the residents to follow the plan

regulations, and whether they agreed or not, this is our final decision [12.1.09].

82 8DS 2005. p. 32.
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Ramlet Bulaq Street 25m

Abul tereq street 25m. Its
extension to al-Matba stree
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suq al-Asr Street spanning
from al-Sabtiyya to 15 May
Bridge

Darb Nasr Street 25m.
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Figure 7.12 Extracted maps from the development brief.
Above: the current road network in Bulaq.
Bottom: The amended proposals for the road network.
Source: Documents of the Local council, the Muhafzah.
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7.6.2. The Riverfront and Ramlet Bulaq Zones

The final scheme, presented in 2005, made a crucial step towards changing the existing

land uses of the district (Figure 7.8) and shows an indicative layout plan which provides

proposals for the land uses that were necessary to achieve the aimed spatial qualities in

Bulaq. Although the district was historically recognized as a place of light industry and

second-hand workshops, sweeping changes were planned for resolving the current

unpleasant mix of land uses. Most buildings and houses in Bulaq were very old and very

often housed workshops and storehouses on their lower floors, and, in some cases, they

were attached to historical monuments. Some other areas, such as Wikalat al-Balah, were

typified by unavoidable overcrowding caused by visitors and tradsrs'" (Figure 7.13).

The plan proposed a high quality and reasonable density of mixed use in the inner parts

of Bulaq, which in return affected the areas designated as green spaces. But, it also showed

no consideration of a hierarchical network of public spaces, which were to include both hard

and soft landscaping; and natural or improved spaces were added to the plan. The use by

residents, with their traditional attitudes, of such places was questioned. The head of

planning explained that from previous experience, green spaces in a district like Bulaq will

end up being neglected and un-used. The residents do not realize their value, thus they

become places for collecting garbage and raising their chicks [17.1.09]. He also explained

that these areas needed a special type of maintenance which the residents could not afford.

The only proper scenario was when a private investor or agents volunteered to maintain one

of these areas in order to display posters and the like, and in this case they become fenced

in, locked and un-used [17.1.09] (Figure 7.14) .

Specifically, due to their proximity to Shari ai-Cornish, land use activities of the riverfront

and Ramlet Bulaq involved several key policies and design principles regarding architectural

and builtscape visual quality. Development was intended to represent Cairo's waterfront

image to challenge other similar sites elsewhere. In addition, it was proposed to include

buildings and towers with mixed uses functionally (commercial, entertainment, retail and

residential), economically (luxuries and modern buildings) and formally (high rise buildings).

It was proposed in the plan that the emergency shelters should be replaced by green

spaces, while people would be relocated elsewhere in one of the Muhafzah's housing

projects outside Bulaq84. On the other hand, due to the high land value of these zones,

buildings in good condition would be subject to renewal. In addition, enhancing the quality of

urban and open space and adding further green spaces in accordance with the plan was

recommended, while all industrial activities were to be subject to clearance.

Critical consideration of the quality of the riverfront projects was an additional concern for

the planning committee, especially since several buildings had recently been constructed. In

this regard, the planning department set design guidelines which extensively supported this

83 A report conducted by an economic team in Egypt stated that around 9 million person visit this place every year.
See http://www.aawsat.comldetails.asp?section=4O&article=242461 &issueno=9348

84 8DS 2005, p. 29. .
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type of development and insisted that only certain type of investors could be involved. They

generally stated that high quality design should be achieved in all aspects of the urban

environment. Good design will add value to the development scheme, socially and

economically, to support the long-term renewal for the benefit of residents, visitors and

private investors. The riverfront should be of a best practice standard and involve leading

architects [17.2.09).

One of the plan's objectives was to encourage architects and designers to create a

modern luxury image of the riverfront, and the Muhafzah to provide and re-parcel the land,

build public infrastructure, and set guidelines for development, but not to act as a developer.

With reference to similar conditions in other cities, such as Melbourne, Kim Dovey stated

that such a global framework of urban redevelopment was similar to many public/private

partnerships that emerged in the 1980s, pointing out that this same process was

implemented in policies for transforming Melbourne's waterfront in 198585. The riverfrontage

zone was to be developed in two phases, moving from the south to the north, in an area

bounded by the Shari al-cornich at the front and Shari al-Matbaa al-Ahliyya at the back.

During an international conference for architects held in Cairo during 2006, a paper was

presented to discuss the future potential for developing the riverfront of Bulaq. It was

claimed that the riverfront development followed what the author called the law of volumes,

to emphasize the sense of power and dignity of such investors as strong banking

corporations. It also adopted concepts of free planning due to the large land areas.

However, there were still a few subdivisions of low-rise development. Site surveys

acknowledged that plots of mixed residential and administrative use were the preferred

building types for investors. Such development constituted a high percentage of total land

use on the riverfront. However, lavish towers and apartments constituted a smaller

proportion. On the other hand, this development policy was counted as a long-term policy of

implementation, in the respect that private investors would take some time to distinguish

future potential of the site.

The key issue in developing a successful riverfront image for Bulaq was to establish an

attractive and active series of new projects to replace the distorted skyline with a glorious

modern image across the River Nile Boulevard. Another aim of the plan was to establish a

bustling centre for tourism and business, and 'to introduce a new concept of the CBO to local

Egyptians and foreigners. In accordance, shopping malls built in this context differed from

traditional shopping streets in Bulaq, such as Wikalat al-Balah, as well as many other

traditional districts in CairoB6. It seemed that the planning committee had no intention to

forge any spatial links between different zones proposed by the plan. Although Ramlet Bulaq

86 Dovey, Fluid City, p. 36.
86 Fahmy, s. (2006) Buildings as Catalysts in Community Development: Monitoring, Evaluating and Enhancing an

Interrelation between Buildings Settings of Value of Urban Communities. Unpublished PhD Thesis. Cairo University.
Egypt.
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and the river zone were still designated for 'luxury activities' and there was to be widening of

the surrounding streets to ease traffic flow, inner zones did not receive this much attention".

Figure 7.13 Problems of deterioration and unsuitable land use in Bulaq.
Most buildings in Bulaq were very old and very often housed workshops and storehouses on
their lower floors. Some other areas, such as Wikalat al-Balah. were typified by unavoidable
overcrowding caused by visitors and traders

Figure 7.14 One of the very few green spaces in Bulaq.
This space is located between the governmental housing blocks in Ramlet Bulaq built in 1966.

87 Note that a separate detailed plan was drafted for Ram/et Bu/aq while other similar areas in the inner sections of
the district were excluded from similar action.
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7.7 Conclusion

This chapter analyzed the visions and strategies which guided the drafting of the 2005 plan

for Bulaq and the extent to which the state's vision of 21st century Cairo influenced the

planning institutions' decisions on particular spatial arrangement, land use and

implementation strategy. It explained how the Muhafzah was forced to draft another scheme

for re-planning Bulaq as part of a broader initiative to clear and upgrade deteriorated areas

in Cairo. It became evident that this task was supported by the introduction of the 1983

planning law which contained a number of clauses for the renewal of old districts.

It was believed that this law would allow a fast solution for many complex issues and

shortcomings of the previous planning law of 1956. The chapter also explained how the plan

intended to improve the spatial qualities of Bulaq and the related effects of the erection of

high rise buildings in the riverfront zone and the construction of the 15 May Bridge during the

1990s. Furthermore, the most important impact derived from the presentation of the scheme

to the Local's People Committee who expressed considerable opposition to elements of the

plan. After much negotiation and revision, the final plan was approved in 2005. Evidently,

plan 3133 showed how the planning institution in Cairo had constituted spatial quality only in

its abstracted terms, meaning that its materialization only appeared to change the physical

features, as members of the local council regretted.

In this case, a crucial question can be raised: how could the planning institution in Cairo,

through this plan, achieve the major objectives of successfully remaking Bulaq's spatial

qualities and solving its severe problems of decline? The foundation of this query stems from

the evident extensive failure of the previous two schemes drafted for the same purpose. It

starts to become obvious that these schemes failed to be fully implemented, not only

because of their unrealistic approaches to remaking the district, but also because of further

complications on the planning institution's side. Therefore, the next chapter aims to

investigate the reliability of the planning institution in Egypt in managing and completing the

huge task of improving the spatial qualities of the city, which planning bodies are involved,

and whether there is appropriate coordination between them.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

INSTITUTIONS OF SPATIAL PLANNING PRACTICES AND

DEVELOPMENT IN CAIRO



We needed order, but we found nothing behind us but chaos. We
needed unity, but we found nothing behind us but dissension. We needed
work, but we found behind us only indolence and sloth,1.

1 Goldschmidt,A. (1988) Modem Egypt: The formation of a nation state. Boulder:west view Press. p. 95.
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B.O. Introduction

In Egypt, a number of planning institutions have been involved in the spatial remaking of the

city which intended to improve the quality of the built environment. It is evident that several

institutions have played a significant role in setting and implementing national and local

urban planning strategies such as the Muhafzah, the Ministry of Housing and Public Utilities,

both established in 1960, and the General Organization for Physical Planning GOPP a sub-

unit of this Ministry created in 1973. As this chapter will explain, during Nasser regime, the

establishment of the Muhafzah and the ministry of housing supported the government in its

post-revolutionary efforts to attain unity and national order regarding its planning practices

and also contributions to the instituting of powerful planning agencies in Cairo. On the other

hand, the GOPP was established during the Sadat regime to playa crucial role in improving

the city's physical planning conditions and, in particular, in implementing projects in several

old historical districts and tourist destinations.

This chapter examines to what extent the planning institution was reliable in fulfilling

certain spatial remaking tasks in Cairo. I argue that although crucial progress towards

establishment of an appropriate planning institution in Cairo was achieved, there was still a

lack of full ideological understanding of its effective role in this regard. This was caused by

vacillations of power and authority which had an erosive impact on its effectiveness. By

exploring the experience of institutionalizing spatial practices in Egypt, I intend to explain

how the planning institutions responded to problems of urban deterioration and lack of

services constituted by the desire to beautify the city. The institution's practices, in most

cases, have been driven by the need to create order. Hence, the imposition of this order

required stability of political power, while to find a new order, planning bodies, as the main

instruments for implementing power, needed to become institutionalized. It is in this context

that the institution's role in attempting to solve Bulaq's physical problems since the 1960s

will be explained. Thus, the reliability of the planning institution in Cairo will be analyzed

during critical shifting stages of each institution to understand to what extent it was

successful, effective and progressive in achieving its goals of implementing spatial

development in Egypt.

The chapter starts with a brief explanation of the idea of a reliable institution as used in

this study. I will consider chronologically the major moments of shift and highlight the

significant events and ideas which from time to time clarified visions of spatial development

and creation of order. A historical background of how planning in Cairo was practised before

the establishment of powerful planning bodies, which followed the revolution of 1952, is

essential. I will then proceed to address each institution's role in the practice of spatial re-

making in Cairo. Whilst such practices have been extremely numerous, in this chapter I

intend to only focus on the institutions' spatial practices in old and deteriorating parts of the

city, rather than the making of new places.
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8.1. The Institution's reliability for remaking the spatial quality: An Overview

Any institution is defined by its comprehensive sets of structures, organizations, customs

and laws which shape its mechanism as a process of functions and therefore shape its

legislative inputs. Political, economic and social factors can impact on its performance in a

variety of ways. Sustained and continued progress requires effective, concerted actions by

institutions that have a clear vision. Without effective institutions, cities cannot easily

maintain the necessary momentum to assure their development in the long term.

To a certain extent, the term 'sustainable institution', cited by Brinkerhoff and Goldsmith,

was concerned with the effectiveness of institutions in implementing their qoals", Based on

Huntington's definition, the authors cited above stated that sustainable institutions are

organizations that offer 'stable, valued, recurring patterns of behavior". These patterns form

the rules and procedures that shape the institution's performance and spatial practices

which shift according to the state's progress. Therefore, when government officials, planners

or intellectuals call for improvement in the performance of a certain institution, this role-

orientated explanation is certainly relevant". This debate was evident in Cairo in the linking

of the various stages of establishment of each institution or planning body to the broader

concept of implementing a pattern of order in the city and to the vision of higher authorities:

which in most cases was unachievable. Thus, this idea will be discussed in the context of

the spatial practices of the planning institution in Cairo, gauging its response to the actual

problems of the city.

As an additional complication, when several planning bodies happen to be involved,

internal corruption of vision and tasks becomes apparent. This may be particularly the case

when the needs of another, higher authority reach a point of conflict with the actual needs of

the people. In turn, this causes the institution to act as an unreliable institution 5. For

instance, Dimitriou and Thompson argued that planning institutions involved in implementing

large-scale projects such as urban planning, transport or infrastructure projects have

confined themselves to operating according to broader state concerns rather than the actual

social or environmental impact. The lack of fulfilling the institutional visions for making spatial

environments is noticeably reflected in its unreliability and uncertainty. For example, in

situations of shortage of funds and staff, a more dynamic planning process is required in

which priorities are constantly reassessed in terms of resources.

In this regard, it is crucial to explain the features that have determined the interpretation

of spatial planning in Cairo in order to establish an effective understanding of its role. First, in

2 Brinkerhoff, D. and Goldsmith, A. (1992) Promoting the Sustainability of Development Institutions: A Framework
for strategy. World Development. UK. 20: 3. 369 - 383.

3 Huntington, S. P., Political Order in Changing Societies. In Brinkerhoff and Goldsmith, Promoting the
Sustainabllity of Development Institutions. p. 370.

4 Dimitriou, H. and Thompson, R. (2001) The Planning of Sustainable urban development: The Institutional
Dimension. In: planning for a sustainable future, edited by Antonia Layard, Simin Davoudi, Susan Batty. Spon
Press. UK.

5 Ibid., p.62.
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order to reach a comprehensive approach to spatial remaking, 'responsive and sophisticated

planning institutions' are required to coordinate relevant activities with the qovsrnment". In

this case, efforts to organize tasks must be in coordination with relevant organizations which

are expected to be capable to acclimatize the changing circumstance. Thus, the idea of

reliability becomes constituted by the ones that shift and adapt to achieve its goals, not the

institution that stands in a repetitive way for its action procedures.

Second, it is believed that planning practices in Cairo have deep historical roots, dating

back to the nineteenth century. They started from the time of Muhammad 'Ali and the

founding of the Ministry of Public Works, followed by wider scale developments which were

productive in establishing effective planning institutions in the city, thus contributing to a

flourishing narrative of institutional success. Perhaps visions of re-planning areas of

deterioration in the city had necessitated higher level coordination of decision-making.

However, the solid roots of this institution did not offer an effective system in the long term.

Third, it is apparent that, in Egypt, vast numbers of diverse planning agencies are in

practice. For that, I would argue that this form of institutional density did not allow the

planning practice in Egypt to become effective simply because coordinated plans, visions,

and practice are the key to a successful spatial planning performance, while this fact

seemed lacking in the Egyptian context. Fourth, a number of academics have emphasized

the ingenuity of institutions in shifting from centralization to decentrauzation'. However, the

value of this success was problematic. It seemed that shifting the balance of power and

gaining more tiers of governance had an extraordinary effect on the time span and process

for implementing projects which, in the case of Bulaq, resulted in 'out of date schemes'

which the institution failed to implement.

The following chapter should allow us to understand what kind of vision evolved through

the establishment of institutions to assure a successful spatial development in the city. In

addition to the planning and legislative perspectives which will be discussed in the next

chapter, this will add a further dimension to construction of the framework for the remaking

of Bulaq spatial qualities. Throughout this chapter I intend to focus on the extent to which the

planning institution was reliable in implementing it goals. By reliability I mean the institution's

ability to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a specified period of time.

My intention is not to discuss the administrative structure of the planning institution but to

study how this institution responded to Cairo's spatial problems in light of the broader scope

of spatial development: where institutional effectiveness has proven to be of paramount

importance to a scheme's success. The premise examined in this chapter is that

failure/success in remaking Bulaq was constrained by the degree of adequacy of the

6 Hajer. M. and Zonneveld. W. (2000) Spatial Planning in the Network Society: Rethinking the Principles of Planning
in the Netherlands. European Planning Studies. 8: 3. 337 - 355.

7 See Arandal, C. and EI-Batran (1997) The Informal Housing Development Process in Egypt. DPU Working Paper.
London. The development Planning Unit. p. 10. Also see El Sheikh, T. (2001) Participatory urban upgrading in
Egypt: Lessons from experience. paper published in the Forum on urbanizing world and UN Human Habitat. p.
45-55.
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planning institution itself as expressed in the ability to implement schemes and, therefore,

this had a fundamental impact on the evolution of spatial development in the city.

8.2. The Origins of Spatial Planning Practices in Cairo

'The Tanzim department states that services of
construction, enlargement, elevating, reconditioning,
repairing or demolishing or any other works bordering the
public way such as houses, buildings, enclosing walls,
balconies, steps, sidewalks, must receive authorization from
the Tanzim service,a .

The origins of planning practices may be traced back to the 1850s. Throughout colonization

the pressure toward self-government seeded the ground for creating a local government

administered by the foreign communities based in Cairo. This nucleus of organization

evolved into a town council in 1885 and in 1890 a municipality was established. Such

organizational developments represented recognition of certain basic local responsibilities

for improving quality of spaces such as opening new public streets and regulating the street

alignments and setbacks". On the other hand, roots of modern attempts to establish a

planning entity, namely the Tanzim Department, which could cope with the city's needs,

could be traced back to the last years of Muhammad 'Ali. The motive for its foundation was

the desire to execute street improvements. For that, all municipal improvements were

assigned to the Tanzim Department", which became a subsection of the Ministry of Public

Works, and was given its own staff and separate budget to coordinate its responsibilities 11 •

During the reign of Khedive Ismail, the Tanzim was recognized as a British institution due

to Cairo being under British protectorate rule from 1882-1952. In this sense, the decision-

making power was left in the hands of the British representative and the ministry's deputy

was accountable for the city's improvement through public works practices 12. Its

administrative structure was formed of a limited number of members, as stated in the

council's report:

'The Tanzim departmentof al-Mahrousa[referringto Cairo], to be composedas
follows:a Directorrepresentingthe Ministryof PublicWorks;an officer,who is the head
of servicesof al-Mahrousa;Members,one delegateeach from the Cairo Governorate

8 The Ministry of finances of the Egyptian government Documents (1901). The National Archives
9 Abu-Lughod, Csiro, p. 146.
10 See Ramadan (1955), The Tanzim department was an organization created in 1864 under Mohamed Ali's rule.
The function took on new significance at the time of Ismail, due to the stepped-up pace of municipal
improvements. It was part of the Ministry for social services at that time. The new administration Issued Its first
new regulation and came Into effect in 1882. These laws covered regulations concerning the width of the streets,
their lay-out and the strict control of projecting facades. The Tanzlm carried responsibilities of establishing the
city's infrastructure network, distributing water on the western side of the Nile and the suburbs, construction of
roads and buildings, public lightning, Trams and bus control. In addition to the Tanzim, general social services
department was created, for the town of Cairo, the duties of which Included the cleanliness and upkeep of the
streets, a service for granting building permissions, the building of roads, the plantation of trees and public lighting.
Also See Amin Saml (1928) Taqwim aI-Nil, Vol. 2, Cairo. p. 210. ; Abu-Lughod: Cslro, p. 96,106.

11 Mubarak, al-Khitat al- Tawflqiyyah. p. 55.
12 Clerget, Le Caire, p. 257.
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[The Health Department, The Tanzim Inspector, and other inspectors], and Engineers
from the Tanzim department'".

However, the Tanzim's capacity to improve the city was affected by the British

administrative control of this entity. The review introduced by G.L. Pepler in the Journal of

the Town Planning Institute in 1934/35 illustrates an important aspect of the story of planning

in Cairo when he wrote that 'Egyptian planners face dramatic difficulties, for the east meets

west, and that the desire to move toward new trends of innovation and planning had to be

driven within an old moder ". Moreover, a significant document published by the Public

Works set out the main problems of the organizational structure of the Tanzim 15. The

document was based on a report prepared by the officer of Cairo to report the organizational

conflicts within the Tanzim such as the need for improving the administrative ranking of the

engineers 16 (Figure 8.1).

'The Tanzim's municipal responsibilities included the districts of Bulaq, old Cairo, al-
Abbasiyya, al-Waiyyly, Gezerat Badran, and the suburbs reaching Shubra. These
districts covered an area of 27.000 km2, and are managed by five engineers only,
although residents in these areas number 500.000 people. This fact reflects that an
average of one engineer is assigned to follow up 100.000 people'".

Indeed, these figures indicated the need for an increase in the number of engineers

employed in the Tanzim section if their roles were to be effective. The officer insisted to

'employ greater numbers of assistants, as we cannot always blame these engineers for not

fulfilling all their responsibilities unless we support them with proper assistance'".

Regarding the city's spatial improvements, the Tanzim was in a position of applying some

improvements in the city following the publication of the 1889 Edict. In respond, the Tanzim

was obligated to regulate the streets of Cairo and in short, the director of Public Works,

Mohamed Zaki, suggested surveying several sections of Cairo to identify the exact streets

which required alignment 19. One of the problems which faced the Tanzim was that the

available maps of these areas did not match the actual street lines as 'the maps show that

1/9 of the streets lines are erroneous and irregular, and certainly required alignment'2o.

Therefore, the Tanzim tasks were to rename streets, amend street lines and to follow-up

improvement projects in Cairo 21. From then, the Tanzim responsibilities involved in

managing the city's planning problems were officially formulated. For example, on 17

13 Thecouncilof theTanzimdepartmentReport(1881-1889). TheNationalArchives.
14 Pepler,G. L. (1934/35) Cairo: some notes on its history, characteristics and town planning. Journal of Town
planningInstitute. Vol (21). p. 288.

15 TheMinistryof PublicWorksDocuments'Nazaret a/-ashgal a/-omome'yya' (1889) : Douser6121a(0075-035966).
TheNationalArchives.

16 It is important to note that the Tanzim had no capital Improvementsbudget of its own, but it could only
recommendto the Ministerof PublicWorksa budgetallocationfor purposesof improvement.

17 TheMinistryof PublicWorksDocuments'Nazaret a/-ashgal a/-omome'yya' (1889) : Douser6121a(0075-035966).
TheNationalArchives.(SeeAppendexB.7).

18 Ibid.
19 TheMinistryof PublicWorksDocuments'Nazaret a/-ashgal al-omome'yya' (1889) : Douser6121a(0075-035248).
TheNationalArchives.

20 Ibid.
21 Ibid, it is importantto notethat determiningaccuratestreet boardsand lineswereconsideredan essentialmatter
for higher authorities' obligations.Evidently, legal courts of Cairo rely on these maps to solve problems of
propertyboardersbetweenpeople.Thus, it was essentialthat thesemaps had to be drawnaccuratelyfor each
road,street,andhara 'accordingto the geometricprinciples'as the officerstatedin his report.
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October 1920, the Minister of Public Works circulated a memorandum announcing a project

to rename some streets and implement new street lines in some areas". The memo stated

that Shari Bulaq and its extension towards Zamalek were to be renamed Shari Fou'ad al

awal and Shari Abul Ela was to be renamed Shari Bulaq al-Gadid23.

By 1890, the Tanzim employed twenty-nine engineers. Their responsibilities were to

support senior town planning engineers in completing drawings and planning improvements

for governmental buildings24 and in 1896, a new administrative ranking for its engineers was

devised 25. Indeed, the rapid urban growth of Cairo could not have been possible without

further upgrading the Cairo Tanzim into a fully-fledged British Municipalit/6. The Tanzim

was entrusted to a sub-unit entitled the Town Planning Service which later became the

Ministry of Town Planning. The Ministry obtained approval of the government to supplement

new regulations with certain clauses that could support improvements to the planning of

streets, the development of unbuilt areas, and finally, the improvement and redevelopment

of built areas". This action allowed plans to be set for all previously planned and unplanned

districts. However, although there was a set of provisional regulations to monitor

construction control, these regulations lacked a comprehensive framework to assure their

effectiveness. Furthermore, no technical clauses were included28. Contraventions of the

regulations were punishable by the penalties provided in the Tanzim decree of August 26,

188929. It could be said that, during this time, planning practices in Cairo had suffered from

diffused and uncoordinated administrative systems combined with the lack of a cohesive

body of municipal controf?

22 The Ministry of Public Works Documents (1920) Douser 818fT (0075-037600). The memo included two lists, 'list B
and C', which contained a full record of streets and locations approved for alignment; in addition, a 'list D'
Included buildings approved for expropriation.

23 Memorandum by the Ministry of Public Works (1923) No. 43. The Ministry of Public Works Documents: Douser
818fT (0075-037610). The National Archives.

24 The Tanzim Department council documents (1890): Douser 612lb (0075-035999). The National Archives.
25 The Tanzlm Department council documents (1896): Douser 612Jd (0075-035658). The National Archives. The

new ranking was as follows: the Tanzim supervisor of Cairo, a/-Sayyed bek Shukry; the Tanzim Director
regarding Cairo's streets and squares, Mr. Cerazouly 8sle; an Architectural Engineer in the Ministry of Public
Works, Mr. Mansqus /e Cubic, and Mahmoud 8ek Fahmi as the Head of Municipal Works in Cairo

26 The Prime Minister decree (1904) magslis niyabyya, al-Gamyya al-omomiyya, Douser 3131b, (29-04-1899) - (31-
12-1904), Cairo Archives.

27 Ministry of public works report (1926). The National Archives.
28 Ibid.
28 The Tanzim Department Decrees (1900). The National Archives.
30 Although that Cairo municipality was established in 1949, but the political situation in Cairo did not support its
active control at that time. See Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p. 222.
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Figure (8.1) The original memo issued by the Public Works.
The memo set out the main problems of the organizational structure of the Tanzim.
Source: The Ministry of Public Works Documents 'Nazaret al-ashgal al-omome'yya' (1889).
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8.3. The Establishment of Institutional Planning Organizations: In Search of

Order (1952-1970)

After the Egyptian revolution of 1952, President Nasser emphasized that the ultimate

goal of the revolutionary government was to establish a new order in society. Following the

Suez Canal nationalization in 1956, new principles were established, and the majority of the

private companies were nationalized and controlled by larger public orqanizations t'The
regime of the sixties focused on employing Arab socialism, especially after the break with

Syria. The National Charter, drawn up by Nasser, was popularized in 1962. It established

the basis of order and authority for the new constitution that was to follow. It showed a

change in orientation from the nationalist goals of the original revolution and emphasized

that Egypt was an Arab nation based on Islamic principles. Thus, we need to trace how the

philosophy of establishing order influenced the planning institution and organizational

stability in Cairo during this period.

Also, this period saw considerable progress in terms of provision for the city of more

powerful control within distinct institutional frameworks of decision-making agencies, which

were more responsible and receptive to the needs of the society. At the planning level,

immediate reconstruction activities were emphasized rather than adopting long-term

solutions, whereas planning practices were more a compilation of projects on hand than

consistently evolved comprehensive schemes". Besides, the Egyptian government acted

with no formal planning arrangements: rather, a public investment programme combined

with certain policy measures to create a promising environment for public investors, and to

encourage them to participate, in return, in the state's national development plans. However,

crucial shifts to add further formality to planning practices in Cairo have become evident

since that time.

8.3.1.The Ministry of Rural Affairs: al- 8aladiyya

It took thirty years to establish sufficient planning machinery in Cairo to replace the Tanzim.

It was not until 1949 that King Farouk published Law 145 to establish the Ministry of Rural

Affairs, or al-Baladiyya, headed by Ibrahim 8asha Farag, as distinct from the local

provisional government, in the absence of any previous local independent municipal

structure33• Since then, planning practices in Cairo have witnessed greater practical shifts.

31 The nationalization programme continued In successive waves through 1962 and 1963 and involved shipping
companies, cotton-ginning factories, cotton-exporting companies, pharmaceutical producers, ocean and river
transport companies, trucking companies, glass factories, and the largest book-publishing company in Egypt. By
1964 a huge public sector had evolved, including all utilities, communications, and finance as well as large
manufacturing enterprises, transportation, wholesale and foreign trade, some big retail stores, and construction
firms.

32 Khairy, Political transformations and the built environment, p. 176.
33 Ramadan, T. (1955) The Egyptian Administration during the British occupation. Cairo. p.46 - 47. Also see a/-

Kshira Newspaper 1888, s/-Moussed Newspaper 1905. The upgrading to a municipality went through several
efforts to emphasize Its establishment as a govemmental administration leading aspects of modemizing the city
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According to Abu-Lughod, Law 145/1949 was issued to create a new municipal entity,

named al-Baladiyya, which had the formal status of a town council to redress the

inconsistencies of previous acts for governing the city, albeit with very limited powers;

however, it neither solved the problems of overall coordination, nor established true

representative government and 'its relationship with other existing administrative units

remained relatively unspecified', as Abu-Lughod stated".

While al-Baladiyya was headed by an engineer35, its official tasks were to handle all

municipal functions that had been previously under the supervision of the Tanzim

Department; however, the scope of the ministry was too broad and this rendered its actions

ineffective. Shortly afterwards, Law 5 for year 1950 published the ground tasks of the new

ministerial responsibilities which showed further attention towards the city's spatial qualities

such as drafting planning schemes for parks and streets, providing sewage utilities around

Cairo, organizing and implementing technical programmes for housing projects such as

location, amendments and proposed land-use types, but, as yet, it had no efficient role. It

was four years later when a significant change took place in the Ministry's administrative

structure. On 17 April 1954, after the revolution, Colonel al-Baghdady was assigned the first

minister of al-Baladiyya, who was also a fervent proponent of Nasser and the revolution, was

recognized for his efforts to improve Cairo as authentication of the revolution's goals. In the

words of Mohamed al-Hawady.

'Abdul-LatifAl-Baghdadywas a distinct character from all of his revolutionfellows.
He had a uniqueability to dream,to deliver and to visualizethese dreams.He also had
the abilityto developplansto implementthis dream,36.

In 1956, a development plan was approved to commence a new stage in improvement of

the city. According to al-Baghdady, 'the state needed to create image projects [as he called

it] to establish a stable economic base that supports its lndustry'". He was successful in

creating within the ministry different administrations and specializations which formed a re-

ordered institutional structure. For example, from 1955, problems related to shortage of

housing stock, which had been the responsibility of the Ministry of Social Affairs, came under

the auspices of al-Baladiyya along with implementation of housing projects and responsibility

for public buildings38• Although merging tasks and responsibilities in a ministry was expected

to guarantee greater efficiency and progress, it actually added further conflicts with the

Ministry of Social Affairs. There seemed to have been disagreement and lack of coordination

and improving its civilized images. Such efforts were published in official newspapers and were held by local
officials in the government starting from 1888 until the date it was recognized.

34 Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p.147.
35 The head engineer of al- Baladiyya had very limited and restricted powers to be effective in his position.
36 Al-Hawady, M. (2007) Abdel-Iatif al-Baghdady the integrity revolutionary martyr. Dar al Khayal, Cairo.
37 Al-Baghdady, al-Baghdady diaries, p. 78.
38 Khairy, Political transformations and the built environment. p. 145. In particular, worker housing projects, which
had previously been the responsibility of the Ministry of Social Affairs, were. during the time of al-Baghdady,
commonly completed by the Baladiyya. Projects constructed during the fifties included Zienhum Housing project
in 1954. AI-Azhar project and workers housing project at Shoubra district both in 1955. the state workers city
projects at Imbaba district, Helmiet al-Zatoun and Helwan projects, Abu-Zaabal Housing project in 1955. and
finally, a/-Msrg project.
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in the management of joint projects: which caused delay and, in some cases, failure to fulfil

tasks.

Also, the ministry was involved in establishing large scale projects, improving the spatial

deterioration of districts and, most importantly, projects to house migrant workers who

arrived in the city after industrialization. Due to the military background, as former officers, of

the government members, it is possible to understand how their priorities for governance

were framed and the motivation behind their ideas for Cairo's development. Although al-

Baghdady was motivated to establish grand projects, as we mentioned earlier, he was also

keen to eliminate any obstacles that could affect the state's ambitions of modernization in

support of the revolutionary philosophy (figure 8.2).

Figure 8.2 One of the standard public housing blocks built in al-Sharabiyya district during the
1950s.
It was claimed that the project added greater people to the district rather than solving problems of
over population.
Source: AI-Ahram Newspaper (1971) January 15.

8.3.2. The Establishment of Muhafazah and the Department of Housing

The Baladiyya did not last for long. Early in 1960 there was an important event that

supported the government in its post-revolutionary efforts to attain unity and national order.

In that year, Nasser issued Law 124 which made many positive contributions to the

establishment of powerful institutional planning agencies in Cairo. Significantly, a new

agenda for stabilizing order was in progress. This law incorporated the establishment of the

Ministry of Local Administration that outlined a consistent system of local governance in

Egypt and it was by that time when Greater Cairo was divided into three governorates
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(Muhafazat, singular is Muhafazah)39. In accordance with the previous law, a single planning

entity named the Cairo governorate, or Muhafzet al-Kahira, was established as an institution,

headed by Mr. Salah Disuky el-shishtawy as its first governor in 16 April 1960
40
. The

government then announced the integration of al- Baladiyya as a sub-unit to the Muhafzah,

under the name of The Department of Housing and Public Utilities, or Mudereat al-Iskan wa

al-Marafek. This allowed for sweeping action to develop several sections in Cairo. Abu-

Lughod wrote that the law was successful in 'abrogated conflicting clauses in the 19491aw
41

.

In accordance, the Department of Housing held several additional responsibilities such as

1. Assessing the wider scope of housing polices including transportation problems

2. Recommencement of legislation, programmes and plans for solving the built

environment problems

3. To direct, and follow up national projects approved by the local councils

4. Developing tourist areas in Cairo and coordinating with the local authorities

involved.

5. Supervising and approving housing projects

Also, the involvement of the Ministry in supervising the housing stock and projects

increased and sustained the efficiency of the planning machinery. After 1962, with the

nationalization of Egyptian companies, a number of cooperative organizations became

involved in the scene of housing suppll2. However, conflicts over tasks were recorded

between official municipal and private organizations. The history of such conflicts dates back

to the 1950s, particularly in terms of the rise of housing problems in Cairo. For example, in

1956, the state established a number of private organizations to supplement the

government's efforts to provide housing stock. In this respect, Law 317 for year 1956 stated

in one of its clauses that any group of people have the right to establish a cooperative

organization with no obligation towards the government43• A further clause in the same law

stated that 'cooperative organizations would be under supervision of involved governmental

institutions [al-Baladiyya in this case], and in the case of any members gaining personal and

individual profits from the organization, the ministry had the right to exclude thern'". This

clash between hierarchies and roles resulted in additional conflicts of institutionalization.

One clause adopted the establishment of private organizations, whilst another confirmed the

39 These three were the Cairo Governorate, the Giza Governorate and a/-Qalubiyya Governorate which became the
main agents of local authority in Greater Cairo. Also Law 124/1960 stated that large urban centres such as
Alexandria, Ismailiyya, and Qalubiyya may have the rank of governorate. Accordingly, Egypt was divided into
twenty four Muhafazah of which Cairo is one of them. Each governorate represented a separate legal entity which
was subdivided into smaller local units: centres, towns, districts and villages.

40 I will refer to the Cairo governorate which is one of the three divided governorates as 'Cairo', and will refer to the
Cairo governorate, or Muhafzet al-Kahira which is the planning institution using the Arabic phrase 'Muhafazah'.
Also, the governor (Muhafez) is considered the representative of the executive authority and supervises the
implementation of the state's general policy. The local units are responsible for establishing and managing all
public utilities within their jurisdiction.

41 Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p. 225.
42 It is significant to note that cooperative organizations in Egypt are business organizations owned and operated by

a group of individuals for their mutual benefit. Implemented projects, therefore, were considered as private
ownerships for all members. The government encouraged this type of organizations, believing that they could be
a successful tool to manage housing shortage and deterioration in Cairo by that time.

43 Cited in Khairy, Political transformations and the built environment, p. 157.
44 Ibid.
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authority of the government to control such entities. Between 1957 and 1960, cooperative

organizations were excluded from paying tax and had to be critically assessed for their

performance". In addition, the government organized a legislative framework which allowed

the cooperative sector to participate in developing the city and to become involved in the

general development policies.

Subsequently, in 1961, the government established a new cooperative organization. The

Public Cooperative Housing Company was an institutional power equivalent to a ministry,

and its chairman was awarded the position of Minister. By 1960, census reports show that

40,000 buildings in Cairo were in a dilapidated state: a situation which provoked the

government to search for urgent action. For that, the Department of Housing and the Public

Cooperative Organization were assigned for upgrading and supervision of improvement

projects. However, cooperative institutions preferred to deal with middle and high-income

projects in order to gain higher profits.

It is also crucial to consider the establishment of an influential planning institution in Cairo

during this period when July 1965 witnessed the establishment of the Greater Cairo High

Committee (al-Iagna al-olya le-takhtet al-Qahira al-kubra) as a sub-section of the Muhafzah46
•

The committee was responsible for drawing up broader strategies for the development of the

city. In 1966, a new master plan for Cairo was introduced. One of the main goals of this plan

was to solve the problem of deterioration of the housing stock within old districts of Cairo

such as Bulaq and al-Sahef. where huge numbers of buildings were considered unsuitable

for human habitation". In addition, the centralization of power in the capital was an attempt

to address the inadequacy of infrastructure networks, which exacerbated Cairo's

transportation problems, and the water drainage system".

8.3.3. The Role of the Institutions in Improving Planning Conditions in Cairo

8.3.3.1. Awareness and Response

It was claimed that by early 1960 an era of awareness and response had arisen. Following

the revolution, Egyptian policymakers were anxious to improve living standards and they

were aware of the negative consequences of population growth and industrialization on the

city's physical situation. In 1962, President Nasser addressed the Egyptians and highlighted

problems of housing and spatial qualities deterioration and called for instituting what he

4S Law 12811957 stated that the organization should fuHiIat least 50% of its annual tasks; which had been approved
by its members.

46The Egyptian gazette (1965) The formation of Cairo planning committee, 9 July, p. 1-3.
47 In 1958, Cairo Municipality evacuated 3000 collapsing buildings, and in 1966 a conducted survey reported that 45
per cent of the buildings in districts of Bulaq Abul Ela, al-Sayyida Zainab, ai-Sahel, Misr al-Qadima, al- Gamaliyya
and Shubra are unsafe for living.

460ther goals of the master plan of Cairo Included an attempt to control Cairo's urban planning by giving the city an
optimal size to solve problems caused by high densities in certain sections of the old city and to attract population
growth In new self-sufficient satellite towns constructed on desert lands to preserve agricultural lands from being
replaced by built constructions. Note that in 1965 all the sewages pipes collapsed. A '100-day emergency plan'
was Implemented effectively within three months and most of the damaged collectors were repaired.
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called 'a development map for Egypt'. By 1964, the considerable administrative structure of

the Oep. of Housing had been formed. By that time, problems related to Cairo's urban

growth were notable; however, it was less alarming in other primary cities such as

Alexandria and Giza. To a certain degree, the government had attempted to cope with this

situation in the form of re-planning projects to reduce the negative effects of over-population

and deterioration. The government also recognized that promotion of reasonable living

standards for its citizens, adequate homes, sufficient infrastructure and wider roads could

reverse the declining situation. Therefore, improving the city's urban centres, supporting

urban growth and upgrading services of deteriorating urban sections were prioritized.

Evidently, the year of 1965 was considered the year of disasters and emergency plans,

based on two crucial events. Both catastrophes happened due to the increase in population

and, hence, users, and ultimately the situation was made worse by the failure to repair, or

replace any damage. The first event occurred in July 1965: when the entire sewage system

collapsed. A hundred day plan was drawn up to repair the sewerage network. Although this

breakdown was described in official newspapers as a sudden incident, in reality it was a

problem which the housing department had been aware of several years before the

collapse49• Abu-Lughod states that:

'The emergency came as no surprise to engineers in the housing and public utilities
department of the governorate, for their numerous requests for funds and in their plans
submitted annually they had stressed the need for undertaking major projects to
renovate equipment, enlarge capacity, and add pumping stations,50.

The second event was the disastrous inadequacy of the public transport network, and

again an 'emergency expedient was resorted to when the army was assigned the special

task of coping with the mass transit crisis in the city·51 . From that date, Egypt devised new

approaches for improving living conditions of the city. Fortunately, both critical situations led

to a change for the better, or, as Abu-Lughod described the Egyptian government's efforts,

ingenuity in dealing with disaster". For that, the supreme council development, which was

established in 1965, was concerned with spatial and urban planning activities of the citl
3
.

Within the purpose of defining urbanization policies connected to the government's goals, a

national development planning programme was launched in 1966 in the hope that it would

stimulate development 54 . According to Khairy 'development measures and programmes

were designed to contribute to the achievement of economic, social and political goals

through affecting critical demographic variables followed by a number of goals,55. Perhaps

49 AI-AhramNewspaper(1959) Another Crisis: the sewerage breakdown, 2 October.; AI-AhramNewspaper(1959)
a new threat to Cairo: The sewerage stations are 50 years old, 20 November.

50 Abu-Lughod,Cairo, p. 227.
51 Ibid.
52 Ibid.
53 Fun.ctio~sof ~hiscoun?iIwere~oset a p.lanningdevel?pmentschemefor Cairo, and to coordinateall population
affairs Including hOUSing,social conditions, economic analysis and any relevant needed studies for family
development.

54 I want to add that a perviousdevelopmentpolicywas set for defining urbanizationpolices In coordinationwith
developmentgoalsas partof the first five yearsplanof 1952 - 57.

55 Khairy,Political transformations and the built environment, p. 132.
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these two disasters had an impact on governmental attitudes and led to increasing reliability

of the planning institution in Cairo in dealing with the city's problems of deterioration.

8.3.3.2. Instituting Order

In line with Cairo's five year plan of 1962-67, wide-ranging projects were rapidly undertaken

by the Muhafzah to solve problems of deterioration and greater consideration towards the

city's urban fabric was on the agenda. Tracing Egyptian newspaper archives informs us that

the establishment of the Muhafzah demonstrated an unforeseen shift in attitude towards

Cairo's built environment. For the first time in many years, newspapers started to announce

the Muhafzah's initiatives, focusing on renovation and improvement of what it called

dilapidated neighbourhoods or al-ahyaa al-mutahalka56
• For instance, the Department of

Housing instigated a number of middle and low-income housing projects. These included

setting plans for land acquisition and the installation of essential services". Specifically, in

Bulaq, during 1962, the Department of Housing proposed the construction of an Egyptian

Opera House in Bulaq, surrounded by museums and touristic hotels, after identifying

suitable locations and land for expropriation, although this idea was later cancelted'".

In addition, as part of the five year plan, a major project was implemented to construct

low-income houses in Ramlet Bulaq. Thirty two blocks were constructed in 196459, which

were assigned for rental by people relocating from al-Abbasiyya area. Initially, the project

was conducted by the Muhafzah, but the government required the assignment of the project

to the public cooperative organization, although, after negotiations between involved parties

the original assignment to Muhafzah60 was allowed to stand. In similar projects constructed

in Cairo, Abu-Lughod informs us that:

Priority had been given to accommodationof persons displaced by clearance
operations, even when their incomes exceeded the limits establishedfor eligibility.
Waiting lists were long, and it was necessaryto resort to a public lottery for initial
selectionof tenantsfromthe longlist of thoseeligible,61.

At the administrative level, improving the street network and regulating the streets in

sections of Cairo which suffered extreme deterioration was given priority, particularly when

major disasters took place. In the case of preparing plan 2020 of Bulaq, the Muhafzah

usually would become involved because much of the site was considered historical and

seSee the official Egyptian newspapers from 1961-1965. For example, AI-Ahram Newspaper (1961) The Old cairo
is Renovating, February 2. ; AI-Ahram Newspaper (1961) Re-building 22 Districts in Cairo within One Year, 12
November.

57 Abu -Lughod, Cairo, p. 231.
seThis project was cancelled in 1967 by a presidential decree after selecting a different site for the Opera House,
and all land expropriation were also not valid.

69 The public housing plan included construction 21 housing projects for low-income tenants in areas seen as
deteriorated and lacked necessary services. See the five year plan report of Cairo 1960-1965, Cairo.

eoMinutes of the Muhafzah (1963) the planning Department, the Muhafzah. This case explains how far the
cooperative organization was powerful and influential during this regime.

81 Abu-lughod, cairo, p. 232.
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contained public properties which would be affected by re-planning. Organizationally, the

involvement of the housing department evolved from its authority for managing public

housing in Cairo. In coordination, a planning committee composed of a board of directors

from the departments of housing and planning was formed62• All proposals submitted by the

committee needed approval from the Minister of Housing and subsequently the governorate

council, with the plan's final authorization being approved by the Muhafez.

The previous instance demonstrates how plan 2020 approved amendment of the street

lines rather than addressing the problems of mixed land-use and deterioratlon'". In this case,

I would argue that the various problems caused by industrialization drove the government's

ambition to re-plan the old districts. First were the problems of narrow roads and the difficulty

of accessibility inside Bulaq. The scheme was drafted with the intention of loosening the tight

tissue of the district, which had actually remained unchanged for centuries. Second was the

need to reduce the number of inhabitants in the district. As explained earlier, the district

suffered from overcrowding due to the vast number of workers and immigrants. Thus,

eviction was seen as a feasible solution to this dilemma. Third, the government realized that

the Ramlet Bulaq housing project was a successful model which deserved to be repeated in

other areas. Therefore, the vision was defined as follows: to clear large sections of Bulaq,

and then to encourage private cooperative organizations to devise profitable plans for these

plots. Abu-Lughod wrote that:

'fhere are many housing developments which have been or will be planned,
constructed and initially financed by special housing authorities but then sold in the form
of cooperatives to occupants-owners'I".

The question arising in this case is why this method was a significant step in the

development of Bulaq. There are several possible explanations. Initially, assigning these

projects to private cooperatives would secure the availability of financial capital required for

further development. The involvement of a single entity would allow for efficient control and

standardization of plans, which otherwise would be affected by conflicts of planning laws and

regulation of housing and land-use control. Also, possible clashes between public or

governmental institutions would be avoided. Ultimately, this process enabled the

government to avoid having its funds tied up indefinitely in projects which it would have had

to supervise and rnaintain'".

In the wider picture, this arrangement provided reasonable possibilities for further

improvement of Cairo's spatial qualities. For example, at the national level, planning the new

districts such as Madinat Nasr district (Nasr city) in 1956 ,was seen as the first example of a

central government-sponsored project to contain not only housing projects, but also to

62 A completelist of the administrativepositionsof eachmembercan be illustratedfromtheoriginalplanof 1966.
63 It is worth to mention that officially,the plan was publishedas a street alignmentplan, but practically,it was
guidedto accommodatehousingblockssimilarto the projectof Ramlet Bulaq built in 1964. In addition,several
othersiteswere recommendedfor upper-incomeapartmentsand luxuryprojects.Alsosee AI-AhramNewspaper,
January1967.

64 Abu-Lughod,Cairo, p. 232.
65 Ibid.
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provide centrally planned employment centres'", Furthermore, planning Nasr City was a

prototype experiment for further governmental subsidised planning developments in Cairo:

should it prove successful, this would encourage other ventures along similar lines; should it

encounter insurmountable difficulties, lessons for the future would be learned from the

experience".

Apparently, considerations for implementing order in dilapidated districts were distinct

from their physical environment. Indeed, many of the important edifices of the Muhafzah

were located in prosperous districts: contradicting the idea of allowing equal access to all

social classes. Various improvements, new facilities and constructions were targeted at the

higher social classes and people of the revolution located in the prestigious districts of the

city. It can be said that two important factors had impacted on the structure and process of

implementing spatial order during that time. The first was the adoption of European ideas in

re-planning Cairo, although this was nothing new. But what was new was the fact that

Egyptian planners, who studied abroad and became exposed to foreign planning ideas,

were personally involved in decision making. Second, indisputably, the revolutionary

government was seeking to stabilize order in everything, the military, the administration, and

even the people. But, the main negative point was that most of the higher ranking members

of this government had been army officers during the revolution, and were people upon

whose loyalty to Nasser could depend in his pursuit of modernization. Thus, in employing

them in such critical positions he had two objectives: he was rewarding them for their efforts

during the revolution and, second, he was confident that they had the power and capability

to manage and implement his vision of order.

Perhaps, the standardization of planning ideas appealed to the regime at that time

because it symbolized the government's efforts to modernize Egypt. It was earlier clarified

by al-Baghdady that the modern manifestation would show the whole Arab state that the

government was capable of establishing order, which was paralleled to the government's

political will to achieve a transformation to modernity. However, planning institutions which

had been set up particularly to establish order were at odds with the existing conditions in

the nation by that time.

Therefore, I would suggest that the decision to re-plan many parts of Cairo at that time

was, once again, rendered as an idea of applying order. Clearly, the government thought

that re-planning several parts of Cairo could create something homogeneous and

standardized but which still manifested in different forms elements of what Timothy Mitchell

had called 'the model village' 68. Mitchell described the introduction of disciplinary

mechanisms of order in modem Egypt as the 'world as an exhibition', when considerinq the

process of setting up 'methods of order' which dated from the era of Muhammad 'Ali. In this

sense, he explains, for example, the project for the reconstruction of the villages of Egypt

88 Ibid., p. 233
87 Ibid.
88 Mitchell, Colonising Egypt, p. 43.
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and how the village of Katr al-zayat was rebuilt using particular models of houses 'which

were also used to rebuild several other Egyptian villages'. He adds that:

'Projects of improvement of this kind contain less harshness of the methods of
military order. But the order they seek to achieve is a similar one. Such projects, no less
than the military innovations, typifying the new way in which the very nature of order was
to be conceived. In modern Egypt, as in every modern state, order of this kind was to
claim to be order itself, the only real order there has ever been,69.

For that, such a method of uniformity was viewed as the possibility of creating order".

However, while Mitchell limits his ideas of order to the 19th century colonization, I would

suggest that during the zo" century, specifically during the Nasser regime, a period of

institutionalization of planning had started. It was about imbuing a profession with power,

presenting and utilizing planning as a tool for establishing order or, as the coming section

will show, as a picture that could be redrawn, manipulated and displayed
71
• Therefore, the

instituting of spatial planning practices in Cairo was concerned with embodying the attitudes

and strategies of order in a more physical image, and defining the basis of a previously

unclear role of planning practices in Cairo. Khaled Alam suggests that practising planning in

the absence of a powerful institution would lead to inadequate outcomes and greater

problems of detenoranon". Merging al- 8aladiyya to become a sub-unit of the Muhafzah and

restricting its role under the name of 'housing utilities' seemed an inequitable decision.

Combining the strategies of planning and renewal with strategies of housing created

confusion and inefficiency and raised questions regarding the practicality of involving diverse

apparatuses in planning decisions 73. Although tremendous efforts were made to form a

stable unified planning administration capable of actualizing planning vision, at the practical

level it was believed that greater progress could have been achieved without

standardization. However, it could be said that the regime brought about the establishment

of planning authorities with powers that had previously been absent.

69 Ibid., p. 44.
70 This methodalso came in line with the target of the govemment'swill to eliminatedifferencesbetweensocial
class~ ~Ithough that the re-planneddistricts were never inhabited by any middle or high class families,
contranwtse, theymovedout theseareasto accommodatedothernewdistrictsandnewlybuilt ones.

71 Heidegger,M. (1977) The Age of the world picture: in the Question Conceming technology. NewYork: Harper
&Row.p. 134.

72 Alam,Urban Renewal, p.76.
73 Specifically,the illustrationof the originalschemeof plan 2020showsthat six differenthigherauthorityengineers
hadto officiallyapprovethe scheme.
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8.4. Shifting the Vision: The Shift towards Capitalism and Place Re-making

'The opening will embrace the entire world, both east
and west, because we are fully aware that wide ranging
international economic relations constitute the material
basis for the freedom of the political acnon'".

The radical changes driven by the Infitah policies starting from 1974 affected the planning

institution in Cairo and in some cases the Muhafzah faced problems in fulfilling tasks due to

lack of coordination and efficienc/5• An effort to boost the effectiveness of the role played by

Muhafzah in the physical planning of Cairo was made in 1971 when a number of state

officials called for a massive administrative restructuring in the planning institution. Although

the Muhafzah had increased in status during Nasser's regime, it lacked the legislative power

and a sufficiently high organizational profile to re-plan Cairo in a position that satisfies

Sadat's vision of creating a modern image for his capital.

During the period from 1970 to 1980, a series of laws were passed to define and

organize the hierarchy of authority and power among different levels of the governmental

institutions/bodies, particularly between the local councils and the Muhafez. According to

Arandel & el-Bataran, the Egyptian institutional authority was transferred from central

ministries, previously formed during the Nasser regime, to units of local governmene
6
.They

asserted that:

Policy guidelines, development standards, capital investment programmes, and
operational budgets continued to be the responsibility of central ministries. Programme
implementation and construction, operation and maintenance were delegated to the
govemorates through hierarchies headed by under secretaries attached to the central
level but working for and in the govemorates,77.

Since then, five distinct levels of local government have existed: the Governorate

(muhafazat), town! city (mudun), Centre (Maricaz), urban quarter/district (Hay), rural district/

village (kal}'Ya). Each local unit has its individual executive committee and elected council.

In 1979 two new councils were formed at the level of each governorate (muhafazah): the

local council {a/-mag/es a/-mahalll} and, in each district/quarter (Hay), the local people's

council. Local councils were responsible for supervising the progress of public utility projects

74 Sadat,A. (1974) The October working paper. Cairo.Egypt.
75 Suchas the previousbreakdownof theseweragenetwork.
76 Arandal,andEI-Batran,The Informal Housing Development Process in Egypt. Law75 for year 1971 andLaw43
for year 1979. The fonner lawalsoapproveddividingthe GreaterCairo intodistrictsor quarters,whichactedas
administrativesections.Therefore,The CairoGovernorateis divided into four sectionsas follows:The Eastern
sectioncombinesninequarters(qlsms): AI-Matarlyya, Misr al-Gad/da, al-Nozha, Mansh/at Nasser, east Madiant
Nasr, west mad/nat Nasr, ai-Salam Awal, ai-Salam Than. AI-Marg. Ain-Shams. TheWestemsectioncombines
ten quarters:al-Wayly, Wasat, Misr al-Qd/mah, Sayda Zaynab, Gharb, Abd/n, al-Basateen, Bab-al-Shariyya, al-
Khalifa and Muqattam and al-Mousky. The Southemsectioncombinedof eight quarters:Shubra, al-Zawya al-
Hamra, Hade'ek al-Qouba, Roud ai-Farag, al-Sharabiyya, ai-Sahel, al-Zaytoon and Bulaq Abul Ela. The newest
added section is the Helwan Govemorate combined of four quarters: Maadi, Helwan, al-Tebeen and
Mayo.However,thisdivisiondid notfollowanyhistorical,or social,or economicalorder.

n Ibid., p. 34.
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and preparing annual plans budgets. However, in reality, the central government authority

could withdraw decisions made by the local units in cases of interference with its own

pOlicl8. As such, it was expected that not all decisions approved by the local councils were

to be implemented until they were approved by the local government committee. However,

in 1981, this law was amended to restore the local council's right of interrogation. The

subsequent flow of consecutive laws, in accordance, enabled the planning institutions,

situated in the Muhafzah, to playa significant role in national and local programmes for the

city's development". In time, the Muhafzah became responsible for developing plans to

implement decisions taken by the local people's council'" (Figure 8.3,8.4,8.5).

8.4.1. The Foundation of the General Organization of Physical Planning GOPP

The period of the 1970s was considered the peak of inferior deterioration of spatial qualities

in old districts, and the period when the government took notice of the phenomenon and

began to react towards their renewal. In 1971 Ezz aI-Din Farag, Secretary to the Ministry of

Housing and Construction, announced that the Muhafzah's intention was to demolish the old

districts in order to fulfil some of the Cairo's master plan of 1966 goals81• In 1972, one year

before the establishment of the GOPP, the government officially launched a programme to

improve the ashwaiyyat throughout Egypt. In Greater Cairo a total of 81 deteriorating areas

were identified, of which 63 were deemed upgradable. These districts were classified into

three groups according to their spatial conditions 82.Farag also added that 'it could be

appropriate to develop a comprehensive plan to re-plan the deteriorated districts in phases

according to the actual condition of housing in each district,83. However, implementation of

this vision required instant social, economical and legal studies to be conducted and also a

scheduled plan to return the residents". Nevertheless, due to the lack of the financial ability

to fund temporary accommodation, and the entire project was halted for much of the 1970s

and later, in 1977, a decision was made to evacuate only homes that were subject to serious

danger of collapse.

78 Financial and budgetary allocations are dedicated to the central government directly leaving the local councils
with an extremely limited budget.

79 The Greater Cairo Region is recognized as the urban, political, social and economic capital for Egypt and one of
the largest urban agglomerations in the world.

80 UN-HABITAT, Metropolitan Planning and Management.
81 Interview in al-Ahram Newspaper (1971) January 10.
82 These three groups were as follows; districts approved for clearance; Misr al-Qadima, Bulq, Bab al-shariyya, al-

Gammaliyya, al-Mousky, ai-Darb al-Ahamr, al-Kahlifah, al-Sayyida Zainab, Abdin, Shubra, al-Sharabiyya, Giza
and Imbaba. Upgradable Districts of intermediate housing and planning conditions; al-wayly, al-Zahe" Azbakiyya,
Roud aI-Farag, Shubra al-Khaimah and aI-Sahel. Districts in reasonable condition; Mis, al-Gadids , Maadi,
Helwan al-Dokki and Qas, aI-Nile.

83 Interview in al-Ahram Newspaper (1971) January 15.
84 The implementation of the idea included setting a criteria towards who was eligible for housing entitlement, their
ownership proceedings, and whether was it possible to compensate the owners. An argument was raised in the
institution because some officials claimed that this was a project of public interest, thus, the Muhafzah had the
right to seize the lands.
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Figure 8.3 The Cairo Governorate lMuhafzah: Administrative structure.
Source: The Researcher, adopted from The Muhafzah Administrative Profile.
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In 1972 the Muhafzah's capability to handle the task of managing Cairo's infrastructure,

planning and housing problems was questioned 85. In fact, the initiatives of Nasser's

governments to construct low cost housing and grand projects were not favoured by the new

regime that intended, among other things, to construct new tourist attractions in Cairo such

as museums and entertainment facilities. Such ambitions were described by Saad et-Din

Ibrahim, a famous Egyptian social scientist, in the following words:

'Sadat wanted to develop Egypt along westem lines with western economic aid,
western technology, and western experts. If Paris and Rome were the favourite models
for Khedive Ismail, Los Angeles and Houston were favourite models for Sadat,B6.

In this context, Hirst and Beeson reported that Sadat summoned Peter Munk to design

the 'Pyramids Oasis Project' B7.The project replaced an earlier proposal by the Ministry of

Tourism to establish a 'Disneyland' in the location of the Giza Pyramids'", Munk proposed a

golf course 'flourishing within the smell of ancient life of the pharaohs'", and a residential

resort for tourists containing hotels, boulevards and luxury villas90• However, planners and

architects' ensuing criticism of the project was explicit and loud to the extent that the plans

were soon abandoned. The proposal was considered a threat to one of the country's major

archaeological sites and, in addition, the extremely high level of funding required rendered it

unaffordable by the planning institutions.

However, such ambitions sowed the seeds for establishment of a new planning

organization that could handle planning tasks as suggested by state officials. The republican

decree No. 1093 / 1973 announced the establishment of a new bureau named the General

Organisation for Physical Planning (GOPP) as a state body within the Ministry of Housing

and Construction. Official newspapers declared that the bureau would playa crucial role in

improving the city's physical planning and, in particular, in implementing projects in several

old districts and tourist destinations: whereas, the first five years of its foundation were

dedicated only to exercising the administrative, executive apparatus responsible for

amending planning legislation and designs. By that time, the GOPP was headed by the

86 AI-Ahram Newspaper (1972) March 12. No additional records were located to explain the exact environment
where the GOPP was established.

86 Ibrahim, S. (1985) Cairo: A Sociological Profile. In: The expanding metropolis: Coping with the urban growth of
Cairo. Singapore: Concept Media LTD.

87 Hirst and Beeson, Saciat, p. 205.
86 According to the Egyptian Gazette, The project was described as the Honoluluization of Egypt. The Disneyland

project was designed to facilitate a plastic pyramid housing a museum and other Entertainment facilities as a
tourist package with an estimated cost of 50 million Dollars. However, the scheme was not implemented.

se Hirst and Beeson, Sadat, p. 206.
110 Eventually, this is still a dream to renovate the site of the pyramids which flows till recent days. Comparable to
those in the States and the Arab world, such as the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia, AI-Masri al- Youm
Magazine published a private consultant proposal to develop the pyramids site in a new global image. The
proposal assumed a joint corporation between Egyptian and with Arab investors, to create a mid space to group
the three pyramids with the Sphinx. in addition to constructing an international horse track, the allocation of seven
and five stars hotels, and building a more proper site for tourists, and more attractive than the current location
wi~ facilities such as groups of ~OPS, cafes and popular pedestrian corridors. According to the Magazine, Thi~
prOject will provide job opportunities, and enhance rates of tourism in Egypt, and enable the Egyptian pyramids to
restore Its glory. See AI-Masri al-Youm newspaper (2008) May 18, ed. 1435.
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Minister of Housing and employed a reasonable number of qualified architects and urban

planning qraduates'".

Besides, the introduction of the Physical Planning Law of 1983 restructured the GOPP

administrative organization as a National Governmental Authority responsible for drawing up

general physical planning policies 92. Its activities included: 1. fixing the planning rates,

conditions and indicators for the national and regional urban organization. 2. Preparation of

physical, environmental, economic, communal, demographic research and studies, and 3.

Organization of international and local scientific conferences on urban development. In

addition, the GOPP was responsible for the preparation of physical plans through its

technical entities and specialized consultancies'".

Apparently, for the planning institution to intervene in the spatial improvement of Cairo, it

was necessary to involve the GOPP in the physical planning activities. However, some of my

respondents from the GOPP had different reactions towards the real reasons behind its

establishment. They ascribed it to the broader scope of the economic changes brought

about by Infitah. This suggests that its establishment was an intentional message to local

and foreign investors that Egypt was in the process of remedying shortcomings in its urban

planning institutions; thus, private investors in Cairo would be offered a well organized and

stable investment environment 94. Therefore, its main task was to boost the wave of

investment by preparing detailed planning schemes that would fulfill such a vision: schemes

that would transform old districts with modern buildings and luxury projects.

The establishment of the GOPP was a shifting stage in the spatial planning discourse in

Egypt, especially in the sense of the increasing awareness towards the city's built

environment. It was apparent that the foundation of the new bureau was essential to the

materialization of the state's tendency to improve the built environment in light of the

confusion over the position of the Muhafzah as the primary planning institution. There was a

need for a body specialized in spatial planning that was equipped to take on the tasks,

responsibilities and expectations of Cairo's beautification and realize the state's ambitions

for modernization.

8.4.2. The Response to Remaking

During the International Engineering Conference held in Cairo in January 1975, a group of

government engineers recommended that, for a city like Cairo, it was important to start

91 Interview with a planning official in the GOPP in 2009.
92 The Egyptian Gazette (1983) Law 3 for year 1983, The Ameri Press.
93 Its administrative and organizational structure included the Chair of the Board (General Administration of
Tech.ni.cal ~ice, ~eneral. Administration o~ L~I Affairs, General Administration of Organization and
Administration, Public Relation and Communication Administration, Planning and Monitoring Administration),
Vice-chair for research, studies and regional planning, Vice-chairperson for plans and programs, Central
Administration for Infrastructure and Central Administration for the General Secretariat.

94 Interview with a planning official in the GOPP in 2009.
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constructing large numbers of skyscraper95.The recommendation reinforced the Muhafzah's

visions which were in this same direction as the benefits were twofold: first, it legitimized the

act of building high-rise constructs in valuable areas, which for a long time had been

criticised and prohibited by successive state officials and ptanners'". Second, this advice

would prevent agricultural lands from being used for construction. This idea was explained

as a viable alternative to accommodating a rapidly increasing population in new cities far

away from the heart of Cair097
• By that time, various solutions were suggested for remaking

Cairo's old districts. Perhaps, there was an idea to re-plan the old sections of Cairo to

absorb the increase of population rather than construct new cities around the capital and

thereby add further problems to those already in existence. In 1976, the Dean of faculty of

Engineering at al-Azhar University stated that:

Cairo is moving towards a process of a comprehensive reconstruction development.
Thus, looking back to benefit from its old districts, especially districts in the centre of the
city, will offer more practical solutions for the city's growth, rather than building extended
cities around the capital. The city of Cairo has an urgent need to demolish all its old
buildings, which are about to collapse, in order to replace them with modem skyscrapers
and the state should be in charge of constructing such projects with all kinds of technical
and financial support. In this case, the state would be in the position of evacuating the
land and rebuilding on it,9B.

In addition to the work in old districts, there were problems with housing stock and utilities,

identified by the Egyptian Prime Minister in 1978 as major concerns of the state99
• This call

was preceded by several meetings between official executives from the Muhafzah and the

National Democratic Party (NDP) leaders to discuss the dimensions of housing and

infrastructure deterioration to seek a practical solution. For that, several procedures were in

action; first the Muhafzah was offered proper financial support to construct 15 thousand

housing units every year, with 10 thousand units being required urgently. Second was

relocating the residents from areas such as al-Tourguman in Bulaq and Arab AI-

Mohammady in Abbasiyya 100. Third was the provision of lands to housing cooperatives for

investment on the assurance that land prices would include utilities costs and those projects

would be expanded vertically.

These procedures supported the Muhafzah in implementing its spatial planning goals.

The first project to emerge was the allocation of 450 feddans of land for construction of 10 to

15 thousand mass housing units to re-house people evicted from areas of Bulaq assigned

115 AI.Goumhuriyya Newspaper, January 12, 1976. This was followed by the announcement of construction the first
skyscraper in official newspapers named Burg al·Sadst (the Sadat Tower) in 1976. The project was due of
completion by 19n containing a huge cinema and a luxury hotel for tourists on one of the sites next to the new
Ramses Bridge on the western side of the Nile. This was followed by the announcement of construction the first
skyscraper in official newspapers named Burg al-sadst (the SadatTower) in 1976.

ae See Ahmed Bahaa el-Din article published in a1·Ahramnewspaper 1983.
97 The govemment asserted that constructing such new cities were economically high in cost.
ae Interview published in al·Ahram Newspaper 1976.
gg AI·Ahram Newspaper (1978) The renewal of 17 old districts staring with Ishash al·Tourguman and Bulaq,
December 22.

100 According to a r~pondent from the physical planning department of the Muhafzah, financial credits of the
relocation were estimated to reach 24 thousand EP.
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for clearance'". For one year following this debate, ambitions to implement luxury and high-

rise projects were announced by the Muhafzah and the site of al-Tourguman was selected to

be the first and most promising site for new projects. However, the Muhafez confessed that

the planning department would draft a comprehensive master plan to develop Bulaq which

would only set out the main ideas, while the GOPP would be responsible for drafting detailed

urban design plans in certain areas; in this case it was al-Tourguman, as discussed in an

earlier chapter.

It was suggested by several planners, who were against the idea of the plan at that time,

that re-planning old districts, especially al-Tourguman, was a process of in-filling the site with

high-rise projects which could never match the surrounding context and failure could have

been predicted in advance. Although the Muhafzah attempted to intervene to beautify Cairo,

its views on re-making spatial quality remained limited to images of buildings that could be

displayed in the city. It was seen that improving the visual quality to represent a modern

image was linked to a broader vision of applying order to what were thought to be two

different realms in Bulaq, the realm of the poor and the realm of the modern. Therefore, the

failure of al-Tourguman could be better understood in this sense as it corresponds to

Mitchell's world as an exhibition'?". Implementing such projects, while turning a blind eye to

the other spatial and social problems of the district, was viewed in terms of dividing the

district into parts and fixing each part separately, without considering the impact of each part

on the other.

8.5. Implications of New Order: the Position of Hay Bulaq

The beginning of the 1980s was marked by the introduction of the Physical Planning Law of

1983 which established a central spatial practice framework for planning in Egypt. The Law's

general statement noted that 'master planning is a primary tool which is necessary to guide

the process of urban development in Egypt'103.However, since that time, there has been

only limited evidence of progress in the development of Bulaq. However, by that time,

building permits were approved once again in Bulaq after being on hold for some years. This

was viewed by the Muhafzah as a temporary action that could partially address deterioration

within the district and it was announced to the public as 'a project to re-plan Bulaq and

Maspero,104. In addition, efforts to upgrade facilities were made by government bodies. For

example, the NDP upgraded some infrastructure facilities by installing water pipes in certain

areas of al-Adawiwa, al-Gawaber, Darb Nasr and Sinan Pasha in Bulaq, in addition to

101 AI-Ahram Newspaper (1978) Building 10 thousand houses to accommodate relocated residents in cairo: Re-
planning Bulaq and Maspero areas, January 5. Also, it is important to note that new building permissions in most
areas of Bulaq and the adjacent Maspero were denied or frozen.

102 Mitchell, Colonizing Egypt.
103 The Egyptian Gazette (1983) Law 3 for year 1983. The Physical planning Act of 1983 will be further explained in

chapter nine.
104 AI-Ahram Newspaper (1982) Re-planning Bulaq and Maspero, December 30.
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installing some lighting cables105. It seemed that after the Muhafzah's failure to implement

plans for al-Tourguman during the 1980s, another shift in the planning institution directions

was traced. It appeared that the Muhafzah, as the main body of planning, had realized that

it was not possible to move on with its remaking visions in Bulaq, at least for the coming

years, or even to manage the application of this vision in the future.

Also, as mentioned earlier, the implementation of the 2005 scheme was set on long-term

procedures. This urged the Muhafzah to allocate supervisory responsibility to Hay Bulaq,

which is a lower tier106.The administrative structure of the Hay included a housing section

which contained a 'planning and projects unit', subdivided into three sectors for planning,

project supervision and building maintenance. It appeared that the Hay was the appropriate

institutional body for performing these functions. In addition, the housing unit's municipal

tasks included issuing building permits for shops and houses, following up different types of

projects such as road construction and maintenance, providing infrastructure facilities and

public cleanliness. Although it was more realistic for the GOPP to manage this task as the

main urban design institution in Cairo, at that time it was involved in other projects for

improving al-Cornich Boulevard, spanning approximately 40 km.

In this case, supervision of the scheme became the task of Hay Bulaq. As the scheme

approved new zones for land-use activities, each engineer in the planning unit was assigned

supervisory duties for one type of land-use of each zone. Based on the building conditions

and land-use map prepared by the survey team of the Muhafzah in 2005, engineers could

follow up on site the condition of each individual building every six months before issuing a

report stating the actual physical status of the building. It was then down to the engineer's

judgment to decide whether it needed renewal, maintenance or a demolition permit. Also,

the engineer had to ensure that the height of any building designated for demolition and

reconstruction followed the Building Code regulation No. 119/ 2008107and also that the new

land-use activity, set-backs and alignment followed the specifications plan 3133 had

previously approved.

However, not all building permits were approved in Bulaq, although theoretically this was

the best way to encourage the implementation of the scheme. In addition, only the Muhafzah

had the authority to issue these permits; it's not within the authority of the Hay to permit the

demolition and reconstruction in Bulaq in order to widen the roads and implement the street

alignments and set-backs approved in plan 3133, argued one of the Hay engineers [16.1.09].

Another official from the Hay stated that:

When a buildingrequiresdemolition,a permitmust be issuedfrom the muhafazah.
The MuhafezDeputy will form a team to preview the building's actual condition and
accordingly a permit to demolish or restore it would be issued'108.In the case of

106 AI-Ahram Newspaper, March 29,1984, Sa'ad Ma'mon announces the NPP's success in Bulaq.
loe Un-Habitat,Metropolitan Planning and Management. p. 118.
107 Thispointwill be discussed in detail Inthe nextchapter.
loe The official also added to me this statement:note that in case of restoration this means that the new stl'88t
alignment would not be Impl6t1l8nted.
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demolition approval, after following these procedures, the owner has to contact the Hay
to get another permit for construction according to the amended set-backs and heights
approved for each zone individually [18.1.09].

As such, this means that the powers of giving permission were held by the Muhafzah, as

the higher planning authority, while the power of the Hay is limited to supervision and

following up. This confirmed that decision making and comprehensive implementation of a

project was entirely in the hands of the Muhafzah. Such contradictions reflect some of the

difficulties that confront spatial remaking at the implementation level in Egypt. Also, the lack

of proper control within the Hay could be another contributory factor in this regard. It seemed

that engineers of the Hay were always put under pressure by powerful residents in Bulaq,

such as traders and businessmen, to delay a demolition decree or to make illegal changes

to new constructions. This issue was evident when the head of Hay Bulaq controversially

resigned from his post after 60 days 109. This occurred after he had redeployed three

engineers to other local units with very limited tasks and responsibilities, claiming that 'they

were not able to adopt the head's visions and style of work. He wanted to solve the people's

accumulated problems'!". In general, he refused to mention the exact reasons for this

resignation and only stated that:

'The government is required not to turn a blind eye towards problems of local units of
administration 'referring to the hay'. It must take positive action to make sustainable
reforms in its structures to allow further room for an effective role. Now, hay Bulaq has
turned out to be like a 'post office' whose only purpose is to receive the residents'
problems and complaints without offering any useful services' 111.

Even though master plans were produced with clear intentions of implementation, their

progress was fraught with problems and obstacles. Following the approval of plan 3133 that

reorganized street lines and buildings setbacks, for example, minor implementations were

recorded112
• The Muhafzah was not legally entitled to demolish existing buildings without

legal procedures to either acquire the property of the public interest, or proceed with gradual

piece-by-piece adjustment to setbacks and alignment following the collapse of each unit. In

light of the huge cost of buying out private plots, with all the legal ramifications, the decision

was made to align with the gradual progression of implementation. In addition, there have

been apparent pressures to slow down the implementation to allow local investors and

businessmen the opportunity to purchase large areas/zones in Bulaq for private commercial

investments such as hotels and commercial complexes. But although some of these areas

were public properties, most were under private ownership, which encouraged the Muhafzah

to set up more covert deals with investors. They would be conducted along the following

lines: the Muhafzah would refrain from urging the residents to demolish their houses and

109 OctoberMagazine(2008) 13 January,ed. 1629.
110 Ibid.
llllbid.
112. Isayt~is becauseIwasab~eto accessthe archivesectionof the Hayand reviewthe numberof buildingpermits
ISSUedIn Bulaqfrom 2006till 2009.The recordsshowedthat only 72 buildingswere listed while the rest of the
demolitionrequestswere refusedandpermittedfor furthermaintenanceand upgrading.
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complicate the procedures for issuing renewal remits, while at the same time giving

investors the green light to negotiate the purchase of homes and lands, especially in

sections of Bulaq with high land value, specially areas located in Ramlet Bulaq.

It would be impossible to measure the success of implementation of this scheme at the

present time, except in the form of predictions based on the previous review. To this end, it

is necessary to refer to assessments from the more recent statement by Arandal and el-

Batran on similar projects carried out in other old districts in Cairo during the 19905, such as

Shubra al-Khayma and al-Mounira districts.

'Transformation of these areas is possible at this stage since the areas are not
entirely built up. It is however urgent to act immediately before the area becomes too
densely built and action is impossible or very costly. In itself, this is an important shift in
the role of the planner who acknowledges that the city is being built and whose objective
is limited to accompanying this growth so as to limit its negative consequences. As such,
these projects represent difficult balancing act between the acceptation of popular city
buildings and the reassertion of planning principles and land use regulations,113.

Schemes approved for both areas proposed clearance, infrastructure upgrading, and

improving the streets and land -use activities. Their previous statement had disclosed the

challenges posed to remaking projects due to predicted increases in population in these

districts, while it also stressed that planners and the planning institution should be aware that

deterioration problems and poor spatial qualities which become more concentrated over

time: to the extent that in some cases they could never be remedied. One of the main factors

to inhibit implementation is, perhaps, the slowness of the implementation process which

causes many projects to remain unfinished. Considering the current physical conditions of

Bulaq, its population, high density, and the unreliability of the institution, the prospects for

successful implementation of the 2005 scheme for Bulaq are questionable.

8.6. Remaking quality in Egypt: Constraints and Shortages
8.6.1. At the Planning Level

The movement towards institutional decentralization in Egypt needs be placed within the

complex framework of the various levels of government, ministries and planning entities. It

was apparent that, due to the interrelationship of the different parties involved in planning

such as the Muhafzah, the GOPP and the Hay, there was no single unified organizational

structure responsible for remaking Cairo. Instead, extensive overlapping of tasks and

responsibilities meant that the Muhafzah drew up comprehensive guidelines for re-planning,

or drafting plans in some cases, while the GOPP was responsible for drafting detailed plans

for certain sections of the same area: frequently in isolation from any previous studies of

social or cultural concerns and, finally, the involvement of the Hay threw up contradictions of

tasks with the Muhafzah in terms of implementation.

113 Arandal and EI-Batran, The Informal Housing Development, p. 32.
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In response to questions over the reliability of the planning institutions in terms of its

effectiveness to handle the task of improving the spatial quality in Cairo raised earlier, el-

Satarn argues that master planning in Egypt 'had proved to be a tool of limited effectiveness,

particularly in the developing world, and where the Egyptian experience is no different'114.

The GOPP, for at least the past ten years, had prepared planning schemes for different

sections of the city; however, most had failed to be fully implemented. She reveals the fact

that plans had, in most cases, 'greatly exceeded the limited resources of the concerned

city,115.Also, it is evident that other agencies have the right to modify development projects

in coordination with the Muhafzah. For example, the Ministry of Planning is responsible for

approving budgetary appropriations for all central ministries, the governorates and the

Ministry of Local Government. However, conceivably, the lack of a proper mechanism for

coordination of planning authorities, conflict of development priorities and shortage of

resources and funds had prevented implementation of the Bulaq schemes and impacted on

spatial practices of the institution in Egypt since then.

8.6.2. At the Implementation Level

On the other hand, difficulties in implementing master plans in Egypt reveal a huge gap

between planning theory and the reality of practice. Indeed, planning policies in Egypt were

designed at the central level of authority without taking into account the actual needs,

priorities and resources 116. Therefore, the selected tools for allowing a sufficient and

successful practice were inappropriate in terms of management and guidance. In this sense,

building permits to construct a chain of projects in the riverfront zone were issued by the

Muhafzah, supported by the ideology of encouraging touristic investment, regardless of the

context, conditions or land-value. Private investors were promised by the Muhafzah a

guaranteed profit which was tested in similar projects elsewhere. A paint of conflict that

could be discussed in this regard is that the Muhafzah considers that lands located within

the city's formal boundaries are part of their jurisdiction. Therefore, conflicts of ownership

between different institutions increased the chances of land seizure. Representatives from

the planning department claimed that the Muhafzah could only approve building permits to

lands under its jurisdiction, but obviously there are other sites which are private properties ...

we do not have authority to expropriate or evacuate the residents [14.1.09].

A similar situation arose with the plans to develop inner zones in Bulaq. Although the

plans for al-Tourguman recommended developing the site with commercial and

administrative high-rise projects, the site was not developed until 2001. After clearing the

site of al-Tourguman, the Muhafzah issued a decree stating that the site was subject to

114 Ibid.
115 Ibid., p. 10
1161bid.
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subdivision into 25 plots which came under Muhafzah's jurisdiction 117. Later, the Muhafzah

announced in the newspapers an auction to sell 22 plots to local and foreign investors,

although none were actually sold. A respondent from the planning department of the

Muhafzah attributed this failure to financial constraints and professional shortcomings of the

project's feasibility study' ". Further explanation for this failure was given by a respondent:

'The site of al-Tourguman was designated for commercial and administrative land-
use to boost the vision of constructing modern buildings and to gain further profit. Several
times the Muhafzah announced the sale of the plots by auction, but none was ever sold.
Plot sizes were huge'19, their prices were unaffordable: especially as the site was still
surrounded by poor buildings, warehouses, and unplanned streets. No development
projects were implemented in this site for a long time, until a project was implemented in
2001, because none of the developers wished to invest in Bulaq at that time due to its
dilapidated conditions' [12.02.09].

However, this was not the only case of land seizure in Bulaq. Previous attempts were

recorded when several agencies seized massive areas of land such as the site of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and towers constructed on the riverfront zone, the most important

being the Muhafzah's seizure of Ishash al-Tourguman lands in 1979 . Furthermore, the

institution's leniency in dealing with violations of the law encouraged ineffective management

of the existing activities of land-use in Sulaq.

Similar failures of the institution to implement a successful spatial remaking practice were

recorded in different projects, such as the hay ai-Salam re-planning project upgrading

project. implemented in 1978. The project was designed to offer the poor adequate houses

and infrastructure while allowing people on higher income to acquire plots of land. Although

the project was pronounced successful in terms of implementation it failed to re-

accommodate the original residents. According to el-Satarn, this failure was due to an

accumulation of circumstances which resulted in land prices rising beyond the reach of the

targeted groups. She wrote that:

'First, the prevailing concept was that the new project should not end up as a similar
infonnal project. Inhabitants were directed to build with higher construction specifications,
using skeleton structures rather than bearing wall types. The subsidies provided by a
number of bodies encouraged higher building standards in anticipation of price increases.
A second important change occurred in the layout of the sites and services section. The
original plan was to allocate the plots of land overlooking the main streets to middle
income groups at market prices ...Meanwhile, narrower subsidiary streets were allocated
to the poor. The design included a number of spaces for common use. However, the
inhabitants pressured project officials to abandon the narrow streets and common urban
spaces, and to have modern streets instead,120.

117 Decree255for year 1980, TheMuhafzahdocuments.
118 The studyestimatedthat the evacuationand relocationwouldapproximatelycost the Muhafzah36 millionEG.
Afterclearingthe site, the Muhafzahwas indebtedwhen actual costs reached100 millionEG. However,during
1998, the local presspublishedthat an Egyptianinvestorproposedto the Muhafzahto buy this site afterwards.
Thisofferwas followedbya widerejectionfromthepublicauthorityin Egypt.

119 Plotssizeswere huge becauseit was thought that this wouid allowa better sellingfor the plots to cover the
Muhafzah'sactualcostsof theproject,butthisdid nothappen.

120 EI-Batran,M. (1994) Transforming the Role of Private Sector in Managing and Developing of Urban Land for the
Poor, with special reference to Ismailia, Egypt. The 2nd SymposiumHousing for the Urban Poor. The
IntemationalConventionCentre.Birmingham,U.K.
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It was evident that sites were being allocated to land-uses that would accumulate the

highest profit possible: while there was no consideration of problems that could affect the

implementation or even affect the surrounding users. In fact, in combination with the conflicts

apparent in planning decision-making, this reveals that the planning institution in Egypt was

not capable of adopting a reliable approach to remediation of deterioration within the city.
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8.7. Conclusion

This chapter offered a review of the institutions involved in planning in Cairo. Despite the

changing institutional structures, shifting visions, policies and attitudes towards the spatial

re-making, the institution offered a consistent ideology of re-making based on its ambitions

of applying spatial order. Attempts of the institution to planning from top-down, not from

down-up, to regularize the deteriorated patterns of districts in Cairo reflected a wider view of

making physical order away from any social or cultural concerns. There was a persistence to

reshape the image with minimum effort to tackle daily problems. Therefore, establishing

additional planning bodies and approving policies that could support the ideational view of

making order were needed to fulfil these ambitions.

In addition, the discussion tended to address the reliability of the planning institution in

dealing with problems of deterioration and to what degree was the institution successful in

achieving its spatial remaking goals. However, the review of the planning institution and its

involvement in clearance, upgrading and renewal projects revealed the overlapping tasks

and responsibilities in an extremely complex bureaucratic structure and conflicts which lead

to a wide lack of effective spatial planning and implementation. But it seemed that dealing

with existing problems of deterioration, policies of re-making become shaped according to

other priorities rather than searching in the deep needs of the people therefore the ongoing

conflict of goals between the bureaucracy and the citizens had never ended. Therefore,

unreliability in the development of Bulaq throughout the three schemes was caused by

factors such as problems facing the institution on the planning and implementation levels,

neglecting the actual needs of the people, and most importantly was prioritising the state's

political and economical agenda upon any other aspects.
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CHAPTER NINE

THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK OF PLANNING CONTROL

FOR SPATIAL QUALITY
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9.0. Legislating for spatial quality

In the conclusion of their book Sustainable Neighbourhood Transformation, Vincent Gruis, et

al., raised the issue of Spatial Quality, or as they called it, the Project, in which demolition

and replacement are principal strategies for transformation and remaking of the urban space

in the Netherlands 1. For them, urban transformation could be achieved by adopting a

specifically designed spatial framework and interventions to form the desired spatial images,

in keeping with the changing economic and social demands. In response to these demands,

spatial quality of urban planning and design is a central piece in the larger jigsaw board

required for transforming urban contexts and neighbourhoods. Restructuring the existing

fabric, however, essentially requires a legislative framework that allows and makes a

provision for gradual implementation of planned policies of change. In the Project of spatial

quality, the inclusion of urbanism and urban planning policies make people think more

carefully about the (re)design of outdated public spaces (usually those at odds with

contemporary values or desired irnaqes)". In addition, urban planning and associated

legislation should seek to improve the quality of the neighbourhood and its surroundings by

upgrading their spatial relationships. Hence, it becomes apparent that achieving spatial

quality would never be possible without a raft of supporting legislation that allows for the

practice to assume control of spaces for the sake of implementing specific policies or re-

making urban spaces.

Planning policy and strategy set a specific spatial framework by which to control the

outcomes of the development of the built environment during a certain period of time. Urban

Development Plans and Local Area Plans are modern demonstrations of these processes of

control". They are mostly accompanied by codes and laws of control, which become of

principal concern during the drafting of any planning policy in the sense that long-term

design control determines the outcome of this built environment and forms its image as well

as its spatial organization. To achieve good quality of the urban environment, improvement

plans are best achieved over longer time spans, as short-term phases of implementation are

unreliable in achieving long-term visions". Therefore, to achieve excellence of quality and

innovation, the effective employment of rules and codes of practice is an additional, but

significant, dimension of success. It is the role of local planning authorities to develop and

structure these codes: even though it is argued that it is not possible to legislate for good

design practice".

Egyptian planning authorities, on their part, struggle to define the actual needs for

delivering quality spaces or a specific overarching strategy for the long-term improvement of

existing quality, especially in old quarters of the city. The rules and laws issued in relation to

1 Gruis, V. etal (2005) Sustainable neighbourhood transformation. lOS Press. p. 154.
2 ibid., p154-155.
3 Parfect and Power, Planning for Urban Quality.
4 Tibbalds, Making People-Friendly Towns, p. 100 - 101.
5 Ibid.
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the development of Bulaq in Cairo lacked any supporting consultation, feedback or study of

the local needs, or what makes an urban space of certain importance. It could be argued

that this was derived from the lack of reference to academic studies to investigate, describe,

and evaluate these needs. In Egypt, local planning applications do not require any social

study or investigation of people's responses, in stark contrast with counterpart European

legislation. Despite the long history of Egyptian planning practices, and their association with

Europe, their slow progress in developing a substantial structure of effective and well-

informed planning legislation affected the formation and effectiveness of such laws until

recently. It was not until 2009 that planning policies started to incorporate and further

consider aspects of planning needs and drivers, such as social control, economic growth

and issue relevant to spatial quality". Specifically, the need to design policies for its

achievement was somehow underestimated in the tradition of remaking places in Cairo. As

a critical practice of urban design, planners in Cairo need to expand their scope to

determine and plan for quality outcomes and people's participation in remaking places.

In Egypt, the municipal government is the legislator and the official authority that uses its

uncompromised power to impose its ideologies on urban reform in the city. It is also in a

position to issue resolutions in the name of the president. The Muhafzah, as the local

planning authority, through the design and drafting of various plans, is responsible for much

of the enforcement of statutory legislation, such as approving, regulating, prohibiting/allowing,

or declaring restrictions on certain actions. Planning legislation in Egypt is set out in a series

of enacted planning laws, which are legally compulsory and treated as statutory law for

consideration in the determination of planning applications. Ironically, the weakness of such

policies has been exposed by the fact that associated planning legislation has never been

stable and has undergone constant change 7. In such situations, the market assumes

overwhelming power to reverse actions and legislation or at least ignore them (without

accurate implementation). The private sector, hence, assumes a position of control over

highly-valued and sensitive areas, enabling new developments outside, if not in

contradiction with, current planning guidelines and legislation.

The arena of planning legislation, building codes, and their executive regulations is filled

with a plethora of complex and overlapping laws and decrees. However, it is noted that such

planning laws and building codes, approved during the 1970s in Egypt, were questioned in

terms of their effective application within residential areas of Cairo, and their negative

influence on the resultant spatial qualities of the city8. The lack of legal stability regarding

planning legislation was apparent to the extent that every failure to implement was followed

by a series of ill thought out laws that, arguably, lacked the necessary practical basis and

• Khalifa, M. (2010) Redefining slums in Egypt: Unplanned versus unsafe areas. Habitat International. 35:1. 40 - 49.
7 El-sheikh, T. (2002) Participatory urban upgrading in Egypt: L8SSons from experience. Forum on Urbanizing World
and UN Human Habitat II. p. 45 - 54.

8 Mohamed, E. A. (1999) Building Regulations in Egypt and Their Impacts on the Quality of Urban Environment.
The 6th Intemational Conference of Building and Construction organized by the Arab Group for development. 26-30
June. Cairo. Egypt.
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worsened the deterioration of the built environment", I argue in this chapter that the failure or

success in achieving locally determined spatial quality in Bulaq was derived from the

implementation of the legislative framework and its stability. It also shows that controlling

quality was seen, for the first time in Cairo, to be possible through re-making, rather than

making: adjustment and enhancement of existing order rather than clearance and imposing

new order. Aspects of planning control will be discussed in terms of different Planning Laws,

their application, and their deficiencies. This will be supported by evidence from plans for

Bulaq and other Cairene quarters to develop a broader understanding of the implications of

such planning legislation.

9.1 Planning and building control in Cairo

9.1.1 The origins of planning control: 19th century legislation

Until the middle of the 19th century there had been no formal planning acts in Cairo relating

to the efficient management of the built environment and its growth. The modernization

project of the khedive Ismail was the first formal act to allow mixed activities and land uses

to exist within the same dtstrlct'". However, this approach did not correspond or respond to

the actual problems of the city at that time. Rather, it was meant to regulate new districts

and control their environment in replication of 19th century European cities. It could be

confidently claimed that the first form of planning control in Egypt was a replication of

existing models rather than a self developed strategy to tackle local problems or improve the

quality of the built environment. However, this applied to architecture as well as the planning

discourse. In promoting his desire to replicate the European model, Ali Pasha Mubarak

stated in the 1880s:
'Todaypeople have abandonedold ways of constructionin favour of the European

style becauseof its morepleasantappearance,better standardsand lowercosts. In the
new system, roomsare either square or rectangularin shape. In the old system, living
rooms, together with their dependencies,were disordered corridors and courtyards
occupyinga lot of space...mostof the spaceslackedfresh air and sunlight,whicharethe
essential criteria for health. Thus humidity accumulated in these spaces, causing
disease... facades never followed any geometric order, thus looking like those of
cemeteries.In the newsystemfacadesareorderedandhavea goodfamiliar look'.
Ali Mubarak,the Ministerof PublicWorks, 188811

.

Europeans living in or visiting Cairo at that time were critical of this approach. For them.

replicating European city models negatively affected the distinctive character and peculiar

quality specific to old Cairo. Sophia Lane-Poole, a British visitor to the city, expressed her

criticism by saying:

9 Mohamed, Building Regulations in Egypt.
10 Abu-Lughod, Cairo.
11 This statement is from his book, a/-Khitat a/-Tawfiqiwah. The translation is taken from Khaled Asfour, Identity in

the Arab Region: Architects and Projects from Egypt, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar. p. 151.
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Cairo, therefore, will no longer be an Arab city, and will no longer possess those
peculiarities which render it so picturesque and attractive,12.

The built fabric of the old city of that time, as seen in the French map of Cairo at the turn

of the 19th century showed a non-linear maze-like street network that had no regular shape

or defined pattern 13. The natural development of Cairo seemed to be moving towards

juxtaposition to the medieval structure, which would add further complexity to the desired

quality as seen in 19th century European urbanism. To control such undesired natural

growth, a new legislative system had to be implemented and the traditional master-builder

control over the process of building had to be stopped. To justify such diversion in the

management of the city, the authorities and their officials claimed that Cairo lacked the

control of construction activities required to cope with the expanding population. The

planning system, in their opinion, needed a proper administrative structure, continuous

involvement in everyday construction activities and appropriate legislation to support these

improvements 14. Moreover, the city lacked the necessary building regulations and

constraints to control its visual and physical appearance; in other words, it lacked the proper

quality of space (as interpreted by the city officials).

During March 1881, the first legislative edict was issued by the newly formed Department

of Public Works, which was intended to secure a healthy environment and beautiful living

spaces". It was designed to regulate the then irregularly growing street lines in several

Egyptian cities and included clauses to empower local engineers to censor and control

building and construction work on a systematic basis. Nevertheless, one cannot help but

believe that the edict was made specifically for Cairo, whose quality of space was the prime

concern of the rulers of that time. It was a response to the complexity of the city and its

growing structure and uncontrollable growth, which had to be dealt with through local offices

but under central authoritative control and legislative framework. However, as could have

been predicted of a first attempt at legislation, the edict's framework was limited to

consideration of specific regulatory issues in specific areas.

The second edict was published during August 1889 to override the previous one 16. It

was even more specific in terms of regulating certain physical elements of streets and public

pathways, in particular through a set of regulatory codes which aimed to enhance the visual

image and physical patterns of the city. The focus of this edict was apparently towards

allowing more authority in demolition and clearance of old quarters. It was intended to

improve the quality of the streets by increasing their width and setting up their minimum

dimensions. In fact, it was set up to authorize the demolition of all constructions that blocked

12 Sophia Lane-Poole describing her criticism of Muhammad Ali's policies and plans to modernize Egypt and
abandon the old city, during her stay in Cairo. She is the sister of Edward William Lane. and frequently visited
high profile women in their harem quarters. Lane-Poole. the Englishwoman in Egypt.

13 Arnaud, Le Caire.
14 Mahboub. Cairo: some notes on its history, p. 289.
15 The Ministry of PublicWorks Documents 'Nazaret al-ashgal al-omome'yya' (1881): Douser 6/31a(0075-035856).
18 The Ministry of PublicWorks Documents 'Nazaret al-ashgal al-omome'yya' (1889) : Douser 7121C(0075-035934).
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public traffic and any protrusions into streets, such as the mastaba (outdoor stone seat),

steps, outdoor stairs: all of which had for a long time been part of the traditional urban scene

in Cairc".

Additional clauses provided specifications on the preparation of street maps for modifying

street lines, hierarchy, and widths, and most importantly, the identification of street

extensions within dead ends 18 (Figure 9.1, 9.2). In Cairo and Alexandria, minimum street

widths, in the case of new or amended streets, were set at no less than 12 meters for major

streets, and 10 meters for main streets. Furthermore, local open-ended streets could range

from 4 to 6 meters wide, while the dead-end streets were to be 3-4 meters 19. Although the

law was specific in terms of alterations to the existing built fabric, it also added constraints

for new constructions 'to complement the future expansion of the city,20 . A clear description

of such constraints is given by Sabry Mahboub, who stated that:

'They [meaning the powerful legislations] are wide to the extent that by the application of
Tanzim Alignment laws of 1881 and 1889, building lines can be decreed for the widening or
modifying of any public street or road. No new constructions can encroach on these lines,
and moreover, heightening or any forms of maintenance, including even plastering of such
portions of existing buildings as are cut by these lines, are torbidden'" .

Figure 9.1 Extension of streets with dead ends in accordance with the Edict.
Top left: Thedeadendon haretal Darbal Afar, locatedin old Cairo,duringthe Mamlukrule (13th _16th

centuries).
Top right: the deadendwasopenedby the endof the 19th century.
Source:Staffa,1977.

17 Abu-Lughod,Cairo.
18 Actsfor openingstreetsof deadenswerepractisedsincethe early attemptsto modernizethe city and especially
in the hawariof old Cairo.Forexample,openingthe deadend of al Darbal Asfarduringthe endof the 19 century.

19 The lawfocusedon the twomajorcitiesof Egyptat that timewhichareCairoandAlexandria but alsomentioned
the regulationsfor othercitiescollectively. '

20 Alam,K. and Kashwa, I. (1995) Laws of urban planning and building regulation. ai-Anglo al-Masriyya. Cairo.p.
150.

21 Mahboub,Cairo: some notes on its history, p. 292.
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Plots that require expropriation
to connect Share'i Shunat al-Malah the Qadimah with
Share'i al-Qisariyyah (East) and Haret Ali Emarah

Project 1953

--

AI-Zaqaziq Town Council

al-Jame'l al-Kabeer
(the bl, Masque)

Figure 9.2 Regulating the streets in accordance with the 1889 Edict.
Source: The Tanzim Department Archives (1892), Dossier 8/2/C. Dar al-Wafha'iq al-
kawmmiya al-Missriyya. The National Archives.
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9.1.2 Acts and building regulations in the pre-liberation period (1900-1950s)

During the early 1900s, a policy to exert further control was promoted by the Liberal

constitutionalist party government (al-Ahrar al-Destoryoun). The Prime Minister Mohammed

Mahmoud had called for urgency in improving housing conditions of the workers and the

poor, and this policy, called the policy of renovation and retomt", was a reflection of the

growing criticism of Cairo's old districts and housing conditions by a number of influential

Western-educated Egyptian architects and civil engineers23.The question of urban renewal,

hence, acquired a new urgency and momentum for further legislative control. The policy

contained an entirely novel provision to allow the Ministry of Public Works to control the

character of building design and ensure its compatibility with the desired quality of the

quarter and urban image by requiring the submission of complete plans and documents for

formal approval. As a result, quality was, for the first time, introduced to embrace aspects of

the physical and visual characteristics of the built environment; however, it had never been

clearly defined.

Over the following decades, during the period before liberation in 1952, additional acts

had frequently been introduced to assume further control of the outcome of the built

environment in both the short and long term. They attempted to provide more clarity in the

definition of quality of the built environment for the planning authorities. Spatial quality, in

this context, was defined in terms of regulating street and building forms, including the size,

height, style, and character, which in effect constitutes the characteristics of the visual

quality of outdoor spaces. Law 51 for the year 1940, for example, was the first legislation for

decades to regulate on building construction within residential blocks/areas 24. Several

articles in this law were introduced to complement previous edicts at the level of building

design and organization, including height limits, floor heights, internal and external courtyard

dimensions, and, for the first time, fire and safety requirements (Figure 9.3). While preceding

edicts focused on regulating public streets and determining their width, Law 51's main

concern was with building regulations and did not challenge or compromise any of the

previously set street design requirements.

While the control of building heights was an attempt to permit the proper amount of

daylight and ventilation to access the buildings and public streets, it formed an effective

method of controlling the floor area ratio and the efficiency of the road network and public

infrastructure and services. Law 51 also contained a clause stating that 'the total height of a

building's tacade should not exceed 1.5 times the street width or 35 meters'". It, moreover,

did not list any exceptions to this rule or the building height principle, which leads us to

believe that it was applicable to all parts of the city. The Law states that 'it was prohibited to

22 Volait, Town planning schemes in Cairo, p. 57 - 8.
23lbid.
24 Law 5211940was concerned with land subdivision for the construction of new housing blocks, which is out of the
scope of this thesis.

25 The Egyptian Gazette (1940) Law 51 for year 1940. The Ameri Press. Cairo.
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build or modify any building unless it followed the mandatory rules listed in the building

law'26. In this sense, it could be noted that the introduction of Law 51 had displayed the

planning authority's concerns for the quality of the city's urban spaces. It denotes a

progressive responsiveness to the importance of quality that involves not only enhancement

of living, communication, and interaction spaces, but also includes the quality of individual

building designs and torrns".

The quality of the urban environment, hence, was the implicit force behind these early

legislative actions and attempts to implement them. However, the control by the planning

authority and ministry of public works presented a clear dilemma and problematic issues.

Such strict adherence to one Law resulted in a mono-style urban image that was a

replication of the classical European designs. This was a reflection of the ideology of the

western-orientated Cairene elites who were in charge of the planning institutions at that time

and their attempts to recreate a specific urban model, in denial of the city's distinct character.

In her visual investigation of the architecture of Cairo of this period, Cynthia Myntti named

her book: Paris along the Nile, highlighting the intention of the planning authorities and

relevant legislation at that time28.

Law 656/1954, on the other hand, was issued to address what seemed to be inadequate

implementation of the previous actf19by adding further articles to control the involvement of

the planning authority regarding new developments, such as the rapid increase in private

car ownership 30. It was noted, for example, that 'no administrative body is allowed to

intervene or impose specific regulations in certain areas, such as land use, building style,

certain colours or materials that affect the visual appearance of a building,31. In addition,

other clauses set requirements for building setbacks and obligated owners to supply parking

spaces in accordance with the buildings' average level of occupancy. Furthermore, the law

stated that the minimum street widths in the case of existing sites 'should be no less than 6

meters and in cases where the actual street width is less than 6 meters, building set-backs

will be calculated as the average sum of the difference between the actual street widths

subtracted from the proposed 6 meters,32,which was a significant additional clarification that

assisted in regulating the average limit of street widths.

28 Ibid.
27 Other clauses of law 51 expressed first attempts to interfere in regulating private ownership for the purpose of

making healthy and clean living conditions In the public interest.
28 Myntti, C. (1999) Psris slong the Nile: Architecture in Csiro from the Belle Epoque. Cairo: the American University

in Cairo Press.
29 Alam and Kashwa, Laws of urban planning and building regulation, p. 175.
30 The Egyptian Gazette (1962) Explanatory notes of Law 45 for year 1962 for building regulations. 4 February, v.
31. p.214.

31 Ibid., p. 216.
32 The Egyptian Gazette (1954) Law 656 for year 1954. The Ameri Press, Cairo.
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Figure 9.3 Building control in the pre-1950s period.

Emphasis of strong stylistic control is apparent in both an administrative building (top) and
Omar Effendi Building (above) and in the pre-1950s Cairo's urban context.
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9.2 Legislation to control the urban transformation in Cairo

It was apparent that the inadequate control of the growth of old quarters such as Bulaq and

their built environment was an effect of the unstable political and economical situation during

the British occupation and shortly after independence in 1952. However, since the mid

1950s, the Egyptian government has recognized problems of space quality by introducing

several pieces of effective legislation aimed at transforming the urban context to comply with

the agenda of the new regime in Egypt. Spatial quality in Cairo, hence, was adopted as a

system of creating healthier and more adequate living spaces for low-income citizens.

Drawing on ambitious projects by the planning authority, the regime was able to create an

official planning agency to develop and improve these spatial qualities, especially in

deteriorated areas".

The comprehensive process to form an efficient base for planning control in Egypt

became evident during the year of 1956, which was declared the year of administrative

reform. Following the planning of Heliopolis, carried out in 1905, Nasr City, a new district

created in Cairo, was seen as the first instance of a central government-sponsored project

which not only provided housing projects, but also centrally planned 'employment centres'".

Furthermore, it was considered a prototype experiment for further governmental subsidised

planning developments in Cairo: 'should it prove successful, this would encourage other

ventures along similar lines; should it encounter insurmountable difficulties, lessons for the

future would be learned from the experience,35.

9.2.1 Legal control of urban transformation: Defining the scope

Henry Sanoff argues that the quality of the public realm is structured according to our

perceptions of the daily life and in the social performance, activities, and interaction attitudes

of users of the urban space. These perceptions develop in accordance with the values

people attribute to their lived spaces, which in return enhance the meaning of the space".

According to Sanoff, both the visual quality from one side and the meaning and values of the

lived space from another maintain a reciprocal process of integration and mutual influence,

in which both contribute to and influence the development of the other. On the other hand,

while planners and planning institutions in Egypt tended to 're-evaluate the meaning and

desirability of built environments rather rapidly' 37, it emerges that what constituted a

successful plan for the past is no longer unacceptable for the present, and what was

minimalist and poor in quality has become appreciated and has retained eventual valuable

33 Feiler, G. (1992) Housing Policy in Egypt, Miclclle Eastern Studies. 28:2. 295 - 312.
34 Abu-Lughod, Cairo, p. 233.
:IIi/bid.
38 Sanoff, H. (1991) Visual Research Methods in Design. New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold.
37 Salama, A. (1999) Contemporary Architecture of Egypt: Reflections on Architecture and Urbanism of the Nineties.
Regional Seminar entitled Architecture Reintroduced: New Projects in Societies in Change. The Aga Khan Award
for Architecture (AKAA) & The American University of Beirut (AUB) Beirut. Lebanon.
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meaning38. For example, wide streets and high rise buildings were formerly seen as unsafe

places and disconnected from active social life in medieval Cairo; hence, the meaning and

values of the latter became associated with poverty, lack of resources. Their appearance, as

a result, was regarded as poor and undesirable, whereas ideals represented by wider

streets and high rise buildings later become crucial signs of modernity and a healthier

environment.

Such changing perceptions and values, therefore, fundamentally affect the understanding

of spatial qualities from one era to another and from one socio-cultural context to another.

Thus, understanding of the shared values and sometimes ambiguous meanings of urban

contexts proves essential to determination of the appropriateness and achievement of

spatial qualities in certain contexts. Their scope, arguably, needs to be determined through

an in-depth understanding of the meaning and values people attribute to their experience of

the urban spaces and built fabric. The control of the quality of urban spaces in Cairo through

appropriate legislation has always been inevitable. However, whilst such legislation has no

direct involvement in managing these values, it is crucial to the process of remaking through

the managed control of urban transformation from one state to another, e.g. from low-rise

and dense to high-rise stretches of urban landscape. While the planner/designer develops

the anticipated image through a detailed program of actions, the legislation provides the

legal tools to facilitate the implementation of these actions. Hence, in the process of

remaking existing urban settings such as that of Bulaq, legislation is considered the principal

tool in either ensuring the success of the transformation process or supplying the reason for

its failure.

On the other hand, it is evident that many of the relatively modern areas in Cairo, built

under colonization, such as Cairo downtown and Garden City, have a distinctive quality that

is in a stark contrast to older quarters, such as Fatimid Cairo and Bulaq, which experienced

successive layers of urban transformation. It would be almost impossible to maintain the

quality of each of these areas unless unified planning regulations considered the differences

among them or what people regard as their distinctive urban character. The attributes of

Garden City and Misr al-Gadida districts are entirely different from those of al-Gamaliyya in

old Cairo, or Naser City, the newly developed quarters. Hence, a unified planning regulation

system for one city becomes problematic and unjustifiable in various respects. Such a

system needs to be based on urban legislation that takes account of the infinite variety of

human activity and includes renewal and conservation policies, expressed through specific

development plans and acknowledgement of the implications of redevelopment.

One significant role of legislation in urban transformation is to facilitate urban change

through the demolition process and to impose certain building restrictions on building heights

and setbacks. Demolition legislation, for example, was put in place when it was proved that

renewal and conservation were not viable options in light of the extreme deterioration and

38 Ibid.
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economic necessity. Thus, it is clear that the implementation of certain measures of legal

control is subject to its relevance to the desired process and actions of change.

9.2.2. Upgrading and renewing the spatial settings

I argued above that improving the quality of an urban environment is fundamentally

connected to the meaning and values people attribute to their spaces as well as to the

emotions individuals develop, linking their individual or collective experience, from one side,

with the physical space from the other". However, the real intention behind improving

spatial settings was nothing to do with the satisfaction of the users of these spaces. Rather

the urge to eradicate apparent signs of deterioration or select certain areas for development

was, in principle, due to the top-down desire to upgrade their spatial settings for reasons

such as developing economic activities, attracting investment or to upgrade a district for

development. This top-down form of decision making, to replace old patterns with new ones

without consultation or gaining comprehensive input from the users, was exemplified by

several re-planning projects. The history of the city informs us of a number of situations

where people resisted such action, fearing the loss of their properties, part-houses, or even

special privileges in the local context as a consequence of the implementation of an urban

improvement plan or expropriation decision'".

This demonstrates, for example, that, for planners, achieving expropriation involved the

exercise of uncompromised authority, which gave them a free hand in producing their plans

for an urban Utopia. For instance, Law 5 for the year 1907 was the first expropriation law to

manifest this power, at that time through the Public Works. It was introduced to authorize

planners to expropriate and implement radical plans for economic improvements that

involved changing land use or demolition of properties for the purpose of providing

associated public utilities41• Article 3 of this law, for example, indicates the formalities for

expropriation and payment of compensation for both the land and buildings, insisting that

this process needed immediate implementation". According to Sabry Mahboub, Bulaq was

the first district authorized to apply the new provisions of expropriation which involved

acquisition, demolition, and reconstruction of all sites and buildings 43. The Act allowed

planners of that time to apply further control over old districts in changing the image of their

unplanned streets and deteriorated buildings, while after acquisition these areas would be

39 Altman, I., and Zube, H. (1989) Public pisces and spaces, New York; London: Plenum. p.135.
40 Hanna, Habiter au Caire.
41 The Ministry regulations included clauses for the improvement and redevelopment of built areas. These indicate
that this type of work fell under two categories: first, improvements not urgently required and which consequently
ean be deferred, and second, improvements which were necessary or which from their nature could not be
delayed.

42 See the 'Expropriation law' for Cairo building and town planning regulations (1906). The Tanzim Department
informed the proprietor of the price to be paid, but if he did not agree to the valuation, he could appeai to the court
for a revision. The estimates of the value of the land and buildings were tabulated in a form that provided a full
description of the action to be taken (complete demolition or betterment) which might result in the property being
in accordance with the law of expropriation.

43 Mahboub, Cairo: some notes on its history, p. 289.
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subject to re-planning schemes based on land subdivision. It was also evident that the

proposed new subdivisions had allowed planning authorities to replace the old areas with

modern spaces, supported by other regulations for constructing new buildings, which would

also contribute to changing the appearance of these districts". It was not until 1954 that a

substitute act was initially introduced, and then amended in 1956, to respond to the social

surveys that expressed concerns over the quality of government-adopted programs for low-

income housing. Law 27/1956 was designed, as was explained in chapter eight, to authorize

the revolutionary government to re-plan and develop the badly deteriorated districts for the

public good45.

During the 1980s and 1990s, and for similar purposes, the national planning authority

had issued a series of planning laws to allow expropriation of privately owned lands/

buildings required for physical planning purposes and improvement of public utilities and

infrastructure. For example, Law 3/1983, section six, enumerated regulations for re-planning

deteriorated areas, and, furthermore, attempted to clarify the newly used term district

renewal which was to be applied in regions or areas that suffered from overcrowding,

overpopulation, and whose buildings were in a state of decay. This definition concerned

areas that lacked the necessary public utilities and infrastructure, but needed major
improvements rather than clearance.

During the stages of preparations for law 3/1983, the Egyptian Cabinet added further

clauses before its final approval, such as those relating to green areas and public parks, to

address omissions in the initial drafts of the acts". It was apparent that acquisition and

clearance laws and decrees published during the 1980s and 1990s reflected an increase in

consideration of aspects of quality of space in the area of development control in Egypt. The

wide use of expropriation laws addressed, from one side, the need for quick action and

implementation that otherwise would not be posslote, especially for those developments that

required evacuation. On the other hand, excessive use of such controversial acts highlighted

the weakness in the long-term of upgrading and re-planning of deteriorated districts. With

the change of government or officials and subsequent policy changes, planning authorities

had to translate each new state vision into planning projects. This was, in fact, the reason

behind several revisions of plans and associated acts for developing Bulaq, which, as

explained earlier, followed different economic and political agendas. In addition, the revision

of these laws and acts illustrates the shortcomings of the previous law/act, reflecting the lack

of research or pre-planning behind these laws (Figure 9.4).

The manifestation of these political changes can be seen in the different visions

promoted of Bulaq's riverfront. It was evident that design quality was a major concern for the

44 Ibid., p. 292 - 300.
45 The Egyptian Gazette (1956) Law 27 for year 1956. The Ameri Press, Cairo. Also see the appendix for the full
copy and detailed proposed actions.

47 Note that the Muhafzah also insisted that only specific investors could be involved.
e involved.
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Muhafzah in all schemes that had loosened planning constraints to allow for investment. For

this particular purpose, the Muhafzah provided design control guidance in addition to the

previous clauses of Law 3/198347
. To allow more flexibility for this particular zone, the quality

of design was referred to only vaguely and with almost no restrictions.

'High quality design should be achieved in all aspects of the urban environment.
Good design will add value to the development scheme, socially and economically to
support the long-term renewal for the benefit of residents, visitors and private investors.
The riverfront should be of a best practice standard and involve leading arcnitects'".

It is widely argued that Egypt's practical efforts at legislating on clearance and relocation

were obviously limited and mostly ill-planned". This argument is driven by the fact that

actual implementation was limited to a few minor projects conducted during the late 1970s.

However, perspectives of the local planning authority including the GOPP of clearance and

expropriation suggested that such actions were convenient for improving the quality of a

specific area, rather than as a general approach towards remaking the urban environment

[12.2.09].
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Figure 9.4 An example of an area in Bulaq subject to expropriation.
Houses located within the highlighted zone are subject to expropriation according to
the latest scheme for Bulaq in order to open the new 30 meter street.
Source: Documents of Hay Bulaq, the archive section, 2009.

47 Note that the Muhafzah also insisted that only specific investors could be involved.
48 The Egyptian Gazette (1983) Law 3 for year 1983.The Ameri Press
49 El Batran, M. and El Shahed, F. (1995) Towards a Gender aware Approach for Re-housing policies in Egypt. The
International Conference of Improving the Living Environment for the Urban Poor Towards Sustainability
Development organized by The Society for Upgrading the Built Environment,(SUBE) and Habitat.
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9.3 Assuming control of the built space

As clarified in Chapter three, this thesis refers to the built space as a set of physical

configurations and characteristics of the urban space, whose control requires legislation that

defines specific requirements and constraints for planning and building code purposes.

These requirements are understood to be specific to each area/part of the city, to attend to

the values and meanings people attribute to their specific character and spatial organization.

Legislation to control such physical settings, hence, aims to provide guidelines for building

construction, street network, services that attend to other rules and codes such as health,

security and user comfort, in addition to the aesthetic values of buildings. These rules also

include natural lighting, natural ventilation, fire security, accessibility, transportation,

sanitation, and sound and heat insulation. In this respect, residential districts and their

specific requirements for traffic and services are seen to have different constraints and

requirements from those of business, commercial or recreation zones. In Egypt, building

regulations that are applicable to all building activities, therefore, are separated from

housing legislation.

The majority of planning legislation in Egypt, as we saw above, aims to regulate the

street lines and widths, which are perceived as the principal elements of planning schemes,

whether by initiating new streets or by widening and aligning existing ones. It is evident that

in all planning schemes, the design and amendment of street paths are common features,

but full detail is not supplied. For example, planning schemes do not explain the exact

amount of space that will be added in street width or how amendments would affect other

factors, such as the building heights on both sides of the street. In the following section, I

shall discuss the way planning legislations in Cairo have addressed the physical

characteristics of the urban space and the way they are supposed to be controlled.

9.3.1 The standardization of physical quality

By the early 1960s an era of awareness of the quality of the built environment had arisen

with regard to the city's built spaces and the need for an accurate design control mechanism

for building regulations was recognized5o• The institution's response however, was dictated

by the perceived modern practice of standardization of urban fabric, with modular designs,

standard street grid and mass housing projects. In such a context, the irregular non-

standard and vernacular urban fabric of old city quarters are seen as images of the past that

must give way to the future. This response was marked by the introduction of an impressive

body of laws and regulation, which were enacted to respond to all aspects of urban

development, from land subdivision to master planning, building codes and infrastructure 51.

The regulations were intended to introduce some control over quality of design in the

50 Law 45/1962 is a presidential law issued by the Egyptian president on 31 January 1962. The idea of 'awareness
and response' has been discussed in detail in the previous chapter.

51 El Batran & El Shahed, Towards a Gender aware Approach for Re-housing pOlicies in Egypt. p. 22.
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broader development plans of the city. Although previous planning guidance drew heavily on

similar issues, Law 45/1962 was introduced to overcome shortcomings of the preceding law

and to offer further control over built spaces in Cairo. The introductory statement of the

explanatory note stated that:

'It is evident to the Ministry that law 656 had failed to cope with the modernization of
the city's administrative systems which requires further simplification of several
procedures. It was also noticeable that all engineering and technical building regulations
listed in the previous law, and which are basic requirements of any buildings, are not
compatible with the modem development of architectural and planning trends of the city
of Cairo. This lack had caused an imbalanced contrast of visual and physical
characteristics in different areas of the state which requires urgent consideration and
action,52.

The first six articles were more concerned with administrative matters regarding the

process of issuing building permits, and the circumstances for their approval. The limitations

became apparent in article (10) which acknowledged the failure of buildings to adhere to

standard building regulations and the lack of public utilities. While this act was developed to

tackle the problems of the many buildings in old districts that were illegally constructed, its

implementation proved, in the long term, to be impractical due to the deprived context and

lack of infrastructure and access to public utilities. Such deprivation, moreover, had not only

negatively affected local public health, but also had a remarkable impact on the built space

quality.

For instance, many illegal structures such as the Ishash or temporary housing in Bulaq,

as explained in chapter five, had never been supplied with public services such as sanitation,

water supply, and electricity. It emerged, however, that this was part of a silent government

plan to relocate the low-class population from such central urban quarters to the periphery of

the city. The Muhafzah, after denying them access to public services, declared that these

sites were for development and issued rules for urban clearance and the relocation of the

local population. To state the obvious, legislation was used here as a tool to implement the

government agenda of social engineering in some deprived areas.

Following on from the state's overwhelming desire to produce urban images of modernity

and a standardized urban fabric (buildings, streets), regulation of streets (width and

activities) in old sections of Cairo was given priority over a more comprehensive approach to

development. While Bulaq 2020 plan of 1966 followed the building regulation law of 1962,

which stated that 'widths of public roads were not to be less than 6 meters,53, the proposed

pattern for streets such as Shari ai-Corniche, the new diagonal street of Bulaq al Gadid, and

the streets of 26th Yuliya and al-Sabtiyya, allows us to imagine their future disharmony with

the existing streets. This particular initiative was associated with Nasser's desire to display a

52 The Egyptian Gazette (1962) Explanatory notes of Law 45 for the year 1962 for building regulations. 4 February.
v. 31. p. 214.

53 Ibid.
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number of grand projects and housing blocks in prime locations, for which purpose Bulaq's

waterfront was ideal.

The overwhelming ambition to widen the streets as a principal step towards reorganizing

the urban patterns of Bulaq and providing a model urban design for the future proved to be

flawed. In order to implement such initiatives on street widths, old streets whose widths

ranged between 15 and 30 meters needed more land expropriation to supply proper sites for

construction. While the legislation here supported this vision, the prevailing belief that these

projects would encourage private companies to invest in Bulaq was nothing but an

imaginative picture rather than a study of real needs and potential. Minutes of the planning

board at that time confirmed that the plan to follow standard setbacks and road width

requirements was somewhat unrealistic 'if not more than what is needed sornetlrnes'".

The proposed street arrangement provided reasonable possibilities for further

development in Cairo. It was claimed that plan 2020 was an attempt to replicate the

successful model of Nasr City55. Deliberately, the 1956 planning of Nasr City followed

different regulations from the building codes of the 1960s. According to 1960s' codes, the

average width of main streets was to be between 50-100 meters and maximum height of

buildings was to be 19 meters. Secondary streets, on the other hand, were not to exceed 50

meters, while internal ones were to be between 12-50 meters and their buildings' maximum

height was to be 16 meters56 (Figure 9.5). However, it was apparent that aims to impose

standard order on dilapidated districts were in stark contrast with their immediate physical

settings, and that the standards implemented in Nasr City, a district created from scratch,

were completely inappropriate in an ancient area such as Bulaq.

The standardization of physical settings, however, has its own problems and limitations,

especially when it comes to defining a standard system for building heights. Even though,

regulations limited the building heights to 1.5 times the main street width or 35 meters, we

can track different laws that contradict such standards. For example, Laws 656/1954 and

45/1962 allowed for additional height to be added within a method of recessed blocks to add

additional floors. Both laws authorized extra height inside an imaginary plane whose vertical

and horizontal slope ratio was 2:3, starting from the intersection plane of the maximum

height (that matches the street width) (Figure 9.6). Such additional floors were not to

exceed 7 meters in total, regardless of the building height itself. On the other hand,

amendments to some laws, such as law 656 for the year 1954, gave options for different

scenarios and situations that led to more confusion rather than solutions. While law 51/1940

stated that 'the building height is applied according to the minimum span between both

54 Minutes of the Planning committee, December 1966, The Muhafzah.
55 AI-Ahram Newspaper (1967) April 12. Also, Recommendations of the 1956 scheme for planning Nasr City on

desert lands of Cairo set two objectives. First was the state's intent to move the administrative centre of Cairo
towards the district of Heliopolis. which was considered the centre of power. close to the existing military areas".
Second. was to offer the middle-class citizens a higher standard of living since this class were the social origins of
the new govemment (Habitat 1993).

56 The Muhafzah decree published later in 1989 amended these building heights.
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street lines,57,law 656/1954 stated that 'height is calculated in accordance to the average

span". In cases where the building was located on the corner of two perpendicular streets

which varied in width, law 45/1962 stated that 'heights are calculated in accordance to the

wider street span", In this sense, building heights were allowed to exceed the limits to

match the entire building height, but to a maximum of 30 meters (Figure 9.7).
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Figure 9.5 Nasr City street widths and building heights.

Source: Alam and Kashwa, Laws of urban planning and building regulation, p. 107.

57 The Egyptian Gazette, Law 51 for year 1940.
58 The Egyptian Gazette, Law 656 for year 1954.
59 The Egyptian Gazette, Law 45 for year 1962.
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Facade Height in relation to Street Width
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Figure 9.6 The imaginary plane for building heights.
Left: the method of the imaginary plane for extra building heights as explained by Alam
Source: Alam, p. 177
Right: The resulting quality of central areas in Cairo, implemented according to Law 656/1954, and what
followed

Figure 9.7 The tendency to implementing high-rise buildings during the 1960s.
Left: Cleopatra Hotel.
Right: Masr lei Ta'ameen building. Both constructed during the 1960s.
Source: Mohamed Hammad, Building Egypt, 1961.
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9.3.2 The counter effects of control

During the mid 1970s, the state adopted a new strategy to control the urban growth of Cairo

by diverting the excess population towards satellite economic centres around the city of

Cairo. Within this context, a national scheme for Cairo was drafted and approved for

implernentation'", Major investment was channelled into the construction of new satellite

cities in the desert on the peripheries of main urban centres in Egypt, including Cairo. The

strategy was aimed at creating attractive economic centres that enjoyed proper services and

secure jobs, away from Cairo, and at driving the poor away from their stronghold slum areas

and old districts. However, the demographic growth was excessive and beyond expectations

and the potential of the planned economic centres was over-rated. The idea of the satellite

cities was also perceived as a possible solution to the socio-economic problems caused by

large-scale and irregular urban growth.

From investigation of local authority circulars, it became clear that much broader

conceptions of design quality were achieved away from the strict control of the physical

setting and its standards by applying exceptional measures towards certain buildings and

structures. We started to see exceptions in terms of buildings which were much higher than

the standard height of 1.5 m of the street width or the 36 meter level. It was notably the first

instance of individual authorizations of violation of these regulations under the umbrella of

special cases where 'the prime minister is authorized to constrain, exempt or approve

certain height limitations within some areas of the city, or even for a specific building in

special circumstances for national purposes, or economic interests, or to contribute to the

character of a certain context'", Evidently, height rules were specified in particular areas in

Cairo such as Zamalek, Garden City, and Maadi districts, in addition to the newly developed

area of al-Mukatam located close to old Cairo62. It was argued that the quality of the built

environment of Cairo was constituted by a different checklist of design control

considerations that involved the nature of the building activity, its owner and investments.

Examples such as Cairo Plaza Towers, constructed in Bulaq in 1979, illustrate the

government tendency to practice much greater flexibility towards private businesses and

large investment projects whenever they were in contradiction with the regulations.

80 An agreement was signed in 19 February 1981 between the Institut d'Amenagement UrtJain et Regional de '/l/e
de France (IAURIF) and the Ministry of Planning I GOPP aimed at providing technical support for drafting a long
term scheme for urban development of Cairo. In 1960, a govemment initiative gave rise to the IAU ile-de-France
in an effort to establish a master plan for the Paris Region. Since 1983, it has been affiliated to the Tle-de-France
Regional Council.
With 40 years of experience in the development of the metropolis of Paris, it has progressively become involved
in a wide range of urban development and planning projects on an intemational scale. Its activities in Cairo
included the following: 1. 1981-1984 Preparing the Master Plan of Greater Cairo, 2. 1984-1986: Cairo ring road
and new towns financed by the GOPP and French corporations, 3. 1986-1995: Technical assistance and training
projects, urban regulation, transport, environment, GIS ... financed by the GOPP and French corporations, and 4.
1998-1999: The Cairo Metro Une 3, Feasibility Study financed by the GOPP.

81 The Egyptian Gazette (1976) Law 10611976. The Amlrl Press. p. 19.
82 Note that these three districts were constructed during colonial times, under special planning regulations set by

the British administration, as explained in a previous chapter.
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Accordingly, in Cairo spatial quality is apt to be interpreted in terms of high rise buildings

and luxury projects in any context or setting. It was claimed that the urban space's quality

was at the heart of the majority of guidance and control considerations such as the

character of the context and its appearance, the order of the layout, and the individuals'

needs, but the facts provide a different picture. The riverfront zone and Ishash al-

Tourguman in Bulaq, for example, were intended to include buildings and towers with mixed

uses functionally (commercial, entertainment, retail and residential), economically (luxuries

and modern buildings) and formally (high rise buildings), like other projects implemented

during the same period. One of the main aims of the development was to encourage

architects and planners to create a modern luxury image of the district, while the Muhafzah

was to acquire and re-parcel the land through expropriation. Also, it was in a position of

setting guidelines for development, but did not act as the developer. Certainly, this global

framework of urban redevelopment was similar to many public/private partnerships that

emerged in the 1970s. It later became evident that the many new projects on the riverfront

of Bulaq were undertaken without consideration of the condition and value of context. The

Muhafzah promised private investors a guaranteed profit which, as they suggested, had

been achieved in other comparable projects (Figure 9.8).

It becomes apparent that, in planning terms, if we provide standardization of the physical

settings to control the built environment, we then have to rescind these standard regulations

to restore the unique and distinctive spatial quality in certain districts. In other words, while

the state appeared to reject the distinctive nature of old districts, they contradicted this

approach by trying to provide an improved distinctiveness in the built environment in certain

areas; those of higher social level, in this case .

.....
Figure 9.8 Ishash al-Tourguman scheme showing the skyline proposals.
Source: Ishash al-Tourguman re-planning scheme Report 1979, GOPP, Cairo.
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9.3.3. The right for quality

Generally, the introduction of the physical planning Law in 1983 was considered the first

active method for the design control of development plans in Cairo. The Act's efficiency in

structuring a statuary legal planning framework was acknowledged by its authors. who

praised it as a model for change of planning procedures in Egypt. This act. in fact. was

required by the mandatory rules in order to produce developed master plans for areas in

need of lmprovement'". All building permit approvals, as a result, had to be issued in line

with the newly issued master plans. The Act, in addition, clarified the distribution of power

and decision making. While the Macro master plan was to be produced by the GOPP. the

local planning authority alone was in charge of preparing detailed plans and implementation

procedures; the housing department in each Muhafzah was obligated to assist the local

authority in the development of the plans".

In 1999. a comprehensive working report drafted guidelines entitled Good Practice in

Core Area Development, aimed at reviewing the planning conditions in old Cairo. and

particularly at-Darb al-Ahmar area. The report drew heavily on Cairo's problems of rapid

urbanisation and economic development, which led to intense pressure in core areas to

relocate any low-income communities, settlements, and businesses to peripheral areas

(away from the centre). These guidelines were, however, remarkable for their sustained

exploration of ways in which urban planners could intervene to protect the interests of

existing low-income residents and of developing understanding and awareness of the way in

which changes in legislation and practice could be achieved in ways that benefited the

urban poor and the quality of their living space'",

However, between 1983 and 2005, there was a lack of official support in terms of

implementing control over development and design. While decrees and laws were

concerned with specific standards, such as building heights or street width in certain areas

(such as the prime minister decree of 963/2003 for building heights in Heliopolis, and al-

Haram areas"), there was almost no discussion of the way design control should be

implemented and on what basis the procedures for design control should be imposed. In this

sense, it is important to note that the local authority in the Muhafzah was the practical place

to interpret the state's planning strategy and desired form of control. It was obvious that

while plans for improving spatial quality appeared to be following the regulations, the actual

implementation followed separate rules. During 1999, this anxiety was articulated in the

Egyptian Federal Government's concerns over regulating old valuable sites in Cairo, and

providing a framework for the built environment quality improvement with the participation of

the private sector. For example, the importance of maintaining and regulating streets of the

83 El Batran and El Shahed. Towards a Gender aware Approach for Re-housing policies In Egypt. p. 10.
84 The Egyptian Gazette (1983) Law 3 for year 1983. The Ameri Press.
86 Taylor. K. (1999) Guide to Good Practice in Core Area Development: Review of the Central cairo Study Areas.
Max Lock Centre. University of Westminster.

86 Alam and Kashwa. Laws of urban planning and building regulation. p. 95.
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public realm, particularly in cases of traffic congestion, was emphasized. In effect, good

practice in the planning intervention coupled with the proper type of control was seen as the

most effective means of improving the spatial quality in a locality.

In the search for quality of the urban space, planning schemes of specific districts were

used as practical guidelines, and in fact as experimentation, in the institution's quality control

strategy. These planning schemes were a way of legislating through practice. Notably,

Bulaq's scheme of 2005 was drafted to demonstrate an overarching exemplar strategy and

regulations to develop several districts located in the western section of the Cairo

Governorate that lacked specific qualities in terms of meaningful urban spaces, well-

designed spatial configurations and integrated land use 67. The scheme proposed to

preserve the current activities and some land uses in an area covering approximately 60%

of the district. Retaining and preserving such a large part of the district was a response to

the failure of previous plans which adopted complete demolition and impractical strategies of

social engineering as their principal approaches for quality. The Muhafzah's intentions

during the 2000s were to re-plan the district in terms of limiting areas of cteerence". In other

words, controlling quality was seen, for the first time in Cairo, to be possible through re-

making, rather than making: adjustment and enhancement of existing order rather than

clearance and imposing new order. In addition and in response to previous criticisms from

architects of the limited prescriptive options for elevations and materials, Bulaq design

guidelines, for the first time, had included measures to 'ensure the unity and harmony of the

architectural vocabulary for building elevations facing streets of 15 meter width and

upwards,69.

However, since 2006, the lack of proper coordination and integration of the existing

laws and design guidance has once again been identified in the implementation of the same

projects in Bulaq, this time combined with residents' frustration at the high level of planning

permit refusal and inconvenience caused [R11.1.09]. Such a lack of regulatory power and

clear definitions of quality showed that even though master plans were produced with clear

intentions of implementation, their progress was fraught with obstacles". The Muhafzah was

not legally entitled to demolish existing buildings without legal procedures to either acquire

the property for the public interest, or proceed with gradual piece-by-piece adjustment to plot

edges following the collapse of each unit. In addition, In light of the huge cost of buying out

private plots, with all the legal ramifications, the decision was made to align streets gradually

(Figure 9.9). Ironically, there had apparently been pressure to slow down the implementation

67 Several schemes were approved to clear, develop, or modify building regulations for districts and sections located
in western Cairo such as Maspero, aI-Tourguman, lamalek district and the River Nile sections limited to these
areas.

68 80S, 8ulaq development scheme 2005, p.11.
69 80S, Bulaq development scheme 2005, p. 31.
70 I say this because I was successful in accessing the archive section of the Hay and reviewing the number of
building permits issued in Bulaq from 2006 till 2009. The records showed that only 72 buildings were listed, while
the rest of the demolition requests were refused and the properties designated for further maintenance and
upgrading.
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to allow local investors and businessmen the opportunity to purchase large areas/zones in

Bulaq for private commercial investments such as hotels and commercial complexes. But

although some of these areas were public properties, most were under private ownership,

which encouraged the Muhafzah to set up more covert deals with investors. They would be

conducted along the following lines: the Muhafzah would refrain from urging the residents to

demolish their houses, while at the same time giving investors the green light to negotiate

the purchase of homes and lands, especially in sections of Bulaq with high land values,

such as areas with river frontage.
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Figure 9.9 The implementation of new spatial qualities in Bulaq.
An example of the new set-back after the demolition of the previous construct, Building No.3 Suq al-Hatab
Street, Bulaq.
Top: the hatching identifies the site of the building facing suq et- Hatab Street, of which the current width is
approximately 7.5 meters.
b. the new amendments approved in the 2005 scheme for the street width to become 15 meters.
Bottom: The implementation of the new regulations during the rebuilding showing the 7.35 -7.5 meter setback,
constituted by a maximum height of 22.5 meters.
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9.4. Control of land use

Timothy Mitchell's image of Egypt has always been portrayed as 'a narrow strip of fertile

land crammed with so many millions of inhabitants occupying so little space', simply

because there has never been enough land to satisfy the capacity of growth71.As most

cities in Egypt are densely settled and populated, urban development meant that expansion

would be towards converting more agricultural land at the city outskirts for urban land use.

But, ironically, few cities offered greater possibilities for urban expansion than Cairo, which

is designated as desert land. Although mixed land use is counted a universal quality of cities,

segregated usage was one of the most noticeable features of preindustrial Cairo72.

On the other hand, the dogmatic patterns of land use activities in Cairo had contributed to

the increase of transport and environmental problems, in addition to an increase to energy

consumption 73. Such problems could be traced back to the 1960s due to activity

concentration driven by industrialization and the concentration of workshop sites in the inner

areas such as Shubra and Bulaq. For example, most of the products sold or traded in Bulaq

(such as textile products) are produced in factories on the outskirts of Cairo, and their

transportation to Bulaq requires frequent truck journeys across the city and through the

district's narrow streets. Turning to the 1970s and 1980s, difficulties in implementing control

and the lack of effective housing regulations emerged as the main features of inappropriate

land use. The implications of adaptive reuse of activity units combined with higher densities

of use in major activity centres were substantial: to the extent that policies to tackle these

problems were considered as a priority and a series of long-term and short-term strategies

was set out. One of the long term solutions was the previously discussed decentralization of

activities and land use by redistributing them to new cities around the capital, whose sole

purpose was to lessen the density of population and activity.

One of the discrete actions to control the land use, which was in line with long-term

strategies, was to relocate the widely spread wholesale markets and workshops to

peripheral sites in greater Cairo or one of its satellite cities, as proposed by the Muhafzah

during the 1990s. Control by building regulation and adaptive reuse, on the other hand, was

a micro-scale strategy to gradually change the undesirable land use. However, this latter

action was supported by the physical planning law, introduced in 1983, which adopted a

comprehensive regulatory approach to control. In addition, the call for adaptive reuse of sites

and buildings was driven by examples of success.

The existence of many crowded, informal and unplanned commercial markets with

historical roots and traditions in old districts such as Bulaq, combined with the influx of mixed

71 Mitchell, T. (1995) The Objective of Development. In: Power of Development, edited by Jonathan Crush.
Routledge. p. 132.

72 See Abu Lughod for a descriptive account of mixed uses in old Cairo, p. 63.
73 Huzayyin, A. (2008) Evolution of Csiro Transport & Land Use and their Effects on Energy & Environment:
Problems. Solutions and Potentia/so CoeJatuSeminar Reginal Sur les desplacments urbains en Mediterranee.
Morocco.
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use, have been long-term problems in the capital. The Physical Planning Act of 1983

authorized the planning body to approve land use activities in any area on the basis of

specific needs, in addition to prohibiting all alien or unauthorized activities [12.2.09]. From

this point, the Muhafzah gained authority to control the land use in areas designated for

improvement. The Muhafez of Cairo announced in 26 June 2010 that:

The city is currently going through a process of re-planning with the aim of
fragmenting the tight tissue of its inner, overpopulated and dense areas. This
could be achieved by producing legislation to control and prevent the
establishment of new public buildings such as universities, or schools for
example, that need large tracts of land'".

This authority was given in light of an increase in problems caused by overcrowding and

pressures of the informal and popular markets. Although Bulaq was historically recognized

as a place of light industry and second- hand workshops, and more importantly for fabric

market of Wikalat al Balah, such a comprehensive proposal of change was seen by the local

media as a radical change to the character of the districts whose sense of place was deeply

affected by the problematic, unpleasant mix of land-use and associated overpopulation and

unhealthy living conditions. In most of these markets and busy commercial centres there

was the additional, unavoidable pressure of overcrowding caused by visitors and traders":

An additional solution was to relocate all problematic activities away from Cairo's old

districts". Suggestions included a set of criteria to prioritize such activity transfer; thereby

priority would first be given to markets located in residential districts, then permanent

markets, and finally markets which are held on certain days of the week. Recent such bold

proposals have included Athar al Nabby market in old Cairo, and al Tounsy souk in al khalifa.

These small scale relocations were followed by a larger process of transferring several

wholesale markets to the new cities of Sixth of October, al Oboor ,and more recently to 15th

of May City , while others were approved for transition without even indicating the site of
relocation77.

9_5Shortcomings and Limitations in Spatial Quality Legislation

'The mostproblematicissuefor plannersin Egyptis the conflict in Acts anddecrees.
For example,while the court cancelledthe ExpropriationAct 555/1972,until the present
day there is great conflictand confusionas to whether it is still activeor not. Iam saying
that because areas allowed for expropriationduring 2008 in Masperowere approved
accordingto Act 555,while anotherActwas issuedduringthe sameyear.Therefore,it is
not wise to approvean expropriationdecree for a certain area while there are still other
active acts in the same field and both are concernedwith the same case. The local

74 AI Osboa Newspaper (2010) Transferring a/ Tuns; Market in Two phases, June 26.
75 A report conducted by an economic team in Egypt stated that around 9 million people visit this place every year.

See http://www.aawsat.comldetails.asp?section=40&article=242461&issueno=9348.
76 AI Osboa Newspaper, Transferring a/ Tunsi Market in Two phases.
77 AI Masry AI Youm (2006) Fish merchants refuse to transfer the market and offer to renew, March 1, ed.626.
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planningauthoritymust not issueany newActs or decreesunlessprecedingActs are
cancelledor amended'[12.2.09].

Such confusion as to which law is active and which is not can be considered one of the main

symptoms of planning problems in Egypt. Planning and building regulations were widely

criticized for their impact in misrepresenting the visual and physical image of Egyptian cities.

Noticeably, it was emphasized that Law 106 11976, which had set a comprehensive

structure for planning and building regulation in Cairo since the mid seventies, had

profoundly lacked the appropriate framework for design guidance and control. The law was

criticized for its lack of consideration of the spatial qualities of the city. This was perhaps the

reason behind the subsequent lack of consistency in the planning system. On the

administrative level, the law failed to adequately address the issue of local planning units

supervising the implementation of building codes. In terms of spatial quality legislation, it

was argued that shortcomings in this field had caused an increase in cramped and

overpopulated buildings, which led to the rise of the floor area ratio and consequently to the

high density population of the residential areas".

The application of these legislations in Egypt was criticized by the planning practioners

for the strict application of the same law, neglecting the micro context and complex urban

and architectural issues such as the difference in natural conditions, climate and

environmental aspects, socia-economical structure, and spatial distinctiveness of the district,

city, and region. So, for example, street width regulations are applicable in all areas, even

though the social conditions in major cities differ from those in small towns. Despite the fact

that building codes in Egypt have been in place for nearly Sixty years, there is still only one

standard applicable law that regulates the construction work, and which is applied to all sites

in Egyptian cities.

Legislation supplemented with multiple amendments has been the norm of the planning

regulatory system in Egypt. It could be argued that the need for such amendments reflects

either the lack of study of a law's consequences, or short-sighted policies that do not provide

for changing situations; or the problem may even lie in the structure of the planning authority

itself. These amendments have been a major source of confusion, which I argue could be

one of the major foundations of informality in Egypt. Planning legislation had been amended

four times from 1950 to 1976, followed by the introduction of the Physical Planning Act in

1983 and the recent building unification code of 2009. Moreover, over a period of thirty

years, since 1976, law 106 was changed more than eleven times79

There was inconsistency between Urban Planning Acts and the building regulations in

the basic compulsory requirements for sites in terms of planning, building heights, and

minimum street widths. These overlaps caused many conflicts over maximum height

requirements and street widths. Exemption of a specific building from the application of

78 Mohamed, Building Regulations In Egypt, p. 3.
78 See Alam, p. 151·153 fora detailed list of theamendments.
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certain provisions of the Physical Planning Act of 1983 for a national purpose or economic

interest was evident in one its clauses and was seen as a source of confusion. An example

of the consequence of this can be seen in the violation of height standards in the riverfront

zone of Bulaq. Moreover, while the Physical Planning Act of 1983 stated that building

heights 'must not exceed 1.25 the street width or 30 meters, the building code stated in

article (20) item (1) that it must not exceed 1.5 the street width or 36 meters,80.

Inconsistency could, moreover, be traced in the determination of the minimum street

widths. The Physical Planning Act 3/1983, for example, listed that:

'The administrative local planning authority, competent in street alignment cases, is
authorized to require specific minimum street width standards. Street widths should not
be less than 10 meters, including the pavements and in cases of adding pedestrian
corridors, they must not be less than three meters'S' .

While this Act was applicable for twenty years, the ministerial decree no. 268 made some

amendments during 1996, stating that:

'it is prohibited to construct any buildings facing a street less than 6 meters wide,
otherwise, the building setbacks should be calculated as half the difference between the
actual/ existing street width and the minimum approved standard width (which is 6
meters), while heights would be calculated in accordance to the minimum street
standards,82.

Reading both statements it becomes obvious that while the Physical Planning Act

allowed margins of authority to the planning body in determining the width of streets (not to

be less than 10 meters), building regulations state otherwise. Therefore, this clear

contradiction between the Act and the decree allowed further conflicts to develop during

their application.

On the other hand, documents of the Muhafzah show that violation of the regulations and

building legislation is a common practice. In most cases, after building licences were

obtained, violations of the building codes, such as the permitted building heights or number

of storeys, were evident. Most violators expect that one day they will be exempted through

an amnesty decree, authorized under Law 106/1976, which allows the Muhafzah the

authority to pardon violators in specific cases [12.2.09]. For example, the first legalisation on

informal settlements located on agricultural land took place in 1956 and was followed by

similar acts in 1966 whereby violators were able to build without proper licences or if these

were difficult to obtain. This meant that the construction was either completed without the

control authorities being aware of the activity, or even with the authorities turning a blind eye,

whilst violators were taking the risk in anticipation that legislation would be issued to legalize

their violations.

Nevertheless, the regularization of informal areas in Egypt, during 1981, was identified

as an official policy beyond the periodic and highly controversial blanket of regularization of

80 Acts of years1983, and 106 1976.
8' ThePhysicalPlanningAct no.3 for year 1983. TheAmiripress.
82 AlamandKashwa.Laws of urban planning and building regulation, p. 99.
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past violations. Evidently, Law 135/1981 that pardoned violations was issued to legalize

violations of the codes, and at the same time, grant the Muhafzah discretionary power to

provide services and public utilities in these areas, while prohibiting further violations'".

Although such procedures have significantly increased the sense of security for the settlers,

their other serious needs were not addressed. It was necessary to issue laws at regular

intervals to legalize continuing breaches. Furthermore, these procedures were instituted as

a relatively simple process, particularly if the building in question had been issued with a

permit, even if this permit was violated. In the case of buildings without permits, the violation

had to be corrected or pardoned, either by a decree or a not-guilty court sentence.

Connecting buildings that lack licences with utility networks are dealt with through legislation

that approves the provision of informal areas with utilities (Law 135/1981, which also

requires relevant court decisions).

The previous discussion shows that deficiencies in the urban planning and building codes

regulations can be diagnosed through the current contradiction in the set of Laws relevant to

the quality of the built environment. For example, it was specifically argued that problems

arise from the short time span of each individual planning legislation or building code and the

frequent amendments to particular clauses of the applicable law. This means that when an

area is subject to improvement or development prepositions, there is little possibility of

unified implementation.

83 Serageldin, M. (1991) Regularizing the Informal Land Development Process. VoI.1. Office of Housing and Urban
Programmes, U5AID, Washington D.C.
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9.6 Conclusion: Could unification of the building codes provide a way out?

Searching for a way out of such confusion and contradictions represents the need for a

redefinition of the working structure of the local planning authority and its tasks". There is

an apparent need to justify, control, formalize and improve the city's urban quality in general

and its spatial quality in particular. However, these processes require a discrete and clear

legislative system that integrates, coordinates and elaborates on aspects of the urban space,

both physically and socially. Legislations discussed in this chapter, therefore, should treat

the case of spatial quality not in an individual plan or scheme, but as part of the broader

practice of planning at the level of the urban context as a whole.

During 2008, a shift towards helping planning authorities and planning bodies to create

an enhanced and structured framework for planning legislation in Egypt was made through

the Unified Building Code no. 119/ 200885. It was regarded as an extraordinary legislative

activity that included new laws, amendment of others and new decisions [15.1.09]. Its aim

was to eliminate corruption in the construction and planning sector by reducing the number

of regulations and entities involved in the construction process, while all previous laws were

to be suspended, including the building code of 1976, except for clause 13 of the Physical

Planning Act of 1983. The planning entity produced the new code for several reasons,

summarized as to:

1. Limit the volume of guidance issues that planners and local authorities have to

consider.

2. Demonstrate a practical approach to preparing plans, determining actual problems,

and formulating a future vision for the city.

3. Demonstrate an integrated approach to sustainable development, enabling rural

issues, the built and historic environment to become fully integrated into planning

and design strategies.

4. Enable planning entities to make an effective, efficient, coordinated, and most

importantly, a consistent input to strategies and plans

s. Enable the planning authority to achieve a new planning system that would work as

effectively as possible.

6. Declare that planning entities are seizing the opportunity to influence the planning

process at the earliest stages

Part of the introduction to the new code is devoted to definitions related to planning and

urban development, such as areas of re-planning (Mantek Eaadat a/-takhteet), areas of

special values (manatek that kema mumayaza), and much more. However, the term quality,

84 Soliman and De Soto, A possible way out.
85 The Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI), & General Organization for Govemment Printing Offices (GOGPO)

(2009) Unified building law no. 119/2008 and its executive regulations. The Amiri Press.
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surprisingly, does not feature clearly, except in a few phrases, such as space characteristics,

which describes the visual configurations of a space, and homogeneous space, which

describes an area developed during a particular period, which acquires a cumulative urban

fabric through time, or has a unified architectural character, or a unique urban identitl6.

Also, the history of inconsistency in the processes of legislating in Egypt had once more

become apparent. Four months after the activation of the code in January 2009, Ahmed al

Maghraby, the Minister of Housing and Urban Development issued a decree to apply ten

amendments, in addition to developing a new regulatory article 87. The most significant

change was amending Article 19 that involved determining the maximum allowed density of

the Floor Area Ratio. The amendment statement declared that:

'in the absence of public plans or before the adoption of strategic plans of the cities
and villages the Muhafzah must set provincial planning regulations for areas of
construction to allow the Floor Area Ratio to become six times instead of 4 times in cities
according to the existing street width,BB.

The increase meant that extra storeys were to be approved that would provide for an

increase in height limits. Most striking was the Muhafzah's intention that the new code would

be applicable to all previously approved planning schemes and projects of improvement

[12.2.09]. This, as a result, meant that any plan already drafted and approved or in a process

of implementation would fall into a state of great confusion. It seems certain that Bulaq's

latest scheme of 2005 would suffer implementation problems as a consequence, or even be

put on hold for a while [11.1.09]. For example, while previous Acts authorized the Prime

Minster to approve exceptional cases, the unified act stated that building heights are to be

approved by the Supreme Committee for Planning and Urban Development, which involves

a group of specialized academies and planners headed by the Prime Minister [15.1.09].

In this regard, the local council of the Muhafzah presented a series of workshops during

the summer of 2009 specifically to clarify, explain and suggest effective methods for working

out the proper legislation to establish good planning practice and set out a future vision for

the city that fully embraces the quality of the built environment and the quality of life of its

inhabitants.

88 The Unified building Code 00. 119 for year 2009, The Amiri press.
87 AI Masry al Youm Newspaper (2010) Amending the Unified Construction Law decrees and allowing double the
numberof storeysin cities andvillages,April4.

88 The unified building code amendments included changes in articles 26,27,57,58,130,108115,116 and 175.
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CHAPTER TEN

REVEALING QUALITY IN THE CAIRENE CONTEXT

THE LOCAL VOICES



'To analyze space as an expression of the social structure amounts,
therefore, to studying its shaping by elements of the economic system, the
political system and the ideological system, and by their combinations and
the social practices that derived from fhern".

'Sorry for disappointing you, but it is not for me or my children. It is for
them and only them (referring to the high class people who own the
riverfront towers). If they are doing this for us and the people, why have
they prohibited new building permits since 2005, why aren't they approving
restoration permits anymore? Our houses are falling on our heads and
when we go to the hay to complain and try to talk to the authorities in
charge, they tell us we can do nothing, you have to rebuild your house.
Can anybody believe this? [R12.1.09].

1 Castells,M. (19n) The urban qU6Stion: Marxist approach. London:EdwardArnold.p. 126.
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10.0. Reconsidering quality. in old districts of Cairo

The process of remaking Bulaq required, as highlighted earlier in the thesis, integration

between several effective realms, namely; the social domain, the physical domain, and the

political domain. The social domain in this process is represented by the dynamics of the

social interaction of different stakeholders and their active roles and views of the intentions

and outcomes of the process. Such social dynamics also illustrate the individuals' needs and

willingness to change their urban fabric, settings and environment. In return, how would the

anticipated change affect everyday practice that is rooted historically and to some extent

defines the district's socio-cultural character in a practical sense? For a long time, local

stakeholders have suffered at the hands of the state through its intentions and ambitions for

remaking. In most cases, these ambitions had led to the dismantling of various buildings,

banning of activities and the disappearance of several historically entrenched functions,

affecting the overall ambiance of the local stakeholders' practice of living, working and social

integration.

The physical domain is related to intangible spiritual elements of its old and historical

urban fabric and monuments as well as activity patterns within specific places that emerged

over time. In this sense, market spaces are defined by their spatial organization and patterns

that developed over the course of a century. The political domain, on the other hand, was

exemplified by the awkward way the state and its institutions dealt with local residents

[neglect, demolition, relocation and random developments]. Apparently, the institutions

struggled for a long time without either improving the spatial settings or achieving order in

the districts' physical settings. Terms such as ignorance, neglect, insufficient, and unsuitable

were often repeated throughout the interviews to describe the actual involvement of the state

in the management of old districts in Cairo. The thesis had explained, in previous chapters,

how deterioration had gradually spread in Bulaq to impact the quality of physical settings.

The struggle to improve the spatial quality was chiefly hampered by the incoherent political

visions and the need to maintain order during different stages of political shift.

In return, the above three domains had structured the specific conception of remaking

practices, the spatial organization, and the political system in Bulaq. It would not be sufficient

in this thesis to only consider these three points of view, but it is crucial to explain the politics

of remaking spaces from the different perspectives of the stakeholders and the institution.

The stakeholders' response to the idea of remaking Bulaq, for example, may enhance our

understanding of local conflict of interest among players in the scene and among the above

three domains: the physical, the social and the political. This chapter, hence, follows the

accounts of local residents and traders regarding quality, planning practices and associated
legislation that control their daily lives.

The term quality or gawda, in this context, emerged as a central concept that defines the

architectural and urban implication of planning practices and the way local residents

perceive them. This significance stems from the association between human feelings and
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realization on one hand and the essence of quality on the other. In other words, we need to

question what constitutes a good quality context in the eyes of the people. While this is

probably a common feature among all communities, it is notable that there is a special

perception of quality in such contexts. For example, one resident explained quality from a

religious point of view stating that:

My understandingof quality comes from the declarationthat Islam has laid the
essentialfoundationfor the principleof qualitywherebyMuslimsare requiredto perform
all their religiousandseculardutieswithfaithanddevotion'[R5.1.09].

For many people living in old areas of Cairo, quality occasionally means something

luxurious that they are unable to afford simply because it is not affordable. Quality spaces,

hence, are believed to be part of the luxury afforded only by higher social classes or the

social elites: 'we are born poor and will die poor, but the rich people always have the best of

everything' [R5.1.09, R7.1.09]. Evidently, this idea could be linked to the broader domain of

planning and design, and relates to the idea of moving the higher social classes into new

planned districts simply because they always deserve the best [R16.2.08]. In this context,

Bulaq could be further examined from the stakeholders' and planners' perspectives of quality

as a manifestation of the idea of remaking places. The urban setting of the district provided

suitable characteristics for understanding quality, its meaning, and making. Notably, while I

used the term gawda during the interviews, my respondents were using alternative Arabic

words such as ahsan, andaf, agmal, which mean better, cleaner and more beautiful. It

seemed that while our focus as professional planners and architects is to employ quality or

gawda in its abstract sense, the people living in Bulaq, who are non professionals, had

materialized quality through their own channels and particular to their own context. The

following interviews, meanwhile, explain how the Bulaqi residents constituted quality through

a nuanced and complex/sophisticated interpretation which accorded with their daily needs.

They were never concerned with having wider streets; rather they adopted a deeper

perspective for their understanding of quality and how it could be implemented through the

remaking procedures. For these poor people, as they stated during the interviews, quality

was associated with the provision of dignity and a better life. The following discussion

examines how the locals received the remaking intentions, and how the planners portrayed

them. Each view presents a further dimension of understanding the politics of remaking in

Egypt, hence, further understanding of the relationship between the locals and the institution.
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10.1. The Stakeholders' conception for (re)making places

Me: Are you satisfied with the new plans for improving the quality of your living areas

The man: Quality, what quality? For us? Do you believe what they say?

Me: No, not at all. The new plans for re-planning the district are made to improve your
living spaces in the first instance, your houses, streets, working places. It is for you and
for your children and the coming generations.

The man: Sorry for disappointing you, but it [quality space] is not for me or my children. It
is for them and only them [referring to the high class people who own the riverfront
tower]. If they are doing this for us and the people, why have they prohibited new
building permits since 2005, why aren't they approving restoration permits anymore? Our
houses are falling on our heads and when we go to the hay to complain and try to talk to
the authorities in charge, they tell us we can do nothing, you have to rebuild your house.
Can anybody believe this?

Me: So what happens then? What will you do?

The man: Nothing. We are poor people and we cannot afford construction costs. The
most we can do is to fix some pipe problems or maybe paint the facades, but rebuilding,
no. The only people who can afford this are the wealthy rich traders living in Bulaq. But
for us, in worst cases, people are still living in their houses and they know that they can
collapse any moment. Is this fair, wallah haram alehom?

The man: You can read in the newspapers every month how many houses collapse in
Bulaq. They knew that this was going to happen, but it seems that this is what they want
at the end. They want us to die or leave [R5.01.08].

This conversation highlights a few issues that are worthy of discussion. It reveals that the

general public in Bulaq perceive quality as an alternative term for luxury, It is not an

essential need; rather it is an additional feature. So, for them, a clean, healthy, and proper

space that can be used comes first, and then comes quality. Besides, for most of these

people, spatial quality is determined by size. Large space is of good quality, small space is

of limited quality. Due to their poor living conditions, any improvement to the urban space is

unnecessary expenditure which could be used to feed people and produce more space for

their living needs [R3.1.09, R1.1.09). This also showed that their understanding of spatial

quality varied from the institutions' perceptions, as quality for them meant living a decent and

civilized life, no matter what else happened, and fulfilling their needs with respect, dignity

and transparency. Hence, it is important to shed some light on the way residents understand

and conceive quality in the urban space through specific points: streets and safety; eviction

and relocation; economy and the use of public space; negotiating the living space.
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10.1.1. Streets and Safety

'f a city's streets are safe from barbarism and fear, the
city is thereby tolerably safe from barbarism and fear .... The
bedrock attribute of a successful city district is that a person
must feel personally safe and secure on the street among all
these strangers. It does not take many incidents of violence
on a city street or in a city district to make people fear the
streets. And as they fear them, they use them less, which
make the streets still more unsafe".

'Streets in Bulaq have become dangerous and not safe
anymore' [R5.1.09, R13.1.09].

One of the core elements to successful planning is the individuals' experience of their

streets and shared open spaces. In this respect, safety is central. Dark and uninhabited

spaces are perceived as dangerous while busy and active streets are considered secure.

Hence, the street needs to be approached as an active public space rather than a space

associated with a series of voids between buildings3. Adopting the concept of inclusive

design, planners have aligned themselves to maximizing the accessibility of an area to ease

traffic flow, and thereby facilitating the control of crime and making people's daily life more

enioyable", The expression that 'there must be an eye on the street' can be attributed to

Jane Jacobs' relationship between safety and urban design by means of natural surveillance

through increasing the number of people keeping an eye on its. Residents, street vendors

and the active life of stores and public spaces could therefore contribute to the prevention of

crime and undesirable behaviours".

Evidently, this idea was not only applied to American cities, but was also historically

prevalent in Middle Eastern cities of medieval urban structure. It is obvious that the patterns

of narrow streets of the harah in traditional districts of Cairo perform a number of significant

social functions. First, the high rates of pedestrian activity are thought to reinforce

community bonds and promote a great sense of place'. Second, street spaces work as a

round the clock, active domain for activities and social interaction of their residents. Despite

the pervasive poverty and economic problems, the busy street life in traditional or baladi

areas like Bulaq is an important feature that distinguishes them from other modern districts

2 Jacobs, The death and life of great American cities, p. 36.
3 Calthorpe, P. (1993) The Next American Metropolis: Ecology, Community, and the American Dream. New York:
Princeton Architectural Press.

4 Theories and writings of Foucault, for example, had inspired planners on issues of criminality. See Foucault, M.
(2003) The subject and power. In: The Essential Foucault: Selections from Essential Works of Foucault 1945·
1984. (ed.) Paul Rabinowand Nlkolas Rose. 126 -44, New York: The New Press.

5 Jacobs, The death and life of great American cities, p. 38.
8/bid.
7 This factor was widely criticized in many relocation projects and especially the projects commenced in the Islamic
city in old Cairo. For example, the transfer of the textile shops was seen as harmful to the visual characteristics of
the Islamic urban life.
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in Cairo. In most cases, such urban spaces are formed by a special built structure,

characterized by mixed use, high residential population, and a dense urban environments.

Undoubtedly, people in Egypt often prefer busy residential streets that are abundant with

life and activities, as the main source of safety, whereas spaces that are not inhabited or

used by people are believed to be unsafe. The phrase street wanass, meaning that the area

is inhabited and full of activities, and therefore safe, is commonly used in such areas".
Streets in these areas accommodate many social activities, such as wedding ceremonies,

socializing with neighbours, or the sale of various goods, which collectively create a sense of

community. In addition, most residential buildings/houses have retail stores on their ground

levels, with these commercial and industrial activities adding to the sense of security (Figure

10.1). One lady noted that 'since the construction of the World Trade Centre building (WTC),

we fear to walk in this street at night [she means Shari al-Matbaa al-Ahlyya] because during

the night time it becomes full of strangers' [R9.1.09]. Within this same street, in 2007, three

attackers stole jewellery and money from a total of ten ladies at different times of the day.

The victims reported to the police that they had been chased by three men on two

motorcycles, who, when they came close to the victim, grabbed her bag and then escaped

through the streets'". From the residents' view, such robberies had been very rare in the

past, before the streets had been opened up, which allowed more cars and traffic to cut

through the district [R16.2.09]. One noted that 'when the streets were unpaved and tight,

thieves had to think really seriously before doing something like this' [R2.1.0B]. In other

words, the informants wanted to express that these incidents were linked to the new street

developments in the district: as wide streets allowed extra through traffic in from outside

[R2.1.0B].

On the other hand, the street network hierarchy and settings in Bulaq form a complex

spatial organization that defines the community's lived spaces as social space within a set of

rules that regulate their everyday social life". These spaces are characterized by complex

patterns of daily sociability which have always been governed by the proximity of the houses.

This was, in addition, due to the limited street width and housing units, which brought

adjacent families into close contact in everyday interaction (Figure 10.2). A common

objection by the residents of Bulaq towards widening the streets was that, as a consequence,

the district would become less safe or controlled. 'The new streets are designed for other

people need, not for us, but for the rich ones who will come to take our houses and replace

them with luxury buildings' [R10.1.09]. We can all see what happened in Shari al-Matbaa al-

Ahlyya when it was renovated and paved; they prohibited access to the street except for

8 Acioly, C. (2000) Can urban management deliver the sustainable city? Guided Densification in Brazil Versus
Informal Compactness in Egypt. In: J. M. & B. R. (eels). Compact City: Sustainable Urban Forms for Developing
Countries. E&FN Spon. London.

9 Ghannam, F. (2002) Remaking the modem, p. 82.
10 Almasry alyoum Newspaper (200.1) Three bandits robbed 10 women in Bulaq Abul Ela, Online newspaper,

http://www.almasryalyoum.com/article2.aspx? ArticleID=80642&lssuel 0=839.
11 Ismail, Political life in Cairo's new Quarters, p. 13.
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certain people, the rich ones who come to the Hilton Hotel, restaurants and coffee shops in

the WTC mall' [R16.1.08J.

Figure 10.1 Residential buildings/house occupied with retail stores on its ground
levels and the limited street width between housing units in most sections of
Bulaq.
Several commercial and industrial activities that had added further sense of security.

Figure 10.2 Street spaces are characterized by complex styles of daily sociability.
This could be constituted by the proximity of the houses.
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The residents collectively had a great belief that all these plans for remaking the district

were for the benefit of the rich, whose names were well known. During my visit to the Hay

Bulaq, I asked the engineer about the idea of privatizing the street. He replied that the

riverfront buildings' owners had complained several times about the behaviour of the local

residents, and their noisy activities, especially among the iron workers. He told me that the

plans had initially proposed to restrict part of the street to pedestrian traffic, by means of

gates or fences [14.1.09]. However, this idea had proved to be impractical, he said. So, it

was decided to install some movable gates to control access through the street and 'protect

the tourists' from any unpredictable behaviour from the local people [14.1.09]. However, the

engineer's words were not convincing nor were the real intentions behind privatizing the

street clear; how, in any case, could the presence of the residents be harmful to tourists or

buildings? However, it was apparent that officials in some way perceive the residents as

threats to the development of their own district 12. Although the installation of some light

barriers did not prevent pedestrians from walking through, the side entrance of the WTC,

leading to the hotel wing, was completely blocked by security (Figure 10.3). A signboard was

put up to announce that this was a private area, and security personnel were visible in many

locations. As noted by an informant, 'what was until Nasser's days a beautiful accessible

street for everyone to enjoy, has become now a private area and prohibited for us to use'

[R2.2.08]. It was also clear that signs of power, such as the barriers, the security and police

officers, and the traffic signs proclaiming the privatization also inhibited people from

accessing the street unless going to their workplaces or stores.

12 This idea had been rooted in the officials' thoughts since the days of Sadat and the clearance of al Tourguman
area in Bulaq. Also see Ghannam, Remaking the modem.
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Figure 10.3 Security barriers.
AccessthroughSharial-Matbaaal-AhlyyabehindtheWTCtowersis restrictedto specificpeople,withthe
movablegatesopenedincertaincasesonly.
Right side: theentranceof theWTCleadingto thehotelwingwascompletelyblocked.

10.1.2. Forced Eviction and Relocation

'In the frame of the state's plan for developing the
informal areas and other such projects, its various agents
and bodies have violated the people's right to housing and
congruent rights by using types of forced eviction that have
resulted in the dispersal of many poor citizens. The state
was not content with neglecting them and not providing
housing for them, but attacked their poor homes and
inhabitants. In many cases, the eviction was carried out
without compensation or appropriate alternative shelter".

The implementation of the eviction policies had long been considered a weakness in the

planning system and practice in the Egypt. The above statement was published in a report

by the Egyptian Centre for Housing Rights which acknowledged that a sort of criminality was

attached to victims of forced eviction in Egypt'4. Apparently, decisions to clear Ramlet Bulaq

13 The EgyptianCentre for HousingRights (2005) Report to CESCRin responseto the EgyptianGovernment
report,regardingthe rightto housing(issues27 & 32).

14 Ibid.
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since 2005 had come as a shock for some of the residents, and stirred memories of the

most well known case of clearance and eviction: Ishash al-Tourguman relocation during

1979. This landmark eviction resulted in 5000 people being evacuated and relocated to al-

Zawya ai-Hamra on the outskirts of the city. One of the old residents said that 'we still

remember that day when the police suddenly surrounded the area and forced the people to

leave their houses; the men were fighting with the police officers, the women were

screaming, but they forced them to leave at the end of the day' [R16.1.OB].

While the clearance of the site was attributed to the implementation of a modern urban

design scheme to replace the old Ishash during 19BOs, it was not until 2001 that another

project was implemented on that same site, after the Muhafzah had failed to commence its

ambitious plan, as explained in chapter six. Local residents, moreover, noted that they were

aware of other cases in which people were evicted without alternate housing or

compensation [R11.1.09]. Alternative areas of the city were not spared such heavy handed

official behaviour. During 199B, a house in Ayn Hi/wan, the potters:" dwellings in old Cairo,

and five houses in al-Marg area were evacuated and demolished, based on previous

demolition orders for the public interest (to widen the street linking the area to the ring road).

These examples were well known and widely covered by Cairene media and national

newspapers. By all accounts, people never received previous warnings, while armed police

forces would surround the site and implement the eviction procedures by force.

For many of the residents who witnessed these events, the empty land of al-Tourguman

had indicated a landmark failure of the planning strategy for change, especially when the

state failed to attend to its promises. The reliability and transparency of planning institutions

have always been problematic, especially in terms of their communication with local

residents. Some see the eviction merely as a means used by the institution to kick the

residents out of the district, with no underlying plans to re-house them [R11.1.09]. It is also

argued that the site was considered highly valuable and desirable by some businessmen

and investors, who later discovered its unsuitability for the desired projects. In Ghannam's

view, relocation is not only about moving the people from one place to another, it is about

how it affects the lives and socia-spatial relationships within the local community".

I would support the sentiments expressed in this last statement by adding that although

relocation has been represented in the state's policies as motivated by public interest or for

the purpose of development projects 17, it also involves reshaping the urban settings and

qualities of life for the relocated people. To a large extent, eviction associated with relocation

has been configured in one particular economic and political model in which relocation

represents the authority's attempts to exercise power and control on the urban space and to

15 This was the site of the potters' workshops for manufacturing ceramics.
16 Ghanam, Remaking the modem, p. 39.
17 Guggenheim, S, and Cemea, M, eds. (1993) Anthropological Approaches to Resettlement: Policy, Practice, and

Theory. Oxford: West View.
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translate these powers into physical forms incorporating values of spatial quality devoid of

local people.

Today, residents in Ramlet Bulaq are yet not sure what kind of action will follow; whether

they will be relocated or compensated 18. However, it seems that the authorities have

forgotten that there are people still living in these areas who wish to escape from their

difficult lives, but who do not have any alternative other than to wait [R8.1.09]. This belief

was rooted in the residents' accounts when asked about their reactions towards decisions

about clearance and how they will cope with it. An old lady living in Santo said that:

'I have been living here for a very long time and my three daughters got married and
left me.... We are extremely poor people. They occasionally come to see us [she means
officials from the muhafazah and the hay] and tell us that we will leave but nothing
happens. We want to move from here... we are living here like the dead ... we have no
electricity or water, only a public water pump near the rail station at the edge of Bulaq,
and I am too old to fetch it every day ... people here bring me clean water' [ R14.1.09].

On the contrary, other residents acknowledged that they would never think of abandoning

their living spaces. We were born here and will die here, said a resident from Bulaq who had

been living in Bulaq for thirty-five years.

We can't live in any other place... we are like the fish, if we move from here ... we
die. Although we were offered 500 EPI m, we will still not leave. I know that we are very
poor and this money would help to support us, [el kersh beyfrek ma'ana], but we will
never leave our homes' [R15.1.09].

'My two kids were born here, and they must be raised here. If they really want to
improve the district, our lives and living spaces, as they always say, they ought to help
us to rebuild our houses ... not to move us away... we are not leaving at any cost,
[khoroog men hena mesh khargeen]' [R4.1.09].

Throughout these accounts and others, expropriation and eviction policies in Cairo are

criticized on a number of counts. First, for the absence of public consultation, especially with

those people affected by eviction decisions, and for not conducting proper negotiations

regarding the amount of compensation: which in most cases is not sufficient for people to

obtain a suitable alternative. Second, the Muhafzah deliberately delivers vague information

on such matters as how exactly the loss of houses or shops will be compensated, or when

and how they will be provided with the funds; it is always by word of mouth [R3.1.09].

Some people from the hay came to us and said that we will be moved from here and
they recorded our names but nothing happened since then. The last time they visited us
was three months ago, when a group of engineers from the hay assigned six houses for
clearance; these houses are directly facing the hotel [she means the five star Conrad
Hotel]. Yes, I want to move from here, any other place, wherever it is, will be much better
then here' [R15.1.09].

18 According to the Muhafzah records, a reasonable number of families living In Ramlet Bulaq are targeted for
relocation; Santo area accommodates 262 families, a/-Ksbsh area accommodates 160 families, Fayed area
accommodates 12 families, and Ezbet s/-Kafrswy accommodates 178 families.
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Local people perceive this strategy of withholding information as a predictable tactic by

the authoritative political system to prevent them from taking collective action against the

eviction decree, or negotiating the appropriate compensation [R16.2.08, R3.1.09]. From the

locals' point of view, the only effective way to achieve spatial quality is to work with the

natives, not imported inhabitants, and allow them to contribute to its development. In their

opinion, imported inhabitants will not appreciate the embedded values and inherited

qualities of this particular urban fabric. There is considerable consensus among the locals

that Bulaq and its spaces are their living spaces, which hold their memories and

achievements, and which, therefore, they would never abandon under any circumstances:

even if it meant living for the rest of their lives in the same conditions.

10.1.3. Economy and the use of public space

'If they move us from here [Bulaqj, it is over for our
business'[R14.2.08].

'Thecharmof these placesdoesnot comeuniquelyfrom
the venerablehistoricalmonumentsor buildings,but derives
also and above from the activitiesof the merchantsand the
lifewhichsurroundsthem,19.

Mixed use in Bulaq is an additional attribute of the traditional character of Cairo that was

historically constructed through time and space. The extensive distribution of commercial

activities along main streets is a common aspect, structured within two main patterns:

commercial Itrade-based zones and on-street retail shops. They have apparently been

developed as a spontaneous response to a series of long-term social arrangements for the

good of the local comrnunity'", Bulaq has long been popular for its well-known market of

Wikalat al-Balah, the heart of the fabric and textile trade in Cairo, whose name is used

interchangeably to identify Bulaq. The Wikala adds to the authenticity of the district and the

history of the place. It is extremely crowded and active, selling clothes, fabrics, curtains,

textiles, and even car parts at low prices. This market was a further development of the

commercial and trade activities that were once associated with the historical port of Bulaq,

the busy trade hub that served Cairo for a millennium. With such a long commercial and

trading history, Bulaq is yet to lose its distinctive character and still attracts the middle and

low-income Cairenes.

On-street shops, on the other hand, are central spaces which accommodate many social

activities through the sale of various food products, such as fresh vegetables and fish. These

19 Samir,AmiracitedinWilliam,Caroline(2006) ReconstructingIslamicCairo. In: Singerman,D. and Amar,
P.(eds.)Cairo Cosmopolitan: Politics, Culture and Urban Space in the new globalized Middle East. Cairo:the
AmericanUniversityinCairoPress.p.286.

20 Ibrahim,AA (2008) Using compact urban form for the sustainability of the new settlements in developing
countries. The48 CongressoftheEuropeanRegionalScienceAssociation.Liverpool.
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trade activities, however, provide the main source of income for many families living in the

area. This is similar to the case of many home-based industries, such as sewing, cooking

traditional food, or roasting corn, which allow local people to gain reasonable profit at a

minimum cost. In most cases, these peddlers and on street sellers gather in a particularly

popular and busy area, such as Shari suq al Asr. Vendors believe that the spacious street

space allows them room to display their goods to a larger number of people, through small

kiosks or use of a matt for spreading the goods on the sidewalk [R2. 2.09]. Over time, street

junctions and crossings become very busy and vendors compete and sometimes fight to

gain a better place to display their goods. However, the main problem is that all such

vendors are illegal. They are supposed to get permission to use such busy pedestrian traffic

pathways and approval for the type of sold goods, which is almost impossible [R17.1.09].

This unclear and unresolved situation is behind the frequent raids by the local authorities

and the police to clear pedestrian routes from vendors and arrest those without permits,

which, effectively, means everyone. All displayed goods and products are seized, and the

vendor is placed in custody. Therefore, at the moment the authorities arrive, most illegal

sellers' frantically start packing their goods away, trying to save whatever they can [R13.1 .09]

(Figure 10.4).

Such unresolved situations explain how the residents came to associate their living

spaces and daily activity with their work, trade and domestic economy. An old vendor in

Bulaq noted that 'the stability of the local trade activities leads to the stability of the residents

and their financial security' [R6.1.09]. An 85 year old man explained that his shop is run by

his family, who live in the same building. The liveability of the district's public spaces is

constituted by the people's social interaction and mixed activity [R16.01.08], whilst most

resident-run businesses are usually locally oriented and based on local customers' needs.

Other businesses, that tend to be reasonably stable, are usually run by non-resident owners

who can change their business location according to financial viability. Here, economy is

separated from living; hence there is more flexibility to change or to relocate.

For the government officials, these local businesses are the main obstacles to

development and they slow down the improvement of the district, particularly in the

commercial area of Wikalat al-Balah. To secure public support for its projects of relocation

and remaking, the state media portrays the local residents' activities and behaviour as a

representation of an ugliness and disorder", Since 2006, and as a preparation for the new

developments anticipated for the area, the Hay prohibited all mobile and outdoor trade

activities, including vendors and peddlers and checked particular areas on a daily basis. The

only commercial activities permitted were those taking place indoors, in a shop or a proper

space. There was informal approval for certain people who maintained good connections

with the officials, who sequentially turned a blind eye to their violations [R16.01.08, R2.2.09].

However, current restrictions on vendors and their activities have proved effective in bringing

21 Hanna, M. (1996) Housing and politics, Cairo: AI-Hai'a al-Amma III Kitab, Egypt.
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about the eradication of many undesirable economic patterns. The Wikala, the main

traditional outlet, however, is on the waiting list for relocation to one of the city outskirt sites.

This could, in effect, cause radical change to the local economic patterns, and subsequently

to access and traffic and the social class of the residents.

Figure 10.4 Some of the disordered economic activities in Bulaq.
Above: the traditional coffee houses in baladi areas always spill out onto the sidewalks.
Bottom: The cloth market of Bulaq.
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10.1.4. Negotiating the urban fabric

In Bulaq, informal expansion of a house or a shop into the public space is a common

practice. In the absence of effective laws or police powers to implement such laws, and in

light of the extremely limited spaces for trade or for living, these illegal extensions are to be

expected. Residents used to make modifications, extensions or additions to their houses, or

even in front of their workshops, to gain extra space to display their goods on the sidewalk.

However, such informal activities and their disputed legal position sustained the sense of

insecurity and made any contact with the local authority political and frustrating. A lady who

constructed a one meter square addition to her ground floor house explained how she was

terrified when engineers from the Hay approached her to inspect the additions she had

made [R6.1.09]. She was, initially, ordered to remove all the unpermitted additions. Hence,

after negotiations, she made a case that these additions were in the backyard of the house,

not visible, and had consumed all her life savings. At the end, she won the case and they

imposed a fine and allowed the additions to stay. This situation is, however, the norm in

Bulaq and almost all the residents who make any extensions end up paying a fine, or

negotiate an informal payment to have the addition ignored [R6.1.09].

Apparently, local authorities are aware of these strategies and tactics, which largely

contributed to the formation of the current shanty town-like settlements in some parts of

Bulaq. It seems that the residents have always been able to manipulate the Hay decisions

and the power of law to keep their living spaces. Such experience, however, allowed them to

negotiate their living spaces through approaching certain individuals and establishing

parallel I informal systems for resolving unresolved situations. These strategies are informed

by the residents' daily interaction with the Hay engineers, 'who are well known to the

residents' [R4.1.09, R3.1.09]. Such strategies would never have been necessary, or

successful, if, according to the residents, the state had been concerned with their problems

and followed up these situations. To the state they are poor people, and their problems are

not a priority [R7.1.09]. They are also aware that the government employees have margins

that allow them to benefit from their working positions and personal connections to maintain

extra income. This in return gives more room for negotiation and tactics such as violating

building codes and resolving the dispute with minor fines, as explained in the previous

chapter.

However, not only are the residents adopting strategies and tactics in their living spaces,

but there are also other players: investors and businessmen, who, on their part, negotiate

with the authorities for informal permission to negotiate with helpless people, and press for

policies of relocation or eviction in order to take over their spaces. A key informant explained

that after the failure of al-Tourguman project in 1979, the state abandoned the policy of

negotiating relocation with the residents before selling the land to the investors. Instead, the
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state gave the 'green light' to investors interested in new construction projects in Bulaq to

negotiate fair deals with the occupiers of the lands.

There was a case, my informant says, where a group of expert lawyers representing a

highly influential businessman arranged regular meetings with residents and owners of

properties adjacent to the site of his new project. Most people refused to give up their

houses, workshops and lands and some mentioned that the offers were far too low [R3.1.09].

According to a member of the local council, land prices in the Bulaq are estimated at 12,000

Egyptian pounds/ m2
, while the lawyers offered only LE 3,000 per dwelling22

. A female shop

owner stated that 'if they want to turn our homes and workshops into gardens for the people

up there (meaning the rich) and kick us out, they have to give us the money we deserve'

[R17.1.09]. While the housing law has prohibited the governorate from dealing directly with

private investors, its formal employees are not in a position to negotiate on behalf of the

investors. Instead, only Egyptian government stock companies, such as Maspero Co., have

been authorized to manage development projects, and therefore, have the capacity and

power to negotiate the terms of compensation.

As would be expected, prices of land can change dramatically, based on their importance

to the buyers and the time of the negotiations; and sellers have, over time, become

frustrated at how cheaply they sold their land: 'they were left feeling that they had been

robbed23.At first people were happy, a government official said. But afterwards, they heard

that the value of the land may have, in some cases, risen 10 times because it had become

part of a larger investment plot; it was tough, a game of negotiations' [R3.1.09]. Others

complained that they were not all offered the same rates of compensation [R.7.1.09,

R17.1.09]. Accordingly, planning new tactics has become part of the continuous struggle

between the buyers and the residents, and become part of their daily tasks and practices".

'Tricking the powerful' was their only way to gain the best out of this deal25. For one

negotiator, 'it is a game of time, and those people must understand that we also have other

ways to force them to leave, but we are going through fair channels first' [R3.1.09].

Therefore, negotiation the living space was seen as a game of power. It is obviously an

unbalanced situation between the poor and powerless residents and the negotiators with

their money, protection, influence, and connections with the Muhafzah (figure 10.5.).

22 AI-Badeel Newspaper (2008) Cairo denies its poor, online newspaper, August 3.
23 AI-Ahram Newspaper (2009) Bulaq residents are screaming ... Help us, September 23.
24 De Certeau, M. (1988) The practice of everyday life. Berkeley: University of California Press. p. 26.
25 Ghannam, Remaking the modem, p. 175.
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Figure 10.5 Spaces in Bulaq under negotiation.
Location: Ramlet Bulaq section, 2009.
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10.2. The planners' conception

'The abstract space is a space of quantificationand
growinghomogeneity,a merchandisedspacewhere all the
elements are exchangeable and thus interchangeable;a
police space in which the state toleratesno resistanceand
no obstacles.... thus coveragetowards an eliminationof all
differences,26

Drawing on Marx's distinction between abstract labour which creates exchange values, and

concert labour, which create use values, Lefebvre's account is that the 'space of architects'

had created in return what he described as 'abstract spaces', a social bureaucratized space

which has been render by capitalism. Its basic quality is to separate the abstract from the

concerf7; the mental space from the lived space; a space from which its preceding histories

has been elirninated'". For Lefebvre, the abstract space is not designed in its simple format

of geometry, but it had been already produced to reflect meticulous visions, strategies, and

tactics; it is a space that reflects the domination of power; a space of capitalism; it is a space

that has been created in the mental mind of the planner, the local authority, and state, before

being visualised in the physical realitl9• Therefore, the confinement of an abstract space is

tangled by the elimination of the space's previous histories which became a central practice

driven by the power of state to reshape physical spaces within the city30. In this sense, it

could be argued that similar ideals to Lefebvre's philosophy has been relevant to the state's

planning strategy in Egypt that focused on the continuous practice of re-planning Bulaq

between 1960s until today. Defiantly, this does not imply that planners and the planning

institution as a whole are following Lefebvre's ideas while practicing remaking. But it notably

emphasizes that the capital and the state have collaboratively secured uncompromised

power of decision making expressed in creating abstract spaces that visualize capitalism

though the media of modern building images and spaces. The consciousness of the space,

as a result, occurs not through lived experience, but via its desired representation of power,

always reduced to the image of capitalism".

On the other hand, the consecutive planning schemes for re-planning Bulaq have been

continuously criticized for their lack of aesthetic quality; in other words, the quality of its

image. This is in line with the local perception of planning practice in Cairo which is

constituted as a form of a visual configuration of socia-cultural space". The focus of this

perspective is on the visual quality, rather than a comprehensive strategy towards upgrading

the urban environment. The motivation behind Bulaq schemes, and other districts such as

Roud al Farag which is attached to Bulaq, was in large part due to the global trend that does

26 Lefebvre,H. (1979) Space:SocialProductandUseValue.In J.W. Freiburg(Ed.) Critical Sociology; European
Perspectives. NewYork: Irvington. p. 293.

27 Gregory,D. (1994) Geographical Imaginations. Cambridge.MA:Blackwell.
28 Ibid., p. 336.
29 Ibid., p. 398.
30 Gregory,Geographical Imaginations, p.366.
31 Forty, Words and buildings, p. 274.
32 Lefebvre,The production of space.
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not only intend to eliminate poverty and inequality in urban landscape, but to impose

fashionable designs to develop accessible routes to such congested districts (Figure 10.6).

In this regard, the river frontage zone was a priority as it works as an effective showcase for

the state's policy on planning and its ability to upgrade its urban context. The drive to

improve the image was overwhelming to the extent that other issues were overlooked, such

as struggles to relocate or compensate people for their properties and living patterns; how

the local economy was to develop; how local social patterns and interaction models were

expected to change.

This focus on the frontage was somehow disappointing and frustrating to the local

population. They realized that the whole issue of remaking Bulaq has been confined to one

particular zone or to the image of a row of luxury buildings, without paying attention to the

inner parts and their problems. This priority was explicit in several interviews I conducted

with the planners and local authorities in Bulaq. One planner for example, spoke at length

about new building heights, regulations and the intention to unify the heights of buildings

located on Shari al- Cornich, hardly mentioning any problems in the inner parts [19.1.09].A

senior planner from the GOPP, in addition, related Bulaq planning schemes to the

redevelopment of al- Cornich frontage [110.1.09]. It was apparent that no planners were

aware of or were reluctant to speak about the devastating consequences these plans could

have on the residents of the inner parts of the quarter33• The purpose of these accounts,

however, is not to highlight flaws in the planners' perspectives; rather, they are intended to

reveal the overwhelming focus on the image of the river frontage; the uncompromising

display of the state's modernity and power (Figure 10.7).

Nevertheless, it would be misleading to generalize this perspective as an overarching

conception of planning practices in Egypt and Cairo. Parallel to such an excessive focus on

the image in remaking Bulaq, more comprehensive and complex projects are taking place in

other parts of the city. Examples include the rehabilitation project of al Darb al Ahmar district,

which is run by both the Agha Khan Trust for Culture and the local authority, and the Historic

Cairo Restoration Project (HCRO) for the remaking of Islamic Cairo and the restoration of its

monuments that has been in progress since 1998 34. Transforming the physical

configurations of a complex context such as Bulaq, however, deserves a structured

approach that builds on responsive practice: benefiting from previous experiences and

problems to develop more effective proposals with informed implementation strategies

[16.1.09].Therefore, many critics highlighted the huge gap in regulations that prevents such

proposals from being implemented [111.1.09, 113.1.09]. To take an optimistic standpoint, it

could be claimed that the lack of a clear planning policy, specifically developed to fit the

agenda of remaking old districts in Cairo, might be an advantage in that the area has many

331 want to note that the official planner from the GOPP is one of the former official planners of Isash al-Tourguman
scheme drafted in 1978.

34 Williams, C. (2006) Reconstructing Islamic Cairo: Forces at work. In: Singerman, D. and Amar, P. (ads.) Cairo
Cosmopolitan: Politics, Culture and Urban Space in the new globalized Middle East. Cairo: the American
University in Cairo Press. p. 275.
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deep rooted problems that need to be handled with flexibility and manipulation rather than

specificity and a rigid legal framework.

Figure 10.6 The proposed urban planning composition of Roud a/ Farag district
neighbouring Bulaq.
An example of imposing fashionable designs and accessible routes to such congested
districts.
Source: Roud al Farag district rs-plannlnq report, The Muhafzah.
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Figure 10.7 Compromise of the visual quality in Bulaq.

Above image: Buildings located in a/-Matbaa a/-Ah/yya Street, facing the towers of the riverfront,
have been all painted in a unified colour. The project of remaking Bulaq was generally perceived from
an aesthetic perspective in that buildings had to look neat and ordered because this area particularly
was visible to the tourists.

Bottom image: Buildings located in the inner sections of Bulaq have not undergone such actions,
and present a poor visual image.
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10.2.1. The Practice of Planning

A progressive framework for the successful remaking of spatial qualities suggests

establishing a connection between actual capabilities in terms of the city's urban challenges,

and the discourse of planning education. While planners, in general, need to be equipped

with professional skills acquired through university education, planning practice, significantly,

provides understanding of the process of developing a diversified framework for the required

spatial quality in each context, and thereby, planning also becomes of a great importance in

shaping the everyday life practices of the inhabitants [113.1.09]. As explained by the

majority of planners interviewed, the lack of adequate professional skills for the specific

practice of remaking represents a gap in planners' education [113.1.09, 16.1.09, 12.1.09].

Thus, planners and urban designers aspiring to improve any areas of old Cairo should be

required to obtain the technical skills for making in-depth analyses of socio-cultural situations.

This, accordingly, requires programs of training within the university planning courses in

Egypt to be more integrated. Specific knowledge and skills are essential in enabling the

planners to establish the close relationships necessary for dealing with and revealing local

people's needs in the long term. If these relationships do not work, this kind of practice will
not succeed [12.1.09].

In this respect, a significant level of concern was recorded in relation to the gap between

the theoretical education programs in Egyptian Universities and the real practice of planning,

which in turn has become increasingly isolated from the local inhabitants' practices and

understanding [12.1.09, 11.1.09]. This gap was moreover associated with a lack of

communication between academic staff and the society in general, which was

acknowledged as problematic. There is an apparent sense of superiority in the mentality of

senior planners in planning institutions: who consider themselves the experts because they

understand perfectly what the people actually need [16.1.09]. Local planners, academics or

private professionals, approach areas like Bulaq preoccupied with their passionate

imagination of an ideal world where remaking is practised according to a few simple

principles of replacing old patterns with desirable and globally verified examples of good

contemporary planning practice. Despite their awareness of the vitality of people's needs,

they are restricted by the lack of economic resources which severely limit their options, and

the result is a non-realistic production of space.

This lack of comprehensive knowledge and practice impacts the quality of planning

schemes in terms of implementation, which is subsequently reduced to physical changes in

space proportions. Hence, remaking has become a practice that fulfils the users', or perhaps

the owners', needs to the minimum achievable standards [111.1.09]. Also, the practice of

making places becomes split between two isolated worlds: the world of academic planning,

mostly run by private consultants, and the world of official planning run by groups of

planners, safely employed in a government job for the rest of their careers. However, the

joint drafting of a scheme or re-planning of an existing area by an official planning institution
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and a private consultant ends up being unsatisfactory from both paints of view. From one

side, local planners look at official planning employees of the planning institutions as

unqualified and uncreative, and regard planning tasks as being completed within minimum

effort [16.1.09, 17.1.09]. When I met an official from the company involved in designing the

new houses of al-Zawya ai-Hamra for relocating the Bulaqi residents in 1979, his first

comment was: 'how can a task like this [meaning re-planning Bulaq] be handled by the

Muhafzah only without any partnership with other firms; they are not capable of drafting a

project this big individually' [16.1.09]. On the other hand, official planners had other views. A

senior planner from the Muhafzah stated that:

Working with private consultancies turns planning into a pure academic exercise
[shoghl academy baht]. When (re) planning an area, the academic planner works as if
there is no status quo; he does not consider any existing problems; it is as if he is
designing inside his own imagination [shoghlloh shatahat kebera]; he does not deal with
the ground and actual situation. For example, when (re)planning an area, the only
concern is to achieve the maximum building heights; therefore, he designs identical
streets with the same width without even thinking about its original condition or situation
or even how the people use the space. On the contrary, when we are assigned to design
a plan or scheme in the Muhafazah, we carefully and fully study the existing situation of
these streets and consider which ones can be widened and which cannot, and we
propose the new street alignments and setbacks according to the existing facts' [16.1.09].

However, in both worlds of planning, the planners are also faced by other difficulties; first,

is lack of interest from the public, who look at problems from very personal perspectives.

Although interaction between local academic planners or the planning institutions and the

inhabitants is not frequent, outcomes of crucial decisions depend on personal connections

and also on the reflection of common interests. This shortcoming was evident during the

initial phases when the latest scheme of Bulaq was presented to the local people's council.

'This was a huge problem and it is so difficult to communicate with these people.
Each of the Bulaqi representatives had his own personal request [kol wahed menhom
leh gharad fe nafso]. The problem is that instead of taking forward steps to improve the
plans as part of collective community decision making, it turns into a clash of personal
interests, which leads to greater conflicts. For example, when we (the scheme planning
committee) propose to widen a particular street, if it turns out that this proposal would
individually harm the interest of one of the representatives, he will immediately declare
his objection to approval. Once, one said to me: why do you want to propose a new
street line that will pass through my house, you can easily change it. And because he is
a powerful man, we receive orders to propose that the street will be widened to 20
meters instead of 30 meters. The problem is that we, as planners, must consider issues
such as the street hierarchy in a professional manner, but in most cases we are unable
to do anything and then we get blamed for not being professional enough' [16.1.09].

Second, is the lack of a unified regulatory framework for planning, or the ambiguity of

planning regulation, meaning that planners become confused about the applicable building

regulations due to incessant amendments and changes, as explained in detail in the

previous chapter. Such uncertainty in most cases extends the period of drafting a plan,

possibly by years, and no scheme can be approved without the proper application of
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regulations. Evidently, the most significant problem during the stages of drafting the Bulaq

scheme was the conflict of laws and decrees [15.1.09].

When a Prime Minister's decree is issued for expropriation, it incidentally comes into
conflict with valid court rulings involved with the abolition of decree 555, in the Maspero
area, for example, and the same for Bulaq. In some cases the law is valid, but not valid
in other situations. So if it's valid, why do they issue new laws? The higher planning
authority is not supposed to issue other decrees within another valid comprehensive law
because it ends up in disruption' [15.1.09].

The third issue is that local planners rely on general perceptions and do not apply

innovation or creativity in working with public spaces of old districts. The institution may

show confidence in carrying out tasks such as dealing with illegal situations of houses and

slums, and the complicated issue of stakeholders' ownership [111.1.09, 17.2.09]. However, in

the case of their own contribution, planners adopt different approaches, that focus more on

the production of the space as a social context, not as a group of physical characteristics.

Some perceive urban design and architectural discourse as an interactive process which

involves the local community". These approaches appreciate community participation as

part of the design process; however, in a different version from the participation theories of

the 1960s and 1970s36. For example, in the project of the Children's Cultural Park, the

architect Abdel halim Ibrahim involved the local community in the making process, using

them as informative instruments in order to gather as much information as possible

regarding how his thoughts could be valuable to the community as users".

An additional example of community participation is presented by the National Project for

Preparing the Strategic Development Plans for Egyptian Vii/ages, which was motivated by

the actual needs of the residents38.The approach was based on a comprehensive study of

local people and their problems through individual group meetings, rather than collective

meetings, to gather various perceptions on problems related to their living environment. The

settings provided a positive example of how planners can generate a good, inclusive

atmosphere, and at the same time facilitate selection of participants whose individual

concerns do not conflict with the public interese9•

35 Abelel halim, I. (1978) The building ceremony, Unpublished PhD thesis submitted to the University of California.
Berkely.

36 Adham, K. (1997) The building border: A hermeneutical study in the cultural politics of space in Egypt, the case of
el-Houd el-Marsoud park in Cairo. Unpublished PhD thesis Texas: Texas A&M University. p. 223.

: Nabil, Y. (1994) Reconcili~ti?ns. and_continuBC!polarities, p. 77, as quoted in Adham, The Building border, p. 223.
Connelly, S. (2010) PartIcIpatIon In a HostIle State: How do Planners Act to Shape Public Engagement in
Politically Difficult Environments? Planning Practice and Research, 25: 3, 333 - 351. p. 343. According to
Connelly, This was a program of the GOPP with financial support and advice from the United Nations Human
Settlements Programme (UN-HABITAT), and was implemented by consultants drawn principally from Egypt's
academic planning community. Its intention was to engage representatives of stakeholder groups from the public,
private and third sectors, and 'ordinary' (i.e. not organized) members of the public, in drawing up lists of
development priorities in each of Egypt's 4, 060 villages.

39lbid.
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10.2.2. Creating quality; abolishing Aashwa'i

The government-run media is the principal source of information in Egypt, and, in effect,

serves to project certain desirable images of planning discourse: problems, needs and

targets. In other words, the state media serves and supports the government's objectives.

Bulaq and similar old districts were always projected as negative representations of the

urban space and, therefore, requiring fundamental change. This representation was framed

within a wider picture of the discourse of urban planning practices which was intended to

bring about order and socio-cultural development. While the urban pattern of the narrow and

hierarchal street network of old Cairo was originally produced and framed around themes of

order and control of the time, these settings seem out of date today. Streets could be better

designed according to grid patterns, as wide and straight as possible [111.2.09, 13.1.09].

Dismantling the old street settings is possibly viewed as a way of making any activities more

observable, and achieving better monitoring and surveillance. So, any places that oppose

creation of this order will definitely be considered as negative representations of space:

described in the media as areas of degradation, decline, crime and drugs.

One of the most problematic issues, which drove the 1978 and 2005 schemes, was how

to end problems of security in the district. From the authorities' point of view, old districts

were dens of potential terrorist activity that endangered the national security system. The

need to secure, control and apply order in these areas was the primary driving force that

stimulated the government to clear such areas forever. Stories, endlessly retold by the

residents, concerning such a common attitude definitely support this argument. A member

of the planning committee from the Muhafzah mentioned that in Bulaq 'there are lots of

security problems in the district, the social attitudes of the residents cause unavoidable

hassles, and it's probably too late for police members to interfere' [15.1.09].

During 1978, proposals and plans for the re-planning of Bulaq were a subject of

confusion for a number of planners and Egyptian intellectuals. Ahmed Amer, a notable

Egyptian writer, wrote in al-Ahram that 'we are pleased to know that people would be offered

a better life, but what we are still not sure of is why Bulaq, and why Ishash al-Tourguman

were first in row?,40(Figure 10.8). Approval for the demolition of Ishash al-Tourguman was

mainly brought about by the involvement of its inhabitants in the riots, especially as three

communists set fire to the paper storage depot of two daily newspapers, AI-Akhbar and al-

Ahram, and were able to escape to Ishash a/- Tourguman, while the police cars in pursuit

were not able to enter this area due to the extremely narrowness of the streets". Mostafa al-

40 Origins of these riots dated back to late 1976 when Sadat, in an effort to solve the country's economic problems,
asked the World Bank for loans. During 18th and 19th January 19n, the govemment announced that it was
ending subsidies on basic food supplies and cancelling additional benefits and pay increases. Rioters against the
govemment took to the streets of many cities in Egypt to demonstrate their disappointment with Infitah and the
untruths it spread. The rioting ended when the govemment cancelled the price increases, whilst retaining 10
percent wage Increases and other benefits for public sector employees. The rioters shouted slogans like, "Hero
of the crossing, where Is our breakfast?" and "Thieves of the Infitah, the people are famished." There were also
shouts of ·Nasser, Nasser.· In the clashes between demonstrators and police, 800 persons were killed, and
several thousand were wounded, according to unofficial estimates.

41 Ghannam, Remaking the modem
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h· 42
Hifnawy, the Housing Minister at that time, declared that the state had to do somet mg .

Hence, the community and its residents were characterized as problematic and representing

negative images opposed to Cairo's modernity and liberalization policies43• For the state and

especially the planning authority, it was a problem of security which showed disorder, lack of

governmentality 44 or control of space 45. Old sections of Cairo, not only Bulaq, but al-

Darassa and a/- Batenyya areas also signified a type of community that the government

could not control or regulate; thus the only way was to impose order and dig deep in these

areas to clean them. In political terms, remaking is widely driven by the state's intentions to

end Islamist activities which have been considered as a security threat to the state. 'The

state's indifference and tolerance to informal settlements was replaced by hostility, as a

number of these areas - meaning informal and slum parts - became sites of Islamist

oppositional activities and confrontation with the government'46.

Another incident, regarding masaken zeinhom area in Cairo, which was renovated in

2008/9, was described by a senior official from the Muhafzah47. People living in Zeinhom

were relocated to al-Nahda area, on the outskirts of the city, with a promise of being able to

return to their homes once the renovation was complete. However, following the completion,

to the surprise of the residents, first phase contracts were given to some residents, but not

all, by the first Lady, Mrs. Suzan Mubarak. The Muhafez announced a set of new rules to

determine which residents could return. To be specific, 1834 families had been relocated to

al-Nahda, while the actual number of new housing units was only 113648.Therefore, not all

the relocated residents were meant to be re-housed back in Zeinhom, their original living

spaces. One of the ladies said that:

'They told us that if any memberof the family had previouslybeen in prison,or was
actuallyin prison,then they could not returnto zeinhom'[R18.1.09].

'This is not fair and they cheated us, dah thulm whoma khadaona .we were all
promisedwe could retumto our lives and homesand nowthey are sayingno.... andwe
will say no aswell' [R19.1.09].

The official further explained that these people would not be allowed to return to the

renovated buildings as they, according to the formal perceptions, are not culturally capable

42 AI-Akbar Newspaper (1977) August 4.
43 Ibid.
44 Foucault, M. (1991) Governmentality. In: The Foucault Effect: Studies in Govemmentality. Edited by Graham

Burchell, Colin Gordon, and Peter Miller; Hemel Hempstead; Harvester Wheatsheaf. 87-104.
45 Ismail, Political life in Cairo's new Quarters.
48lbid.
47 It was also one of the cases I personally witnessed during one of my visits to the Muhafzah to complete my

research work in 2009. A large group of demonstrators gathered in front of the main gate. Their angry cheering
led me to ask one of the security guards what was happening and who they were, and shortly after I was able to
move towards the crowds and ask them about the reasons for their demonstrations. A lady sadly explained that
we are a/l original residents of MaS8ken Zeinhom who were relocated to al-Nahda area on the city outskirts of
Cairo, as the Muhafzah offered us substitute houses and promised that we would come back after the full
implementation of the remaking project. Now, the project is finished, but the Muhafez announced that not all the
residents will retum, rather, residents will be selected according to a set of criteria.

48 AI- Masry al- youm Newspaper (2009) The Cairo Govemor: re- housing Zeinhom citizens to their new homes
according to specific rules and controls. August 5. Online resource.
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of living in such a modern area: How can we allow people, who live with their chickens and

animals in the same space to come back, this is impossible [18.2.09).

'Today, Zeinhom, after development, is targeted to be inhabited by a different social
group of people, different from the groups who lived there before' [18.2.09].

'Masaken zeinhom has become identical to Europe, how can we allow these
people to come back? The Muhafzah spent a huge amount of money to transform
Zeinhom, and the area now deserves to be accommodated by people who can value
this change and positively contribute to its success' [18.2.09].

However, it should be mentioned that the problem of delivering vague and incorrect

information was not only on the institution's side, but on the residents' side as well in many

cases, as the official stated that:

'The people have a great ability to circumvent the state and laws. For example, when
the residents knew that the Muhafazah would conduct a survey to count the exact
number of families living in zeinhom, to build the new units at al-Nahda, many of them
went to build light constructs, similar to the Ishash and called some of their relatives
living in the countryside to prove that larger numbers of people were living in the same
house, or Isha in this case. For that, they could be allocated a larger housing unit when
relocated' [18.2.09].

The problem, from the institutions' perspective, derived from the residents' inappropriate

management of their living spaces. Their traditional social, cultural habits and attitudes of

living were considered as a threat to the properties they lived in. 'If they come back, they will

destroy the place once again' [18.2.09]. What was really happening behind the scene

between advocates and opponents of the Bulaq project, and in other remaking projects like

Masaken Zeinhom, was an attempt to understand and realize the true intentions towards re-

planning such places. It is interesting to note that articles published in national and local

newspapers and journals during and after relocation of the residents reveal that remaking

the spatial qualities of Bulaq meant for the state and residents 'a further move towards

civilization and fewer problems of the past' [111.2.09] (Figure 10.9).

However, it could be argued that the broader discourse of space representation could be

linked to the state's efforts to improve the Egyptians' quality of life. For the state, quality of

life is a term that lies at the core of planning objectives and programs (Figure 10.1O). It has

become an important concern, linked to the discourse of modernity and structuring social

policies. It is generally determined by social, cultural, personal and religious values to

measure the liveability of a context. Determining quality of life is partially associated with the

individuals' aptitude to shape, form, and manage their contexts. A good quality place,

accordingly, is linked to the ability to be safe and actively encourage a positive sense of

belonging and subsequently good living conditions. Ensuring a good quality of life in the long

term incorporates safety, sufficient resources, essential infrastructure, and public as well as

local support and social integration. It reflects the users' satisfaction towards features such

as traffic, housing affordability, and liveable areas. Therefore, it encourages the planners to

involve a wider range audience for negotiating a possible compromise of the planning

outcomes (Figure 10.10).
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Figure 10.8 President Sadat meeting the Bulaqi residents.
This was after the residents were relocated from al-Tourguman to al Zawya al Hamra in their new houses.
Source: AI-Ahram Newspaper (1979) December 30.

Figure 10.9 Former residents of Masaken Zeinhom protesting.

This was In front of the main gate of the Muhafzah in August 2009.
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Figure 10.01 Images of the new housing blocks in al Zawya al Hamra.
Left: Ishash al-Tourguman.
Right: al Zawya al Hamra

This image was published in AI-Ahram Newspaper to show how relocating the Bulaqi people
would offer them a better quality of life from the planning institution's perspective.
Source: AI-Ahram Newspaper (1979) December 30.

10.3 Modernity and the discourse of quality in remaking Bulaq

One of the major actions of the modern movement and new urbanism was to regenerate

ideas related to social and cultural behaviours by rebuilding cities according to new design

principles
49
. This axiom, for planners and the institution, means that improved designs will

lead to improved behaviour. It was thought that an enhanced sense of community could be

incorporated in two aspects; by integrating the private residential spaces with the
surrounding public space, and by re-planning the public space itself.

The reproduction of modern neighbourhoods in a city like Cairo is theorized and

practised under the pretext of creating liveable and socially interactive spaces in the new

urban context of modern Egypt. Remaking the urban environment and quality is in fact a

49 Katz, P. (1994) The New Urbanism: Toward an Architecture of Community. New York: McGraw Hill.
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practice of redefining an entire structure of the comprehensive social domain, including

social interaction, communication and behaviour within a certain urban context. This meant

reviewing existing models, their problems and setting new targets and priorities. Modern

theorists associated the discourse to the mobility and advancement of transportation and

information technology for creating a Fluid Moderniti'°. The search for modernity, when

linked to the discourse of remaking (Bulaq in our case), seems to become problematic for its

apparent ideological and spatial conflict; the need for better accessibility versus the

traditional sense of enclosure, modern lifestyle versus old practices, the sense of a modern

domain versus the historical sense.

Such conflicts, nevertheless, do not exclude the inhabitants from carving out a practice of

modern life, but according to social studies research, it is practised through their own

methods of adaptability in a form whereby modernity does not conflict with their indigenous

values'". Farha Ghannam researched a range of ways for identifying modernity in Cairo and

its traditional old districts'". Her study showed that images of modernity are displayed more

in everyday life practices of the traditional areas than in the self-proclaimed modernity of the

state53. She claims that Bulaq can present a modern image which could be represented in

the city's physical remodelling and spaces of flow. Although this logically means that new

parts of the city could better participate in making this image, however, old districts like

Bulaq, Maspero and Roud al farag were viewed as possible channels for structuring such a

global system". A flow of daily movement in and out the traditional context is predicted and

it is expected thereby to become enhanced and improved.

The above sections of this chapter investigated the politics of remaking in Cairo by

considering the accounts of each of the involved parties and players. The state and its

institutions, whose authority was unchecked, used to manipulate the residents of Bulaq and

other areas subject to development in order to implement unclear, hidden agenda. The

residents, on the other hand, were helpless and devised their own forms of manipulation of

state rules and laws to get their needs attended to. There is huge lack of transparency on

both sides, which is due, as I argue, to the lack of a clear and unambiguous legal framework

and the power to monitor and implement the relevant laws. Egyptian authorities, in fact, paid

little attention to the people's voices and complaints, while they claimed to formally adopt

participatory approaches in planning policies. The state is vociferous in its proclamations

that a successful agenda for remaking spatial qualities of old districts necessitates the

involvement of local residents". The first step in achieving spatial quality, accordingly, is to

allow the people further control of their living spaces. However, in practice, this agenda limits

any involvement of local residents in the decision making process.

50 Bauman, Z. (2000) Liquid Modernity. p.2.
51 Ghannam. Remaking the Modem.
52 ibid .• P 19-20.

53 Cole, D. (2002) People, the state, and the Global in Cairo. Anthropological Quarterly. 75:4. 793 _BOO.p. 794.
54 Ghannam, Remaking the modem, p. 18.
55 William. Reconstructing Islamic Cairo.
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Problems of remaking Bulaq as a locality are widely seen as a sign of the state's struggle

with modernity as a concept and practice throughout the second half of the twentieth century.

Bulaq is a frontage of old urban fabric overloaded with traditions and historically-informed

social patterns and organization. Hence, it is central to the modern discourse that reflects on

and contributes to the construction of modernity in Egypt. Cultures and individuals are

conceptualized as separate entities of localities in imposing an artificial order on a

disordered local context which is separate and distinct from the global world 56. On the

contrary, in Giddens' view, the individuals 'contribute to and promote social influences that

are global in their consequences and implications', no matter how local or traditional are

their particular contexts of everyday life actions". Thus, the positions of individuals as active

players in the modernity discourse lead to a changing standpoint for understanding their

behaviour: from being subjected to external influences of modernity they become creators

and initiators of this modernity.

While the planning institution had mostly adopted upgrading and eviction options, senior

officials admitted that this was not always the best way [16.2.09]. In Bulaq, like Zeinhom,

upgrading was expensive and it seemed easier to evict in order to remove slums, unwanted

workshops, and the people as well [16.2.09]. In reality, the state can commence any action it

wants under the umbrella of caring about the people and nothing else but the people

[R16.1.08]. However, the experience of the relocated people of Zeinhom suggested

otherwise, as their complaints have been ignored [R18.1.09]. As with the state's

conservation projects in other areas of the historical city, there are two inconsistencies in the

higher authority's attitudes to remaking the spatial quality in Bulaq; the first is lack of a

coherent process for improving a place that builds its main outcomes on the nonmaterial

authenticity of the everyday life. The second is the failure to consider the negative

consequences the process might have on the socia-economic activities which form the

character of the district.

Evidently, while the Muhafzah, the main planning institution, drafts and produces

planning schemes, local residents and professional planners just see the outcomes, in which

they have no say. In the latest scheme, of 2005, the Local's People Committee (community

representatives) participated in completing the plans and in negotiating the people's needs.

It is assumed, therefore, that active community involvement in remaking the district had

actually taken place, in line with the basic framework of democratic institutions and

processes. However, locals and planners interviewed expressed concerns regarding the

lack of communication among the different players in the project throughout the process of

negotiation and decision making. The main driver of the project, as explained earlier, was

the desire to develop economic viability, commercial value and to improve spatial quality.

The real objective was to develop a sound visual quality that promoted a global image for

68 Hastrup, K. & OIwig, K. (1997) Siting culture: the shifting anthropological object. Routledge. p.2.
67 Giddens, A. (1991) Modemlty snd self-identity: self and society in the Iste modem age. Stanford University Press.
p. 33- 35.
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the city. The locals, on the other hand, are involved in complex negotiations with the

Muhafzah, struggling to retain their lifetime investments and their living and work spaces. In

other words, both the authorities and the residents are moving in opposite directions. While

the institution intends to improve the spatial quality in the city, the locals are resisting this

practice and, in most cases, are developing their own terms for understanding quality.

10.4. The future of urban planning and design Education in Egypt.

10.4.1. Remaking Spaces: the Creative practice

Remaking urban spaces marks the reproduction and the rebirth of old existing places.

Active living spaces such as streets, squares, and public areas are reproduced to improve

and enhance the previous conditions, but with better quality and more hygienic public

spheres. For the people, what matters most is the flow of active life and activities, personal

safety, while hygienic environments are lower in priority. Professional planners in Cairo see

such prioritisation as allowing no creativity in such a tight and problematic context [13.1.09].

Therefore, the critical analysis of the remaking outcomes remains problematic in terms of

what resembles creativity or successful solutions and what criteria for evaluation should be

adopted 58.

Evaluation of the success of improvements in the built environment, therefore, should be

based on how effectively the people's activities and needs were maintained in the urban

space. This only can be traced in the long term and through periodic observation and

recording of people's behaviour and interaction in the produced spaces. For example, the

alley shops developed in Abdel Halim's children park in al Sayyda Zainab turned out to be

hotbeds of drug dealing and other crime, due to the lack of vehicle traffic, and were hardly

able to function (Figure 10.11). Thus, successful spatial quality of our living spaces can only

be detected when the social practice functions in a sustainable and active context to allow a

proper reading of the place59• In addition, when the users are ordinary people, their daily

activities and living patterns are of greater importance than the form of the physical

landscape and buildings produced.

Therefore, creativity is represented by the spatial engineering of the previously blurred

urban spaces in old districts of Cairo, which the people value so highly. Thus, successful

making and remaking must take the form of contextual enhancement and improvement in

the quality of the collective scenery, rather than changing it. The quality of the new-old space,

hence, could be seen through the integrity of new reproduced spaces based on existing

living patterns and daily activities and recognition and acceptance of their cultural or social

58 Several projects in Cairo implemented in the twentieth century which gained immediate international recognition
and appreciation tumed out to be deserted places that lacked the potential for integrity with their extended
contexts. This was the case with the children's park designed by Abelel Halim Ibrahim in Cairo as the initial
jud~ement and celebration of .creativ~tydid not reflect similar success in reality for actuai users. H~nce, in those
prolects, excellence and creative designs were not guarantees of success in the particular contexts.

59 Abelelwahab, M. (2009) Reading place: the Cultural Park for Children. FORUM. Ejoumal 9. 1 • 12. p. 3.
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ideals. It follows that to evaluate this practice in contexts such as old Cairo, two methods

could be instrumental; the first relies on the residents' immediate perceptions, activities and

interactions within the new spaces. This is traced through the spatial uses taking place in

these areas. The second requires independent and professional assessment of the space

performance, through professionals, according to predefined criteria. Nevertheless, utilizing

a combination of both interviews and critical observation over a certain period of time could

be helpful in this regard.

As was revealed during the interviews, planners working on the Bulaq project defended

the validity of their socio-spatial planning practices. On the other hand, literature has yet to

provide us with critical and independent analysis of old Cairo projects in terms of their

suitability and influence they have on local people's daily lives6o. However, we still have to

consider that the application of creativity in such lived experience is entirely different from

adding a new object to a vacant plot in modern urban quarters, and that the principal design

strategy, endorsed by local planners, should be to produce positive modifications or

improvements to the built fabric of urban spaces in old districts of Cairo in terms of suitability,

harmony and utility in the daily lives of their inhabitants'".

Figure 10.11 Abdel Halim's Cultural Park for Children, Cairo, Egypt.
The closed and unusable shops located at the park borders with residential
neighbourhood.
Source: http://archnel.org/library/images/one·image
large.jsp?location_id=2413&image_id=14025.

60 Relevant writings include scholarly research by the AKTC teams and newspaper articles that mainly praise the
project, its objectives and contribution to the revival of the old city. Reference is made to many articles in at-
Ahram, al-Ahrarn Weekly newspapers, praising the work in old Cairo districts such as al-Gamaliyya area, e.g.; EI-
Aref, N. (2000) Old Cairo's new look. AI-Ahram Weekly. Issue 478. ; (2005) Crafting the Past, issue 754. ; (2009)
Decline is not Inevitable, issue 969. ; (2007) Thoroughfare, issue 865.

61 See Adham, The Building Border.
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10.4.2. Educating future planners

'The house, in dreams, most often means the self or
personof the dreamer.A town of disconnectedbuildings,in
a dream, would be a picture of society, made up of
disconnected,isolatedselves.And in real townswhichhave
this form, like dreams, embody just this meaning: they
perpetuatethe arrogantassumptionthat peoplestandalone
exist independentlyof oneanotner'".

My interest in issues of studying the formation of new spatial qualities in Cairo stems from

my experience as both an academic and a practicing architect in Cairo and the Middle East.

This experience constitutes my pre-understanding and my position which are the basis of

dialogues and questioning. In the following brief discussion, I tend to focus my

understanding on a main significant issue, the future of urban planning practice in Egypt.

Alexander's statement raises in our minds Cairo's image of outstanding individual images of

buildings revealing in between spaces of unknown social lnteracnons'". While this chapter

informed us of the significant connection between the people living in Bulaq and their living

and everyday life spaces in the district, the new projects designed in the river frontage zone

shows us a sheer fact that these buildings are isolated from their surroundings which leads

me to question: is there a relationship between planning and designing urban spaces and

the people in Egypt? For this, I find it useful to illustrate on the following statement wrote by

Mustafa Madbouly, the Head of the GOPP in Cairo.

'Planningeducation is somethingsaid to be theoretical,with too much attentionto
producingplansas documents,or as a space in the urbandesigntraditions,and too little
to the actualoutcomesin practice,64.

While urban planners need to be equipped by a formal education, the call for a more

expanded practice which integrates issues of how to make attractive built environment filled

with a vibrant life of its rooted activities is not a less essential requirement. In the above

statement, Madbouly argues that although the practice of planning in Egypt became

influential in shaping its future cities; yet there are other various issues which impacted its

practical progress and outcomes. First that planning education in Egypt is becoming more

isolated from its social needs6s• Obviously, a lack of positive interaction between three

significant poles in the planning practice is missing; the academic discipline, the real outside

life, and the planning institution. Second that planning is not turned into reality whereas

planning approaches applied to complex contexts are mostly theoretical solutions forming

extensive difficulties for its implementation. This problem is informed by the nature of

62 Alexander,C. (1978) A Pattern Language. NewYork:OxfordUniversityPress.p. 534.
63 Ibid.
64 Madbouly.M.(2009) Revisiting Urban Planning in the Middle East North Africa Region. GlobalReportonHuman
Settlements.Un-Habitat.p. 101.

65 Ibid.,p. 103.
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planning education in Egyptian universities. While planning theories of the past such as the

garden city movement are the major cases taught in most planning programmes in Egypt,

especially in the student's early years, they turned to become mental models for creativity

through finding a suitable way to fit all planning outcomes. Apparently, because of their ideal

quality at their time, such rich examples become the students' only references for inspiration

to achieve the desired quality of urban spaces only on paper, but the problem turns that they

are less informative in terms of how people responded to such models and how these plans

achieved their targeted aims. This is what exactly the practice of remaking is lacking. It is

lacking a profession which is in a position in opening channels of communication with the

outer world situation, and based on the needs of each individual context.

On the other hand, not only planning education suffered from the past fixed models and

references, but the adoption of western ideals, thinking, and new trends in planning brought

back scholars educated in the west creating what Salama called a universal know/edge

which is an additional side of the story of planning education in Egypt66. Salama wrote that:

'This has paved the road for an enlightened educational process ... Arab academics
felt the need to introduce issues of concern to the international community to cope with
the intemational standards. Thus, while considerable emphasis was placed upon the
local context characterized by cultural, behavioral, and socio economic aspects in
different countries, most courses were taught with the developed technology of the
Western world in mind,67.

It turns that Egyptian and British planners for example, have received similar planning

educations through similar modules and curriculums. While the chief purpose of planning

education is to produce talented planners who are capable of creating meaningful built

environments, achieving this purpose requires considering other crucial approaches. These

not only necessitate developing the students' skills and basic knowledge particularly during

early years of planning education68, but it involves developing an entire understanding of

'values, attitudes, cultural and philosophical positions' of the unique contexts", However,

such basic knowledge and skills need to be contextually situated to tackle not only the

planning ideas, but also to tackle other political and socio- cultural agendas. For example,

under the theme Cairo: A City to the River, the Maspero section attached to Bulaq was the

site for a planning competition between Students of Stuttgart University and Ain Shams

University in Cairo. The competiton was part of the students graduation projects during

2005-06 for the rehabilation and dispalcement of 9000 people located in this area.

Apprently,the students provided great themes and ideas for re-planning maspero. Each

project had its unique and individual approach varying between re-thinking Maspero, or

88 Salama, A (2007) An Exploratory Investigation into the Impact of Intemational Paradigmatic Trends on Arab
Architectural Education. GBER. 6:1. 31 - 43. p.32.

87 Ibid.
88 Mahgoub, Y. (2007) DesignStuda Pedagogy: From Core to Capstone. In: Salama, A. and Wilkinson, N. (ads.)
Design Studio Pedagogy: Horizons for the future. Gateshead, UK: The Urban International Press. 193 - 200. p.
193.

8Q Salama, An Exploratory Investigation.
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making a new downtown, joining the old and new, or integrating the site with public green

spaces to lower its densities, and even isolating the old part of Maspero to change its

physical position and reduce its disordered activities (figure 10.12). By looking at students

projects from both universities, one could easily realize the projects isolation from the real

life situation in Maspero. While the final report of the competition shows a variety of images

that could explain that the students had limited insights about the social conditions of the site

and its attached areas, yet contrast between the imagery of virtual production of urban

spaces in the design studios and the real life problems of old Cairo was evident 70 •

Apparently, the projects were of extremely intellectual, artistic or professional direction with

emphasis on replacing the old fabric with high rise administrative buildings, museums, and

commercial complexes: which are scarce in the urban context". In fact, old Cairo sites are

notably limited to projects in the early years of study (Figure 10.13).

Let me illustrate another instance for addressing issues of the built environment urban

quality which could also originate from experiential conviction, a principle that develops from

individual practice of teaching. During spring 2007, I was one of two tutors teaching the

design 4 studio at UAE University. The topic of our projects was 'Ras AI-Khor development'

as Students were required to design layouts to develop this old traditional area located in

Dubai's waterfront. It was extensively hypothesized that the success of the studio depends

on the way students can simultaneously develop their individual and public spaces. The

project program included designing an exhibition hall, theater, and a memory museum. Each

student was required to develop individual ideas to be presented in group discussions and

in-class presentations of each project for the development of the design concepts. Ras al-

Khor is an old part of the city defined by a mix of buildings, and mostly trading activities. The

students suggested to split into two opposing approaches of thoughts; one group proposed

that the site must be cleared to emphasize the visual appearance of the new projects, while

the other group argued that the site needs to be preserved and to promote a physical

integration between the new projects and the existing physical patterns to prevent any

difference in feeling when moving from one part to the other in this areas. For the students,

developing the site and imposing new patterns created a dilemma by the assumption that

each group made about the world which reveals an artistic and intellectual confusion. This

confusion is also affected by questioning the significant role of socio-cultural aspects in

defining the people's urban spaces and making their lives. Thus, my main query is how can

remaking practices aiming to making sustainable built environments that responds to its

people's needs benefit from such universal education? And how does the Egyptian planning

practice contribute to the production or reproduction of spatial quality in old districts of Cairo

within such a complex situation

70 See final report (2006) Cairo: A City to the River. The Students Designs of Stuttgart University and Ain Shams
University Cairo.

71 While the completion ~nly required the students ,to design layouts to express their ideas, the graduation project
for last year students In the department of architecture at the faculty of fine Arts in Egypt during 2010 was to
design a high rise building in Maspero with its surrounding Landscape.
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Figure 10.12 Cairo: A City to the River.
Students projects of Stuttgart University and Ain Shams University in Cairo.
Source: Final report (2006).
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Figure 10.13One of the graduation projects completed in 2010 for designing an office building in Maspero.
The project reflects an intellectual, artistic or professional direction with emphasis on replacing the old fabric with
contesting images of space.
Source: Faculty of Fine Arts, Department of Architecture, Cairo.

Present teaching approaches in most schools of planning and architecture around the

world do not support learning contexts for interactive learning methods. Apparently, each

school adopts its own individual agenda, which in most cases, as in Cairo, do not support

local needs in informal communities but promote an exclusive approach to making new living

spaces. Research on the mechanism of design studios reveals an association between

preferences within each school and a particular approach, which indicates significant

problems with the studio concept of design education" in the sense that students are 'taught

what to like,73.This means that planners are educated to reproduce their educators' views,

leading to a dominant tutor-centred teaching strategy. Instead, planning education should

aim at supporting students' dynamic mentality and enabling them to adopt a flexible

approach to problem solving, especially for problems that are contextually situated.

Remaking urban spaces requires a radical change in this process of education which will

transfer influence from the context of the design studio to the context of the people.

Surprisingly, this approach was appreciated by architects and academic staff of local

schools interviewed. The importance of social skills was also emphasized by an academic

from the school of urban planning in Cairo who acknowledged that planners require

significant skills, including social skills, to be able to confidently contribute to improving the

local built environment in old Cairo [114.1.09]. In addition, current political and economical

conditions reinforce the importance of the participation of the local people in taking decisions

72 Lawson, B. (2006) How designers think: the design process demystified. London: EI-Sevier. p. 8.
73 Wilson, M.A. (1996) The socialization of Architectural Preferences. Journal of Environmental Psychology. Vo1.16,

no.1. p. 33 - 44.
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about reproducing their built environments 74. Albeit the Cairene experience of positive

participation is still at an early stage, there are signs of the emergence of new situations in

the near future where the planner will have to engage directly with wider representatives of

the local community, and listen to their ideas as well as relating the institutions' thoughts and

concepts to the people. This, moreover, implies that planners will need to develop the skills

to create strong connections with the local people and gain their confidence in this process.

74 While this stand is formally announced and supported by legislation that allows people to withhold any projects, in
reality other laws allow the minister of housing to disregard any complaints or objections for the public benefit. For
more details on such SUperfICial policies and laws see, Sedky, The Politics of area conservation in Cairo.
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CONCLUSION:

THE POLITICS OF REMAKING SPATIAL QUALITY
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11.0. The future for remaking urban spaces Cairo

In his article Getting over Architecture, Tony Fry prompted his readers to think about

what is left 'un-thought, or what is thought of in another wal. While planning and design is

distinguished as a practice which plays a significant role in 'sustaining the unsustainable', it

still challenges all the differences that generally exist in our total unawareness of future

actions and related expectations. By looking at the ontological design of things and its

complexity, Fry's thoughts guide us to look at what he termed a 'redirective practice': a

practice that allows planners and designers to re-conceptualize their understanding and

which does not stop at the moment their schemes are completed, but should culminate in

their successful materianzation".

It is becoming clear that remaking old districts in Cairo is gearing up to become a major

challenge for commencing radical transformations in the coming decades. Although diverse

types of interventions are necessary to extend the physical lifespan of these areas, it seems

that their clearance and replacement became a prominent strategy in the Egyptian urban

remaking programs. While this strategy's intention is to strengthen the spatial qualities of old

districts, giving some consideration to appropriateness, it is as yet difficult to ascertain

whether and how such strategies contribute to a sustainable remaking in the Egyptian

context. Through the re-planning schemes, the account of remaking Bulaq Abul-Bulaq

showed the negative implications of clearance and replacement decisions in comparison to

other strategies adopted in other old districts in Egypt, such as the rehabilitation project of al-

Darb al Ahmar in old Cairo undertaken by the Agha Khan Trust. Therefore, I intend in this

conclusion to reflect on the previous chapters in order to achieve an answer to the research

question raised at the beginning of the thesis.

Throughout the preceding chapters, analyses were made in recognition of the complexity

of remaking the spatial qualities in Bulaq, how it is being perceived and what kind of

concepts and processes are involved. Efforts to remake Bulaq were thus explained through

three planning schemes drafted between 1966 and 2005. Notably, the hawari of old Bulaq

suffered from the persistent preconception that their spatial qualities were a mere physical

manifestation of the principles of Islamic planning traditions which formed its compact and

irregular street pattern. These patterns, from the planners' perspective, had ceased to be

relevant in contemporary discourses of urban planning practices. Furthermore, their

contemporary extensions, which collectively form the whole district, suffered from problems

of decline such as the deteriorated image of the historical sites, and the uncontrolled land -

uses, which were among the most commonly cited reasons for drafting the schemes. The

thesis, therefore, sketched out the process of remaking spatial qualities of Bulaq under four

1 Fry, T. (2011) Getting over Architecture: Thinking, Surmounting and Redirecting. In: Doucet, I. and Janssens, N.
(ads.) Transdisciplinary Knowledge Production in Architecture and Urbanism, Towards Hybrid Modes of Inquiry.
Urban and Landscape Perspectives. 11. 15 - 32.

2 Ibid.
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main headings: the mechanism of remaking urban spaces in Cairo, the assortment of

complex ambitions and visions which drive the remaking, the reliability of the planning

institution and effective regulatory framework involved in this process, and finally the

recognition of the residents' and planners' voices, in support of the argument for the validity

of remaking in Cairo. This study maintains that the efforts to remake Bulaq have been

blamed for the break-up of its people's values, practices, and consumption of the urban

space, which are still considered influential factors behind the satisfactory achievement of

remaking. Therefore, the scope of this research was defined as a response to the lack of

current research concerning the failure or success of the planning institution to remake

Bulaq whilst, during that process, ignoring the people's actual needs and everyday life

practices.

Moreover, the previous discussion and the experience gathered from the investigation of

the three schemes focused on the main reasons that drove improving the spatial qualities of

Bulaq and explained how the district was perceived as a threat to the city's visual quality. My

intention was to investigate the hidden politics behind the drafting of each scheme in terms

of the political or economic state vision, and how these visions impacted the proposed

schemes and modified spatial qualities at each period of time. Although the investigation

showed a lack of effective implementation, the third scheme had some positive echoes,

recorded through the residents and planners.

Throughout the thesis, I intended to provide an in-depth explanation of the remaking

process in terms of describing the physical decline of Bulaq and the planning institution's

reaction towards this decline. Also, the schemes' preparation and drafting was documented

and analyzed step-by-step, underlining findings that led to the next stage of inquiry. These

findings confirmed that attempts to remake Bulaq, as an inclusive practice in spatial and

social terms, failed to tackle the real problems of the complex physical structure of the

district, and neither did they satisfy the people. While the main priority of each scheme was

purported to be improvement of the residents' quality of life, the changes made to spatial

qualities revealed movement in other directions, whereby the people were ignored and

relocated, while sweeping alterations were approved and wide areas were subject to

demolition.

The thesis also emphasizes that old districts of Cairo materialized a comprehensive and

historical construct of spatial qualities which were recreated and represented in the people's

everyday socia-spatial associations. Thus, to create a positive atmosphere for remaking,

planners and planning institutions need to understand the complex patterns of such

cumulative qualities and how they evolved. Certainly, it is true that most of the area suffered

from severe decay, but any attempt at remaking must respond to the context's needs. It is

important to note that abilities of the professionals to work effectively in such contexts are

restricted by legislation which, in most cases, is deSigned under a theme of one fits all which
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proved inappropriate to such complicated contexts. Remaking the spatial qualities, thus,

should embrace a collaborative social-spatial practice and knowledge, in which planning

systems respond to the dynamics of local contexts and work with others to provide effective

responses to daily needs.

This chapter intends to tie up the loose ends of Bulaq's remaking narrative by focusing

on certain principles. Through the course of this study it became clear that the Bulaq project

offered a diversity of cases and narratives that informs us about the hidden political agenda,

as revealed, for example, in the transformation of the spatial settings of the river frontage

zone during the end of 1970s, privatizing Ishash al-Tourguman section for high profit

projects, and the people's resistance to amendments to several streets in Bulaq and

abandoning their living spaces. While my investigation tended to be critical in terms of trying

to unfold the untold accounts, yet there is little doubt that Bulaq is a vibrant and interesting

place to explore in terms of its people's real struggle to survive in living environments in the

face of the projects. Therefore, in this chapter, I intend to unravel these tangled ends. To this

end, the conclusion is organized to interchange between three channels: the project, the

institution, and the people.

The 'project' of remaking spatial qualities in Cairo

Amos Rapoport distinguished between a designed and non-designed space. In his view, all

designed spaces are basically human-made, and design means making order based on a

set of rules to reflect some ideal environment". The rules which guide the production and

reproduction of space are also constituted by factors of time, meaning and communication

that support its intended regularity due to their inherited links to the people's culture. In

general, while remaking contributes to a sustainable transformation in the built environment,

and improving the spatial quality tends to improve the lived experience, in Egypt it belies a

hidden belief that an entire transformation of the space must accrue. This ideology contrasts

with Christopher Alexander's acknowledgement that transforming a space is explicated as

the process of restructuring the defects of the city to make a complete and sufficient

structure of its spaces which attends to its needs4• In this respect, while remaking sits better

with the idea of repairing spaces: which assumes their restoration to their original

undamaged condition, a different perspective is revealed in the efforts to remake Cairo's old
urban spaces.

In most cases, remaking arguments that support the clearing of decayed districts follow

two directions (or lines of thoughts); the first is that old districts have become problematic in

terms of the obvious social problems and lack of basic living standards, which cannot be

addressed unless the area is totally cleared. The second line acknowledges that the spatial

3 Rapoport, Human Aspects of urban form, p. 12.
4 Alexander, The timeless way of building, p. 485.
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settings no longer support the city's global image. However, these arguments could only

explain one side of the remaking in Egypt: which has become tangled with other political

circumstances. Remaking as a process of modifying the physical defects of the living space

is seen as re-planning the entire spatial framework, and includes the specific interventions

that are required to keep pace with the changing situation of these areas, and enabling them

to cope with current economic and social demands", Notably, the failure to implement the

two first schemes of Bulaq showed that the original functional structure and the spatial

position of the district are essential basic elements of the problem's definition. Determining

the quality of an existing urban structure could definitely provide the key to a proper social

and economic performance, and this concept could be extended to consideration of the

quality of its surrounding spaces, as exemplified by the case of remaking Roud al farag and

Maspero. Therefore, the reproduction of urban space qualities involves restructuring the

spatial and functional qualities rather than making limited amendments to the district's

spatial qualities, although remaking goes beyond these aspects.

As remaking is intended to implement order, there needs to be adaptation of the rules

which guide the organization of the space through both channels. While the 'project' tends to

follow certain regulatory rules, the people, who share certain values and needs, have the

right to apply their rules too. Obviously, different social groups vary in their spatial quality

needs, and therefore remaking can be evaluated differently. In this context, it is worth noting

that intentions of the 'project' could be discussed through the following aspects: first is that

visions to improve the spatial quality of old districts have shifted through time. Ambitions to

remake Bulaq have shifted from one scheme to the other although the problems were

defined as pertaining to extreme deterioration and inhuman living conditions in its old

sections. Visions of Bulaq's demolition varied from offering the poor people a healthy and

clean living space, to creation of an economic base that supports the industrial reform, to the

call to end Islamic activism, to expropriating the lands and properties for private investors to

developing the district. All these visions are still far short of meeting the needs to improve

the district or even the people's living conditions, and they mostly exclude the residents from

any future chance to benefit from the remaking.

Second, the planning authority needs to recognize that remaking the district tends to

destroy social and economic connections which have been constructed through time. The

residents' interviews while showed how they materialize a particular understanding of

quality, it also showed how their lives are linked to the district socially and economically and

also how they managed to establish a satisfactory quality of life, even though the district

suffered physical decline. Simply, they see the quality or the gawda of their living spaces as

part of their social and economic accumulation in the form of an immediate consumable life

asset. However, they are allowed limited access to better resources which already existed in

5 Ibid., p. 485- 486
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the district, but a clean, healthy, and neat living area are sufficient needs for their survival.

While different groups have different perceptions and preferences in terms of urban quality,

its value not only depends on people's experiences, needs, and expectations, but it moves

further to acknowledge how to materialize and practise such quality within our built

environments to reach the desired gawda. It has been demonstrated that quality is a multi

relational notion, and its achievement definitely is not only subject to the people's culture and

behaviours, but is constituted by the planning authority's understanding of how to

incorporate a new definition of quality within a space like Bulaq which already possesses its

own unique deeply integrated qualities. Thus, the previous sections of this thesis explained

that in Egypt there are two different realms for materializing, or 'making' a living space; one

identified by the people, their activities, behaviour, and everyday life experience; and one

identified by the re-makers of these urban spaces and their perceptions of how to achieve a

good spatial quality. This trend was also associated with a sort of disorder which had

occurred within the living standards since the limited implementation during the 1970s, for

example. In traditional districts, living standards are defined to ensure safety, economy, and

the efficient use of space. It was revealed that improving the qualities of Bulaq was accused

of destroying these standards and forcing the people to depart without any proper

compensation or housing alternatives [R12.1.09].

The Institution

Given the significance of the planning institution in driving the mechanism of planning and

remaking projects, the role of the state and its planning institutions is to regulate the city; to

stabilize its physical order; and to stand against its destruction. Lefebvre's call for the right to

the city is about its appropriateness, and its capacity to produce new forms of meaning

through its daily actions", to defend what Kim Dovey called the flows of desire7• Such desires

are formed as public or private interests which become a common base of interests that

shape the future of any place. However, it is important to establish common ground that

supports this machinery in providing an appropriate atmosphere in general for remaking.

The ongoing decline of Bulaq, Maspero and similar places reveals elements of unreliability

on the part of the planning institution in carrying out remaking projects. It reveals the failure

in the planning institution's capacity and financial resources and a lack of investment in

maintaining the basic infrastructure network and providing the basic services through the

state and its local government units. There was a failure to promote effective participation of

the local people in the decision making, which thereby denied them the right to determine

their living spaces by assessing the impact of Bulaq projects on their everyday living

activities. Such participation could playa crucial role in increasing the authorities' awareness

of how to maintain the district in the long term, or could even support the remaking project in

6 Lefebvre, The production of space.
7 Dovey, Fluid city.
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the short term through use of the knowledge gained to fully address the residents' needs.

Gaining the residents' trust would have allowed a better interaction and co-operation

environment for improving the district's spatial qualities. The obvious outcomes of these

collective malfunctions are the evident rise of poverty and unemployment and, most relevant

to this study, the increasing decline of the built environment's spatial qualities, as a result of

which the physical patterns of the city have deteriorated and the survival of its ancient

quarters has been threatened. On all levels, the institution has become overwhelmed by the

severity of the problems and frustrated by their inability to cope with the undesirable physical

symptoms of an increasing decline. At the same time, the planning legislative framework has

been characterized by its rigidity and conflict, which led in many cases to violations.

For these reasons, the planning institution in Egypt seemed to abandon the idea of

undertaking the remaking projects alone. Obviously, the institution cannot cope unaided with

the increasing decline, due to its limited capital and resources, especially after a major

disaster occurred in Cairo during 20108. On the other hand, the complex bureaucratic

regulatory planning system in Egypt set up by the government and professional planning

authorities had become a great obstacle in the remaking process. The more urban planning

regulations are approved, the more conflict situations appear for planners, and the less

remaking implementation is achieved. While solving the problems of deterioration in Cairo

and other major cities is considered a higher priority for the government and planning

authority, the limited response has impeded the achievement of a rapid solution.

On the other hand, confusion in Egyptian planning legislation was apparent. The search

for a possible way out revealed the need for a redefinition of the working structure of the

institution and its tasks", There is an apparent need to justify, control and formalize and

improve the city's urban quality in general and its spatial quality in particular. However, these

processes require a discrete and clear, unified legislative system to integrate coordinate and

elaborate on aspects of the urban space, both physically and socially. One of the main

threads that winds through the thesis is that certain visions of future spatial improvements

remain unfulfilled desires, and bringing these to fruition needs to become a public and

private area of interest. For Kim Dovey, an opportunity often involves a breaking of rules; it is

a new flow that creates exception to urban regulations1o, and in the language of planning

and design, exceptions do not prove the rule, rather it becomes a precedent for a new rule.

In that sense, private interest in transforming the spatial qualities of Bulaq, as in the river

frontage and aI-Tourguman, showed a broader desire for design quality, outside the remit of

the strict regulatory laws. The circulars made a case for achieving spatial quality by applying

8 In a/-Douaykah, one of Cairo popular slum areas faced a huge disaster when huge rocks feU over the entire area
from a/-Muqatam Mountain. While the higher authority was urged on various occasions to clear this area due to
the expected risk and danger to the houses directly beneath the mountain, no positive actions were taken until
after more than 500 people had died in this incident.

9 Soliman, A and De Soto, H. (2004) A possible way out: formalizing housing informality in Egyptian cities.
University Press of America.

10 Dovey, Fluid city, p. 245
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exceptional measurements for several buildings and structures. We started to see buildings

with heights much more than the standard of 1.5 m of the street widths or the 36 meters

meter level, and therefore, 'exceptional quality becomes the excuse for exceptional

quantity,11.

The People

Henri Lefebvre's central argument in the Production of Space was that space is not

produced by architects, but that space is a social product. It is an outcome of a social

process of interaction and therefore, it becomes shaped by the people not the arcnitects'".

He claims that architecture and design become confused between three realms of

perception; the lived, the perceived, and the conceived realm". Certainly, for planners,

remaking becomes a confusing task in terms of manipulating their mental ideas: which

sometimes results in quality as it is perceived but not as it needs to be. Thus, spatial

qualities are perceived by the experience of people and the use of space through the three

realms. This space represents the needs of the social group for whom it is built and to whom

it belongs. On the contrary, the space of architects illustrates the exclusive quality of

planning which is limited to visual production of spaces". This dilemma is evident in Bulaq's

remaking project whereby implementing spatial order was based on what the state and the

planning authority believed people would perceive in their living spaces or, as could be said,

what they thought profitable for their desires and interests. Therefore, it becomes clear that a

chance for creative planning in Bulaq becomes locked in the hands of a planning system

that practises remaking through a system involving too much paper work and limited

interaction with the real problem.

Although remaking aims to improve physical settings, it has crucial connections with the

people's social conditions; however, it is not yet certain that in Bulaq both the project and the

people would benefit from remaking simultaneously. Indeed, the media headlines contested

the social renovation in these areas, but there was a lack of consideration as to how

improving spatial qualities or even relocating the people would improve their poor

circumstances or even improve their everyday living practices. In this sense, remaking

procedures, whether planned for short or long-terms actions, tended to look at the social

aspect in two ways: to re-house the people in other areas, claiming that they will be provided

with a better quality of life and, at the same time, aiming to attract higher social classes. The

other way is to move on with remaking projects under the umbrella of providing

compensation, and to neglect that there are still people living in these areas. Thus, tackling

the social problems in conjunction with the physical problems could add new dimensions of

11 Ibid., 247
12 Till, J. (1996) Architecture in space, time. In: Melhuish, C. (eel.) Architecture and anthropology. Academy Editions.
London. 12 -16. p. 12.

13 Lefebvre, The production of space, p. 38
14 Ibid., p. 107
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success to the project". Therefore, improving the quality the built environment needs to

move hand in hand with critical social analysis and surveys, along with the reinforcement of

the remaking process through listening to the people.

In Bulaq, it was recognized that the residents, away from the Muhafzah's intervention,

were able to create their own patterns and forms of spatial settings that suited their real

needs. For this, they add new spaces and convert existing ones, in some cases, to meet the

needs of an extended family. The quality of the living space is then in the hands of its users

who are the main actors in public participation. The need for peoples' participation in

shaping the spatial quality of their living spaces is shown to follow two lines; the first is the

people's use of space, given that they provided with limited support for its maintenance. The

governmental social housing constructed in Bulaq during the time of Nasser in the 1960s

was of an inferior physical and visual standard. The residents relocated in these houses

acknowledged that their social needs were violated by the proximity of the straight rows of

houses, which led them to neglect their maintenance for years.

Second is the problem that the people's cultural habits led them to construct their living

environment according to their original rural habits, for example, closing a balcony, or

extending a living space....etc to obtain privacy. Similar to the rural pattern in their original

"i\lages, the outcome was a d\sordered phys\ca\ m\x ot street w\dths, building heights,

uncontroned land use actMty, and limited access to space. Saying that, it is clear that the

residents are capable of achieving flexible spatial qualities in their built environment;

however, this flexibility did not meet the planning institution's standards.

11.1. Synopsis

Investigating the history of making Cairo between 1800 -1930 in chapter two revealed that

its establishment constituted making an urban quality of space evident since the khedives

attempts to modernize the city. This review emphasized that until the early 20th century,

planning relied heavily on two approaches for improving the spatial quality: regulating the

traditional hawari and reorganizing the land uses. The core argument was that planning

practices in Cairo used to be limited on theoretical grounds and tended to follow prescriptive

solutions for other urban contexts. It was clear that the Public Works failed to define the

necessary conditions and guidelines for planning practices to achieve the proper quality in

Bulaq's urban spaces. Such conditions and guidelines should present a clear vision of what

spatial quality means and how it could be defined in the context of old historical districts,

such as Bulaq in particular.

15 On this point I am not saying that this lack is found in all remaking projects around the world, but at least in most
cases found in Cairo. See Ghannam, Remaking The Modem.
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On the other hand, understanding of quality was confused by the influence of the

ideology of people in power. It would be misleading to consider that this situation was only

applicable to nineteenth or early twentieth century modernists. Most planning institutions

which had been established from the mid twentieth century echoed a sort of confusion

between modernity and quality. Urban quality, as perceived by Egyptian planners and

decision makers, has always been puzzling in terms of what constitutes a modern city, and

making modern images of spaces. In that respect, all regulatory attempts remained

individual initiatives that aimed to achieve quality in its spatial aspects without defining the

best desired quality in itself or what constitutes quality.

Chapter three provided an in-depth look at the notion of spatial quality, which was

described in Amos Rapoport's Study of Spatial Quality as incorporating a variety of

meanings, which confuse more than they reveal. For this purpose, I intended to add

practicality to this approach to spatial quality through two crucial disciplines: design and

anthropology. Kevin Lynch's notion of a city with a good fit was found insufficient to

determine the multidimensional nature of spatial quality as described by Rapoport. On the

other hand, Pierre Bourdieu's perception that spatial quality is constituted within the habitus

of the inhabitants had closed the loop: consideration of people's everyday practice which

constituted the structure of the spatial and temporal settings of their living spaces. This multi-

disciplinary understanding becomes grounded in the socio-cultural practice of the users, the

physical attributes of outdoor environments, and the mix of land use and associated

distribution of activities and economies within certain urban areas.

Chapter four explained the value of reviewing historical attempts at remaking wherein the

significance lies in a structural individuality generally uncommon in Egypt. While the issue of

spatial quality in Bulaq continues to form the real context of representing the identity of the

city, it is revealed that between the projected lines of the Bulaq schemes, there is a meaning

of disorder, fragmentation, and disintegration. The benefit derived from this history was not a

case of repetition; rather, it constituted a framework for the understating of a comprehensive

historical paradigm that allows the present attitudes to be positioned within the scope of the

remaking framework.

A critical investigation was held in chapters' five to seven of the account of remaking

Bulaq during 1966, 1978, and 2005. It is worth noting that it is the first time a diversity of

resources and information has been used to explain the remaking aspects and their

consequences for spatial organization. Basically, it is a unique insider's view of the planning

process and system in Egypt, which takes into account detailed meetings minutes,

correspondence, and conflicts as well as agreements between different departments

(chapter 7). To this end, recent historians' accounts, newspapers and archival documents

from the Cairo Archive Centre and the Muhafzah, provided precious information and diverse

visual materials. This also supported the researcher in reading between the lines, to unravel
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the account of remaking in Cairo, its untold intentions and strategic visions, whilst it was

invaluable in filling in narrative gaps. Reviewing the newspapers, for example, showed how

each scheme was publicized to the public, and helped to disclose the rationale behind each

scheme's spatial order.

It was explained in chapter five how the political instability and the call for establishing an

economical development base in Egypt put the city's planning improvements at the back of

the line. Thus, the street alignment scheme drafted for Bulaq offered inconvenient solutions,

mainly offering radical solutions for problems of industrialization. However it failed to show

clear visions of its feasibility. Chapter six used the same method and a diverse range of

resources to investigate the remaking procedures. It explained how Bulaq, in terms of its

location and poor spatial qualities, was perceived by the state and the planning institution,

which augmented our knowledge about the intended organization of the district's spaces. It

explained that the government was officially attempting to destroy Bulaq's history as none of

the official documents considered, or even referred to its predictable survival. Chapter

seven, however, investigated the contemporary scheme of 2005 within its theoretical and

architectural context. Further investigative tools were used, such as personal interviews,

visual observation, discussions and surveys. It was obvious that the contemporary scheme

aroused frustration among the residents with regard to the gap between the contents of plan

and the city realities and the failure to address their needs or to involve them in decision

making.

Chapter eight discussed the importance of the planning institution's role in achieving

good spatial quality for places. This not only requires the institution's commitment to carry

out schemes to create liveable environments, but also it calls for stabilizing, reliable planning

institutions as main planning bodies in any locality, city or region. I argued that although

crucial progress towards the establishment of an appropriate planning institution in Egypt

was achieved, there was still a lack of full ideological understanding of its role regarding

remaking the city's spatial qualities. I intend to explain how the planning institutions, in

responding to problems of urban deterioration and lack of services, were driven by the

desire to beautify the city. Despite the changing institutional structures, shifting visions,

policies and attitudes towards the spatial remaking, the institution's consistent ideology of

remaking based on its ambitions of applying spatial order was noted. The institution's

attempts to carry out top-down planning, and to regularize the deteriorated patterns of

districts such as Bulaq reflected a wider view of making physical order in isolation from any

social or cultural concerns. There was a persistent reshaping of the image, with minimum

effort to tackle daily problems. It showed that dealing with existing problems of deterioration

was carried out according to political and economical priorities rather than the deep needs of

the people; and the subsequent conflict of goals between the bureaucracy and the citizens

had never ended.
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In Chapter nine, I argued that the failure or success to implement locally-determined

spatial quality in Bulaq was determined by the effective implementation of the legislative

framework and its stability. Discussions were developed to explore the aspects of planning

control of different planning laws, their application, and their deficiencies; supported by

evidence from Bulaq and other Cairene districts. This discussion supported the thesis in

gaining broader understanding of the implications of relevant planning legislation. It was

detected that shortcomings of the urban planning and building code regulations have

become apparent through the current contradiction with the set of Laws that contribute to

the spatial quality of the built environment. For example, it was specifically argued that over

time the relationship between the actual existence of an urban street and the various pieces

of planning legislation or Building code is lost. This means that when an area is subject to

improvement or development prepositions, unified implementation is very difficult to achieve.

So, due to the slow implementation of improvements combined with the frequent

amendments to particular clauses of the applicable law, it turned out that each individual

section, or set of sections, of the same area or district had become subject to different

applications of the same law.

Chapter ten's deeper investigation of remaking Bulaq entailed looking at the process

from an additional angle that integrates three effective realms; the physical domain

(Chapters four to seven), the political domain (Chapter eight and nine), and the social

domain (Chapter ten). In Egypt, these domains had structured the specific conception of

remaking practices, the spatial organization, and the political system in Bulaq. Thus, it was

seen to be advisable to explain the politics of remaking spaces from different perspectives:

the stakeholders' and the planners' voices. The stakeholders' response to the idea of

remaking Bulaq enhanced our understanding of local conflict of interest among players in

the scene and among the above three domains which were associated by legislation that

controlled their daily lives. The chapter's significance lies in the different views of each

group. Interviews showed that the new proposed spatial order had broken up, and that social

relationships and daily practices, which had always been situated and defined with reference

to certain spaces, had fallen away from De Certeau's perceptions of spaces for daily life

activities. Planners, on the other hand, tend to look at Bulaq as a precious place, in which

remaking should be in terms of its potential as a site for future investment projects, with

power politics and economic viability at the centre of the planning perception.

The chapter investigated the politics of remaking Bulaq by considerinq the accounts of

each of the actors. Evidently, the people's accounts explained how the state and its

institutions used to manipulate the residents of Bulaq in order to get its unclear, hidden

agenda implemented. The residents, on the other hand, were helpless and devised their

own manipulation of state laws to get their needs addressed. The Egyptian authority, in fact,

paid little attention to the people's voices and complaints, while they claimed the formal

adoption of participatory approaches in planning ooucies. The state is vociferous in stating
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the need for the involvement of local residents in any agenda for remaking spatial qualities

of old districts. On this basis, the first step in achieving spatial quality is to allow the people

further control of their living spaces. However, in practice, there is limited if any involvement

of local residents in the decision making process.

11.2 Contribution and future research

11.2.1 Revealing remaking in Cairo

The account of remaking Bulaq's spatial qualities tends to be an investigation linking multi

disciplines and discourse under one subject. In many aspects, it is linked to the discourse of

urban history in Cairo in terms of exploring the district's historical establishment. The only

comprehensive investigations have been the critical discussions by Nelly Hanna in her

seminal book An Urban History of Bulaq in the Mamluk and Ottoman Periods, which traced

the district's foundation and development between the 1ih and 18th centuries. One of the

very few scholars to subsequently attempt critical analysis was Jean-Luc Arnaud in his book

Le Caire: Mies en place d'une ville modern 1867-1907, which comprehensively looked at the

condition of the spatial quality in Cairo during the ts" and early zo" centuries. Although

Hanna and others have done progressive work in this context, there has been little study of

Bulaq's urban character and problematic issues in the recent literature since the beginning

of Muhammad Ali's rule, despite its centrality to the planning practices in Cairo.". A single

attempt was recorded by M. Volait to document the liberal attempts at town planning in Cairo

by Egyptian planners". It is important to note that a significant publication by Sabry

Mahboub, published in the Journal of the Town Planning Institute in 1934/35, had offered a

historical account of remaking Bulaq: a significant insight into this early project of modern

planning in Egypt, which has not yet been published or discussed in any other writinqs".

The thesis's main focus was to investigate the recent history and contemporary situation

of Bulaq from Nasser's rule through to recent days. Study of the recent urban transformation

of Bulaq seems to be lacking in the discourse of urban literature. Sahar Fahmy examined

the possible role of the newly constructed projects (towers) in the river frontage zone as a

catalyst for development by highlighting physical and non physical considerations and

consequences before and after completion of a new project. However, her investigation did

not contribute to the subject of urban morphology and did not consider the comprehensive

consequences of development plans or the urban environment remaking, especially to the

18 Other scholars focused on particular historical monuments in the district. Concepcion Anorve-Tschirgi studied
Sinan Pasha and Mustafa Shurbagy Mirza mosques throughout the reflection of these buildings on Bulaq's socio-
economic aspects between 1571 and 1698. Also, the study of Khaled Asfour, The Domestication of Know/edge:
Cairo at the Tum of the Century, which provided detailed case study relevant to the investigation of remaking
some aspects of spatial quality in a/- He/miyya district which went through a process of redefining its street
spaces.

17 Volait, Townplanning schemes in Cairo.
18 It is important to note that Volaifs article referred to the scheme in general terms, but she did not explain the
scheme in detail.
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more challenging inner areas. Khaled Adham's work studied space transformation as a

wider cultural critique of modernity in al-Sayyida Zeinab, another old district in Cairo. His

study focused on the politics of making modern spaces in Egypt through cultural and social

implications, and away from either the planning practices or the planners' control. While the

work of both Fahmy and Adham added new knowledge in their fields, it remain limited in

terms of explaining the broader and comprehensive planning visions in urban contexts,

either in history or in the contemporary time. This thesis, however, looks at the overarching

policies, institutions and attitudes involved in the remaking of Bulaq, their problems and

consequences, their strengths and weaknesses, and achievements in remaking the spatial

quality. Overall, none provided critical accounts of what constitute a satisfactory spatial

quality in old districts of Cairo, how they deteriorated, how their physical quality was

represented, and whether there were any remaking intentions or not.

Any responses to the above questions will be ineffective, unless they are explained

through a critical reading of the conditions, actions and real circumstances that shaped and

formed the remaking discourse to introduce a life story that supplies important justifications

of mysterious suojects'". For this, the thesis intended to deliver an inclusive interpretation

and analysis of the story of space in Cairo. While the history of Bulaq in itself had been a

rich subject for scholars and many writers, contemporary accounts have been very limited.

Although other studies have covered the subjects of renewal, rehabilitation, and upgrading

the built environment, in most cases they tend to be less critical, more descriptive, and wider

in scope. Therefore, the originality of this thesis lies in the in-depth and detailed account

which relied on original resources and investigation of materials such as meeting minutes,

newspaper articles, interviews, and original documents to inform the remaking narrative.

Relying on such vivid resources has supported the thesis in offering a different approach

to describing remaking in Egypt; they revealed the complexity, ambiguity, and unanswered

questions that could not be simply found in a book, or an article, or could not be revealed in

a map. Throughout Chapters five to seven, in most aspects, these resources helped to

justify the state's hidden visions for remaking Bulaq, and consequently these visions were

linked to the approved decisions that drove the drafting of the plans. It was also revealed

that most aspects of transforming Bulaq's spatial qualities were driven by such visions. In

fact, the differences that distinguished each scheme from the other were impacted by the

changing ambitions behind each scheme. For example, widening some streets to 50 meters

was differently justified in each scheme based on the political regime's strategies for

improving the district's qualities. Also, the driving forces behind approval or prohibition of

certain land use activities in the district were explained. Therefore, the investigation reveals

that there were two different agendas to remake Bulaq: one acknowledged by the state and

planning authority, which listed amending certain qualities for streets, building heights and

19 Kostof, S. and Castillo, G. (1995) A History of Architecture: Settings and Rituals. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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land uses, and another one for the residents which listed other qualities such as safety,

security, and economy, as they explained in the interviews. Therefore, the district's spatial

qualities were remade to fulfil a political not a social agenda.

The study paid further attention to issues that impact the planning process in general,

and specifically the remaking, in terms of the reliability of the planning institution and the

effectiveness of the legislative planning system in Egypt. Chapter eight reported that the

planning institution's involvement in clearance, upgrading and renewal projects involved

overlapping tasks and responsibilities in an extremely complex bureaucratic conflict which

led to a lack of effective spatial quality implementation. Indeed, planning policies in Egypt

were designed at the central level of authority without considering the people's priorities.

Therefore, practice was bound to be inappropriate in terms of management and guidance.

Building permits to construct a chain of projects in the riverfront zone were aimed to

encourage touristic investment, regardless of the context, conditions or land-uses.

Surprisingly, Ishash al- Tourguman scheme was the only trial by the planning institution to

draft an urban design scheme; the project drawings of sections and elevations confirm how

far the planning institution's ambitions went to remake Bulaq and the image of spatial quality

it imitated. In this sense, the connection between remaking and an effective design control

and regulatory framework cannot be missed. It was important to know how the planning

institution justified these schemes in terms of their legal implementation, and following the

planning laws and legislations. In this regard, several studies, such as Hisham Khairy's and

Tarek el Sheikh's investigations, were considered to be restricted to a limited period of time

or to link the laws with some projects but in broader terms. To support the thesis' main

argument, it was crucial to investigate the planning laws' implication in their specific contexts

to understand how the planning laws themselves, which are meant to be constructive in

terms of appropriateness for application, had lacked effectiveness, and threw the practice

into deep confusion [15.1.09].

This research provides an example of an integrated research methodology which could

be used to tie up the fragments of the remaking account through employing complementary

research disciplines which consider people's interactions. While research involved in

planning certainly relied on using visual materials such as maps and supplementary

drawings to verify the quality of the built environment, the words of the residents and

creators could not be dismissed. In this respect, qualitative methods playa role in filling the

gap, mostly relying on original accounts to reveal other sides of the sto~. In Egypt, positive

responses to the valuable role of community participation and integrated up-to-date social

investigations are attempted. The role of an interdisciplinary, relevant approach is crucial.

The research, thus, conducted various unstructured interviews with residents, planners and

20 See for example: Mona Abaza's Changing consumer cunures of modem Egypt, Diane Singennan's Avenues of
participation; and Horna Hoodfar's Between marriage and the market, Farha Ghannam's Remaking the Modem
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officials during the summer of 2008-09 which were preciously significant to the current

investigation. These sources, on the other hand, helped to reveal the rationale behind the

actual desires for implementing spatial order. Accounts of the people's daily struggle to

accommodate their everyday life practices from one side, and their struggle to save their

living spaces from the other side, allowed for inside and live insights into the remaking

procedures. This was also evident when I witnessed and recorded al-Nahda residents'

demonstrations in front of the Muhafzah, and was able to gain some stories about the

remaking intentions, which allowed me to tackle and verify these issues with some officials

during interviews. Chapter seven, for example, reported that the announcement of 2005

scheme was disappointing to residents in Bulaq as their reactions implied that they were not,

contrary to the government's propaganda, in favour of the current deteriorating conditions,

rather, they held high expectations that the new plan would improve their living conditions,

while others appreciated the temporary freeze on issuing building permits as it would avoid

the immediate evacuation of poor citizens. It is strongly believed that this style of

investigation would be of value in other contexts where real and well-documented accounts

are lacking: in different parts of Egypt.

11.2.2 Recommendations for future research

While the current study has focused on one particular old district, namely Bulaq, other

studies could pursue investigations in alternative districts in Cairo such as al-Gamaliyya,

Shubra. Apparently, the rich context of urban spaces in old districts of Cairo offers many

topics, as yet unstudied, that would benefit from thorough exploration, and provide a fruitful

area for future research. For example, some research, such as the study carried out by

Vasser Elsheshtawy on the social significance of the space of ai-Sultan Hassan mosque,

has already attempted to explain the social construct of urban spaces in Cairo. Notably, no

other study has followed the spatial or morphological transformation from medieval through

to contemporary terms". Other related investigations could potentially be undertaken on the

development of surrounding streets, activities or physical transformation.

Similar investigations of the production and reproduction of urban spaces could be

extended to include downtown Cairo (west al-Balad) which is one of the city's rich contexts,

and which experienced similar transformation and development. Such studies would serve

to inform policymakers' decisions and future regulations for regularizing urban spaces, not

only in Cairo, but across Egypt as a whole. Also, ancient urban areas located in old Arab

cities such as Baghdad and Damascus could provide equally rich contexts and processes

for investigation and analysis. Despite the differences in theoretical, social, and cultural

21 Elsheshtawy, Y. (2006) Urban transformations: Social control at al Rifa'i mosque and al Sultan Hassan square.
In: Singerman, D. and Amar, P. (ads.) Cairo Cosmopolitan: Politics, Culture, and Urban Space in the New
Globalized Middle East. Cairo: American University in Cairo Press.
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contexts, similar investigations of historic cities in Europe, such as Paris and London, should

not be precluded.

In addition, the researcher recommends an alternative route of investigation through

considering the environmental impacts of such planning schemes on the inner/ outer urban

spaces of old districts of Cairo with their narrow and tight alleys as this could be an important

field of study in gaining greater knowledge of the environmental consequences on the local

people.

11. 3. Moving Forward: The practice and the profession

The clear conflicts embedded in defining good quality for planners and architects to

achieve a proper practice excellence expressed that there is no exact style or quality for all

practices, but there is a reactionary reigning taste. This language contributes to generating a

dialogic space for the project, the institution and the people to engage in the decision making

process, thereby it becomes the steam engine for spatial quality. This space is the context in

which hopes, fears, ideas, and frustration about a place and the people who live there are

discussed through knowledge and insights into needs. The withdrawal of a single actor from

this dialogue would signal the failure of what should be a fair and democratic process".

Therefore, the role of the planning profession in the production of a transformative

Participation and the construction of desires becomes crucial. Visions to eliminate the entire

street network of Bulaq, the special amendments made for Cairo plaza, changing the deep

rooted land uses turned out to be obstacles to the creation of a dialogic space for this

participation. While the physical and social outcomes are different in each case, it shows

that planning does not stop at the line of designing or drafting plans, but its influence infuses

the newly created space and its users. In order for this to happen, planners need to accept

changes, and in particular to acknowledge that issues raised by the users are not a threat

but an opportunity, leading to a more empowering form of architectur~3.

The challenge of remaking the city arises from shifting our perceptions about the city. In

this sense, the vitality of the city and its urban life should be anticipated. Alexander's inSight

in A city is not a tree is that if the city is thought of as a tree-like structure, then vitality will

vanish. Similar lessons, parallel to those of Jacobs, Alexander, and Rapport, anticipate that

rethinking the city will require a careful shift in planning and design thinking from the focus

on the formal qualities of the object to a focus on field relations, which consist of strategies,

forces, vision, and action patterns, to create flexible relations and fluid boundaries to

respond to higher levels of urban quality complexity. In chapter three, I attempted to set a

22~~~:,A. (2005) The politics of area conservation in Cairo. International Journal of Heritage Studies. 11 :2. p. 113

23 Till, J., et al (2005) The Negotiation of Hope. In: Architecture and Participation. Taylor & Francis.
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framework for consideration of spatial quality. I acknowledged that spatial quality is only

revealed through our visual and physical perception of our living spaces; the set of everyday

life actions; and our desires that shape the new narratives and meanings to these spaces.

While spatial quality is infinite, and some may claim it is not sufficient to only consider

these aspects, I argue that each element holds more scope of achieving a positive urban

environment if considered as an overall tool for rethinking the city and its complex diversity:

or a way to divert our attention to a better quality of the built environment. These frameworks

were not meant to exclude others, and they could individually fit particular contexts. But

remaking Bulaq called for integration of all of them and it was shown that these ingredients

fitted well in this context. While theoretical writings call for more principles for making

successful urban environments: density, amenity, variety, safety and others, which seem to

have become embedded in the practice, it would be unfeasible to utilize them all. But

informed selection of aspects which really respond to the context's needs could prove to be

helpful in turning plan images into reality.

However, appropriate selection of spatial qualities does not hold any guarantees of

success. For example, while accessibility is defined as an ingredient of spatial quality,

Bulaq's river frontage transformation turned out to have restricted access whereby people

and traffic were prohibited. Amendment of the bordering streets created spatially closed and

privatized spaces, with higher levels of surplus capitar, and consumer oriented projecti5.

Thus, the three investigated schemes were intended to explain that new meanings, images,

stories, and places are on the way to replacing the district's previous history, whereas

accounts of the proposed diagonal street in plan '2020', the river frontage special

amendments, al-Tourguman clearance, the political instability and Infitah implications, and

the Local's People Committee involvement had all added crucial aspects to this action.

Therefore, the significance of this study lies in discovering how the city can achieve the

proper remaking of its spatial qualities. Although remaking Bulaq is shown to be something

of a special case due to its authenticity, and complex problems, I would suggest several

crucial lines of responding to this question.

First, any response to the actual objectives of remaking the city needs to integrate the

physical and social aspects of urban space: as people need room to determine, participate,

and act upon making their built environments, a participation which satisfies the socio-

cultural and economic needs of users. Thus, changes in the attitudes and values of all the

remaking actors should take place, in order to allow their proper involvement in realistic

reform of the institutions attitudes and planning legislation. This is not to say that

participation is absent in Egypt, but it is a fact that this subject is neglected when remaking is

:: Harvey, D. (2007) The Fr.eedom of the city. In: Swenarton, M. (ed), The Politics of Place Making. Routledge.
Abaz~, M (20.01 ) Shoppmg Malls, Consumer culture and the Reshaping of Public space in Egypt. Theory Culture
& Society. 18.5.97 - 122.
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in the hands of the state planning institutions". Second is learning from the past. This could

be handled by focusing on valuable elements of the past that emphasize the provision of

historical and contextual attributes, social, economic, and cultural imperatives. In this sense,

remaking places needs to move out of its fixed and repetitive templates, to become all that is

solid melts into air. The research showed that the visions, the schemes, the planning

institution, the planning legislations, and the people need to be changed; and need flexibility

to adapt to this change. However, while our imaginings tend to be ideal, our authenticity

needs to be real. Third is that that planning ambitions are endless visions which necessitate

becoming more open to alternative approaches in planning and design. This openness also

requires understanding and adopting other meanings and ideologies of remaking spaces

away from the traditional fixed conceptions of demolition and replacement, and also away

from imitating closed or private spaces.

Finally, without commitment and goodwill of the institution and the people, any action

taken would be ineffective in improving the built environment. There is a huge lack of

transparency from both sides, which is due, I argue, to the lack of a clear and unambiguous

legal framework or the power to monitor and implement the relevant laws. There must also

be a willingness to restructure the relationships between all participants in the remaking

process. The planning institutions' role is usually meant to be one of coordination and

facilitation rather than forcing and intervening. Also, the professionals' contribution is seen

as essential in development of a proper mechanism in terms of a better understanding of the

people's needs, their values, and the culture, wishes and requirements. Therefore, planning

and design remains a profession that is full of urban problems, driven by the hope of

creating superior products. Today, the profession is becoming embroiled in highly

sophisticated situations which add further tasks to its already burdensome mission.

Therefore, good remaking of spatial qualities challenges the community to generate new

expectations in future remaking projects. In this respect, it could be said that urban planning

and design create new spatial meanings and values in terms of generating new spatial

qualities and new spaces for their users.

26 In Egypt, NOO's and community based organizations playa crucial role in mediating between people and the
state, since state institutions are the only planning institution capable of handling such large scale projects.
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to be known through his/ her personal signature on the consent form. They will all be asked to
read the interview scripts, in case they were used in thesis, before the submission date.

A10. What measures will be put in place to ensure confidentiality of personal data,
where appropriate?

The forms will be coded and kept at the researcher's personal office. No Subject interviewee
will be identified unless the researcher gets his/ her personal signature on this consent form.
All written notes/tapes or Videos and tapes will be destroyed one year after the thesis
submission

A11. Will financial I in kind payments (other than reasonable expenses and
compensation for time) be offered to participants? (Indicate how much and on
what basis this has been decided)

YEsD NO [[]

A12. Will the research involve the production of recorded media such as audio
and/or video recordings?

YES[[]

A12.1. This question is only applicable if you are planning to produce recorded media:
How will you ensure that there is a clear agreement with participants as to how
these recorded media may be stored, used and (if appropriate) destroyed?

Interviewees will be asked before recording for their signature for allowing recorded media. It will he
clearly mentioned that these records are restricted to the academic use only and will not he used for
public media, official newspapers or illegal actions.

Guidance fact-sheets on 'Safety and Well-Being', on 'Consent' and on 'Anonymity,
Confidentiality and Data Protection' are at:
www.shef.ac.uklresearchoffice/govethicsgrp/ethics/factsheets.html

These three fact-sheets have been updated in the light of new findings from three Social
Research Association-funded research projects, which were published in 2008, that focused
on the perspective of participants regarding their experience as participants.

http://www.shef.ac.uklresearchoffice/gov_ethics_grp/ethics/er/guidance.html
http://www.shef.ac.uklresearchoffice/govethicsgrp/ethics/factsheets.html


University Research Ethics Application Form

Part B - The Signed Declaration
Title of Research Project: TheShiftingPoliticsof Re-makingPlacesinCairo
BulaqAbulElaPlanningSchemesand Implementation

I confirm my responsibility to deliver the research project in accordance with the University of
Sheffield's policies and procedures, which include the University's 'Financial Regulations',
'Good Research Practice Standards' and the 'Ethics Policy for Research Involving Human
Participants, Data and Tissue' (Ethics Policy) and, where externally funded, with the terms
and conditions of the research funder.

In signing this research ethics application form I am also confirming that:

• The form is accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

• The project will abide by the University's Ethics Policy.

• There is no potential material interest that may, or may appear to, impair the
independence and objectivity of researchers conducting this project.

• Subject to the research being approved, I undertake to adhere to the project protocol
without unagreed deviation and to comply with any conditions set out in the letter from
the University ethics reviewers notifying me of this.

• I undertake to inform the ethics reviewers of significant changes to the protocol
(by contacting my academic department's Ethics Administrator in the first instance).

• I am aware of my responsibility to be up to date and comply with the requirements of the
law and relevant guidelines relating to security and confidentiality of personal data,
including the need to register when necessary with the appropriate Data Protection
Officer (within the University the Data Protection Officer is based in CiCS).

• I understand that the project, including research records and data, may be subject to
inspection for audit purposes, if required in future.

• I understand that personal data about me as a researcher in this form will be held by
those involved in the ethics review procedure (e.g. the Ethics Administrator and/or ethics
reviewers) and that this will be managed according to Data Protection Act principles.

• If this is an application for a 'generic' project all the individual projects that fit
under the generic project are compatible with this application.

Name of the Principal Investigator (or the name of the Supervisor if this is a
postgraduate researcher project):

Dr. Renata Tyszczuk

~ If this is a postgraduate researcher project insert the student's name here:
Gehan Selim

Signature of Principal Investigator (or the Supervisor):

Date: 19-05-2009

Email the completed application form and provide a signed, hard copy of 'Part S' to the
Ethics Administrator (also enclose, if relevant, other documents).



Consent Information Sheet
Residents Information Sheet

Research Project Title: The Shifting Politics of Re-making Places in Cairo: Bulaq Abul Ela

You are being invited to take part in a research project at the University of Sheffield. Before you decide it is
important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read
the following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask me if there is anything that is not
clear or if you would like more information. Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take part.

Thank you for reading this.

Aim of the Interviews

Contemporary urban conditions had reached high rates of informality, poverty and depressed housing conditions
forming uniquely separate parts and witnessed the rise of slum areas in many old quarters in Cairo. Stories of
local witnesses on these changes are essential to this study. It is important to record how residents have been
affected by the clearing and relocating them in order to redevelop the district, how the state negotiated the
resident's lives and workplaces, and what is the impact on their daily lives. It is also important to know whether
the residents are with or against such practices and how. The aim of these interviews is to gather information
from local residents by recording their personal stories and how they have been affected by the remaking
process. The discussion will be targeted to know the hidden accounts of individuals, how they acted towards the
implementation of the new schemes and why they didn't accept the state's offers to clear their houses.

This interview is part of a PhD study I am undertaking at the University of Sheffield. The interview seeks to
gather information about the state practices towards renewing the district of Bulaq and attitudes of the local
residents towards implementing these polices. The project has received University ethical approval and its
duration time is three years (to be completed July 2010).

Interview Methods

All Interviews will be recorded, by tape/video recording / or written notes depending on the obtained consent.
The recorded materials/ transcripts will be stored securely at the research supervisor's office. Participants will be
anonymous unless approved verbally. In case of the participant approves this, hel she can read the researcher's
version of the interview before submitting it the Graduate research office at the University of Sheffield.

Contact Information

Participants are welcomed to contact the researcher for any questions at the following contact details
Telephone: 00(44)-2220335
e-mail: g.selim@shefield.ac.uk.

Date: 19-05-2009
Name of Applicant: Gehan Selim

mailto:g.selim@shefield.ac.uk.


Consent Information Sheet
Officials and Planners Information Sheet

Research Project Title: The Shifting Politics of Re-making Places in Cairo: Bulaq Abul Ela

You are being invited to take part in a research project at the University of Sheffield, School of Architecture.
Before you decide it is important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will involve.
Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask me if
there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information. Take time to decide whether or not you
wish to take part.

Thank you for reading

Aim of the Interviews

Historical and traditional old quarters shaped the urban heart of old Islamic Cairo and served as principal shapers
of its traditional urban patterns. Such areas have grown and changed over the centuries, and so have their urban
patterns. The interviews are targeted to traces the process of remaking urban places in Cairo and the process of
approving and implementing the state's physical planning visions for reshaping the builtscape of Cairo. Bulaq
Abul Ela, In particular, is a suitable evidence of such practises. The state's tendency to redevelop the district
through approving several planning schemes will definitely hold its visions and strategies for implementing this
development. I tend to understand the Governorate's policies which have guided the visions to renew and
modernize this district.

This interview is part of a PhD study Iam undertaking at the University of Sheffield. The interview seeks to
gather information about the spatial planning practices towards renewing the district of Bulaq and attitudes of the
local residents towards implementing these polices. The project has received University ethical approval and its
duration time is three years (to be completed July 2010).

Interview Methods

All Interviews will be recorded, by tape/video recording / or written notes depending on the obtained consent.
The recorded materials! transcripts will be stored securely at the research supervisor's office. Participants will be
anonymous unless approved verbally. In case of the participant approves this, hel she can read the researcher's
version of the interview before submitting it the Graduate research office at the University of Sheffield.

Contact Information

Participants are welcomed to contact the researcher for any questions at the following contact details
Telephone: 00(44)01142220335
e-mail: g.selim@shefield.ac.uk.

Date: 19-05-2009
Name of Applicant: Gehan Selim

mailto:g.selim@shefield.ac.uk.


Participant Consent Form
Officials and planners form

Title of Research Project: The Shifting Politics of Re-making Places in Cairo: Bulaq Abul Ela

Name of Researcher: Gehan Selim

Participant Identification Number for this project: Initial box

1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet explaining the above
research project and Ihave had the opportunity to ask questions about the project.

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any
time without giving any reason and without there being any negative consequences.
In addition, should Inot wish to answer any particular question or questions,
Iam free to decline.

3. I understand that my responses will be kept strictly confidential.
Igive permission for members of the research team to have access to my
anonymised responses. Iunderstand that my name will not be linked with
the research materials, and Iwill not be identified or identifiable in the
report or reports that result from the research.

4. I agree for the data collected from me to be used in future research academic
publications by the researcher.

5. I agree to take part in the above research project.

7.1 agree to appear in voice and/or video recorded by the researcher for educational
purposes.

Name of Participant
(or legal representative)

Date Signature

Name of person taking consent Date
(if different from lead researcher)
To be signed and dated in presence of the participant

Signature

Lead Researcher Date
To be signed and dated in presence of the participant

Signature

D
D
D
D
D
D

Copies:
Once this has been si~ed by ~ll ~arties th~ participant should receiv~ a c~py of the signed and dated participant consent
form, the letter/pre-wntten script/information sheet and any other wntten information provided to the participants. A copy of
the signed and dated consent form should be placed in the project's main record (e.g. a site file). which must be kept in a
secure location.

Date: 19-05-2009
Name of Applicant: Gehan Selim



Participant Consent Form
Residents Form

Title of Research Project: The Shifting Politics of Re-making Places in Cairo: Bulaq Abul Ela

Name of Researcher: Gehan Selim

Participant Identification Number for this project: Initial box

5. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet explaining the above
research project and I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the project.

2. I agree to take part in the above research project.

3. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any
time without giving any reason and without there being any negative consequences.

4. I understand that my responses will be kept strictly confidential.

5. I agree for the data collected from me to be used by the researcher for educational
Purposes in the PhD research project

6. I agree to appear in voice or video recorded by the researcher.

Name of Participant
(or legal representative)

Date Signature

Name of person taking consent Date
(if different from lead researcher)
To be signed and dated in presence of the participant

Signature

SignatureLead Researcher Date
To be signed and dated in presence of the participant

D
D
D
D
D
D

Copies:
Once this has been signed by all parties the participant should receive a copy of the signed and dated participant consent
form. the letter/pre-written scriptlinformation sheet and any other written information provided to the participants. A copy of
the signed and dated consent form should be placed in the project's main record (e.g. a site file). which must be kept in a
secure location.

Date: 19-05-2009
Name of Applicant: Gehan Selim



Cat. I Ref. I Name! position I Location Year of interview Notes

Residents 2008 2009
R I Resident Inner Bulaq •
R 2 Resident Inner Bulaq •• ••
R :3 Resident/Trader Al-Matba al-Ahlya st. •
R 4 Resident/ Worker Al-Matba al-Ahlya st. •
R 5 Resident Al-Matba al-Ahlya st. • •
R 6 Trader Bulaq/WB •
R 7 Resident Inner Bulaq •• •
R 8 Resident Rarnlet Bulaq •
R 9 Resident Shanna S1. •
R 10 Resident Inner Bulaq •
R II Resident Ramlet Bulaq •
R 12 Resident Inner Bulaq •
R 13 Resident Inner Bulaq •
R 14 Resident/worker Inner Bulaq •• •
R 15 Resident Ramlet Bulaq •
R 16 Resident Inner Bulaq • ••
R 17 ResidentlTrader Bulaq •
R 18 Resident from Zeinhom • Intl'r\'k.'Wl'd

during
area dl"I1UIIlMrillltln,

R 19 Resident from Zeinhom
al II... Muhaltah

•
area

Cat. Ref. Name! position I Institution Year of interview Notes
Intellectual! plaonerst oftitials 2008 2009
I I Staff member FUP •
I 2 Senior planner Muhafzah • •••
I 3 Senior planner Muhafzah • ••
I 4 Engineer Hay BulaqlPlanning Dep. •
I 5 Senior planner Muhafzah •
I 6 Senior planner Muhafzah •
I 7 professional Private ••
I 8 Official Muhafzah ••
I 9 Staff member FUP •
I to senior planner GOPP • •
I II planner GOPP ••
I 12 Official GOPP •
I 13 Planner Muhafzah •

List of Interviews conducted in Cairo during Februaryl March 2008 and July IAugust 2009.



Appendix - B

Documents of the Tanzim Department
The National Archive centre in Cairo



Assigning amended street lines in several streets in Cairo during 1920
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Assigning amended street names in Cairo during 1920
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Restructuring the organizational structure of the Tanzim Department
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Land expropriation in Bulaq during 1920s
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Assigning Streets in Bulaq a sites of Public interest ( Shari Wabour al Zalat)
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Appendix C
Archival Documents of the Muhafzah



Illustration of parts from Bulaq street alignment scheme in 1966

tllustraaion Qf Pl;lrtli fr(lm l3~q strOOl ali(7lment scheme In 1966.
Source: the S6C ion of Certified projects The M halUlh, alro.
Accessed: AUgUSI 2000.
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The only original version of Bulaq 42 plan of 1978 scheme published in al-Ahram
Newspaper

The only orlgll\lW verSIOn of I3lJl~ 42 plan 01 1978 ~chem plbll$1\9d 11'1al·MIlI
N "·$P!l~r.
Source: AI·Ahrsm Newspaper {197'9)
N:C911Sad *Mren 2000

C·7_'.



Bulaq Abul Ela planning scheme of 2005, Plan 3133

.,-

Bulaq Albul lOla planning scheme 012005, Plan 3133.
Source: Document$ 01 the t:iaf\nlng dIlpartiJ'l90l. The MuhfJbah.
ACC9Ssed: August 2000.
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The original hand-drawings of Land surveys in Bulaq and the initial proposals for re-planning
the street network in Ramlet Bulaq

The orirlin I hand·dravAngs 01 Land survey'S In Bulaq and Ih InI1lal Droposal~ lor rE!-plii1llling Ille she t
n9lwork. In H:~mlot BulaQ.
~\ccessed;A~oust2009,

t· ) C·4



A sample of original photographed documents of the planning department of the Muhafzah
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Decree 4 for year 1967 for re-planning the urban area bounded by Shari al-Sabtiyya, al-
Galaa, Yuliya and Shari ai-Corniche
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Presidential Decree no. 555 for year 1972 for re-planning Ishash charkas in Bulaq and
approving the site for expropriation for public interest
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Decree 242 for year 1975 for assigning the Ameri press site in Bulaq as a private property
approved for constructing touristic and commercial activities ( Cairo Plaza)
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Decree 97 for year 1979 for assigning misr lei tamer and the Muhafzah to plan new housing
blocks to relocate the Bulaqi residents
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Decree 574 for year 1979 to re-plan Ishash al-Tourguman through land expropriation
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Decree 135 for year 1983 for re-planning Bulaq and Maspero
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Decree 633 for year 1992 for re-planning Ramlet Bulaq
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Decree 260 for year 1996 for amending street lines in Ramlet Bulaq
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Decree 2008 for year 2005 for approving the re-planning scheme of Bulaq in 2005
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Minutes of the Local People Council
of the Muhafzah



Letter of complaint from the Local People's Committee to the Muhafez, not dated, the
planning department, the Muhafzah
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The original A4 map presented to the local people's committee
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Memo for approving Re-planning Bulaq in 2004
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Reply to issues of disagreement (scheme 2005)
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Bulaq urban planning and building regulations (A)
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Bulaq urban planning and building regulations (8)



A case of building ..(Case 1) permits Issued in Bulac to follow the new regula!'Ions and set- backs
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A case of building permits issued in Bulaq to follow the new regulations and set- backs
(Case 2)
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Appendix - F

Archival Newspapers



The announcement published in official newspapers for a re-planning scheme to renew
Ishash al-Tourguman in Bulaq.
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The announcement of the construction of 22 new districts in Cairo 1961.
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Discussing the social and economic problems In Bulaq.
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AnnounCIng the con ruction 0 a new toonsuc bUIlding on the site or the Amen press .
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Announcing the intentions of the Muhafzah to re-plan Ishash al- Tourguman In Bulaq.
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le's life in Ishash al-Tourguman.The peop
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Discussing the re-planning intentions in Bulaq for clearance or re-planning .
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Problems of al manatek al mutahalka in Cairo: re-planning Bulaq first .
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